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ADVENTURES OF A LADY, 

TARTARY, THIBET, CHINA, Qc. 

1851-April 3 and 4.-Nearly a month has 
now elapsed since I re-commenced my travels, 
and I had fully intended to have kept my 
L L  Journal" as usual. At h t  I delayed on 

. account of the sameness there must have 
appeared, from the fact of my way lying through 
a counbry I had before traversed, and described 
at length. Just as I was entering on new 
ground, I was suddenly and unexpectedly inaapa- 
citated from all labour, by meeting with a severe 
accident, from the d?t:cts -a? a&k 1 am still 
suffering. I was riding dong at a sharp canter, 
after dark one evening, %h&:mp steed fell into a 
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2 ADVENTURES OF A LADY. 

deep hole, and after vainly trying to save him, I 
was precipitated violently to the ground, which 
being particularly hard, I was very much hurt. 
I fell on my shoulder, and not only severely con- 
tused it, but hctured a bone, to my sorrow. I 
suppose it t my restless spirit which prevents the 
wretched bone uniting, and the consequences are 
disagreeable. To this day, I have never recovered 
the use of my left arm, 

Poor me, I do not like " coming to grief " in 
this unpleasant manner. 

I shall now endeavour to refiesh my memory, 
and write a retrospective account of the last three 
or four weeks, as it is the only way of chronicling 
my journey. 

I left Julundhur on the evening of the 10th of 
March, and drove to Kurtarpore city, where I 
remained till 6 o'clock P.M. the following day. I 
was ill the whole of the llth, and I delayed my 
departure fiom E q r e  to the k t  moment, so 
it was near ten o'clock before I reached 
HoshyArpore cantonments, twenty-seven miles 
distant from the Kurtarpore B W  Durrie. For- 

, t-te($ $& 'p: b%lit' ih$idight night. 
. . . . . . a  ..: -. 

Oh ! hov. &d.i ...... 'kas ! .I thought I should 
never reach.&a.&ig *hich had been pitched 



for me at Hoshyiirpore. The prospeotive camp 
appeared an Ignis Fatutu, and even after I 
reached the cantonments, I seemed to have 
interminable additional miles to go over 1 Every- 
thing has an end, and so had this weary journey. 
Fatigue and illness made the way appear twice 
as long and weary. 

Hoshykrpore is one of the prettiest stations I 
have seen in India, and the civil lines are 
wooded with clumps of fine trees, more like a 
gentleman's park in England, than anything one 
is in the habit of seeing in this monotonom 
country, in the shape of a "Station." All the 
Cantonment and " civil "* roads, I ob~erved, were 
*fully hedged with regular rows of the prickly 
pear. 

Not far fiom the Station, the road divides. 
The broad, straight one, leads to the city of 
Hoshyirpore, and would take a traveller a mile or 
two out of his way, if the Station were his des- 
tination. To the latter, the direct route is the 
less decided road on the right hand. I men- 
tioned all this, 'the last time I passed through 
HoshyBrpore, but the repetition here will not do 
any harm. 

* Roads belonging to the I' Civil Lines," or that section 
of the etation appropriated to civilians, apart from the d* 
lines. 
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4 ADVEWBES OF A LADY. 

I left Hoshybrpore on the morning of the 12 th  
and rode to Am-ke-Bbgh, two marches (distance 
1 4  coss, or 21 miles), and reached my camp in 
time for breakfast. 
. Having fully described this road before, I need 
not say much now. The hills are entered within 
four or five miles of Hoshybrpore, and the road is 
in some places steep. The last three or four miles 
to Am-ke-Bbgh is across a broad plain ; the road 
is perfectly level, and luxuriant fields of cultiva- 
tion surround it on every side. This plain is, de 
facto, a lovely valley, for hills environ it completely. 
The scenery is charming, indeed, and, when 
gazed upon for the fist  time, quite entrances the 
eye. Even I was delighted with a view, which, 
though so familiar to me, was ever lovely. 
. The intervening march between Hoshybrpore 
and Am-ke-Bbgh is Nbree ; and this small village 
is exactly half-way. 
. Am-ke-Bbgh is, as its name purports, a garden 
of mangoes ; and my little camp was pitched in a 
fine tope of mangoe trees. There was plenty of 
shade for the four tents I found pitched on my 
arrival, and also shelter in abundance for the ser- 
vants and horsea 

after breakfast, I sent on my advance-camp 
to Eulloo-ka-Huttie, the next march, where 



I purposed proceeding in the cool of the 
evening. 

I did not leave Am-ke-Bbgh till after the day- 
light had entirely vanished ; and the uncertain 
lustre of the moon, obscured by clouds, was the 
only thing I had to trust to. For a few miles it 
was very pleasant; the weather was cool, and the 
country wild and picturesque. But I had not 
proceeded more than four miles at most, before 
the aspect of the heavens became more threatening 
each minute. Passing a water-mill, I enlisted a 
guide in my service, v i  et arm&; and it was for- 
tunate I did so. The path wound for eight miles 
along a half-dried-up watercourse, between two 
ridges of hills, wooded by low shrubs. The latter 
four miles (fiom Zjpoora to Kulloo-ka-Huttie) 
led over a stony wooded hill. The ascent and 
descent consisted of a bad, steep road. Kulloo- 
ka-Huttie is situated near the foot of the descent, 
and commands a fine view. All requisite supplies 
are procurable. 

I never made a more fatiguing journey than I 
did that night. Almost immediately after I had 
taken the guide, the long-threatening black clouds 
burst in t e d c  claps of thunder, preceded by the 
most awful flashes of forked lightning I ever had 
the misery to see. As we neared IGjpoora, rain 
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began to fall ; but I was persuaded to go on to my 
camp, four miles further.. We had not gone far 
up the hill before the rain fell in a perfect deluge, 
and my light summer clothing was in a minute 
drenched with wet. The night was so dark that 
we stumbled at every step, and I could hardly 
manage my frightened horse. The only light we 
had to guide us was the vivid lightning, which 
was absolutely appalling. Though it showed 
the path, it almost blinded us after it ceased to 
play; and the thunder rattled incessantly, with 
the usual awful sound, when the storm appears 
immediately overhead. I was never before so 
absolutely exposed to such a pitiless and really 
t e d c  storm ; but for my good and willing guide, 
Heaven knows how I should ever have reached 
my camp. And the poor man was really one of 
the most willing fellows I ever saw. He ran along, 
over stones and through mud, as fast as he could, 
my horse trotting at his heels the whole way. 
Thank God, I reached safely at last, though cold, 
ill, t e d e d ,  and benumbed. 

Lightning is one of the very few things I am 
h a i d  of. A childish dread of it is a weakness I 
have most hopelessly and vainly sought to van- 
quish. I t  must be inhent, because no efforts can 
make me less foolish, and, in spite of any amount 



of previous resolutions, a fiash of lightning ter- 
S e s  me out of my seventeen senses, and I am, in 
a thunder-storm, the veriest coward living. 
When it is fairly passed, oh ! how brave I am 
again ! 

However, such a fearful storm as the one I was 
exposed to the night I journeyed over rugged 
mountain roads by night, was enough to appal a 
stouter heart. 

I located myself for the night in a hut at 
Kulloo-ka-Huttie, the tents being soaking wet. 
By midnight, the storm passed over, and the 
moon once more brightened the darkness. I sent 
my advance camp on to Jwbla N66khi, and in the 
morning darted myseK 

Kdloo-ka-Huttie is twelve miles from Am-ke- 
Bbgh, aocording to my calculation (some people 
make it much more). 

On the 13th, I reached J w f i  Mgkhi  (the next 
march), distance from Eulloo-ka-Huttie eight 
coss, or twelve miles, about 9 o'clock a.m., and 
found my camp pitched at the B W  Durrie, a very 
nice house, situated in a Bkgh, about a mile (or 
less) dietant h m  the famous Temple of Jwkla 
Mzkhi.  It was delightfully cool and pleasant all 
day in this B M  Durrie. 

The march from Eulloo-ka-Huttie to Jwiih 
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M66khi is a very beautiful one ; hill and dale are 
blended in wild beauty, and the whole country 
smiles in most attractive and refreshing verdure. 
Though I described this march, and Jwbla M66khi 
likewise, last year, I shall amuse myself by a 
little recapitulation now. 

after descending for a short distance, we came 
to a stony hill, and a tolerably good path led to 
the summit. Here I was delighted to h d  a mile 
of table land. We also had a gloriom view of 
the snowy hills in the distance from the top of 
thh eminence. All the surrounding hills are 
beautifully wooded, and in the valleys and plain 
lands, cultivation is very rich. 

About half way we came to  the Bebs River 
(here called Beah), and crossed it in a boat. 
after a little ascent and descent, we had nearly 
level ground the rest of the way to JwblaM66khi. 
We passed many villages en route. 

1 Jwbla M66khi is a far-famed place of pilgrim- 
age. The town is named Jwbla M66khi from the 
famous temple, where fire perpetually issues from 
fissures in the rocks. " Jwbla " signifies " flame 7 " 
and " M66khi" L'mouth." The temple is also 
called " Jwbla-Jee." The latter word means 
L L  master," or 'L'lord," and is a term of respect 
very common among the natives. 



I paid a second visit to the famous temple, and 
scarcely wonder that the superstitious and igno- 
rant natives attribute to divine agency the flames 
thus spontaneously issuing from rocks, which 
seem exactly the counterpart of a myriad 
others. 

Having entered into a full detail of the whole 
place before, I will only say a few words. 

Jwbla M66khi is a large village, quite consider- 
able enough to be termed a town. The streets 
are narrow, and paved with stone, in broad steps, 
because, the town being built on the slope of a 
hill, of course the streets are nowhere level. The 
houses are solidly constructed, almost entirely of 
stone, and are built of two (or more) stories in 
height. 

The temple is situated nearly at the top of 
the dope, and a hill rises immediately above 
the town, some eight hundred or a thousand feet 
high. 

I saw a great many Fakirs cruizing about 
Jwbla M6Gkhi and its environs. They were 
most disgusting looking objects. Most of them 
were nearly devoid of all clothing, and they 
were besmeared with paint, and covered with 
ashes. 

Being a place of Hindoo p i lmage ,  thousands of 
B 3 



people swarm here to worship at this sacred 
temple. 

The principal building is surmounted by a gilt 
cupola. Two richly gilt tigers lie on a pedestal, 
which faces the portico of the temple, where 
two huge bells (of monstrous dimensions) are 
suspended, and make a hideous booming sound, 
with ceaseless wsiduity. 

I never witnessed such extraordmary pheno- 
mena as these spontaneous flames present. The 
fire is of a pale red oolour, and appears to yield 
but little heat. Of course this phenomenon must 
arise from the presence of gas in the rocks. 

I breakfasted at Bnee  Ti1 (the march succeed- 
ing Jwhla M66kbi), on the morning of the 14 th  
and went on to K6t Kangra in the evening. 
=nee TU is about eight coss, or twelve miles 
from Jwlla Mskhi .  Some people call it more, 
but that is absurd. I remember last year putting 
that march down as only ten miles, and most cer- 
tainly by adding two more I give the utmost dis- 
tance. About half way, a river (of some obscure 
Heathen cognomen) is crossed by a h e  Puckha 
(stone-built) bridge The road is level nearly the 
whole way, and often consists of the prettiest En- 
glish-looking lanes, very different from Indian 
roads and paths. Cultivation is very rich and 



extended, and nothing meets the eye but r e h h -  
ing green fields, and hills verdant with shrubs, or 
wooded with trees. 

Close to W e e  TB1 (just before the last ascent 
to the village), there is a road on the left hand, 
which leads to Noorpore cantonment. Near thia 
spot I observed a D&k Bungalow in progress of 
erection. 

K6t Kangra is about six coss, or nine miles, 
beyond &nee TU. The road is in some places 
bad and steep, but the rest of the way is level. 
Close to =nee Tbl there is a steep descent to 
some river, and then a long ascent. The name of 
the river I could not distinctly make out, and I 
have not my former journal by me, to refer to at 
present; so I ahall not hazard a christening of 
my own. I forded this river with ease, but I 
noticed that a bridge is building, and a better road 
in due progress. 

About a mile from K6t Kangra the road 
divides ; the lower one leads direct & the fort, 
and the upper path, to the right, goes to Bohun, 
a village adjoining Kangra, and very much cooler. 
mere is a Bkruh Durrie there also. 

I took the former road, having desired my 
servants to  go to the small encamping-ground 
near the fort. Besides, the evening had closed in, 
and I knew this road the best. 
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At the foot of this descent, I forded the river, 
which washes the base of the hill on which 
Kangra fort is situated. I could not h d  any 
Puhbriryas* to carry me over, as I did last year ; 
but, luckily, one of my Chuprassies was waiting 
my arrival. He took my horse across, and I 
walked over the stepping-stones. However, as 
they were covered with water, I was obliged, 
in a rustic manner, to take off my shoes and 
stockings. 

The steep, stone-paved ascent to the encamping 
ground quite fatigued me, as riding after dark, on 
such a road, was of course out of the question. I 
found my tents pitched, and dinner ready, so I 
quickly forgot my fatigues. 

I had an attack of ague this evening, probably 
from getting my feet wet, and continued ill for 
several hours. 

The following morning I went to see the fort. 
I described it last year. It is a large, rambling 
place, and, from its position, would doubtless be 
impregnable if attacked by any native force. 

A wing of the 20th Native Infantry is cantoned 
here, and I saw the Sepoys on parade. The head- 
quarters of this regiment are stationed at Noor- 
pore. 

* Mountaineers lfrom " Puhk," Mountain. 



DEENA NUUUER. 13 

On the evening of the 16th, I rode to Dhurm- 
sala, having sent on my advance camp. I was 
happy to see new roads making, and one terrible 
hill was avoided, to my great delight. It waa a 
beautiful moonlight night, and I had a pleasant 
canter the greater part of this march. 

Dhurmsala is eight or nine miles distant from 
Kangra. One or two streams are forded en route, 
which are rather formidable after heavy rain, as 
I found last year. The road is very prettily 
varied, and the hedge rows are deliciously higrant 
when the wild roses and eglantines burst into 
blossom, and perfume the air fo; miles. 

The Ghoorka corps is cantoned at Dhurmsala, 
and their commandant (Major Ferris) lives at 
Bhkgsoo, four miles further on. Dhurmsala is 
probably 1500 or 2000 feet above K6t Kangra; 
the latter scarcely averages in elevation above the 
level of the sea, 2000 feet. 

Kangra is situated so completely in a basin as 
it were, entirely hemmed in by rocks, which re- 
flect great heat, and the elevation of the place is 
so trifling, that as early as April I found the heat 
quite intolerable last year. Dhurmsala is cooler, 
and Bhbgsoo still more so. 

I went to see the latter place on the morning 
of the 16th. It is situated close to hills capped 
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with mow, in fact immediately at the base of this 
range. I discovered last August that thia 
snow was raot perpetual. It had nearly (if not 
entirely) melted away after the rains, when I 
passed through this part of the country on my 
return from Kashmir. At this season of the 
year, the mounta.ins in question look so icy white 
one would fancy that they belonged to the great 
snowy belt. 

I saw three houses at Bhlgsoo. A h e  rhodo- 
dendron forest covers the hill along which the 
road winds, and many of the trees were glowing 
with the bright scarlet flowers. 

The old path from Dhurmsala to Bhlgsoo is 
very bad and stony, but a good and tolerably 
broad road is half completed, and wil l  be an im- 
mense improvement. 

Bhlgsoo is about four miles from Dhurmsala, 
a steep ascent the whole way. 

I had sent on my camp to Noorpore, and 
started myself on the evening of the 17th, a little 
before sunset. I thought (from what I had been 
told last year) that the distance was only two 
short marches, about eightsen miles, and I fancied 
I could easily reach it by dinner-time on the 
17th ! 

The distance is about thirty-eight miles, a hor- 



rible road, so of course I was miserably mistaken, 
and even had I not encountered any accident, 
could never have reached Noorpore that night. 

W e  lost the road soon after dusk, and had num- 
berless troubles before we could r e d '  it again. 
Every hut we entered, in the h o p  of securing a 
guide, seemed populated solely by women, and 
whole villages appeared destitute of a single 
specimen of the genus man! The women volubly 
declared that there were no men, and as we were 
unsuccessful in every effort we made to see one, 
we were almost in despair. I say " we," because, 
as it providentially happened, I was not alone ; 
Mi. W- was riding with me. 

At last, to our great surprise and delight, two 
volunteers suddenly appeared, and took us to the 
road. We had been steadily going to Rihloo 
before. Mr. W. had (on my discovering this) 
endeavoured to chastise the guide we had at the 
time, and who was evidently purposely misleading 
us, but the wretched man rushed down a steep 
khud, and in the darkness was soon invisible ! 
Thus we had been iL left lamenting," and nearly 
came to grief in rice-fields and women-villages. 

Our good volunteer guides left us, when we 
were close to Shahpore, the first march from 
Bhilgsoo, (or Kangra, or Dhurmsala,) and having 
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forded a shallow river at this spot, we ascended a 
little way, and coming to level ground, tried a 
sharp canter, to make up for lost time. I t  was 
my East canter, verily, for I have been unable to 
mount a horse since ! 

Brigadier Wheler was encamped at Shahpore, 
and just opposite the large camp, my horse fell 
into a deep hole. I tried to save him, but ended 
by being thrown violently on the hard ground, 
falling with desperate force on my left shoulder 
and side. 

Afraid of seeing an inquisitive crowd collect 
round me, I forced myself up, and Mr. W- 
helped me to walk. But I had not gone twenty 
yards before I fell down by the side of the road, 
deadly sick and faint, from the great pain I 
endured. 

After spending two hours here, I was taken on 
to Noorpore on a bed. I mmt here pay my 
tribute of thanks, to the kindness and considera- 
tion of Mr. Hamilton, a friend of Mr. W-'s 
in the Brigadier's camp, who gave me up his tent, 
and was most kind in every way. I was in great 
pain, and could not thank him at the time. 

Day broke before I reached KGtla, the second 
march, as I was obliged to be carried very slowly. 
Mr. W- rode on from this stage, to consult 



the doctor at Noorpore, I was suffering such 
tortures then. After various delays, I arrived 
at 2 P.M., at Noorpore. 

Besides a severe contusion, one of the bones 
was broken, and not only have I suffered constant 
pain up to this very day, but I cannot make the 
slightest use of my left arm, or even hand. 

I cannot even sit up long, and work con- 
tinuously with even my right arm. I have been 
writing these "retrospective" sheets at long 
intervals, since the morning, and yet I have 
accomplished this portion of my task, with 
greater pain and difficulty than I care to'acknow- 
ledge. Though " never say die," is a good motto, 
I cannot write much more to-day. 

Noorpore is three marches from Kangra or 
Dhurmsala ; viz. :- 

1st. Shahpore . . (13) . . thirteen miles. 
2nd. K6tla . . . (10) . . ten miles. 
3rd. Noorpore . . (15) . . Meen miles. 
The road consists of ascents and descents, in 

painful ceaselessness ; and the rivers and streams 
to be forded are legion. But the scenery is beau- 
tiful; the hills are wild and wooded, and the 
snow-capped hills to  the right seem invitingly 
near. 

Noorpore is a large city, boasting of a pictu- 



resque-looking fort, situated on a piece of table- 
land'in the top of a hill. This spur commands a 
fine view, and is situated on the confines of the 
plains, only two or three hundred feet above. 
The officers of the 20th N. I., stationed here, 
live in the fort. 

My camp was pitched in a pretty Bigh, quite 
in the plain country, j u t  below Noorpore. 

Many of the Kashrnirian shawl weavers have 
migrated here, and large shawl manufactories 
thrive at Noorpore. The population consists almost 
entirely of Kashmirians ; but they appeared to be 
all dirty, ugly, and deteriorated. 

I only remained at Noorpore a few days, and 
then proceeded in a dhoolie, towarde Jummoo, 
starting at two o'clock, a.m., on the 22nd. 
Travelling, even in a recumbent position, e v e  me 
great pain, and often my shoulder felt very much 
hfbmed. However, I persevered, having deter- 
mined to reach Jummoo. 

At sunrise, I arrived at Puthinkote. The dk- 
tance is fifteen miles, and the road is perfectly 
level, running along near the foot of the lower hills. 
There is a large fort at Puthknkote, and I fancy 
it was once a place of importance. 

Having sent on my Chuprassie, we found bearers 
waiting, and the dhoolies were not even set down 



for a moment at Puthiinkote. We proceeded to 
the next stage, Kuttooa, about eleven or twelve 
miles distant; and long before we reached that 
viilage, the sun had become cruelly hot. About 
a mile before getting to Euttooa, we had to cross 
the a v e e  at Behree-ka-Puttun, by ferry-boats. 

All the country on this side the river, is Gooliib 
Singh's Illiika or District, and the authorities of 
Kuttooa were delightfully zealous. 

The country between Puthbnkote and Euttooa 
is perfectly level, and very pretty of the kind. 
The road is very tolerable (occasionally stony), 
and runs along, not more than two or three miles 
from the base of the lower hills. There is a very 
fine view of the snowy range, the whole of thb 
march. 

The heat was so great, that I gladly availed 
myself of the tent, put most kindly and charitably 
at my dkposal, by M i .  Talbot, who was in Camp 
at  Kuttooa. I did not see him, for my arm and 
head burned equally, from a degree of inflammation 
brought on by the t e d c  heat, and I was too ill 
to see any one. However, his kindness I 
appreciated, as I ought. 

An hour before sun-set, I proceeded to Jesrota. 
The direct route to Jummoo, is from Euttooa to 
Hurmundur, thence to Junghee, &c. This is the 
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shortest route, and the path is, I am told, level 
the whole way. However, I wished to see Jesrota, 
where Goolbb Singh has a fine palace. 

The road was level, but very undecided the h t  
two-thirds of the way. The hills flanked it on 
the right hand, and a vast expanse of Gright green* 
stretches, as far as the eye can see, to the left. At 
sunset we had a glorious view of the Snowy Range, 
and I longed to be travelling in those cold regions 
once more ! 

The latter part of the march to Jesrota; is wild 
and hilly, and the road, by night, appeared very 
mcu l t .  

The river Oju, or Ojoo,? washes the hill on 
which Jesrota is situated. We forded it, and I 
thought we should never get across its broad bed. 
The water rushes with considerable noise, and it is 
not everywhere fordable. 

We were encamped near a very fine building, a 
kind of Bbruh Durrie, belon,oing, not long ago, 
to one of the " Singhs," who have perished. 

The next day, we went over Goolbb Singh's 

* I was told that that beautiful " green," is a vast szoamp! 
t I n  the map which accompanies Baron Hugel's work, (and 

which I noticed before,) the Oju river is erroneouely re- 
presented as flowing at some distance from Jesrota. This is 
one of the many errors I have noticed in that map. 



Xbhul or Palace. The guard, at the gate, 
played L' God save the Queen," as we walked in, 
and the sentry saluted us with his sword in its 
sheath ! 

This famous palace is a fine building, but 
boasts of no gorgeous apartments, nor the favourite 
L' Sheesh Mbhul " or Glass Palace. There is a 
beautiful view of the plains from the windows of 
the palace, and the river Ojoo flows along, in a 
broad stony bed, immediately below Jesrota. 

With the usual bad taste of natives, they keep 
mules and donkeys tied up in the entrance hall of 
the Royal Mbhul, and I did not particularly like 
stepping across such a littered and dirty place. 

Jesrota is rather a large town; the streets are 
confined, and the houses are paltry, but the situa- 
tion is very picturesque. The plains extend in 
front, and high hills rise immediately behind. 
The range of the Peer Punjbl, clad in its snowy 
garb, appears quite close. 

On the evening of the 24th, we left Jesrota for 
Samba, two marches (about twenty-four miles). 
Junghee, the intervening stage, being half-way. 

The road throughout these two marches is at 
h t  level, and then win& through low hills, in a 
wild manner. 

I n  coming to Samba, we again left the direct 
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road, which h m  Junghee goes straight to Kherie 
Pullie, and is nearly level. 

Samba is a considerable village, and all this 
country pertains to the Maha RAjah, Goolbb 
Singh. 

I was taken suddenly ill during the night, and 
we were delayed some time at Jungee. The heat 
and forced marches had knocked me up. 

The evening of the 24th we proceeded to 
Kherie Pullie, about twelve miles of tolerably , 
level road, and on the morning of the 25th, 
Jummoo wm attained-a further distance of 
twelve or fourteen miles. 0ome of the natives 
say it is eight coss, others i-t upon its being 
ten. ! 

Jummoo is Qoohib 0ingh's former capital. It is 
a large town, built on a hill, about two hundred 1 
feet above the river Tohi, which flows immediately , 
below. The Ehila, or Fort of Jummoo, is 
on a hill opposite the city, and the Tohi flows 
between. 

The road from Kherie Pullie to Jummoo is 
level, though often very stony, till the river is 
reached. All about the neighbourhood of the 
Tohi there is a jungle, and the appearance of the 
country is very desolate. 

Jummoo has a very pretty effect in the approach 



from the opposite side of the river, and the fort 
looked new and solid, though probably it might, 
for aught I how,  be levelled in an hour. 

I t  is quite possible to ford the Tohi, but, as we 
found boats ready to take us across, I preferred 
the ferry. From this spot to the town, the ascent 
is steep and stony. A huge stone gateway 
leads into Jummoo. 

I found my oamp and servants at the B M  
Durrie-a small h o w ,  containing one room and 
numberless verandahs. 

Goolib 8ingh was at Jummoo, and treated us 
with every civility. I spent two days at Jummoo, 
and went all over the place to see it well, but no 
one is permitted to enter the fort. 

I promised to see Goolab Singb, when&. W- 
went, but 1, was taken modest at the eleventh 
hour ! His Highness expressed himself much 
disappointed, and told Mr. W- that I always 
did the same 1-t year in Kmhmir ! (If I hate going 
to see big people, I do not see why I should be 
obliged to go.) 

Judgmg fkom the exterior, the Royal Miihul, at 
Jummoo, is a very extensive one, and tolerably 
handsome. The streets of the city are narrow, and 
not much cleaner than the ordinary run of native 
towns* 
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There seem to be a fine race in these hills ; tall, 
stalwart men. The lack of beauty among the 
women is equally striking. 

I think Jummoo is very prettily situated, and 
commands a fine view of hill and plain, but 
I was much disappointed in the general 
appearance of the town, when closely viewed in- 
t eriorly. 

On the 27th) both Mi.. and Mi.. W- 
accompanied me to RihArsi, Goolab Singh's 
famous and favourite strong-hold. He is supposed 
to keep his treasure and a quantity of arms and 
ammunition in the fort at this place, the former 
being reported to be buried many fathoms deep. 
He never allows any one to enter the fort, and it 
is also believed that he is very strongly averse to 
Europeans even visiting the town. 

Totally inmerent to this, (or perhaps the more 
desirous to go,) I started early on the 27th) every , 
one exclaiming against the foolish idea I had of 
reaching Rihbrsi that night. 

The distance is twenty coss, or fiom thirty to 
forty miles, and the road on the whole is atrocious. 

after descending to the bed of a river,* the way, 

* This stream is large in the mine. It issues h m  the 
Chundra-Bhiga) some distance above Tunda Pibee, or about 



for four or five miles, lies principally along its stony 
banks. 

Dunga is a small village to the right of the road, 
about seven miles and a half from Jummoo. We 
brealdasted'at this place, and waited till 2, p.m., 
in the hope of fresh Coolies. None arrived by that 
hour, and we started. A reinforcement overtook 
us, however, before we had gone far; and we were 
not long in reaching Tunda Pitnee, four miles and 
a half beyond Dunga. So far, the road consisted 
of stony watercourses, and great defies. The 
heat was terrific. We did not halt at Tunda 
Pitnee, as my old Chuprassie was awaiting my 
arrival, with fresh Coolies. 

From Tunda Pitnee to Riharsi is a distance of 
eigbteen miles. The path is, on the whole, rugged, 
hilly, and, in some places, very steep. We came 
to one hill, where I deserted the dhoolie, as 
the clumsy Coolies were stumbling at every step, 
and as the darkness was visible, I preferred my 
feet. 

About eight or nine miles from Riharsi, we saw 

twelve or fourteen coss from Jummoo. A Sepoy informed me 
that this river emptied itsclf into the Tohi, after a short come 
of not more than &en corn. This is probable, but I cannot 
vouch for the statement. 

YOL. 11. C 
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the Chundra-Bhiga, and our course lay along ita 
banks the greater part of the remaining nine miles. 

Sugar-cane seems very abundant about Khandah, 
a village nearly half-way between h d a  Pinee 
and Riharsi. The cultivation throkhout the 
country we passed through, was very uncertain 
and fluctuating; some tracts of land richly culti- 
vated, and others overgrown with jungle. 

The L L  Prickly Thorn" is most distressing along 
this march, and often most painfully and closely 
flanked the narrow, rugged path, tearing every- 
thing, and making sad havoc of the curtains of my 
dhoolie. 

I t  was midnight before we reached Riharsi and 
dinner. My companions were 'horribly cranky at 
the delay, and went on saying, in recitative : 

"Did I not tell you, 
Did I not advise you, 
Did we not entreat you, 
Not to undertake this rmh trip ;" 

and so on. I laughed at them both ; sent them 
to enjoy the verandah, as they best could, and, 
shutting myself up in the only room, fell asleep, 
like a Pucka* philosopher. 

Riharsi is only sixty coss from Kashmir. The 
Peer Punjil, and its glittering snowy heights, rise 
majestically above the mountains which tower 

* To be translated, Uenuinc ! 



above Riharsi, to the north and north-west of 
that town. 

Mountains rise above mountains all round the 
pretty little fort, which is situated on a hill com- 
manding the town. The chmdra-Bhbga flowe 
not far below, and many mountain torrents, tribu- 
taries of the big Duriy$,"* water each separate 
valley, and vary the perpetual hills. 

About a couple of miles from Riharsi, there is 
a charming view of the picturesque miniature fort, 
and the gigantic heights covered with eternal 
snow, not far beyond. I not only accomplished 
my self-set task of reaching Riharsi in less than 
twenty-four hours, but I returned to Jummoo by 
ten o'clock P. ar. on the 28th. 

Gool&b Singh has a palace at Riharsi, a large, 
and rather fine building. The town is not large, 
but a Wuzeert is kept there, on account of its 
importance. 

The last ascent to Riharsi is steep, and paved 
with stone steps. There is a green plain, about a 
quarter of a mile square, below the fort, and oppo- 
site the Mbhul, or Palace. 

I observed some plaintain trees close to Riharsi, 

* River. t Prime Miqishr. 
c 2 
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which argues no great elevation ; however, it is 
situated in the heart of mountains. 

On the 29th, I left Jummoo, and proceeded &k 
or post, to Deenanugger (this place). I arrived here 
on the 31st, having had a terrible journey, hom the 
effects of which I have never recovered. Travelling 
in the daytime, at this season of the year, is anni- 
hilating work, and I have had a good deal of fever 
since. We added to the weary journey by coming 
all out of our way. The wretched Moonshee, sent 
by the Maha Eijah to wait on us at Jummoo, gave 
us the wrong marches. I will presently subjoin 
the route we came, when I shall give a summary 
of the whole of my late marchea. 

I have been two days writing these retrospec- 
tive sheets. My arm has given me such exquisite 
pain, that the task har, been a painful one, and I 
feel how badly I have acquitted myself. Que 
faire ? 

I shall add a few remarks on Deenanugger to- 
morrow, and give my whole route in a regular 
form. I cannot write another line to-day. Be- 
fore returning to the hills, I must have some 
medical assistance for my shoulder. 



NAINA KOT. 2 9 

NAINA KOT. 

Dbtance from Deenanugger, fourteen miles. 

April 5.-There is not much to say about 
Deenanugger, though it was a favourite summer 
resort of Runjeet Singh's. There are three Blruh 
Durries outside the city walls, and the city is 
tolerably extensive, though the streets are narrow 
and b t y .  

The principal thmg, however, which people 
come to see, is a magnscent Tope* of trees, which 
extends over a very large space of ground, and 
the canal which flows through, and adds coolness 
to the shade. The Blruh Durries are principally 
built in this tope; and though the current of air is 
confined, not a ray of sun can easily pierce through 
the dense foliage. 

There is a jungle, or wilderness, immediately 
beyond, and wolves abound in frightful numbers 
throughout this wild track. In broad day-light, a 
wolf attacked a native, on the confines of this jungle, 
and seized him by the throat; the poor man was 
brought into the tope on a chrpoy,t yesterday, in 
a dying state. Deenanugger is said to be very 
cool in the hot weather, but immediately after the 
b t  fall of the rains, the malaria is so deadly, it 
is certain death to any European who is exposed 
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to it; and even in the city, fevers are so prevalent, 
that all who can, hurry away during the sickly 
season. 

This place, Nbina E6t, is the h t  march on the 
Seblk6te road. It is about fourteen miles fiom 
Deenanugger, crossing the river E v e e  at the 
tenth or eleventh mile, by boats. A bridge is in 
process of construction, and a new broad road is 
nearly completed, which will ultimately be carried 
on to Seblk6te, wi thpkhu (or stone built) bridges, 
&c. There is a village here, about a hundred 
yards to the right of the main-road. 

The annexed is the route I have followed since 
I left Juliindhur, on the 10th ultimo. 

From Juliindhur cantonments, to 
No. of marches. Miles. 

1. Kurtapore City 10 
2. Adampore 12 
3. Hoshybrpore cantonments 15 
4. Nbee 
5. Am-ke-Bbgh 

104 
104 

6. Kulloo-ka-Huttie 12 
7. Jwbla-M66khi, or Jwbla-Jee 12 
8. Enee-Tbl 12 
9. K6t Kangra 9 

10. Dhurmsbla 9 
11. Shahpore 13 



12. KGtla 10 
1 3. Noorpore cantonments 15 
14. Pathbnkote 15 
15. Kuttooa 12 
16. Jesrota 1°4 
17. Chunghee 11 
18. Samba 11 
19. Kherie Pullie 12 
20. Jummoo City 12 
21. Dunga 7 # 
22. Khandah 13 
23. Riharsi 10 
24. Khandah 10 
25. Dunga 13 
26. Jummoo City 74 
27. Bishnah 10 
28. Nungah 10 
29. Aulgurh 12 
30. Balkkhi Cheek 12 
31. Nbina KGt 9 
32. Deenanugger 14 

Total 32 marches. Total distance, 3614 miles, 
N.B.-I made repeated f o r d  marchee, and also several halte, 
but in the above route I have put down ordinary marchee. 

I am going to K d r p o r e  (diik) now, on account 
of my unfortunate arm, which unconditionally 
declines to recover, and as it gives me great pain, 
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I fear the broken bone cannot have joined. I 
dread the prospect of being a cripple for life ! It 
is a miserable feeling, even for a month, being 
utterly unable to use one arm ; it makes me feel 
helpless and unhappy, and the sensation of de- 
pendance is extremely unpleasant to me. I like 
to be able to do everything for myself, and now I 
am scarcely able to do the simplest thing. I become 
so restless that I add to the pain, which is bad 
enough when I am quite at rest. 

b. 

fitance Jrom Ndina Kot, twenty coss. 

April 6.-I arrived here this morning. The 
distance is twenty coss, about five and twenty 
miles. The coss here are very short. The inter- 
mediate march is Kalan6r (half-way), a tolerably 
large, walled town. 

The road as far as Kalan6r is very uncertain, 
knd goes through a wild, bare country, but the 
latter half consists of a good broad road, with 
extensive fields of cultivation on every side. I 
believe this will be carried on the whole way, and 



it will be a great convenience to travellers, 
especially those who journey by night. 

There is a fine forest of trees surrounding 
Buttalia, and au the dhoolie approached it had a 
very pretty effect. 

There are two Biiruh Durries here, one occu- 
pied by the resident civilians, a very hand- 
some large building ; the other a Mkhul situated 
in the centre of a large tank, and only approached 
by water. There is a tiny boat on the tank. 

Buttalla is a walled town, and the streets are 
' 

narrow, though passably clean. They are paved 
after the model of Umritsir and Lahore, with 
bricks, built in sideways. There is a dismantled 
fort within the walls, and several large Miihuls, 
and fine houses belonging to the great men of 
the olden rule. 

A Seikh ran up, as I rode slowly through the 
town, and gave me some very sweet roses. 
Though I had only one hand, I accepted the 
fragrant present, much amused at the man's 
civility. 

Buttalla is a pretty place, and the trees, which 
completely environ the neighbourhood, contribute 
to its beauty, though probably in the rains they 
promote malaria. 

Mr. W- came here to see me to-day, and 
c 3 



escorted me all over the "lions" of the place. 
There is no European living at Buttalla now; the 
civilians being all scattered about the district. 

I go on this evening to Kurtkrpore, to have my 
shoulder examined by a doctor. That wretched 
accident has given me immense trouble. I long 
to be in a more genial climate. The heat in tents 
is becoming unbearable. 

Dktance from Buttalla twenty coss. 

10th April, 1851. Thursday.-I arrived here 
three days ago, having travelled by night dkk. 
The distance is twenty coss, or about thwty miles, 
perhaps less. Mr. W- rode on, and Ghaussie 
came on a camel. I sent all my camp to Baba 
Nhuk-ka-Dera, and Zuffurwkl. 

I have had the pleasing intelligence imparted 
to me here, that I shall not be able to use my 
crippled arm for six weeks more ! Dr. Peskett, 
who kindly attended me, has the reputation of 
being a clever medical man, and he is very kind 
indeed. I like very much the little I have seen 
of him. 



I leave Kurtbrpore to-day, and proceed to 
SedlkCte, via Buttalla and Baba Nanuk. I have 
had more than enough of ddk travelling, and now 
I shall try elephants ! I have daily cause to 
lament not being able to ride, and I see but faint 
prospects of my being able to accomplish much in 
that way for centuries yet, 

Kurtbrpore is about two marches from Buttalla. 
There is no regular road, except by Sri-Govind- 
pore, (which is out of the way,) and there are so 
many cart-tracks in every direction, that it is 
more easy to lose the road, than find it again. 

The Xvee is crossed by boats at Meen coss 
from Buttalla, at Chukkoo Ghbt, or Puttun.* 
There is an arm of the river to be forded first, and 
after rain, this is deep, and a boat is indispen- 
sable. 

Between Chuckkoo Ghat and Kurtbrpore, there 
are two or three Nullahs, which are deep after . 
heavy rain. The village of Nahblgurh is passed, 
about three coss from the "Puttun," and Tul- 
wundee is about half-way from the river to 
cantonments. In  my opinion the '( coss " in this 
part of the country, are merely miles, or a mile 
and a quarter. 

* Puttun" is the word in the Punjaiibi lanjpage for the 
place where a river is crossed by a bridge or ferry. 
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Dbtance twenty coss. 

11th April, 1851. fiiday.-Arrived here on 
an elephant, a couple of hou~s ago. I have 
described the road before, and besides the heat is 
too great to write much. The largest tent is 
unbearable now. 

I am halting merely during the hottest hours 
of the day. After tiffin I shall proceed to Baba 
Ninuk on the elephant. 

I saw the former field of battle at Rungul- 
Nungul, a town five coss from Buttalla, and 
gazed with interest on the fort, which had been 
levelled by our army only a few years ago. I 
could hardly fancy I was careering through a 
country, which not long since, it would have been 
nearly certain death to traverse unarmed ; when 
each villager and wayfarer one met on the way, 
would not have scrupled to cut to pieces every 
European traveller. Now, what a " change has 
come over the spirit " of the country ! 



BABA NANUK-KA-DERB.* 
&tame twelve miles. 

12th April, 1851. Saturday.-I arrived here 
about one o'clock, a.m. The distance is twelve 
coss, probably about meen (some say eighteen) 
miles. There .is a good broad road the whole way. 

I have just been over the town, and have paid 
a visit to the famous temple, sacred to the memory 
of " Baba Nknuk." 

The streets of the town are narrow and dwiy. 
They are so very confined that I was obliged, 
more than once, to get off the elephant, fearing to 
be crushed into a pancake. The gates to the 
town-walls are so very low that the Howdah could 
not pass through; and the elephant, with the 
" Guddee"? on, slightly grazed the roof of the 
gateway (of course I dismounted h t ) .  

The temple is worth seeing. The gdded dome 

* " Dera" signi6es a dwelling, a tent, tc .  " Baba Nkuk" 
was the h t  Sikh Gi66ro0, the High-priest and Spiritual 
Gtuide and Preceptor of the Seikhs. He was the founder of 
their religion, and the " (frunth," or Sacred Writings, was 
compiled by him. 

t A " Quddss" ia  a pad, or large cushion, often used instead 
of a Hwdalr, or the regular paraphernalia put on the bath of 
the elephante. The Howdah consists of two or more benches, 
for eeate, m u n d e d  by railings or planks of painted wood, a 
gorgeone canopy generally eheltaing the seats h m  sun and 
rain. 
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glittem in the distance, and can be seen far off. 
We were all obliged to take off our shoes before 
we were permitted to pass the sacred threshold. 
This is a ceremony I have always objected to; but 
I did not like to miss seeing the interior of the 
Temple, or to create anythmg like a disturb- 
ance, by violating their religious prejudices. 
There is a sort of throne h ide ,  and a Chowrie 
lies on the velvet cushions. Here " Baba NBnuk" 
is supposed (in spirit !) to recline. The " Grunth" 
also lies on the soft pillows. 

There are also marble idols, and the slab in 
front of the centre d c e  is of marble. The doors 
are of massive silver, elaborately carved. The 
whole structure is surrounded by a square court- 
yard, paved with flag-stones; and a high wall 
environs the sacred spot. There are some trees 
within the enclosure, and in front of one of the 
entrances there is a holy well, or reservoir of 
water. , 

There was a fair to-day, and all the Seikh popu- 
lation were gaily attired in apparel of bright hues, 
yellow and red prevailing. We had some diffi- 
culty in threading our way through the crowd of 
sable worshippers. 

" Baba Nknuk" is a very holy personage among 
the Seikhs, and this town is the reputed place of 
his birth. AJl his descendants are supposed to be 



here, in a sort of colony. Thia family is con- 
sidered so holy, that the daughters (not being 
permitted to intermarry) are stifled at their birth, 
as it would be considered highly derogatory to 
a female descendant of Baba Nbnuk to marry 
into any other family. The male posterity form 
the highest alliances* they can, and they are sup- 
posed to ennoble any koman they marry, as they 
have the power to raise their wives to their own 
rank. This is the system formerly carried on among 
the descendants of this great Seikh ClGroo ; but 
whether the female posterity are still killed, I do 
not know. The practice may be carried on d h". 

I shall breakfast at Koonjur, a village about 
five coss distant, and probably dine there likewise. 
In the evening, I shall proceed to Seblkcte. 

The river RAvee is crossed by ferry-boats, about 
a mile &om this town ; so it will be late before we 
reach Koonjur, for there is invariably a sad delay 
in crossing these rivers. 

Dtktance from Ba6a Ndnuk-ka-Dera, thirty coss. 

13th April, 1851. Sunday.-I arrived here 
about nine o'clock, a.m., and even at this early 

* They marry Khutrineee, a very high caste among the 
H111doos,-in fact, sabh M.ietocrats. 



hour I found the sun very powerful. I have 
been fortunate in securing a small house here ; 
for in this Tartarean weather tents are very 
trying. . 

I breakfasted and dined at Koonjur, which is 
about five short coss from Buttalla. There was great 
delay in crossing the Evee. One elephant went 
very peacefully into the btat, though the latter 
swung to and fro with his weight. The other, on 
which I was perched in a Howdah, went in after 
some coquettingat the edge,but almost immediately 
turned round, risking the swamping of the boat, 
and the Mahoiit* had no power to guide him. I 
was sdciently alarmed to feel glad of the 
escape back to terra firma, and resolved to make 
no further rash essays. I dismounted, and order- 
ing the Howdah, kc., to be taken off, and the 
obstreperous elephant swam across, I went into 
the boat which contained the quieter animal, and 
reached the opposite shore in safety, though the 
boat was full of water, and alarmingly sunk in the 
river by the immense weight of the fieight it was 
conveying. 

I rode to Koonjur, as the sun was perfectly 
overpowering ; and though my arm gave me ex- 
quisite torture when I cantered, I was a very 
short time in annihilating these four coss. 

* The title of all elephant-drivers. 



The road is at present bad, and at night would 
be impossible to find without a guide. There is a 
mullah, or small river, just below the village of 
Koonjur. I observed a rather find building 
within the walls of the town, which I was told, 
belonged to some Dewln," (or Prime Ninister ;) 
whose-nieu sait ! 

I n  the evening I proceeded to Turgah on horse- 
back ; a mere cart-track by way of a road. I waa 
obliged to go from village to village, and made 
repeated teazing mistakes. Fortunately there 
was a bright moon, and I did not come to grief. 
Besides, my servants were all on the road, and a 
Chuprassie accompanied me. The distance from 
Khoonjur to Turgah is seven coss. It will be a 
great blessing when a good broad road is made 
along this route. " Mooning " by day or night is 
unpleasant decidedly, and 1 never found any 
escort amusing enough to make losing the way 
agreeable ; while, to wander hopelessly all alone, 
would have been one of the trials beyond Job's 
patience. 

At Turgah I found two elephants, and pro- 
ceeded to Zufferwbl, three coss of good road. About 
half a mile from Turgah we got into the Deena- 
nugger route, which has been newly made. I did 
not halt at Zufferwiil, but careered steadily on, till 
I arrived here. 



Zufferwbl is fifteen coss, or two marches from 
SeblkGte, the intermediate one being Char, nearly 
half-way. All the oountry between Baba Nbnuk 
and SebMte is a dead level, and not very in- 
teresting (except to those dear amiable philan- 
thropists who prefer rich wheat or barley fields to 
wilder and more varied scenery). One redeeming 
point was the beautiful view of the hills and 
snowy mountains beyond, which is distinctly seen 
on the right hand, all throughout this road. 

The heat is great now during the middle of the 
day, the thermometer standing at 82" at noon, 
inside the house. 

In entering the cantonments of Seblkote, we 
left the city to the south, and the fort, imme- 
diately beyond the precincts of the city, had a 
very pretty effect in the distance. 

As yet I have of course seen nothing of Sell- 
kGte*, but the glimpse I had of it (before I 
reached this house) this morning, was not very 
picturesque. There was an unfledged appearance 
about it altogether ; houses, roads, bazaars, every- 
thing. Xince my arrival here, I have come to the 
conclusion that SellkGte is famous for one thing- 
fleas. 

23rd April, 1851. Wednesday.-I have been 
here ten days, having been delayed by the non- 

* I dude  to the cantonmente. 



arrival of my Jummoo baggage, and by rainy 
weather. However, last night my camp started 
once more, and one-half is gone to Bhimber, while 
the advance portions I have sent to ~ajbiirie, four 
marches further on. I start myself to-morrow 
evening, and Mi .  C- is to escort me a little 
way. We are to go vi l  Wuzzeerabad and Q d t ,  
and not the direct route to Bhimber,* as I am 
anxious to see those cities before I leave this part 
of the country, probably for ever. I have seen 
everything there is to be seen here, and before I 
close this day's "journal" I will give a short 
account of this embryo cantonment. 

The fort is worth seeing, and there is a fine 
view from one side, where chambers have been 
built above the parapets. The fort belongs to 
Mjah T6j Singh, though a government treasury 
is kept within the walls, and a guard of our 
sepoys is regularly stationed there, commanded 
by a European commbsioned officer. There are 

* The direct mute from Be%lkGte to Bhimber is as followe : 
SeUkate to Kulloowiil Ghiit . . . (1 1) eleven miles. 

Cross the river Cheniib 
at this (fhiit or ferry. 

Kulloowil Ghat to Jelapoor . . (7) seven miles. 
Jelapoor to Wiirung . , . . . ( 1  1) eleven miles. 
Warung to Bhimber . . . . . (10) ten miles. 

TOM . . . (39) thirty-nine miles. 
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traces of a deep moat, and brick f o ~ ~ t i o n s  
outside the walls of this fort. 

The Thakoor-Dwkra, a Hindoo temple, lately 
built by T6j Singh, looks very pretty, rking con- 
spicuously above all the surrounding buildings. 
I observed this temple, as we were entering 
Sdlk6te (from Zuffurwkl,) when we were eight or 
nine miles distant from the city; the lofty spire 
glitters in the sun, and seems quite near, though 
miles intervene. 

There is another Hindoo temple, which I went 
to see. I t  is not in the city, but prettily situated, 
all encircled by trees, at a little distance from the 
conhed purliem of the town. As we approached 
the enclosure in which this temple stood, I had 
great difficulty in catching a transient glimpse of 
the building, the thickly clustering foliage of the 
surrounding trees, almost entirely hiding it from 
the most partial view. 

The name of this mosque or temple, is Baba 
Nknuk-ka-Bbr. The latter word s i m e s  a par- 
ticular kind of tree, and l 1  Baba Nbnuk " is the 
same great Sikh G6Gro0, before alluded to. The 
attendant priests showed me the holy tree, which 
grows close to the temple, and under the shade of its 
sacred foliage, Baba Nbnuk (they say) used daily 
to rest. They assert that this l 1  Bkr" is five hun- 
dred and seventy-five years old ! The dome is 



gilt, and the walls are covered with paintings, 
and Baba Nknuk, with his venerable grey beard, 
is drawn repeatedly, always seated under the 
holy tree, which has christened the temple. 

There is a small court in front of the building, 
paved with marble. I walked across, and when 
they objected to shoes on hallowed ground, I 
pointed to mine, which were worked in worsted, 
and so I was allowed unmolested to examine the 
edifice more near1 J .  I felicitated myself on my 
ingenuity, in concealing from these superstitious 
geese, the only part of the shoes which did touch 
their soi-disant sacred ground,-the leather soles of 
my worsted slippers ! Ilaughed in my sleeve at their 
folly, but was kind enough not to undeceive them. 

There was a priest inside the temple, reading 
out of the G m t h ,  and several devout Sikhs formed 
his congregation. I observed numberless pictures 
of my old Eend ' L  IOrishen,"* on the walls of the 
"Mundur,"t-the handsome blue god is never 
forgotten by the Hindoos. 

There were many fine trees in the enclosure, 
and the "B6r" was the most insigdicant, not- 
withstanding its great antiquity and sanctity. 

Or 6gGshna," the handsome Lt* of the heavenly 
host, in the Hindoo mythology. I am sorry to observe he is 
the favourite of the deities. 

t Mundur " signifies temple. 



After we had seen this temple, we walked 
down a pretty wooded lane, and visited some 
Mussulman tombs. 

In  the lane I saw a Sikh sitting on the ground, 
with the Grunth open before him. He was re- 
citing passages of it, in a monotonous tone, and on 
our stopping to ask the aged devotee how long he 
had steadily read the Grunth in the same spot, he 
told us, ' < f i e  years," and without adding another 
word, the old man recommenced his recitations, 
totally heedless of the presence of strangers. 

There are two or three native gardens in the 
immediate vicinity of the city, and the Mahoiit 
took us to see them. 

Though the neighbourhood of the city is pretty, 
and well wooded with fine trees, the spot on which 
the cantonment is building is, on the whole, bare 
and ugly, and scarcely a tree to be seen. 

There is but little to say of the cantonment of 
Seblk6te. I t  is in an unfinished state, and, pro- 
bably will not be completed for five years to come. 
I t  will be a large station; but, at present, its 
straggling, irregular appearance beam an air of 
desolation with it. 

The best thing here, is the beautiful and unin- 
terrupted view of the Snowy Range. Bs the crow 
flies, the intervening di~tance cannot be more than 
forty miles; and, on a clear day, the scene is 



charming. Jummoo* is distinctly seen, a little to 
the right, when neither clouds nor dust obstruct 
the view. 

My arm still hangs uselessly at my side ; and, 
were I despondently inclined, I should begin to 
fear that I should never recover the use of it. I t  
pains me less, but I cannot raise it enough to put 
it even into a sleeve, and I dare not attempt to 
use it in any way. The torture consequent on 
any forgetfulness in this, very soon reminds me 
of my helplessness. However, I contrive to ride 
a mile or two every morning, in hopes of better 
times. 

after two days of great heat--the thermometer 
ranging from 18" to 82" Fbhrenheit,-rain fell, and 
the climate was charming all day. The ther- 
mometer for six days ranged, between sunrise and 
sunset, from 72" to 15" Fihrenheit. The wind 
was cool and balmy, and I could not fancy that I 
was in the plains in the fiery month of April. I 
remember, in ~undelcund, my brother George and 
I used to have ta t t ies t  up, from the 10th of March ; 
and there, in April, the hot winds blew a perfect 

* Jummoo is twenty-six miles distant from Se&ote. The 
names of the stages are- 
let. Sealkote to Thlo, a large village . . 13 miles R o d  
2nd. Th8o to Jummoo . . . . . . . 13 ,, )good. 

t " Tatties " are doors of kuu-kua, (a sweet-scented grass,) 
which are put up in India over the open door-ways, on the 
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simoom, night and day. I am told that dus t  
storma and hot winds make their appearance here  
next month. Well ! it will matter little to me ; I 
shall be freezing in the far Himalayas. 

I have a vivid remembrance of the dust s t o r m  
in Bundelcund, when, at mid-day, it became sud- 
denly darker than the darkest starless, moonless 
night ; and when dust, inches thick, covered food 
and raiment alike. Heaven forefend it should 
ever be my fate to be thus '' dusted" again ! The 
memory is quite enough, verily ! 

I see no pretty women here, who "waste their 
sweetness on the dusty air." They are all, appa- 
rently, ugly enough; and, from all I hear, stupid 
enough to match the dust-storms well. 

24th April, 1851, Thur8day.-This is my last 
day at SetlkGte. I am going elephant dbk to the 
city of Wweerabad this evening. Mr. C----. 
k going to ride there. The weather is much hotter 
to-day. The thermometer stands now, at noon, 
at 82" Ftht. 

sides of the house exposed to the blasts of the dry, scorching 
hot winds which prevail all over Hindostan for three or four 
months of the year. These Tatties are kept all day, and fke- 
quently all night soakingly wet, and the wind blows into the 
house cold and fragrant. 



Distance * thirty-two and a quarter miles. 

2 5 th April, 1851. Friday.-I arrived here about 
two o'clock, a. m., and was much disgusted to see 
the sort of place which did duty for a DBk Bun- 
galow. It was of the genus " Semi," and even 
snore filthy than the ordinary run of those native 
hotels ! This miserable domicile consisted of a 
set of dirty, uncarpeted rooms over the worst 
gateway of the city. Servants are kept here, and 
for this wretched accommodation one has to pay 
the same as at Christian DBk Bungalows. 

I hesitated to put my bedding on the question- 
able-looking bedstead, fearing to have " lively " 
rezais, and frisky blankets, afterwards. However, 
fatigue prevailed, and I lay down hoping to sleep 
the little remainder of the night, if not in comfort, 
at least from sheer exhaustion. Vain hope in 

* The marches are, first, from SeiiLk6te to 
Miles. Fnr. 

1.sumria . . . . 1 1 4  

2 . S o d r a .  . . . . 1 0 1  

3. Wuzzeerabad . . 1 0 5  - 
32 2  ' Total distance, thirty-two milm two furlongs. 
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such a place ! The morning dawned, and I had 
not once closed my eyes ; fleas, mosquitoes, and 
other still more disagreeable visitors, effectually 
banished anything so sweet as sound sleep. I 
was only too glad to rise, and have a refresh- 
ing bath. I am now going to see the city, and 
then drive on to Cantonments, where I shall spend 
the day. 

Two o'clock p.m.-I write this from the Canton- 
ment of Wuzzeerabad. What a very desolate- 
looking place ; a dead level, and trees at a woful 
premium. The houses look like miserable native 
mud-huts, and the heat and dust are unbearable 
in such hovels. 

The interior is better than the exterior of the 
house I am located in, and my young host, though 
a stranger to me, is very kind. I have not seen 
him yet, but I am delighted to be anywhere rather 
than at that mock DBk Bungalow over a city 
gateway. 

The heat is perfectly overpowering, and the 
wind blows a regular simoom, the dust rising in 
suffocating clouds at every blast. Oh, how glad 
I am at the knowledge that such misery is not to 
last long for me. I shall "poqkh h r r o  "* to 
the soft cool breezes of the beautiful Himalayas, 

* Worship. 



and make them a profound Salaam, directly I can 
inhale them once more ! 

The Cantonment of Wuzzeerabad is seven miles 
distant from the city. A broad straight road runs 
between the two. The city is not large, but is 
moderately clean, and the streets are paved and 
broader than in most native towns. The Lahore 
gate is rather handsome, and has a h e  effect at a 
little distance. 

There is a peculiar manufacture in floss silk 
carried on in the city, and the slippers and pen- 
and-ink holders are very pretty. 

We went to see General Avitabilh's house and 
garden, situated immediately outside one of the 
city gates. The garden is like most Indian gar- 
dens, and is nothing very remarkable. The house 
is a h e  one, polystoried, and built in the native 
style of " Mbhuls." The walls of the rooms and 
halls are covered with paintings, most of them 
illustrative of Hindoo mythology. There is a 
pretty view from the roof, and I saw the Chenbb 
about a mile off, flowing along in a broad stream. 
The surrounding country is riohly cultivated, and 
a nullah waters the land immediately below the 
city. This nullah comes all the way from SellkGte, 
and from an inconsiderable streamlet, swells 
into a broad volume of water here. Along the 

D 2 
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banks of this nullah, I observed a h e  range of 
willow trees, in double and treble rows. This ia 
a favourite place for picnics, and I am told they 
are held even now in its thick shade. I should 
say that all people who take pleasure in frequent- 
ing such meetings at this time of the year, in this 
torrid zone, ought to be regarded as salamanders, 
or persons of unsound mind. Were I Mblik of 
the district, I should at once order a de hmtico 
inquirendo on all such maniacs, male and female. 
Then shave their heade, and put on straight 
waistcoats without delay. For what but lunatios 
can they be who h d  amusement in roasting alive 
by sun-fire ? 

I drive to Wuzzeerabad city this evening, and 
then go dbk to Guzrkt. From Guzrbt I go on the 
elephant to Bhimber, which place I hope to reach, 
D. V., by breakfast time to-morrow morning. 
Mr. C---- is to come with me in his palanquin 
as far as he can, and then I shall be alone again. 

BHIMBER. 

Dhtance * forty-four and a half miles. 

April 26th, 1851. Saturday.--After many troubles 

* The marches are, h t ,  from Wuzzeerabad Cantonments 
to- 



and accidents, we arrived here at nine or ten 
o'clock this morning. The sun was blazing with 
fearful power, and struck painfully on my head, 
even through a thick wadded umbrella. I was 
very glad indeed to reach the house here, which 
Goolbb Singh is said to have erected for the spe- 
cial accommodation of English travellers. This 
house, though only a mud, low-roofed building, 
is jnfinitely cooler than the best house at 
Wuzzeerabad. 

Bhimber is situated at the foot of the lower 
range of hills. It is so surrounded by low ridges 
as to be imperceptible till quite close. While 
suffering purgatory on the elephant this morning, 
I began to look on Bhimber as an illusion, as a 
will-o'-the-wisp, rapidly leading me on to brain 
fever. Mile after mile wearily passed by, and I 
could not see Bhimber, and when we actually 

Miles. 
1. Wuzzeerabad City . 7 
2. QoojAt . 7 

5. Bhimber . . 11 

-- 
Total distance . . 44 

Fur. 
0 

4 

A large town, 
O { good mad. 
0 good road. 

road stony 
for the last 

halfway. -- 
4 
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reached the lower range of hills without perceiving 
any semblance of the town, I began to feel des- 
perate. But everything has an end, as I before 
remarked. A turn round a hilly corner, and my 
white tents smiled on me, at fifty yards 
distance ! 

I have given the real distance h m  Wuzzeerabad 
city to Bhimber, in a note, and the proper 
marches, &c., and I only wish we had been lucky 
enough to h d  this road. I got on very well to 
Gluaht, crossing the Chenbb, and a legion of 
nullah, in the palanquin- Guzrbt, the famous 
field of battle, where our conquering army (saith 
tradition), were supposed to retrieve by a bloodless 
victory-the bloody defeat of Chillibnwalla. 

I passed the City of Guzrbt on the elephant, 
and the walls seemed high and strong. I could 
not see much by torch-light, and, perchance, what 
I took for the walls of the city, were the ramparb 
of the fort. Guzrbt is eight miles fiom Wuzzeer- 
abad city, and the Chenbb is ferried at two miles 
fiom the latter. 

The country between Guzrbt and Bhimber is 
flat and uninteresting. We lost the road, and 
near daybreak found ourselves at Kawaspore, the 
first march to Jhelum. Had I not enquired, I 
should now be at Jhelum ! The Mahoiit-of the 
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elephant, like all natives, was stupidly plodding 
on, and never thinking of asking the road. 
'' Alphonso the Brave " was no where in sight, he 
and his palky bearers having equally fallen asleep 
by the road-side, miles before 1 

From Kawaspore we went across country to 
Bhimber, guided by a slow, apathetio villager. 
No wonder we were so long in arriving here, after 
making a dktour of ten or fifteen miles. 

I hear that it is not safe taking camels beyond 
Bhimber. Elephants are said to go all the way 
to Kashmir. 

Bhimber is a small town, and the surrounding 
scenery is in no way striking. 

There L a large place something like a fort here, 
which the people say, is merely the dwelling-place 
of the local authorities. The Thanadbr told us 
that there was no fort here, which I am rather 
surprised at. 

Jhelum cantonments are said to be twelve coss 
distant. I have sent " Phcenix " to my brother 
George, that his feet may be well shod. That 
horse is too fiesh to be safe in the hills, I fear. 

In the cool of the evening I am going on to 
Shahabad Benil, the next march. Mr. C 
will escort me so far, and I mean to ride the whole 
way. My broken arm is getting on very slowly. 
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SIFBHBBAD SERAI. 

Distance &x coss, or nine miles. 

27th A p d ,  1851. Sunday.-We only reached 
this place at two o'clock, a. m., having been 
upwards of five weary hours on the way. The 
distance is six coss, about nine miles, but I 
seldom travelled over a more fatiguing style of 
road. 

The day closed in before we had gone a mile. 
There is a small river, very easily forded, which 
flows immediately below the town of Bhimber. 
The coolies told us, that this stream had no par- 
ticular name, they vaguely called it, the '' Bhim- 
ber-ka-Nuddee."* We had to cross and re-cross 
this river a painful number of times, and the 
stony path, which was the only apology for a 
road all throughout this march, was ceaselessly 
intersected by streams of all sorts. At one coss, 
we came to what is called the '' Bhimber Pass," 
a steep ascent and corresponding descent, stony 
and rugged, which extende to within a mile of 
this encamping ground. 

This road would be fatiguing by day, but by 
torch-light it was very bad. I was riding 

* The River of Bhimber. 
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" Pickle," and the unfortunate animal trembled 
i n  every limb, as he carried me over the rugged or 
precipitous places. He is at present totally un- 
accustomed to the hills, and goes unsafely for a 
rider, who can only boast of one sound arm ! 

At the top of the ascent, about two-thirds of 
the way, there are huts,* and one or two shops. 
W e  procured some pine torches here, as our ma- 
sdlat were nearly expended. 

I like the fragrant smell of the fir-wood, for it 
reminds me of a few of the happiest days of my 
life. And to me, it will always smell sweetly, 
though the memory of those days, as of all past 
bliss, is not one of unmized happiness ; for there is 
the sad feeling that they are fled for ever. How 
instinctively we hug these painful - pleasing 
memories, thus roused by external agents ! And 
so I shall ever prefer the fir tree, to all the other 
trees of the forest,-to the end of my sentient 
existence. 
Thrmumetm at sunrhe 72"; noon, 78"; sunset, 77". 

28th April, 1851. Mon&y.-I have halted to- 
day, ae Mr. C- must return, and I shall go on 

* These " Huts" are Goolkb Singh's "Chowkies." 
t "Ma6Za" are torches used in the plains of India; they 

are made of rage thickly wound round long sticks, and satu- 
rated with oil, of which a supply is carried by the torch-bearers. 

D 3 



towarb Kashmir, when he careers to the dusty 
plains. 

I went out walking last evening. There is 
nothing very pretty about this place. I t  is sur- 
rounded by low hills, partially wooded, princi- 
pally with shrubs. There is a good deal of culti- 
vation, and the ripe state of the wheat and 
barley, at this date of the year, evinces the high 
temperature of the neighbourhood. In a tent the 
heat is very great, but there is a house here, 
which proves a great accommodation to travellers. 
In this place the thermometer stood to-day at 
72" at sunrise, and 78" at noon. After that we 
had a tiny storm, and the weather became de- 
hghtfully cool and balmy after the rain fell. 

We passed a great many firs on the Bhimber 
Pass. I do not know the height of that hill, but 
the presence of the above-mentioned tree, argues 
it to be above 3,000 feet at least. 

There were four gentlemen here when we 
arrived, but I did not see them ; indeed they had 
all gone on to the next march before I left my 
tent. Mr. C- was sleeping in the house 
they were in, and one of the party went up to his 
bed, and shook him well, calling him "the Squire." 
As they were no acquaintances of his, he did not 
think it necessary to awake. 



NOUASHEHRA 

Distance six coss, or nine miles. 

29th April, 1851. Tuesday.-I came on (by 
dhoolie) last night. The day had scarcely broke 
when I arrived here. I am only waiting for 
fresh coolies, and a cup of tea, before I go on. 

This march is six coss, or about nine miles, 
in distance. As I came in the dark, I do not 
know much about the road, but I believe it was 
a good one for these parts. The coolies were four 
or five hours en route; but these people are so 
stupid in carrying a dhoolie, that their rate of 
walking is no criterion of distance. 

The first coss was a rather steep ascent, and the 
second a similar descent, the path very stony. 
The remaining four coss consisted of compm- 
tively level ground, with one or two bad places. 
I have no doubt that a good rider on a good pony, 
might with ease accomplish this march in a couple 
of hours, that is to say, if he lost no practicable 
ground for cantering or trotting. 

This is a pretty place, and the house generally 
occupied by English travellers is situated in a 
garden. The town of Nouashehra ia a quarter of 
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a mile beyond, on the road to the next march. 
There is a gate in the town, but not much else to 
distinguish it from a village. 

The Thanaddr of this place is a very civil 
functionary, and I find no difficulty in moving on 
without delay to the next stage. 

CHINGUS, or CHUNGUS-SERAI. 

Distance six coss, or nine miles. 

Same day, 2 o'clock, p.m.-Thermometer at 
noon, 799. I arrived here about 9 o'clook a.m., 
having been three hours and a half on the road. 
I rode all but the last coss, when I went into the 
dhoolie, as the sun was very powerful. 

The road is in some places very rugged, but 
these stony ascents and descents are short, and 
the rest of the way is quite fit for riding at a trot 
or canter. A person mounted on a GhGnt, and 
not troubled with any great amount of nervous- 
ness, could ride this march in a couple of hours. 
The road runs almg the banks of the Tohi River, 
sometimes close to the shore, and sometimes one 
or two hundred yards removed, either above the 
stread, or to the left of it. 

There are two roads from NouashEhra to 
Chingus, a lower and an upper one. I went by 



the former, as I was told that the latter was only 
fit for people on foot. We followed the right bank 
of the Tohi, till within a mile of this place, where 
we forded the river, and as far as this, our course 
has been along the left bank. The stream was 
neither rapid nor deep. I observed that the water 
never rose higher than six inches above the knees 
of the coolies. 

I would recommend no one to halt at this place. 
A dirty cattle-shed is the only house here, and 
coolies or supplies are equally diflicult to procure. 
This cow-shed (inside which I am seated,) is drty 
and hot. The Tohi flows within a few yards, and 
is widerably deeper at this spot. On the hill, right 
opposite, there is a large ruined Seriii, and one 
or two Bunniah's hops, but no Thanadlr or 
Kardk is any where in this neighbourhood. I 
saw a quantity of baggage lying near this hut, 
belonging to some gentleman, who went on this 
morning to Rajoiirie, and the servants are in 
despair about coolies. I would advise all travellers 
to go direct from NouashEhra to Rajotirie, making 
up their minds before starting, for a fatiguing 
long march, as the less of two evils. 

This " Tohi" is not the same river as the Tohi 
which flows below Jummoo. In Baron Hiigel's 
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travels, there is a note by the editor to the follow- 
ing effect :- 

" The Tairhi, or Tohi, rises in the Ratan Punjhl 
Mountains, flows by Rajaor, and joins the 
Chenbb above Wazirabad." 

This note is given under the Baron's description 
of the Tohi by Jummoo, and is totally erroneous. 
In fact the writer has confounded the two rive?, 
andmade two distinct streams oneand the same. Had 
he considered for a moment, he could not have 
perpetrated such a grave geographical error, for 
the ChenAb div&s the two rivers Tohi, and they 
flow into the Chenbb from dzfermt sides. 

The Jummoo river rises in high mountaim, 
immediately above the Hindoo place of pilgrimage, 
called Soodh Mahadho, thmty-two coss h m  
Jummoo, to the north-east of Rihbrsi. I t  flows by 
Badumpore and Chinainee, (or Chenine,) the 
former eighteen coss from Jummoo, and the latter 
seven coss further on, or the same distance h m  
Soodh-MahadBo. Its course takes it immediately 
below Jummoo, and after that, it has a further 
course of some ten or twelve coss, when it 
empties itself into the ChenAb, about six coss from 
SeAlkGte, below the village of TuhGt, or Toob, 
north-east of SebkGte. 



The namesake of this river, or Tohi the 11, 
rises in the Ruttun Punjll mountains, on the 
road from Tannah to Burrumgulla, about twelve 
coss from Rajoiirie.* I t  flows by NouashZhra, 
and then turning off to the south-south-east, 
passes within half a coss of the fortsed town of 
Monbvor, and two or three coss beyond, falls into 
the Chenlb, near Eoorie, a village on the banh 
of the river. Some of the natives call this stream 
the '' Malklni Tohi," to distinguish it &om the 
other river by Jummoo. 

At noon to-day, the thermometer showed 79" 
in this beautiful cattle shed. 

RAJAORB, or RAJOURIE. 

Dtitance s k  COS~ ,  OT nim miles. 

30 th April, 18 5 1. Wednesday.-Thermometer 
at sunriae 66' ; noon, 73" ; sunset, 73O.-I 
arrived here about midnight, having suffered 
several mishaps on the road, which delayed n ~ e  

two or three hours at least. . 

The road is in some points rugged, and there 
are one or two bad ascents and descents, but two 

Rajoiirie H one march from thie place, (Chingue, or 
Chungu~ Serii.) 



thirds of the way are very tolerable, and I would 
undertake to accomplish this march on a good 
hill-pony, in two hours and a half. 

About a mile from Chungus, we forded the 
Tohi, the water reached some eight or ten inches 
above the knees of the coolies. Till we arrived 
about half-way, our road lay along the right bank 
of the river. At this place, the coolies crossed 
over to the left bank, why I do not know, 
because before we had gone a couple of 
hundred yards, we were forced to recross to 
the right bank. That it is unnecessary I know, 
because half the coolies and servants kept to the 
right bank the whole time, and the path, though 
rugged, was quite passable. As the water is 
rather deep, I should recommend every one to 
keep to the right bank, and follow the path 
on that side. 

I wish I had done this, for as I was riding, I 
was a good deal wet in this double fording. One 
of the coolies let fall the bundle he was carrying, 
and everything in it was soaked. When we 

reached the other side, I stopped to see if the con- 
tents had been injured, as my thermometer and 
loolnng-glass were in this unfortunate package. 
While I dismounted and was examining every- 
thing, the sapient coolies walked off with my 



dhoolie, before I was aware that they were gone. 
The " shades of evening closed around us," and the 
few people I had with me, did not know the road. 
The night became pitch dark, and we had no 
torches, nothing to guide us. After stumbling in 
the dark for a hundred yards, I refused to go fur- 
ther. My Db6k (or washerman) spread a blanket 
for me, and I lay down, while same of my people 
went to look for a village, where torches might be 
procured. I was cold and sleepy, and spent a dis- 
agreeable hour by the river-side, before the wel- 
oome glare of many torches reinspired us all. 

For the guidance of other travellers, I may as 
well say, that there are two roads from the half-way, 
or the beginning of the fourth ooss, an upper and 
a lower one. The former we went, and found it 
very tolerable, but most of my servants were taken 
the lower path, and they said it was bad, and 
constantly going through water. 

I found my dhoolie about a cow and a half from 
Rajoiirie, where the above two roads join. Having 
administered a desperate scolding, I went into the 
conveyance, and was carried the rest of the way. 

About a mile from this place, several sepoys, 
servants, and torch-bearers met us. They had 
been sent by Ghaussie, who was alarmed at my 
prolonged absence. We had to ford the Tohi 



once more, about a quarter of a mile from my 
camp here. 

Rajoiirie or Rajbora, is a large town, situated 
on the side of a hill, on the right bank of the Tohi. 
The garden where English travellers encamp, is 
situated on the left bank, and is on a hill directly 
ogposite the town. There is a Bbruh Durrie in 
this garden, and canals of water flow through 
the shaded walks, and give coolness and freshness 
to the place. 

Last night, the thermometer stood at 60' in my 
tent. It was very cold. In the BBruh Durrie, 
at noon to-day, the thermometer stood at 73'. 

May lst, 1851. Thursday.-Thermometer at 
sunrise, 65 ; noon, 7 3' ; sunset, 7 3O, FBhren- 
heit. 

I have halted here to get my baggage repaired, 
and all my letters written before I get entirely 
out of the way of dbks. 

I took a walk yesterday evening. I saw two 
or three regiments* of Goolbb Singh's soldiers 
encamped close by. Though people at Bhimber 

+ Marching from Jummoo to gashmir. 



said that camels did not go by this route to b h -  
mir, I saw nearly a hundred on the road this 
evening, close to this place. 

May 2nd, 1851. Biday.-Thermometer at sun- 
rise, 65O ; noon, 78" ; sunset, 78", Fillwenheit. 

I t  is much hotter to-day, and at noon the ther- 
mometer showed 78O, which is an increase of 5" 
since yesterday, though it has been standing in 
the same spot of the same room. There are no 
doors to this Bilruh Durrie, and that certainly 
adds to the heat. The morning temperature was 
taken in the large tent I slept in. When I first 
got up, a litt,le before daybreak, the thermometer 
was nearly two degrees lower, and I felt very 
cold. What a difference between the tempera- 
ture at  night, and during the middle of the day. 
1 doubt if this can be healthy. 

Rajoiirie is famous for its fever, and general 
insalubrity during the rainy season, and for months 
afterwards, but at present I do not hear of any 
particular sickness. 

I took a solitary ride yesterday evening. The 
town of Rajoiirie looks large in the distance, and 
ita situation and general appearance are certainly 



picturesque and striking from this side. Much 
more so, indeed, than when viewed closely. Then 
" familiarity breeds the contempt, " which one 
cannot help feeling for the majority of the soi- 
disant " towns " and " cities " of the East. 

I rode over the town of Rajoiirie this morning. 
The interior by no means U s  the promise held 
out in the attractive appearance of the exterior, 
as viewed from the opposite height. The streets 
are narrow, and irregularly paved with stone ; the 
houses have a bare, udhished aspect, and are 
rudely constructed of unhewn stones and mud. 
The palace of the last Rdjah is in ruins, and quite 
unworthy of notice. There is a small Bdgh still 
kept up in its immediate neighbourhood, but there 
is nothing " royal " in the spot. A few crumbling 
ruins still mark out the site of the former fort. 
However, the town is a large one for the moun- 
tains, and workmen of various descriptions are 
to be found within its walls. 

As the Tohi flows between the hill where niy 
camp is pitched and the eminence on which 
Rajoiirie stands, I had to ford the river. In 
some places the water nearly reaches the waist, 
and the natives told me that in the rains, there is 
no passage for days together, and all communica- 
tion is consequently cut off by this route as long 



as heavy rain falls. I do not much like riding 
through these rivers. The stony bottom makes 
the horse stumble about, and the rapid current 
causing him to (apparently at least) swing to and 
fro, has the effect of mriking my head quite dmy. 
I have been more than once very nearly drowned, 
and feel rather nervous in consequence, even 
when there is probably no real danger. 

I took a long ride this morning, after returning 
from my inspection of the city. I nearly came 
to grief by an untoward accident. I was mounted 
on a pony, which was " k&nee."* This animal has 
good paces, and knows how to gallop. In fact 
she has but rme fault, and that " one " nearly did 
me a serious injury this morning. The little vixen 
has an inveterate habit of shying, probably &om 
having but one eye. I was galloping along at 
my usual reckless pace, when she shied at a 
plough, so suddenly and violently that my saddle 
(which had been too loosely put on) turned com- 
pletely over, down the m'ght side, and as I never 
leave my saddle (ahem !) I went with it, stirrup 
and all. Fortunately I did not loose my presence 
of mind,. though I was hanging on the topsy- 
turvy saddle, on the wrong side, close by the 
brink of a precipice. I disengaged myself 
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cautiously, and with the exception of painfully 
wrenching my broken arm, I suffered no injury 
whatever. I do not know what harm has been 
done to that luckless left shoulder, but it aches 
so badly now that I cannot raise it from my side, 
and I have been in great pain all day. Maudite 
Borgnesse ! oh, pue j e  te relance* cette ficneste 
chute ! 

Tlimmmeter 66" at  sunrake, 78" at  norm, 80" at 
sunset. 

3rd May, 1851. Saturduy.-The whole of the 
above heighh of the temperature have been taken 
in the BQruh Durrie. In  the early morning my 
tents were doubtless colder, probably the tempera- 
ture exhibited there would have been 64* or 65". 
During the day, even in the thick shade of the 
trees, the tents are like ovens. 

I have had a couple more rides on the Kdnee, 
but I feel now so insecure I shall give her up. 

Rajoiirie is entirely surrounded by hills, some 
merely covered with grass, others prettily wooded. 

* The literal meaning of this word " relancer," b, to row ; 
but it is also used idiomatically, and corresponds to the 
English idiom of " gi* one a Roland for his Oliver." 



On this side there is a cultivated tract of half-level 
ground, along which is the only cantering ground 
I can find. 

I am told by the Kardlr, and several respectable 
natives here, that the Peer Punjll* is not yet 
open, for horses or baggage, as the snow lies very 
deep on the pass. There is a road by '' P66nch," 
over the Bbra Noolla Pass, which is said to be 
more practic3ble. I shall wait to hear what suo- 
oess the gentlemen who have preceded me have 
had. The route vt3 P66nch is at least forty miles 
round, I hear, so I shall avoid it if I can. 

fitance seven cosa, m ten and a hulf miles. 

6th May, 1851. Tuesday.-mer great difficulty 
in procuring coolies, on account of an arrival of 
seven Philistines (in the shape of English travel- 
lers), and the numbem of Goolbb Singh'a sepoys 

if d d  Peer" means a saint, or chief of any religions body. 
The Hill-men, however, apply the term " Peer " to any high 
mountain. mere is a legend attached to the Peer PunjPI, and 
the origin of the name is thus ancounted for. A Peer, or saint, 
lived and died on this pass, which beam his name. Hie tomb 
is pointed out on the summit, and no devout Museulman passes 
the p o t  unheedingly by. 
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and regiments marching, I got off at last, about 
midnight. I went in my dhoolie, and slept nearly 
two-thirds of the way, I believe, so I cannot say 
much on the subject of the road, except that we 
had to ford a river at a Little distance from Rajou- 
rie. I am told that the greater part of the mad 
is unexceptionable, and quite fit for cantering. 

There is a house here, and I am very glad that 
I am not condemned to tents. The heat is great 
enough, even with the shelter of mud walls. 

The seven Philistines have arrived h e  ! I 
hope they like their tents, and feel very. comfort- 
able, though I know they wish me at Nova Zem- 
bla. Really this flight of Locusts is very disagree- 
able. 

I am going to Goondee now. Anything to get 
as soon as possible out of this heat. 

Dktance seven coss, or ten and a; hulf miles. 

7 th May, 1885. Wednesday.-Arrived here after 
many troubles (consequent on losing the road, 
after dark), at eleven o'clock last night. 

The road is at h t  a steep ascent of a couple of 
coss, and a ditto descent, rugged path the whole 



way, though I managed to ride the greater part 
of the march. This Ghlt is beautifully wooded, 
and the grassy banks are covered with many sweet 
wild flowers. I was quite enchanted with the 
beauty of this march. The trees are really mag- 
nificent, and crown the hills on all sides, thickly 
wooding every height. The name of the particular 
mountain we scaled, is the " Neelee Dhkrie." 
This little piece of information was given me by 
my torch-bearer. I hope it is correct. 

When we reached the foot of the descent, the 
path wound through a jungly piece of level ground, 
along the banks of a roaring torrent, till within a 
mile of the village of Goondee, where we crossed 
the river by a villainous sanga, alias a wooden 
bridge, of course without rails of any sort, and 
the construction of the said " Pool"* was (as 
usual in the benighted hills) after the fashions 
prevalent in Noah's time. 

But I am not a cockney traveller like some I 
could mention, and went bravely over, carried by 
Puhbrrie ! t 

Now let me caution all enterprising travellers, 
not to do as I did, and cross the river. Let them 

* Bridge. 
t N.B.-A victim wmm PwIk'naira. 
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keep steadily to the left bank, and go direct to 
the " Chbonie " * of Goondee, and not the vlllage. 
In the fir& place, they t h  avoid two bridges, 
and in the second, the lucQ people who follow 
this timely advice, are saved a heap of useless 
vexation of spirit. The ascent to the v i l l q e  of 
Goondee is very steep, very bad, and very un- 
neces'q. I have now to re-cross the river by 
a second bridge, and proceed to the Chlonie. 
Neither coolies nor supplies are procurable here. 

Distance one 'coss, or one-and-a-hulf mile. 

8th May, 1851. Thursday.-I moved over here 
yesterday afternoon. I have had fever and ague, 
and do not feel very well. This morning the 
thermometer was 66" in the Thlkoor Dwbra I 
occupied yesterday, and when I put the instru- 
ment outside, it fell 12O. At sunrise it was about 
55O. 

There has been great diEculty in procuring 
coolies, on account (so it is alleged) of the 
royal regiments at present passing this way to 

+ Chtionie," signifies much the same aa Cantonment : 
h l i b  Singh's SipPhir, are stationed here. 



Kashmir. There is no house here, except a 
Thiikoor Dwbra, or Temple, which the KArdar 
voluntarily gave up for my use, my tents being 
still behind, 

I have been trying to find out the name of the 
river I have lately crossed twice, but no one 
appears to know it. I asked one man, and he 
said it was the " Soudin ;" three minutea after, 
just in fun, I exiquired gravely, if it might not be 
the Tohi, and my sapient cicerone, said "it was 
the Tohi." He ended by giving the stream a third 
cognomen, and then I gave it up in despair. 

I proceed now to the next march, which is tsn 
ooss distant. The suxi rose long ago, so I shall be 
annihilated before I can reach my destination. 
This place is between one and two miles h m  

the village. 
Yesterday, we passed Buffitige, at four and a- 

half coss &om T h d .  Many people make that 
a march of itself, but it is on the left bank of that 
river minus a name,* and is out of the direct road. 

+ TArw namea ki in kt none I 
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POONCH. 

Distance nim coss, or fourteen mziks. 

9th May, 1851. F r y - I  arrived here 
yesterday by a little after ten o'clock, a.m. The 
sun was fearfully hot, and the elevation of this 
town must be very hifling,-not more than three 
or four thousand feet, if so much. 

after leaving the Chbonie yesterday, I lost my 
way, but fortunately found it again very soon. 
Almost immediately after quitting the encamping 
ground, the river is crossed by a sanga. After 
this, the path Lies along a beautiful valley, and I;; 
enjoyed an inspiriting gallop over grassy paths, 
and along lovely lanes, edged by eglantines and 
wild roses in full bloom, impregnating the air with 
well remembered fragrance. 

The road lies along the right bank of the river 
till it is once more crossed by two wooden bridges, 
about three coss from this. 

Under the shade of some h e  trees I halted half 
an hour here, and a villager gave me some butter- 
milk, and a piece of his chupattie. The latter 
was quite different from most of its kind, and I 
found it clean, and very tolerable in flavour. 



The last three coss are still in a valley, and the 
road is a very gentle descent the whole way to 
this town. There was no longer any beautiful 
shade to keep the burning rays of the sun from 
my head, and I began to wish I had not wasted 
so much time on the road. 

P66nch is a large place, a soi-d&ant town. 
There is a fort here, and it is encompassed by 
wooded hills, some to the north-east are very high 
in comparison. 

I have halted here to-day, on account of the 
great difficulty there is in procuring coolies. 
This difiiculty is quite incomprehensible in a well 
populated district like this. The Wuzeer excuses 
it by saying that so many 'of the Maha Rijah's 
regiments have gone this route, that all the coolies 
of the country are taken away. This, however, 
cannot in any way account for the Kooloo habit of 
leaving their loads on the road and running away, 
without any apparent cause. I have had constant 
complaints from my servants about this distressing 
peculiarity of the porters of this district, and it 
altogether entails ceaseless trouble and annoyance 
on them and me equally. The local authorities 
press on the coolies of one stage for the following 
one, and this causes still more frequent desertions. 
Feeding them on the road, and promises of pay- 
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ment, are totally ineffectual in stopping this 
pwtice. It wems to prevail through certain 
districts. Tbere is a very good Bhruh Durrie 
here, aad in this hot place, th.b irr an incalcutable 
blessing. Bven here, the thermometer stads at 
83Q now (noon). 

KUEIOTA, OR GOWTAH. 
D&tance jive coss, or seven and a hEf 973328, 

May 10, 1851. Saturday.-This march k not 
one calculated for cantering. The &st three COS6 

follow the bed of a river, and the path is very 
stony. Then a steep ascent (impossible to ride 
over) follows, and is succeeded by a corresponding 
descent to the bed of the rapid stream we had 
previously followed, and which is here crossed 
by a wooden bridge of the usual primitive build 
The last half coss is a stony ascent to this village, 
'but I was delighted to find I could ride up the 
steep path. There is no regular village here, and 
the Kardhr lives six miles off, I am told. I see 
quantities of my baggage lying in the verandah 
of the hut I am sitting in. One of my servants 
is doing Chokeydlr, (or watchman,) and tells me 



the old story of Coolie-249 bhdghea! "* All the 
reat of my camp has gone on, with the excep- 
tim of twomor three servants still behind. 

I had an antediluvian breakhat this morning, 
cooked by an old village woman. She was much 
amused at my making her wmh her hands before 
proceeding to the business of cooking I This 
beautiful breakcast oonsisted of chupcsttiea and 
milk. But travellers, unless they are "cockneys," 
can philosophise on rustic3 fare I 

The road to this place was in parts prettily 
wooded, and the hedges of sweet eglantines and 
wild jessamine exhaled the delicious perfume 
which I so mu& dehght in. 

There warc a violent storm of thunder and hght- 
ning, accompanied by rain, h t  night, and the 
h e a ~  clouds st i l l  hanging about, threaten more 
rain. 

The Wuzeer yesterday gave me a bamboo 
wdkmg-stick, with a silver top to it, very rude in 
~01~4tm(3tion. I suppase this is to help me up the 
PGnh Pasa this aftmnoon S I am going on now 
to the next halting place, four coss distant. 

@lid : l 4  A l l  ae Coolies have run away!' 
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fitance, four coss, or szk miles. 

Same day, three o'clockp.m.-This is a very short 
march, if meant for an entire day's work. I rode 
here at a walk in two hours. The path is rugged, 
and consists of steep ascents, varied by one or two 
rugged descents, and a mountain torrent half- 
way. The latter part of this road is a steep 
ascent td this Sertii. 

The scenery along this march is wild and very 
pretty. Cultivation no where visible, and villages 
almost equally rare. This Sertii consists of a 
couple of huts, where a few supplies are 
procurable. 

I see a portion of my baggage lying here, ac- 
counted for as before. All along the road I saw 
loads lying about, the carriers thereof having fled, 
I suppose, and no one near. And yet these very 
men all received food in the middle of the march ! 
I find all my camp have gone still further. 
This unusual zeal is rather provoking, as the fol- 
lowing march is over a pass, and the night will 
come on before I can attain the next stage. 



HEIDERABAD S E W .  

OVER POONCH PASS, 8,500 FEET HIGH. 

&tance jive coss, or seven and a-hV milea. 

11 th May, 185 1. Sunday.-Bnived here, quits 
exhausted with fatigue, about an hour after dark, 
last evening. 

after leaving the Serbi of Ulliahabad, the path 
to the crest of the Pass was a steep and stony 
ascent of two coss; quite possible, however, to 
ride the whole way. We saw snow on a l l  the 
surrounding hills, but very Little on that side of 
the pass itself. All the ponies and syces, &c., 
were with me, and I got on very well. 

At the crest of the pass, there is a deep, wide, 
bed of snow, and almost on the very summit of 
the mountain, is a Fakir's* hut. The solitary 
recluse we pressed into our service by way of 
guide, and tithout delay commenced the descent. 

And a snowy descent it proved, truly ! 
I t i ed  to ride'down the steep beds of snow, 

but not being mounted on a hill pony, I found it 
such a service of danger, that I was perforce 
obliged to try my feet. 

* Or FuquEEr, a religious mendicant. 
Js 2 



This pass is said to be 8,500 feet in elevation, 
which is two thousand feet lower than any "pass" 
I ever crossed. However, the snow covers the 
descent of the mountain all-over the north-west 
face of the range. Fir trees wooded the hills to 
their very summits, but nothing but vast fields of 
snow were to be seen on every side, fim twe to 
six feet deep. 
AB there is no snow on the Simla hills at this 

season of the year, nor men on Muhbsoo, which 
is some '700 feet higher (at the most elevated 
spot,) the only way of accounting for the 
deep snow here, is its immediate proximity 
to the &eat Smwy Belt. !Chis is not the Peer 
Punjtil bma Jide, though the ignomt villagers 
persist in terming it the '' Ch6tah Peer PmjBld+' 
That range is of considerably greater elevation, 
and lies to South-south-east * of this pass, and is 
further removed h m  the plains. 

From the crest of P66nch Pass to this SeSi, 
the wooded descent is about three coss in dista~w, 
two-thirds of the way deep snow. l'he last ooss 
is half snow, half mud, slippery, and very 0 k h . t  

* The snowy mountains which b o d  Kashmir, north, 
south, east, and west, are generally termed the " Punjil." 
This P66nch pass is owteide Kashmir's snowy boundary, lping 
to the west. 

t Or rugged. 



At the foot of the descent, mars ti mountain 
torrent, which is spanned by the ordinary wooden 
brike, common in these hills. The last hundred 
yards is a rude ascent to thie place. 

GChwsie having made some mistake in not 
leaving my dhoolie at UBiahabad Seriii, as I had 
distinctly ordered, I waa obliged to walk the three 
coss of descent, when I found riding out of the 
question. 

J sunlr repeatedly in the deep snow, and (un- 
accustomed to walking exercise,) frequently wme 
down by the run. Ny crippled lefi arm I did not 
dare to use, and I could nbt recover my equilibriw 
when once I lost it! Fatiguing as I found the 
mow, I dreaded the effecte of wet f e~ t ,  eaen mare 
than I minded the =&ion and pain of wallung 
down sqch g wretched &yle of dealivity. The half- 
melted snow, and deep slippery mud, of the 1wt 
W, was wove thw the snow itself, and I became 
so exhexhausted I could scarcely gyide my t~ttering 
atepa, but ptumbled and fell at every bad spot, 
There was no use in giving in and unconditicnally 
dwlining ,to proceed, so I hobbled op, in con- 
siderable despair, over this L L  Worth-west passage." 

About half-an-hour after dark, we were all 
delighted to see a couple of Mas&, and several 
villagers, sent by my people, to light me to camp. 



A Puhbriya carried me the rest of the way, for I 
was quite hocked up, and scarcely able to walk 
any more. However, this relief only arrived when 
we were at the bridge I mentioned above. The 
man ran down hill, and up hill, over blocks of 
stone, as if I had been a feather-weight, and I 
marvelled at his doing so, when I could not manage 
my un- self over roads like these ! 

Taking every precaution on my arrival at the 
Serli here, to evade the distressing effects of wet 
feet, (which ere this, have brought me to grief,) 
I went to bed, and slept as soundly in my mud 
dwelling-place, as if I had been at my home in a 
papered and carpeted chamber ! True, I had my 
own bed and bedding, and my mosquitoe-curtains 
sheltered me from all the insect tribe. At PGnch 
I slept one night on a village chrpoy, m i n u  
curtains, having been foolishly persuaded (by 
native arguments of a bad road and dark night,) 
to remain after my beds had gone on, and I spent 
a miserable, sleepless night, devoured by animal- 
cula of all sorts. I shall fumigate the bedding I 
used on that chrpoy that luckless night ! And 
why ? because one or two of those "animalcula" 
may, perchance, have lodged in my clean rezdis,* 

* Quilts, or wadded silk and chintz coverlets, used instead 
of blankets. 



and then, oh! I know how soon they will 
obediently follow the Scriptural injunction, of 
" Increase and multiply." 

The thermometer this morning, stood at 60° 
at 6 o'clock a.m.; noon, 63O; five o'clock p.m., 5S0. 
It is cold here, and the clouds make the tem- 
perature still more chilly. The surrounding hills 
tower far above this spot, and a great deal of snow 
lies on them. There are ma@cent trees of my 
favourite Fir on all these high hills. I see snow 
lying close to the huts, which bear the name 
af "Heiderabad Serbi," and in one of which I 
am seated scribbling away. The water was icy 
cold when I bathed this morning, but I am not 
a h i d  of cold water, though I could mention some 
who are,-some of my friends too, perchance ! 
Eh b k ,  chcun d son g d t .  
This is a pretty place, but coolies and supplies 

are equally diiEcult to procure. I would advise 
no one to halt here. For everything you chance 
to require, you are coolly referred to the " Shiiher," 
or city, which convenient place is five coss off. 
All this country is a sort of Oojk, very thinly 
populated, and villages " few and far between ; " 
when found, mnsisting only of a couple or so of 
houses. I would recommend travellers to make 



p k h *  arrangements for m l i w  at PGGnch, who 
will be bound to go to Oorie. That city is four ahort 
marches, and might easily be reaohed in two. In 
the latter m e ,  Ulliahabad Sedi is a good division 
I proceed now to Oorie. Being rather lame 
from yesterday's exertions, I shall go in a dhoolie 
this evening. A large horse of the Punjaiibi breed 
came easily over PGnch Pass yesterday. Of 
course he was led, not ridden. 

OORIE. 

Distance Jive coss, or seven and a - h l f  miles. 

12th May, 1851. Monday.-kved here at 
eleven o'clock last night, afker a very fatiping 
journey in the dhoolie. The path is narrow and 
rugged, the ascents and descents ceaseless. The 
last mile is through a gorge in the hills, and the 
scenery all throughout the march is very prettily 
wooded. There are many glimpses of the white 
mowy peaks, which lie to the east. 

Oorie is situated on a small piece .of tolerably 
level ground, and is entirely encompassed by b h  
hilla. The summits of snowy mountains, in deep 
and unbroken whiteness, prominentky tower behind 
the inner range of wooded hills. 

* Decided; unrnistakeable. This ia a word of many meaning. 



!Chere is a mud fort here, and what I &p&d 
to find a large town, (from hearing it inceaaantly 
d e d  a "city," on my way to thh place,) is 
merely a small bazaar, and paltry village. There 
is a good deal of cultivation in this neighbur- 
hood, principally barley and Indian corn. The 
situation is deoidedly striking, and would make a 
pretty sketch. 

The Jhelum flows almost immediately below 
the fort, and is crossed by a Zampti,* or bridge 
of Twigs, on the road to Moderabad. I went to 
see my old enemy this evening. It is much 
d e r  than those I went over befire, and oonse- 
quently lese formidable. The river is not more 
than five and twenty or thirty yards wide at this 
spot, and the bridge is a few yards longer. I t  is 
ampended at a very trifling elevation above the 
water, and looks slight and unsafe. I contented 
myself with surveying it at a respectful distance, 
and did not consider it a part of the evening's 
entertainment to walk across. 

The Jhelum here is a very rapid torrent, and 
dasbes rather madly along, reokless of the huge 
blocks of stone and rock, which intercept its course, 
and scatter foam and spray in the usual prodigal 
manner. This river rises at some distance beyond 

* Here a e d  a " Jh6Gla." 
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Islamabad. One branch takes its course on the 
Draiis Pass, north-north-east of Kashrnir city, 
but the principal arm* rises in the Vernbg springs, 
some distance south-south-east of Islamabad. 
This river is the L L  Hydaspes" of the ancients. It 
has several minor branches and tributaries. 

I have gathered many pretty flowers between 
Piiihch and Oorie. The vegetation is very 
luxuriant on these hills, and the slopes and 
plainleh are covered with rich white clover, and 
various beautiful wild flowers enamel the ground. 
The flom of this country resemble those of the 
districts of Eishtawbr and BhudurwPr. The 
flowers on Piiiinch Pass were exactly similar to 
those I noticed on the Rotiing below 10,000 feet 
of elevation. The sweet blue violet of various 
shades, the anemone, white and lilac, pinks, 
yellow jasmine and others.? After the rains 

* The most remote source of the Jhelum is on the moun- 
tain~ of Bunha, but it is there called the " Sandram Nuddee," 
and moreover it dries up during four months of the year. 
Baron Hiigel says that the Jhelum rises in th'e heights of 
Bunhgl, but the error he makes in asserting this, is very easily 
proved. 

t Between Heiderabad and Oorie, I was enchanted to 
observe the English hawthorn tree, growing by the side of the 
road. The fragrant flowers in luxuriant bloom very nearly 
made me sztatic, and forget everything in the memoriee of 
my girlish days. 



commence, these hills will be perfect gardens of 
meet roses. I observed myriads of bushes 
covered with incipient buds. 

OORIE. 
13th May, 1851. Tuesday.-Halted here to-day, 

as three-fourths of the baggage is hopelessly 
behind. I wonder if I shall ever see it again! 
It is hotter here than at Heiderabad Ser%i, 
and this place must be considerably lower. 
Thermometer at noon, 6g0 ; sunset '72°. There is 
a petty Njah  here, but it is an amusing idea, 
terming this paltry village a (' Shiiher," forsooth. 
Supplies seem as scarce as coolies. !l!his is not a 
pleasant country to travel through. The Kardbr 
of this place assured me, that not many years ago 
the people were turbulent and unmanageable, and 
used to rise up and lootn* the land, at their 
pleasure ! There is a very nice little mud cottage 
here, where English travellers are accommodated. 
There is one room surrounded on two or three 
sides by a young verandah, elevated four or five 
feet from the ground. 

* Or plunder. 



Distance six coss, or nine milea. 

14th May, 1851. Wednesday.-This is a very 
pretty march, the path beautifully wooded thc 
whole way, and very tolerable for riding. To the 
right of the road is a ridge of bold scarped rocks, 
very striking in appearance, which extends for 
some miles. The h a s  below are densely wooded, 
and f rode in the shade nearly the entire march. 
The trees are very h e ,  and the underwood is luxu- 
riant. There are one or two bad ascents a d  
descents, but this is decidedly an easy march. 

The Jhelum roars along in an angry flood, and 
the path steadily follows the left bank of the river. 
I rode by one very bad precipice, which ,termi- 
nated abruptly in the foaming stream below. 
I turned to look on the surging waters of the 
broad torrent, white with foam. I thought how 
shght a hold all mortals have on life ; one yard too 
much to the left, om Lelse step, and I should no 
longer have thought or feeling. Suddenly 1 
ehould have left the famili* scenes of this world- 
how suddenly I As the thoughts were flying 
across my brain, my journey and my life might 
alike have ended. A few inches of ground alone 



~eparated me from eterniv, but I rode quite 
steadily on, and turned frequently to the abyss 
hlow and gazed speoulatively at the river, 
" lushing madly on." I never see running water 
d any kind without an involuntary feeling of 
wonder, why it is not tired ! But when a river 
t .  dong at that wild paee, it muat feel weari4 
eurely it must. Why do people say, that per- 
petual motion k not been discovered ? Ecce 
+urn Jhelum, and myself, ought to be reh- 
tation suf3cient to such silly assertions ! 

after first leaving W e ,  there ies a short 
descent to the bed d a small river, which is 
crowd by two wooden bridges, one of which has 
aetwlly radbgs to match. (Wonderful march of 
intellect for these hills !) There are several 
wuntain torrents to be or&, the worst of 
which is spanned by a wooden (railed) bridge, 
about a quarter of a mile before Bunyk is attained. 
In leaving Oorie, the bridge of twigs is some 
distanoe to the lei%. The small river mxsed in 
thie march, flows h to  the J3dum a little above the 
bridge. 

I lave just Cnrned to "Hiigel's work on 
Kashmir," &c., to see what he says about thie 
bnidge. Either the bridge has undergone trans- 
mutation, oa the Baron, (%kpt@en @ic nuin 6m 
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bic ~ a q r p e i t , )  romances. This is a verbal quotation 
from his work, and is his description of the 

" Remarkable suspension bridge at Uri." 
-- " a rope bridge, or sort of ladder is thrown 

over the roaring flood, stretching from the deep 
abyss to the mountain above. I dismounted in 
order to witness some men pass over this bridge, 
which in reality is an enterprize attended with 
considerable peril, it being nothing better than a 
thick rope twisted together, made out of horse 
hides. At the distance of every third foot is a 
loop or knot, which connects the skins together, 
and prevents the passenger from slipping off; but 
as it would be impossible to strain this material 
tight, he Gnds himself occasionally receding &om 
the mountain across the deep abyss. On each 
side, however, there is another rope, about four 
feet above the footway, to lay hold by. In descend- 
ing as well as ascending this contrivance, the 
utmost precaution is necessary to grasp the hand 
ropes h l y ,  and to plant the foot h l y  on the 
loops or knots ; the weight causing the bridge to 
fall from Uri as nearly perpendicularly as possible, 
it requires the greatest presence of mind. Its 
length is from 500 to 600 feet." (etcetera.) 

I have seen many bridges in the hills, but none 
like the one mentioned above, and most certainly 



the suspension bridge at Oorie is in no way a 
counterpart of the one described by Hiigel, and 
illustrated on the opposite page of hk work. 

The bridge over the Jhelum is not a couple of 
hundred yards from the Fort of Oorie, though 
considerably lower, and is not more than from 
thirty to forty yards long. The two piers are of 
equal elevation,* and are constructed of wood and 
unhewn stone. The bridge itself is entirely made 
of twigs, and the bushes which are despoiled for 
this material grow close to the banks of the river. 
These twigs are twisted into ropes of an inch and 
a half, or two inches in diameter, and three or 
four of these twig-ropes form each of the sides of 
the bridge. The flooring of the construction is of 
twigs formed into ropes, cind placed lengthways 
fiom pier to pier, across the gulph. The width of 
this footway is about six inches, just enough for 
a passenger to walk across, putting one foot before 
the other. The side twig-ropes are about three 
feet high. Short ropes join the sides to that part 
of the bridge where the passenger walks across ; 
but these twigs are two and three feet apart, and 
the trembling wayfarer has plenty of opportunity 
to gaze at his leisure on the roaring flood, a few 

* That is ,to my, from the water. 



yards only beneath his feet, dashing madly 
on ! 

However, 1 ha* seen many wonk bridges of 
the kind ; and the one below KhGksur, in Lahoiil, 
19 twice as long and twice' as Gghtful. The 
longer the 'bridge is, the more sickening is the 
swinging to and fi.0 of the frail construction. 
In the Baron's illustration, there is a h e  range 

of snowy hills, entirely imaginary ! I saw only a 
few peaks in their wintry garb, towering behind 
the high hills which environ the plain on which 
Oorie is situated. 

The houses are nearly all one-storied in thie 
part of the country, and have flat mud roofs. 

B M O O L L A .  
Distance & coss, or nine miles. 

15th May, 1851. Thursday.-I reached this 
place yesterday evening at half-past nine o'clock 
With the exception of me or two stony places, 
fhe road was a perfect '' Tunda Surmck," (Mall !) 
compared to what we have lately been accua- 
tomed tp. I came the greater part of the way 
in my dhoolie. I do not feel well, being afHioted 
with a miserable cold, which is a sort of thing 
which always falls heavily on me. However, I 



shall forget my miseries, in thinking of my being 
ig Kashmir once more I 

The house I am seated writing in, is very com- 
fortable of the kind.* It is situated on the left 
bank of the Jhelum, immediately by the water 
edge. The deep river flows along in a broad 
atream, the stillness of the current a striking con- 
trast to the angry torrent a few miles lower 
down. The city is immediately opposite, on the 
right bhk ,  and the houses are built all along the 
shore. These houses are five and six stories high, 
with pent wooden roofs, on which grass and weeds 
have sprung up. Hills, about seven hundred feet 
high, covered with low shrubs, rise above the 
town of Baramooh, and to the east are seen s 
range of lofty snowy mountains. 

At the eastern extremity of the town, a wooden 
bridge spans the Jhelum. At this distance it 
seems to be constructed much in the same style as 

+ I was just now interrupted in my task, by the visit of a 
native offlcer. He was announced as "the Major." Hia 
sword belt was of handsome gold lacs, and the hilt of the 
weapon, which was wepended to hio ade, was af handsomely 
wrought gold. The gsllant sable Major waa very civil, aqd 
repeatedly a s d  me that the realm and all pertaining to it, 
wss entirely mine! ["Maolk ap ke, Dowlut ap ke."] 
wish it were, Major ! 



the bridges over the Jhelum, in the city of Kash- 
mir. There are arches .for the boa& to pass 
through. 

I have just returned from a survey of boats of all 
sorts and sizes. I have chosen the cleanest of the 
lot for myself, and three more for my suite. 

The road from Bunylr to Baramoolla follows 
the course of the Jhelum the entire march, though 
for two coss of the way the river is a long distance 
to the left. The first two-thirds of the road is 
prettily wooded, and high hills densely covered 
with forests of fis, flank the path to the right. 
The latter part of the march is through rice-fields, 
and that grain seems widely cultivated in these 
parts. 

We passed the village of NoshCra, at two coss 
from Bunylr ; it is situated near the road, on the 
left hand, and there is a pretty tope of trees (the 
Kashmir Poplar) in the middle of the village or 
town. I also observed a small mud fort at  
NoshCra. There is another large village and fort 
immediately opposite, on the right bank of the 
Jhelum. I t  is called Attlree. 

From Oorie to Baramoolla, there is a path the 
whole way along the right bank of the river, 
crossing below Oorie Fort, by the suspension 
bridge before described. 



I eee a great many beautiful poplar trees in 
this neighbourhood. Yesterday I noticed num- 
bers of the willow, very much the same as grow 
in Lahoiil. 

The thermometer at noon to-day stood at 65", 
Fkhrenheit. There has been a good deal of rain 
lately, and distant thunder. 

Two-thirds of my baggage are still behiid. 
From Thunnah to Oorie is a Shitdn-he-Moolk, 
(which being interpreted, means L L  the Devil's 
oomtry,") and Coolies and Sepoys of that same 
kind-as I found to my cost. (Poor me ! always 
a victim.) 

ON THE RIVER JHELUM. 

Betmeen Baramoollah and Hopore. 

16th May, 1851. Friday.-I am on my way 
to Siriauggur now, and while the boatmen track 
my little barge up the river, I will amuse myself 
by writing. I never saw such lovely scenery as 
dehghta the eye while sailing lazily along this 
part of the beautiful Vale of Kashmir. The poet 

VOL. 11. F 
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may well say of it, as he said of Greece, "Where 
all save the spirit of man is divine ! " 

Green fields and smiling hills, studded with 
beautiful trees, are succeeded by loftier mountains, 
beyond which, and towering far above, are the 
peerless heights of the Snowy Range. How 
glorious are they ! The deep snow glitters in the 
bright sunlight, and looks as sternly cold as ever. 
How such a scene recals the well-remembered 
mountains of Thibet. To me there is enchant- 
ment in so grand a view, and I like to w e  for 
hours on those icy white hills, rising far above the 
surrounding valley, in al l  the majesty of their 
haughty beauty. Yes, such a scene is indeed 
glorious, and I long once more to cross that glitter- 
ing belt of snow. 

Yesterday evening I went out in a boat to see 
how far the Jhelum is navigable below 13aramoolla. 
The boatmen would not go more than a quarter 
or half a mile &om the place I started fi.om, and I 
think I did not press them much, when I observed 
the increasing rapidity of the current. The river at 
this point takes a turn round a hill, and very soon 
becomes the roaring flood I mentioned before. 
The western extremity of the town is left, about a 
quarter of a mile above the plnce where the 
Jhelum disappears round a hill, in a direction 



nearly at right angles to its course below Bara- 
moolla. 

I saw the fields and the tops of the houses 
covered with very fine purple and white iris, 
growing in wild luxuriance on every available 
spot. Whits clover and rich grass also thrive in 
these parts. Pasturage ought to be very good on 
such hills, and the cows and sheep tea* to the 
same. 

Baramoollah is a large city for the mountains, 
and extends for half a mile along the banks of 
t h ~  Jhelum. I proceeded a couple of miles be- 
yond the bridge before described, and enjoyed a 
beautiful view, when the rain (which had M e n  
heavily during my cruize,) ceased to obscure 
the prospect, and the heavy clouds had cleared 
away. It was a very lovely scene, the beautiful 
full moon shedding her cold radiance on hill and 
dale alike. 

A little before sunset, I tried the temperature 
of the river. I t  was only 4" lower than the air at 
the same hour, the latter standing at 66". 

The miserable boatmen are beginning to paddle, 
and consequently shake the boat too much for 
further writing. 
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OOLER, OR WULER LAKE. 

Hay 17, 1851. Saturday.-We anchored our 
little fleet at Quehlma yesterday evening, and I 
dined rurally in a log boat, hd ing  my d i n e d  
barge too much confined. 

Sop6re is six coss by land, from Baramoolla, 
but considerably more by water, owing to the 
tortuous windings of the Jhelum. However, the 
direct land route &om Baramoolla to Sirinuggur, 
or Kashmir city, does not lie by SopGre, and there 
is altogether a difference of eight or ten coss be- 
tween the two mads. (Vib LLPuttun," is the 
direct mute by land.) 

Sop6re is a tolerably sized town, situated on the 
co~uence  of the Jhelum with the Ooler Lake. 
There is the usual Kashmirian bridge (at the 
northern end of the town) spanning the river, and 
close to this spot is a fort, with high mud walls, 
apparently of no strength. 

after dinner, by moonlight, our fleet proceeded 
to the little island on this lake, called Llnkh, or 
Lgnkha. 

I visited this odd spot last year, but forget 
what I said of it, and I have not my "Journal" 
by me to refer to. So I will give a new descrip- 
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tion of it, and hope I shall not be provokingly 
repetitive ! * 

The islet in Wuler Lake is not more than two 
hundred and fifty yards in circumference.t It is 
situated at a very little distance from the shore, 
and is also close to that part of the lake where 
the Jhelum flows in from the south-east. 

Many years ago this little island was inhabited, 
and a few Kaahmirians lived here. Now I could 
only see rocks and stones, and rank jungle, besides 
the ruined temple. There was malaria in the 
very sighing of this noxious jungle, and there waa 
little of attraction in the place. 

+ I consider that I have a perfect right to coin words, there- 
by making valuable additions to the English language ; and 
I do not care at all what anybody else "considere" on the 
mbject, eo they who differ from me need not wsste their pre- 
oiou time by telling me so ! I expect to see my new coinage 
in the next edition of Walker and Webster's Dictionaries. 

t Baron Hiigel says: " Here is an aztaneive building in 
mine, . . . like the temple of Korau Pandau, it was 
of a quare form, and mounded by a flight of stone steps 
leading down to the lake." 

I have marked the words which seem to me to give an in- 
correct idea of the islet and its ruined temple. There k not 
d c i e n t  apace in the tiny &d for any " +?xh.&e " building, 
and the temple is not " u r n &  " by a flight of stone step, 
because there are done steps leading down to the lake only 
on OM mde of the ruin. 



I noticed the slab which had been pointed out 
to me last year by the devotee of the island, and 
I prooeeded to take copies of the words engraved 
on the stone. !l%ey appear to be in Arabic cha- 
raoters, but not being learned in that language, 
they are hieroglyphics to me. The slab was in 
one block of black marble. I had not paper large 
enough to copy the whole at once, so I took fac- 
similes of each of the four sections, and have 
numbered them to show the order they came in. 
A space (quite blank), about an inch broad, divided 
each of these sections. I hope to be able to 
append a correct translation. 

There are numberless traditions current re- 
garding the origin of this Island, two of which 
attributs its existence to human agency. While 
I was copying the inscription on the black marble 
slab, I made the holy man of Linkha recount the 
legends to me. 

Many years ago,* the Ooler lake was said to 
have extended to Sumbhul, six or seven coss 
further up the river. Storms were so fkequent, on 
account of the immense extent of the lake, and 
the loss of life so great, that Zeinal-ab-ud-din, the 
sovereign prince of Kaahmir, at that period, 

*In the year of the Hejira, 840,--480 years ago. 
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ordered a landing-spot to be erected half-way, 
where the water was shallow enough to allow the 
experiment. At present, the LBnkha is so close 
to one extremity of the lake, as to form by no 
means a " half-way " refuge from etom, but it 
is quite possible that the waters of Ooler, were 
once far more extensive ; the banks of the Jhelum, 
between the lake and Sumbhul,* are very low, 
often rising scarcely a couple of feet above the 
water. However, there is no authentic information 
on the subject. 

The other favourite legend of Lbnkha is, that 
the Ooler lake was, in olden times, the site of 
Kashmir's capital city, and that some angry 
Divinity struck it in its wrath, and it sunk never 
to rise again. The terrible convulsions of nature 
whioh effected this 6 o u ~ v e r 8 ~ ~ ,  covered the onoe 
flourishing city with a vast sheet of water. The 
monarch (who escaped with life) ordered that 
the new-made lake should be explored for some 

* There are some very fine double roses, yellow and buff, of 
different shades, which grow in great luxuriance near Sumbhul. 
I have prewrved many specimens of the various kinds. Them 
double roses resemble those I observed in Ladiik last year, and 
have the same peculiar smell. The leaf is the common rose 
leaf, and not the sweet-briar of the single yellow rose of 
Lahoiil, which I mentioned as being confined to one mile of 
ground near Kbdung. 
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remains of the drowned capital, and the Island 
and Temples were constructed from all that could 
be found of the ruins submerged. 

They have a wonderful story about the slab I 
have described. One legend asserta that some 
impious Badsh&h * carried it off, and that the 
sacred relic was brought back by an elephant, who 
soared with it through the air, till he deposited it 
in its natal temple ! 

A more recent tale they have, declares that 
Goolib Singh took the slab away, but that the 
elephant on which it was laden, unconditionally 
declined to proceed beyond Baramoolla, and the 
stone was brought back in a boat. How much of 
truth there may be in this fable, I am quite unable 
to say. &' This broken tale is all I know!" 

The circumference of Ooler lake must be great, 
probably not less than sixty miles. The shape is 
something of an oblong, but there are so many 
little promontories, and tiny bays, that the size, 
shape, and aspect are all difficult to define with 
precision. I sounded the depth of the water in 
several places, near Quehlrna, and found it to vary 
£rom three to five fathoms. The middle of the 
lake is much deeper ; the Kashmirians declare one 
part is fathomless. 

* Sovereign. 
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Singhbra or water-nut, cover the edges of the 
lake, and this nut forms a considerable portion of 
Goolkb Singh's revenue. 'I%& is a staple com- 
modity of food for five months of the year, among 
the poorer classes. It is not in seaeon yet, but I 
saw it in perfection last rains. 

Lotus and other water-plants cover the outer 
parts of the lake for miles, making portions of 
large extent to resemble green fields, the water 
being entirely concealed. 

Quehlma is situated in a beautiful nook, wooded 
with fine trees. The lake has risen considerably, 
for we rowed through a water avenue, willow trees 
flanking both sides, and no doubt this avenue is 
generally dry land. 

Bundipore is two or three coss beyond, and 
about four miles from Lgnkha. Thirr is a good 
sized village, and boasts of a Thanna5. It is on 
the road to Gilgit, from Baramoolla, or Sirinuggur. 
At present it is situated near the edge of the 
lake, but when the water is low, the receding 
waves leave a marsh nearly a mile long, between 
Bundipore and the beautiful lake. 
This is not the direct water route from Bara- 

moolla to Sirinuggur, but I could not pass on 
without visiting my old friends and favourite 
spots. 

F 3 
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High hills, white with mow, rise almost im- 
mediately above Bundipore. Baron Hiigel calls 
these the " Mountains of Tibet !" I could not 
help laughing at the idea, because Thibet, its 
snowy mountains and desert plains, are many 
weary rugged miles off. So Baron Hiigel, mdn 

&IT ktlfttb, do not flatter yourself by imagining 
that in your L'Cockney" visit to a mountain 
above Bundipore, you saw the glorious and diffi- 
cult passes of Thibet. I am sorry to destroy the 
illusion, but it ie such a silly one, I cannot resist 
a laugh at it. 

MXJYNES BUL. 

80FPPOOR OR SOFAPORE TILLAGE, 8 O'CLOCK P.Y. 

I think thh lake is one of the prettiest spots 
in Kashmir. My little fleet reached the Nullah, 
which leads to Mkxmes Bul* from the Jhelum, an 
hour or so before sunset, and I removed into a 
smaller boat, called a Patindah or Purrundah, 
sending the servants, kc., to prepare a dinner here. 

I went all round Mknnes Bul, and paid a visit 
to the beautiful Tope of Chenk, where I was 
encamped last year. I also saw my old friend 

* "Bul" means, in the Kaahmirian language, a lake or 
-, body of water. 



G 6 n d a d  village, and memory recalled the night, 
when wearied and faint, I arrived there, to find 
my camp nm inventus. I remembered the drink 
of milk I had there, and how disconsolately I 
awaited the messenger who had gone to seek my 
people and tents, and tried to imitate "Mark 
Tapley," in one of the picturesque little houses 
situated on the banks of the lovely little lake. 

Nor could I see the luxuriant Tope of Chenlrs 
without emotion. That well remembered night 
and day, when driven half frantic by ten thousand 
mosquitoes under the spreading shade of those 
magnificent trees, I fancied this lovely spot a very 
pandemonium ! I took a branch of the Chenlr 
which overshadowed the site of my miseries, and 
have preserved the relic in my herbal. I could 
see broad traces of my little camp, in the deep 
marks on the green sward left by the tents which 
had been pitched last year. 

GGndavul, or GtGndabul, is a pretty-looking 
village, situated at the extremity of Marines Bul. 
The wood houses, in style and appearance, resem- 
ble Swiss cottages, and have a very pretty effect. 
Fine trees encompass the spot, and a handsome 
old ruin, once the palace of Noor Jehiin, nearly 
faoes it, on the opposite shore. Sofypore is a little 
further up. 
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The sun had long set, and the dark shadows of 
evening gathered around us, before I could per- 
suade myself to retnrn to my boats. The scenery 
was, indeed, divine ; and I would never weary of 
gazing on it. No picture could do it justice, for 
it is .beyond the power of art. 

The lake is small, but the water is pellucid, 
and deep blue by daylight. It looks so clear, 
that I had d.ifEculty at first in believing it could 
be as brackish as it is. 

Mountains surround Minnes Bul on all sides, 
and beyond the wooded inner range tower num- 
berless snowy heights and icy peaks. There are 
magmficent poplars and ChenArs in the vicinity of 
this little "pocket Venus" lake. To the west 
and south-west lies the long unbroken h e  of the 
snowy Punjil, and I never saw a more magni- 
ficent sight than those white hills when the sun 
was sitting. As the light and glare of day died 
away, there was softness in the witching scene. 
The majestic mountsins, stern in their hoary garb, 
partook of the soothing influence, and seemed to 
soften with the fading light. The still and 
motionless lake reflected the deep shadows cast 
by the towering mountains, which encompassed 
it on all sides, and the increasing darkness added 
an attractive gloom to the dense foliage of many 
trees. 



There were no maddening insects to deetroy 
the pleasing romance and beauty of the scene and 
hour; and I could uninterrupt,edly feel, "how 
beautiful is Kashmir ! " 

I dined under the shade of a tree, (to return to 
common-place !) and got my feet wet in the damp 
grass. Now I proceed to the city if  Kashmir, 
twelve coss distant by water.* 

* After writing thie diary, I went to my boat and prepared 
to retire to rest. Having completed my toikh, I was going 
to bed, and sat down on the nide of the boat, to open my 
curtains ; the bed was so near the edge, I had no mom elm- 
where. Being tired and sleepy, I took no heed to my pre- 
carious seat. Losing my equilibrium, I went backwarda into 
the lake, my head and all my body getting drenched ! One 
foot had caught in the boat, and thie aaved, perhaps, a more 
serious accident, for my immemion was not known at first, and 
the plunge which was heard wse taken for the fall of some 
bundle into the water. Of couree I could not extricate myeelf 
without assistance, and I had a very cold bath at a very inop- 
portune time. 
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NISHBT BAGH. (ON LBgE DILL, KMmm.) 

fitance by water twelve coss, or ten h r s '  sail 
in a moderate &zedpassage-boat. 

18th May, 1851. Xunday, 9 o'clock, P.M. 

" Who has not heard of the vale of Kashmir, 
With ita roses, the brightest that earth ever gave ; 

Ita temples and grottoes, and fountaha as  clear, 
As the love-lighted eyes, that hang over their wave? 

Oh ! to eee it at wneetwhere, warm o'er the lake, 
Ita splendour at parting a summer eve throws, 

Like a bride, full of blushes, when ling'ring to take 
A last look of her mirror at night ere she goes !- 

When the shrines through the foliage are gleaming half-shown, 
And each hallows the hour by some rites of ita own. 

Or to eee it by moonlight,-when mellowly ahinen 
The light o'er its palaces, gardens, and shrines ; 
When the water-falls gleam, like a quick fall of stare, 
And the nightingale's hymn from the Iale of Chenb, 
Is broken by laugh8 and light echoes of feet 
&om the cool, s h i m  walks where the young people meet. 
Or at mom, when the magic of daylight awakes 
A new wonder each minute, as slowly it breaks : 
Hi&, cupolas, fountains, call'd forth every one 
Out of darkness, as if but just born of the Sun. 
When the Spirit of Fragrance ie up with the day, 
From his Harem of night-flowers stealing away; 
And the wind, full of wantonness, woos like a lover 
The young aspen-trees, till they tremble all over. 
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Where the East ie as warm as the light of fimt hopea, 
And Day, with his banner of radiance unfurl'd, 
Shines in through the mountainous portal that opes, 
Sublime, from that Valley of bliss to the world !" 

I reached Sirinuggur about ten o'clock a.m., 
and wasted the whole day in looking for two im- 
portant things-my advance camp and a house. I 
discovered that the former was at Nishlt Bbgh, 
and the latter not procurable any where near the 
city or the Jhelum. Mm Die21, que1 accks de 
Vandals e t  de G o t h  ! every nullah and gully is 
crowded with Philistinian faces, and each beard- 
less or bearded cockney considers himself entitled 
to desecrate this sweet valley of romance. In my 
opinion no untravelled cockney* ought to have 
right of ingress to this favoured spot ! I am very 
glad to be out of the way of these English hosts, 
and in this sylvan retreat, fancy myself still in 
a secluded place, far removed from the imper- 
tinent eyes of my country folk. I do not even 
wish for " one fair spirit for my minister !" I am 
quite happy all alone, far more than in the gaye~t 
haunts of men. I can say feelingly : 

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods, 
There is a rapture on the lonely shore, 
Tirere is society wht9 none intrudes." 

But I am restlessly fond of moving, and I 
* I uea the word Cockney" to represent a pemn who 

knows but little of travdbg, ds faoto, or of ita aims. 
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should like to find neoa pleasure in new '' pathlew 
woods," and an additional zest to my favourits 
" society," (" where none intrudes") by a change 
of deserts ! 

I saw the two gibbets still standing, and the 
hideous skeletons still hanging in chains, in the 
very spot I noticed them last year, by the river- 
side, on my entrance into E h m i r  city. The 
bodies are a good deal fallen, and one has gone 
quite away, the marks of Time, which spares 
nothing. 

Every thing in Sirinuggur, or "The Holy City," 
(to translate its name,) was the same as when I 
last wandered through its water-streets, eight or 
nine months ago. The only strange and dis- 
agreeably new feature was, the frequent paasing 
of white faces in the small Kmhmirian " Purnm- 
dab." *-I described Kashmir in my former 
journal, but I will run the risk of being repetitive 
and give a cursory account here. 

Kashmir, or Sirinuggur, ' is a very large city ; 
the houses are all built on the right and left banks 

* Purrundah" and l1 Patinduh" are both cormptiona of the 
correct term " Parinduh," which signifies a "bird," and the 
adjective meana " flying." These small boats are suppeed to 
lc fly,'' like a "bird," over the deep waters, and are christened 
" Purinduhe" in inconeequence. What a brilliant fancy the god- 
father of these boats must have been blessed with ! 



of the Jhelum, and clustering vines overhang 
the water, or twine themselves round the balconies 
of the houses. There are seven bridges, of im- 
mense antiquity, constructed of the indestructible 
Deodir* tree of Kashmir. The logs of which the 
bridges are built, are of ponderous dimensions, 
and the piers which support the bridges, are of 
the same invaluable wood, and though built in the 
water, have bravely withstood the long lapse of 
years and the violence of the current. There are 
shops huddled closely together, along both sides 
of two of these solid constructions, and there are 
a few shops on a third. 

The royal palace is at the end of the city, in 
the quarter called '' ShCr Gurry," on the lei3 bank 
of the river. It is of great extent, but not par- 
ticularly striking or handsome. 

The city extends some distance beyond the banks 
of the Jhelum, and the interior is Illthy beyond 
belief. Last year I tried to penetrate to the 
bazaars with Captain H-, but was very soon 
driven back to my boat by the wondrous un- 
cleanliness of the town. 

There is no great beauty in form or feature, 
such as the Kashmirians have so long been unde- 

A variety of cedar. It abounds throughout the Himalayan 
mountains. 
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servedly famous for. The little girls are generally 
pretty, but I see scarcely any handsome adults. 
Whether they grow up ugly, or are miraculously 
spirited away, I am unable to decide. I offered 
to buy a lovely little girl, who was sporting on 
the banks of the river; but no bribe was suflicient 
to tempt the mother. I hear hundreds are bought 
and sold every year. The little girl I took a 
fancy to was about three or four years old, very 
fair, and with faultless features. She looked 
such a merry little witch, too, I wished to adopt 
her. 

The Kashmirians are not a very nice m e .  I 
judge them to be turbulent and yet cowardly ; 
cunning and false beyond expression ; and in no 
way to be relied upon. They are ingenious, and 
(when they choose) industrious. 

The manufactures of the country consist prin- 
cipally of shawls (and all that style of thing 
included) and papier mache articles, such as trays, 
boxes, spoons, pen-and-ink holders, .&c., kc. A 
sort of puttoo, or woollen cloth, is also manufac- 
tured, and Kashmir is justly famed for its 
beautiful carving in wood. Paper is also made 
here of different kinds, and larger than our fools- 
cap. It is glossy, but not adapted to writing or 
drylng flowers ; and I find it a very miserable 
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substitute when reduced to use it for either of 
those purposes. 

The shawls worked on the loom are four or five 
times as expensive as those worked by hand. I 
think the latter are almost equally pretty. 

Provisions, both grain and live stock, were very 
cheap last year, but I believe there has been an 
increase in price, consequent on the invasion of 
Philistines, in the guise of English, Scotch, and 
Irish cockneys. 

This garden is the loveliest of the many 
" Bkghs" in Kashmir. It is of great extent. A 
handsome house stands on a verdant slope wooded 
with most magnificent Chenlra and poplars. The 
space between the trees is an orchard, and in the 
autumn the fruit trees are laden with h e  apples, 
pears, pomegranates, and luscious grapes. White 
clover and iris enamel the grassy slopes, and water 
flowing in every direction gives freshness and beauty 
to the whole scene. Immediately before my win- 
dow there is a large reservoir of water, cascades 
and fountains playing night and day. The doors 
and windows of the Bkruh Durrie are all made of 
the beautiful carved wood so celebrated every- 
where for its minute and elaborate beauty. The 
fine pillars which adorn the centre of the building 
are of entire logs of wood, of great size. I hear 



the rippling of water, and all is sweet and still. 
Who can gaze on such a scene, and not exclaim, 
as I do, " How beautiful is Kaahmir ! ', 

And yet some people say they are disappointed 
in the beauty of the valley. At thh season of 
the year, what could be more enchanting. Let 
me say with the Persian bard- 

" If there be an Elysium upon earth, it is this." 

SHEIKH BAGH (CITP OF KASHNIR). 

21s t May, 1851. Wednesday. -Finding the 
utter impossibility of getting through any business, 
so far from the city as Nishbt Bbgh, I came up 
here yesterday, and was fortunate in obtaining a 
vacant dwelling-place. 

Having seen, last year, all that was worth see- 
ing in Kashmir city, I do not mean now to 
make a long stay at Sirinuggur, but purpose 
proceeding, as soon as possible to Vernbg, the 
real head of the Jhelum. 

There has been a great deal of rain lately in 
the valley, and several thunder-storms. I am 
amused at the fallacious theory of some authors, 
that a high wind is absolutely unknown in Kash- 
mir. I t  is rare decidedly, but by no means 
" ~nknown.'~ A couple of days' ago I was forced 



to take shelter from a storm, which came on while 
I was rowing on Lake Dbl. The wind was so 
high, the boatmen refused to pass through the 
flood-gates to the city. 

I mentioned in my journal last year, that a 
very considerable tax was levied on the boats 
of Kashmir, which are said to amount to a lac 
and a half, or one hundred and M y  thousand 
in number. These boats are of various sizes, 
from the small Purrundah to the large barge of 
a hundred and fifty tons, and they are taxed 
accordingly. The Kashmirians informed me that 
each boat paid from 2 Rs. (Hurree Singhey cur- 
rency) to 40 Rs., of the same coin, and that the 
duty is rigidly enforced. In the event of a de- 
Mcation, the boat itself is seized by the revenue 
officers. All the navigation on the Jhelum (in 
the valley) is carried on in a style peculiar to the 
country ; oars are quite unknown. When follow- 
ing the current, paddles are used, or when the 
water is shallow, the boats are pushed forward by 
long poles. When going against the stream, the 
towing-line is used, from two to twenty men* 
tracking the boat over all practicable ground. 
The banks of the Jhelum are so flat and so low 
that this style of navigation is peculiarly adapted 

* The number is of c o w  regulated by the size of the boat. 
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to it. There is nothing in the shape of a rudder, 
and sails are never used, even on the lakes in a 
light breeze, as they easily might be. The boats 
and barges are all flat-bottomed, drawing little 
water ; each extremity is pointed, and slightly 
curved. Except in the very small Purrundahs, 
there is a matting-thatched roof thrown over the 
greater part of the boats, and purdahs* to match 
hang down on both sides, so that shelter is 
ensured from sun and rain. In these cabins the 
boatman and his M y  live as in a house, and 
they rarely possess any other home. 

I found this extremely unpleasant when I hired 
boats for a little voyage. I always endeavoured 
to eject the dirty women and squalling children, 
but they were sure to return aa soon as I was out 
of the way. And this always happened, even 
when I previously eryaged that I was to hire the 
entire accommodation. I never saw such perfect 
viragos as these women are,-worse, I declare, 
than the men. They always bewilder me when 
they begin screaming in their barbarian tongue. 

I must say I do not like the Kashmirian race. 
Dishonest and crafty, subtle and avaricious, with 
but few good qualities to redeem their unamiable 
dispositions. Probably many of the bad traits of 
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their character arise from the degrading influence 
of long oppression on the part of their rulers ; but 
be the cause what it may, I think their race, taken 
as a whole, are unattractive and contemptible in 
every vay. As for truth, it is absolutely unknown 
in the land ; and I do not believe one of the tribe 
speak it at any time, except by a mere chance. 

The climats of the valley is humid, and 
decidedly more favourable to vegetable than 
animal life.* I observed the disagreeable dif- 
ference between the dry and bracing temperature 
of Thibet and the damp climate of Kashmir, 
especially during the rains. An old tradition 
asserts that the whole valley was once upon a 
time one vast lake, and there are some peculiarities 
of the soil, &c., which might lead one almost to 
credit the legend. 

At this time of the year no fruits are ripe, 
but in another month, and all through the hot 
and rainy season, the valley will be a perfect 
orchard, the most delicious fruits growing from 

* Since writing the above, I observe in Moorcroft's work 
(while glancing over ita pages, for I have not read either 
volume through), that he makes a very similar remark. I 
noticed the difference most painfully 1- year between the 
bracing dryness of Thibet and the unhealthy humidity in the 
climate of this valley. Any one travelling from one c o m e  
to the other, cannot fail to notice the striking contrast. 



end to end in wild profusion. There are two 
kinds of very fine grapes, one white or yellow, 
and the other purple. They do not ripen till the 
b e g e . g  of October, but the vines bear very 
luxuriantly then. The flavour of the fruit is 
equal to the rich Kanbwr grape. Apples are large 
and sweet, even in the wild state, and begin to 
ripen early in September. Peaches, apricots, and 
pears, cherries, mulberries, &c., precede them, and 
in the cultivated state equal English fruit. 

Melons and cucumbers are reared in the floating 
gardens on Lake Dbl, as I think I mentioned in 
my last year's Journal. They bear very fine fruit, 
at least seventy or eighty full-sized cucumbers 
to each mound, in which the gardener had placed 
two or three plants at first. 

The way these floating gardens are made is 
very simple. Lake Dill is full of aquatic plants, 
reeds, &c. About two-and-a-half feet from the 
surface of the water these are cut off, as to leave 
no connection with the bottom of the lake. Earth 
is then brought and thrown on the surface, and 
the false po*d is drawn compactly and closely 
in shape. Willow sticks support the floating 
gardens, and keep them from being blown to and 
fro. Weeds and mud are piled up b conical 
mounds a couple of feet high, and each bed is 
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h e d  of two or three rows of these little mounds. 
P 

The cucumbers and melons are fist  raised under 
r 

mats; and when the leaves begin to sprout, 
two or three plants are placed in each mound. 
The return in h i t  is very great, and but for the 
heavy tax levied by Goolgb Singh, the profit 
would be enormous. 
AB I mentioned before, a whole floating garden 

is carried away by a thief in the night, who plants 
it elsewhere, and it is nearly impossible to identdy 
the stolen property. Consequently, the proprietom 
generally sleep in boats, close to their plantations. 

Everything appears to be heavily taxed in 
-I(ashmir, and every person too-the artisan and 
manufacturer alike. The people are in a state of 
squalid poverty, and the country swarms with 
beggars. There are an immense number of chil- 
dren, and the land is prolific in spite of its poverty 
-perhaps, as in Ireland, in consequence of it! 

I have heard different accounts given as to the 
length and breadth of the province of Kashmir. 
I was told by a great authority (who, however, 
ehall remain nameless) that the length of the 
valley was ninety miles. This is certainly an 
exaggerated estimate by one-third.* A great por- 

* That is to say, if the valley be measured from north rh 
d h .  The length of the valley, from the extreme north-east 
to the extreme south-west, is ninety milee certainly. Vide vol. 1. 

VOL. 11. Q 



tion of the province consists of hill and dale com- 
mingled, and the actual valley cannot be more 
than sixty miles. The average breadth may be 
from ten to fifteen; in some parts more, some 
less,-very considerably less. 

The dress of the Kashmirians (men and women) 
I have before described. I t  consists, among 
the lower orders, of a woollen sort of night-dress, 
very loose, and not reaching much below the 
knee.* A low cap, with a plain or coloured rim, 
is the only head-dress. These people are duty 
in the extreme, and I verily believe they must 
have incipient hydrophobia. 

The currency of Kashmir is the same as last 
year, but a new coin is now to be also used, 
value ten annas, or two annas more than the 
Hurree Singhey rupee. I t  is newly coined by 
Goolkb Singh, and is, of course, of silver. Al l  
the Company's silver is in free circulation. 

I forgot to mention that the Kashmirians have 
an extraordinary habit of keeping an earthen pot 
of lighted charcoal next their skin-carrying this 
small f i e  under the loose dress worn by both 
sexes. I am told this discolours and sears the 
slun, and is even the remote cause of some 

* Trowsers of puttoo are sometimes added, eepecidy by the 
men. 
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diseases. I never noticed extraordinary 
habit in any other country, though I believe it is 
as common in the district of Kishtawiir as here. 

The grains raised in Kashmir are principally 
barley, rice, and miirrooa. Wheat is also pro- 
duced, but less abundantly. MasGCr, and mGCme, 
and the several varieties of ddl, are also grown. 
Indian corn, made into ottah, is the staple com- 
modity of food among the common people, so I 
suppose it is abundantly cultivated here. 

The walnut tree grows wild in Kashmir and 
Eishtawkr, and bears fruit in immense numbers. 
It is of three or four species, and is much im- 
proved by cultivation. The horse chesnut and 
hazel tree abound in the forests, and a few trees 
of the fomier are occasionally cultivated. 

I could hear of no sort of wine made in Kash- 
mir, from the vines which bear so luxuriantly 
all over the valley. A very fiery spirit of two 
kinds, one white and one purple, is distilled in 
considerable quantities, but no other liquor is ex- 
tracted from the juice of the vine. 

Wild and domestic bees abound in Kashmir, 
and honey is produced in great quantities, and of 
an excellent quality and flavour. 

There are several passes into Kashmir, which 
G 2 



bear frequently two or three names each. I will 
mention those I know.* 

1. The Peer-PunjW, which is crossed between 
Poosilna and Shupayen, southern extremity of 
Kashmir. This pass opens at the end of May. 

2. The Baramoolla Pass, which is practicable 
all throughout the year, and is attained either vd 
Muzzufferabad, or from Rajoiirie or Rajlor, over 
PGnch Pass to Oiirie. The Baramoolla Pass is 
not over a high snowy mountain, like most of the 
Himalayan passes.t E;ashmir is entered from 
the west-north-west by this route. 

3. The Bunhll Pass, which is crossed between 
Vernlg and Bunhkl, on the road to Jummoo and 
Riharsi. This pass opens in the early part of 
April. Eashmir is entered from the south. 

4 The Ghiihrciind, or Berilrie Pass, between 
DGGiha, or DGdha, and Eashmir, east of the 
Bunhkl Pass. This is the highest of the passes 
into Kashmir, and does not open till the middle 
of July generally. 

5. The Sin-Thun Pass, between Kishtawib and 
Eashmir. $ 

* See Appendix A. for the account of two Passes not in- 
cluded in this list. 

t The Baramoolla Pase is merely a sort of gorge between 
the mountains, and the road follows the valley of the Jhelum 
for several miles previously. 

1 I had not seen the Sin-Thun Pass at the time the text 
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6. The Singpore Pass,* alao between Eishtawk 
and Kashmir, entering the valley Ecom south- 
south-east. Opens in May. 

7. The Draiis Pass, between Ladkk and &h- 
mir, entering the latter country Ecom the east- 
north-east. Opens early in May. 

I believe that there are five other passes, but I 
am not sufficiently acquainted with them to men- 
tion them at present. There is one road from 
Kashmir to Lad% or Iskkdo, mii Nob66g and 
Wurdwun, and another from Kashmir to Iskkdo 
and Gtilgit mil Bundipore and Gorez. Of course 
there are passes for both these roads, but I do not 
know the names of them.t 

I paid a visit this morning to the "Isle of 
Chedr," sung by Moore. I t  is situated in the 
Dbl Lake, near the Shalimkr gardens. There 
are only two Chenkrs on the islet, and I searched 
among the ruins which lay scattered about for 
was written. I t  is subsequently described at length. I will 
only mention here, that it lies to the north-east of the Sing- 
pore Pass, and is more difTicult, and does not open for a fort- 
night or three weeks later. ChBBaq$on is the last village on , 
the Kishtawk ride, and Deii~ir the h t  met with in the Ka&- 
mir IUIm, a h r  going over the Sin-Thun Punj61. 

* This paaa is also called the " Mir-bul Pass " by some au- 
thors. I never heard this name given by the natives of the 
camtry, however. 

t I have heard of a tolerably good road from RihM to 
RRnhmir, ukt Zojimurg, which is the shortest road h m  
Jummoo. I believe the pass is christened after Zojimurg. 
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some inscription or tablet explaining the origin 
of the spot, but all in vain. A few ruined pillars, 
and the foundation of a house, was all that was 
discernible in a heap of rubbish and jungle. The 
tablet,* which is mentioned by Hiigel, as having 
been prepared to be put there by him and Mr. 
Vigne, was nowhere to be seen, and I came away 
rather disappointed. 

On my return home, I passed immediately 
below the hill on which stands the Tuckht-i- 
SolimAn,t one of the sights of Kashrnir. ! h i s  
ruined temple commands a h e  view of Sirinugger 
and its environs, but I did not ascend it again. 
I visited and described the Jumma Musjid also 
last year, and will not speak of either now. 

The Dill Lake is regularly divided into sections, 
probably the work of man. A tongue of land 
separates the NishBt BBgh from the rest, and a 
bridge spans the arch, through which boats pass 
to and Eco. 

This tablet the baron, proposed making out of the black 
marble doors of the ruined mosque, built by Achan Mullah 
Shah, in the now dilapidated town of Nagar-Nagar, near the 
Hurree Purbut. This town was at the time of the noble 
author's visit to Kashmir,'deserted and in ruins. I did not 
go to see it, and every one I asked, seemed quite nnconscioua 
of its existence. Perchance it has miraculously vanished into 
thin air since 1 8 3 5 ! 

t The throne of Solomon. 
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The floating gardens again attracted my notice, 
and the " theft of ground" peculiar to Eashmir, 
was once more described to me. 

I went to see the house and garden in which, 
Hiigel and Vigne passed their Eashmir days. It 
bears the name of " Dillwur Khan Bbgh," and is 
situated in the city, not far from the Jumma 
Musjid. The only water approach to this Bbgh, is 
a long roundabout way through the flood-gates, 
and vi l  Lake Dbl and the canal I described last 
year, as being the canal " par excellence." I do 
not like the situation of Dilbwur Khan Bbgh. 
There is a dreary and desolate aspect in the 
swamp, which faces the principal latticed window, 
or one entire side of the building. 

I leave for Islamabad to-morrow night, and 
shall proceed up the river in a boat. 

I have sdered a terrible loss in my precious 
the11nometer being broken by my wretched 
servants. Poor '' Tunda- Gurm ! "* what shall I do 
without you ? 

IST,AIMARAD. 

fitance by land, twenty coss, 6y water forty coss 
or tzcrenty-four hours' sail, in a moderate-sized and 
welLmanned boat. 

24th blay, 1851. Saturday.-I arrived here 
* Name given by my servmb to my thermometer. 



at daybreak, having spent some time at Pamper, 
which caused a delay of some hours. 

Pamper is the famous place where mfh-on is 
grown so luxuriantly. 

I walked to the saffron fields, joining the boat 
some distance further up the river. The fields of 
&on are laid out with great care, and extend 
some four or five miles beyond the village of 
Pamper. The natives were digging up the roots 
and preparing the ground for fresh crops. The 
withered " grass" of the plant, (as the people 
called it,) was taken away to serve as fodder for 
cattle. (I described the plant before.) 

I saw the Tuckht-i-Solimbn distinctly from the 
saffron fields, and it seemed so close I could not 
believe we had come any distance. The f i g e  
of Pamper is about three coss by land, and five or 
six by water from Sirinugger. 

I t  is very puzzling what to translate " cosses " 
in this country, and I am unable to give the dis- 
tance from the city of Kashmir to Islamabad in 
miles. The horses and servants, who went by 
land, left Kashmir at daybreak, and reached 
Islamabad by 4 o'clock p.m. I fancy the dis- 
tance must be between thuty and forty miles. 

The scenery along the valley is certainly very 
lovely. Hill and dale, and beautiful woods, are 



picturesquely blended in wild loveliness; and the 
still waters of the broad Jhelum meander through 
the luxuriant plain-land. 

This was once a larger and an important city. 
Its glory has departed, and there is but little to 
attract a stranger now. All there is to see I 
saw and described last year. The only new thing 
I noticed is, that a pretty puttoo patch-work 
carpet is made here. 
This afternoon I shall march to the extremity 

of the valley. The Jhelum is not navigable 
beyond Islamabad. A bridge spans the river 
a mile or two below the town. 

I have been trying to cobble my poor broken 
thermometer, but all in vain ; half the quioksilver 
has already vanished. In this benighted land a 
thermometer is unknown, and no money can 
purchase one. I am very much provoked at my 
loss, as I wished to register the temperature 
regularly in the wilds of Thibet. Well, I must 
do without, c'est tout. 

VERNAQ. 

Distance ten coss, or Jifteen miles. 

25th May, 1851. rSunday.-Arrived here, after 
ct 3 
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many miseries, at three o'clock a.m. I left IsIa- 
mabad at five p.m. yesterday, and rode to a village 
near Shiihabad, without any positive troubles. 
A thin rain was every now and then falling, and 
there was scarcely an apology of a footpath; but 
as long as daylight lasted I got on very well. The 
whole of this section of the valley was a vast 
extent of rice-fields, three feet deep in water; 
and riding on a scrap of a path, on the brink of 
these water-fields, was a little trying to my sweet 
temper, especially as I was riding an ill-con- 
ditioned, contrary pony I had caught in a field. 
This ill-omened mare stumbled into the watery kA2t.s 
(fields) every two minutes, covering me with wet 
and mud, and totally declining to obey the rein. All 
this was quite a trifle till the day closed in, and 
a horrid thunder-storm t e d e d  me as usual. 
True, it was some fifteen miles distant ; but each 
successive flash of lightning deprived me of one 

sense " after the other. Though unused to the 
lachrymose mood, I could have cried like a baby 
had I not been rather ashamed of doing so. At 
last the torches went out, and I was forced to 
spend half-an-hour standing on the edge of the 
rice-field khud, unable to move in the pitchy 
darkness, and very unlike '' Patience on a monu- 
ment, smiling at grief !" 



The people in this part of the world use nothing 
in the shape of torches but bundles of dry grass ; 
and these eccentric jlum6earuz: smoke while they are 
blazing, and quickly consume : so, as it is impos- 
sible to  carry 150 maupds of grass, these torches 
must have been invented by some evil genii in 
mischief or wrath, purposely to bring vexation 
of spirit on unhappy benighted travellers. I know 
that the rice-fields, lightning, and grass-torches 
formed a miserable combination last night when, 
wearied and ill, I became the victim of their 
united malice ! 

The road is quite level for three coss, then 
comes ct hamlet on an eminence, and the pathway 
winds over this little hill, re-descending to the 
level of the Jhelum. Then a short and pretty 
ascent and descent to a village two miles from 
Shkhabad. 

The rest of the road I performed in the dark, 
and know but little about it. I arrived, attended 
by a Syce* and three torch-bearers, about nine 
o'clock, at Shbhabad. This is the usual march; 
and is a town of tolerable size, but arriving and 
leaving in the night, I did not see much of tha 
place. I spent three very miserable hours at 
Shbhabad, and left, in a dhoolie, sick and feverish. 
The Jhelum is crossed, close to Shiihabad, by two 

Groom. 



bridges ; the volume of water gradually becomes 
" beautifnlly less." The path is through a suc- 
cession of rice-fields, enlivened by various water- 
courses. It was raining the whole time I was on 
the road ; but fever kept me from feeling cold, so 
I ought to be obliged to my persevering enemy, 
especially as I awoke near noon to-day, quite 
well.* 
This is a small village, and the Jhelum flows 

close by the windows of the house I am in. 
There has been nothing but one ceaseless pour of 
rain since my arrival here, and I am told that it 
is the dustoort at V e d g ,  for the heavens to weep 
six days out of the seven. Another informant 
sagely remarked, that the rain was merely owing 
to the Divinity, yclept SBlik RAm, taking his 
bath; and when he had been ghosl'd$ suBFiciently, 
the clouds would clear away. And thb sapient 
youth fully believed his own preposterous fable. 
.Enlightened race ! 

Vernbg is a pretty wooded spot, hemmed in by 
hills, and surrounded by rice-fields. Oh, those 
rice-fields, I wish they were in Nova Zembla, and 
rice unknown in Kashmir. 

The great attraction of Vernlg is the beautiful 

See Appendix B. for a further account of Sh&habad. 
t Cuetom. $. Bathed. 



spring, whence rises the mighty Jhelum. !@.is 
spring has been built all round, and is a body of 
water in a circular form, clear and pellucid. No 
stream flows into the basin ; the spring is out of 
sight, and issues below the circular body of water, 
which is all that is seen of the head of the great 
river. Gool&b Singh is building a B W  Durrie 
at this spot, and it will serve as a pretty summer- 
house. 

Tame fish sported in numbers in the clear 
water, jumping to the surface on rice being thrown 
in. A Fakir has made them his holy charge. 

There are two Persian inscriptions on tablets, 
immediately near the spring. One of them was 
read out to me. It was written in high-flown lan- 
guage, but the purport of it was this :-" That the 
spring was the head of the Jhelum, and came direct 
from Paradise, to water, and beau*, and make 
happy the lovely vale of Kashmir. And that 
the great Shah J e w *  King of the World, built 
it in the form it now presents to the eye." 

The Pass of Bunhbl rises immediately above 
Vernbg. I saw a mountain torrent, called by the 
natives of this place " E~~kerutty,~ which flows 
from the Pass into the Jhelum. I likewise 
observed the Sandrkn river rushing down from 

* See Appendix C. 
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the same range of mountains, some distance to 
the east, and flowing into the Jhelum a few miles 
below Vernlg. Both these torrents dry up for 
three or four months of the year, and that is why 
V a b g  is termed the principal source, or head of 
the Jhelum. This also accounts for the error 
made by Hiigel, and also Moorcroft, as to the real 
source of the said river. 

BUNHAL. 

OVER THE BUN= PASS. 

Distance seven coss, m ten and a half miles. 

26th May, 1851. Monday.-Reached this place 
about dark. I started in the rain, and my 'dhoolie 
was six hours in getting through this march. 
The "Pass" is a very easy one, and cannot be 
more than ten thousand feet in elevation, 
judging from the height of the mountain above 
the valley of Kashmir. Vernkg is at the very 
extremity, on the south-south-east of the valley. 
The path rises immediately after leaving Vernlg, 
and the ascent, for one coss gentle, becomes rather 
steep. The Eashmir face of the mountain is 
densely wooded with firs, beech, and other treee, 
to within a few yards of the crest of the Pass. 



The road has been '( made" for Goolkb Singh, 
and (but for the continuous rain which has lately 
deluged these parts), is a very good one, though 
rather steep. I observed the same wild flowers I 
had noticed before, and saw no new species. I was 
delighted with the glorious view which burst on 
my sight, as the clouds over the valley rolled 
away, and a gleam of sunshine illuminated the 
scene as I approached the summit of the moun- 
tain. 

How calm, how lovely, seemed the smiling vale 
far below, as, the bright sunlight suddenly piercing 
through rain and mist, I turned to gaze in admi- 
ration on the beautiful valley. I t  had '( laughed 
into beauty at that bright spelln-but almost as I 
w e d ,  the "bright spell" of sunshine was again 
obscured, and heavy mists hung over the lovely 
landscape, hiding in their vapour folds, the verdant 
plain below, and the thousand peaks of eternal 
snow, which towered far above on every side. 

There is a hut at the crest of the pass, un- 
tenanted by man or beast. I suppose it is meant 
for benighted travellers, and I saw two more like 
it throughout the descent. The view on the 
other side of the pass, from the top of the descent, 
is a vast and dreary sea of mountains, rising one 
beyond the other in immense waves, withnothing 
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to break the melancholy sameness. The descent 
of the Pass is stony and rugged, and totally 
devoid of trees. The last three miles to this 
village is prettily wooded, and flanked to the 
right by a roaring torrent. We passed a Ja- 
ghkt-khbna, or Taxing-place, nea;r the foot of the 
Pass, and two or three small villages, belonging 
to the Pergunnah of Bunhil. There was not 
much snow on the mountam, but we went over 
one solitazy bed near the summit. 

Distance eight coss, or twelve miles. 

27th May, 1851. Tuesday. -Reached BBt- 
lundur to a fashionable breskfast at one o'clock, 
p.m. This is a most weary march, scarcely a 
hundred yards of level ground. Nothing but 
ceaseless ascents and descents, and a legion of 
water-courses and yawning torrents. I walked 
and rode the first five miles, and then was carried 
in my dhoolie. The heat was annihilating, and I 
wished myself on some snowy peak. 

The greater part of the hills throughout this 
march are bare and uninteresting; but the first 
half mile, and last two or three miles, conbast 



prettily with their thick woods, and give refresh- 
ing shade to the heat-exhausted wayfarer. 

At a village (name unknown), about three 
miles from this place, a man brought me a small 
gurrah* of butter-milk, containing about a seer or 
more. I had had no breakfast, and was faint 
with thirst, and I devoured the "iussie" eagerly."? 
Speaking of buttermilk, reminds me of an odd 

idiom of the Puhbriyas here. I asked one of 
the dhoolie Coolies why he went so slowly. He 
answered thus, using the idiom I speak of :-" Us 
log Zuasie " (" We are buttermilk ! ") Thus repre- 
d i n g  feebleness by the local idiom. 
This is a very tiny village, consisting of only 

two or three huts. 
Being anxious to escape from the heat, I shall 

proceed this afternoon another stage. 

NASSBUN, OR NASSMUN. 

Distance ikn coss (in my opinion) good twmty 
miles. 

28th May, 1851. Wednesday. - Of all the 
miserable nights I ever passed, I think last night 
would bear the prize. Mrm Dieu ! p e l  suppiice! . 

An earthen vessel. 
t The name for b u t t e d  in these regions. 
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I started on my mule about four o'clock p.m. 
yesterday, and the whole blessed night was con- 
sumed on the road. I got into the dhoolie at a 
village, about three coss from Bbtlundur, when 
darkness came on. I had walked a good deal, and 
probably fatigued myself, and I becamc horribly 
ill at night. I have been struggling all day to 
repress the feelings of illness, which have nearly 
prostrated me to-day. I feel feverish and ill now, 
my pulse is beating 120 already, and I fear, in an 
hour or two, I shall be laid up. Ghaussie, too, is 
very ill with fever, and I am helpless without 
him, for he is worth all the rest of my camp com- 
bined. 

The path from Bbtlundur to NBssbun is one suc- 
cession of steep ascents and descents ; I never saw 
such a miserable style of road. It is the high 
road to Jummoo; it has been made by Goolbb 
Skgh ; but it is narrow, and flanked by fearful 
precipices. HirJ art is quite unequal to softening 
the severities of these steep and rugged hills.* A 
hundred yards of level road is unknown on this 
march, and one ascent is succeeded by a de- 
scent, both bad ; and the same style of thing is 
repeated mile after mile. Some of the precipices 

* Moreover, the natives have not the eoupqon of an idea 
how to circumvent a mountain, even when this can be done. 



seemed very abrupt and fearful by torch-light. 
With the exception of one or two h e  wooded 
mountains, the march is bare and uninteresting. 

Jummoo is forty coss distant ; and, as I said 
before, this is the high road to that city. About 
a quarter of a mile from this village of NBssbun, 
the Chundra-Bhbga is crossed by a " Cheka," or 
bridge of ropes. I went this morning to see this 
primitive concern ; and, but for the hot sun, and 
my feelings of illness, I should have certainly 
gone across, just to know what sort of conveyance 
it was. I waited an hour to see some people and 
a horse taken over. There seems to be no dan- 
ger in the process, though probably a nervous 
person might feel rather uncomfortable. This 
bridge is made of seventeen ropes, and an eigh- 
teenth of leathern thongs. Wooden piers, h e d  
in blocks of stone, support these ropes on either 
side, and a dozen shorter ropes are slung so as to 
support a passenger in the transit, while people on 
the opposite side pull him across. A wooden affair, 
in the shape of the harness-collar of a horse, is put 
across the suspension ropes, and to this the pas- 
senger is fastened, one rope, (arranged so to keep 
it near the suspension-ropes,) pulls the fettered 
traveller to the opposite shore. 

Nbssbun is situated on the right bank of the 



river Chundra-Bhbga, and is a fearfully hot place 1 
at this time of the year. It is a mere paltry vil- 1 
lage, and Coolies are not easily collected. The road 
to Jummoo is across the " Cheekan bridge, while 
the D66dha route is the one I am to go, and it 
keeps to this side of the river. 

The Chundra-Bhbga often rises so high as to , 
make the removal of this rope-bridge necessary ; 
it is then taken higher up the river, and the piers 
are raised on the bold prominent rocks, at a far 
greater elevation than at present. I have seen no 
bridge, however, half so formidable as the Zampa 
over the Chundra, below K6ksur. Oh ! how hot 
it is, and how my hand burns with fever.-I must 
go and Lie down, and "give in " at last. 

Distance, @ht coss. 

29th May, 1851. Thursday.-Left Nbssbun at 
dusk in my dhoolie, very ill, and spent the whole 
mieerable night in going about four coss. Hor- 
rible road, steep ascents and descents, and fearful 
precipices, the path scarcely a foot wide, and in 
places not marked at all, a rugged sheep track and 
nothing more. In one part of the march, not far 



from Nbssbun, the road was really dangerous, and 
the sepoys and Coolies begged me to leave my 
dhoolie, as there was no room for it to pass safely, 
small though it was ; but I was too ill to try my 
wteady  feet, and preferred braving the danger 
where I was. The path was about six inches wide, 
and a steep ascent. The left was flanked by a per- 
pendicular rock, and the right by a perpendicular 
precipice, doubly fearful in the dense darkness of 
a moonless night. To add to the real danger, 
the soil was of a slippery slaty kind, and it made 
my heart quail to hear it tumbling down the yawn- 
ing gulph with each step taken by the Coolies. 
The slightest inadvertence, an inch or two too much 
to the right, and where should I be, I thought 3 
Still I looked out of my dhoolie on the fearful 
abyss so near, and what would loud wailing 
have availed me ? The narrow path was so steep 
I was obliged to hold on with both hands, thereby 
torturing my unfortunate crippled shoulder. I 
must confess I felt relieved when we had passed 
the dangerous quarter of a mile. I think a Coolie 
said that there was another road, and I should say 
there ought to be; but these people speak in such 
a heathen tongue, it is impossible to understand 
above one word in ten, and I may have misunder- 
stood him. The wretched people go on telling me 
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that the road is " chunga, chunga,"* and each suc- 
cessive mile only provokes me the more; I 
can conscientiously affirm that I see nothing 
" chunga " in it. 

The village of GGnee is passed at three coss, 
and Jhut at three further. I do not know the 
length of these cosses," but opine that they 
cannot be less than a mile and a half or three 
quarters. 

I halted at Jhut for four hours, and tried to 
breakfast, but found it a hopeless business, fever 
having left me languid and unwell. I then came 
on in the dhoolie to this place, the sun unplea- 
santly powerful at mid-day. This village, RAjghur, 
is a small place; a few supplies and Coolies, how- 
ever, procurable. I shall now proceed to DGGdha, 
and as it is not sunset yet, I hope I shall reach by 
morning. 

Distance seven coss. 

30th May, 1851. %day.-This march is called 
by the natives (' puckha seven toss,"-something 
very like fourteen miles, in my humble opinion ; 

*oood, good. 



- 'Lpuckh " coss, verily ! The dhoolie w a  four- 
teen hours on the road, and I passed a third sleep- 
less night. Fearful of a return of fever, I am 
hurrying out of this hot range of mountains. 

This village is on the banks (or near the banks) 
of the Chundra Bhbga. I can just see a bridge 
(probably a Zampa) a few hundred yards distant, 
spanning the torrent ; but D 6 a a  being on this 
side of the river, I am happy to say I have not to 
cross these miserable bridges. I am seated, writ- 
ing in a tolerably good mud domicile-my writing 
papers on my knees-my usual camp table. About 
twenty people are talking at once, and writing is 
rather difficult. I t  is not very hot though it is 
noon. There are many snowy heights in the 
neighbourhood of this place ; and I am told that 
the GhGhrcund Pass, between D 6 a a  and Kash- 
mir, is not open yet. I hope I shall &d this 
information incorrect-what a bore it would be to 
return this same route, or go round all the way 
by Kishtawbr. 

The road from RAjghur to Custie-Ghur is less 
steep than the preceding marches, with the ex- 
ception of one severe, but very prettily wooded 
ascent, immediately after leaving Xjghur. There 
is scarcely half a mile of level ground, but the 
path is very tolerable, and the declivities and ac- 
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clivities far less steep and rugged than what we have 
lately been accustomed to. I observed some pretty 
wild flowers, and numberless bushes of wild eg- 
lantines, as fragrant as all of that fraternity. 
D66dha is still some five coss distant, but I am 
afraid to march in the sun. 

DOODHA, OR DODHA. 

Dis tunce jive coss. 

31st May, 1851.  Saturday.-Arrived here late 
last night, quite knocked up by continued fatigue, 
combined with great heat. I have put the dis- 
tance down in coss, not knowing how many miles 
to call it, as I came in the dhoolie, and the pace of 
the coolies is so unequal, that it is impossible to 
judge from it how far a march may be. I was 
five or six hours en route, and the distance may 
be seven or eight, or perhaps ten miles. The 
poles of my bed-curtains had been forgotten, and 
I could get neither rest nor sleep till other poles 
arrived, and my curtains were put up* I do not 
know what sort of skin travellers have who 
escape being bitten, when they have no protection 
in the way of curtains. This country swarms 
with fleas, to my great grief. 

* At half-past two o'clock, a.m. 
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The road from Custie Ghur to D a a  is, on the 
whole, a tolerable path. The first two miles lead 
to the banks of the Liddur, a mountain torrent 
which rushes down between high hills with tre- 
mendous velocity. Large blocks of stone and 
rock boldly impede its progress, but it tears along 
heedless of all, its bed white with foam. The 
descent to this river is steep and rugged, and then 
follows a shod ascent. The Liddur is a tributary 
of the Chundra-Bhbga, and falls into it some dis- 
tance from the wooden bridge, which spans it at 
the foot of the descent above mentioned. There 
are one or two precipitous places on the way, but 
no very steep ascents. I have seen nothing of the 
town yet, and I purpose halting to-day, to recruit 
my fatigues, and obtain positive information re- 
garding the GhGhrcund Pass. 

1st June, 1851. Sunday.--There being some 
delay in  collecting Coolies, I was forced to halt 
here another day, though I hope to get off by the 
cool of the evening. This is a very hot place, 
and the elevation is considerably below Kishtawbr. 

I went out yesterday evening in my dhoolie to 
see the town and environs. The Kardbr, and 
half-a-dozen Havildbrs and Sepoys, formed my 
body-guard, while a long Line of men, women, and 
children, followed the procession, one after the 
VOL. 11. H 



other, rushing forward to get a peep of the Eng- 
lish stranger. This did not annoy me, as it might 
once have done, because it showed me that I was 
once more where I wished to be, in the wi&, 
where an English face was a rara avia, and 
where English cockneys were unknown ! One 
after the other rushed up to my dhoolie, and 
having stared to their hearts' content, cried out 
exultingly, '' Durson &a, durson khia ! "* 

D a a  is a small town, of about one hundred 
and thnty houses. I t  is situated at the foot, and 
partly on the slope of a grass-covered hill, bare 
of trees. The town itself is surrounded by trees, 
a few willows and poplars mingled among hun- 
dreds of fruit-trees, which give shade and beauty 
to the little jungle-town. A small Bbgh flourishes 
about three hundred yards lower down the slope, 
and a quarter of a mile below flows the rapid 
Chundra-Bhbga. A J h z l a  (or Zampa) spans the 
river at a short distance below the Bbgh. Some 
apricots were brought to me, but they were not 
quite ripe. Apples, peaches, pears, pomegranates, 
grapes, and cherries, flourish at DGdha, though 
none of these fruits are yet fit for eating. A few 
cherries were brought to me as a Nuzrmr this 
morning by the Kardbr, but they had come from 

* I have seen, or looked. 
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Budrawbr,* or Puddiirrooa, twelve coss distant, and 
still lower than this place. The Bbruh Durrie is 
a large building, two stories high, situated on an 
eminence above the t om.  The neighbourbod is 
thickly wooded, and the house and B B ~ ~ '  look 
very pretty at some distance below. The doors 
and windows are of the beautiful open lattice-wood 
carving so famous in Eashmir. The Kardbr 
told me that all the trees in D66d.h and its 
vicinity had been brought from b h m i r  and 
Kbhtawbr. Certainly, the surrounding hills are 
quite guiltless of anything like a wood or forest. 

The situation of D66dha is very picturesque. 
The small plain, richly cultivated, is entirely en- 
compassed by high hills, and on two sides there 
are h e  ranges of mountains icy white, in their 
wintry garb. The Chundra-Bhbga roars along in 
a swollen and turbulent flood, about half a mile 
from the town, which i8 built not far from its 
right bank. 

Shawls are manufactured at D65dha, and I ob- 
served not less than half a dozen manufactories. 
I left my dhoolie to go and see one of them. 
The looms were all at work, one man and two 
little boys being the complement of hands requi- 

I visited Budraw& laet year, when I waa travelling h m  
giehtawiir ta Chumbg and fully desoribed the p l m  in Vol. i. 

E 2 



site for each loom, and sometimes, if the shawl 
to be worked is large, double that number are 
employed. The process was exactly similar to 
what I noticed last year in Kashmir. The work- 
men are given a written pattern, and it is wonder- 
ful to see the little hands of the young boys 
working away at the spoken directions of the 
senior workmen. The small room they worked 
in was close and hot, and I was glad to return to 
the fresh air. 

The shawls manufactured here are inferior in 
colour and texture to those made in Kashmir, 
but I am thinking of purchasing one as a speci- 
men. A moderate sized shawl, worked by three 
men, takes six months to complete. Puttoo Chogas 
and patch-work carpets are also manufactured 
largely here. These carpets are unlike those made 
at Islamabad: even the materials are different. 

The universal report is, that the Gh6hrcund 
Pass* is not open, the snow being very deep. 
The people here declare, that the elevation of that 

* The Gh6hrcund Pass is the direct route from D6dha, or 
D66dha to Kashmir. The marches are- 

1st Gh6hrcund-twelve coss [foot of Pass]. 
2nd Over Pass to Sun BerErie [through Oojt]. 
3rd Islamabad-twelve coss. 

These marches are too long for comfort. 
r do not think any Peak of the snowy Punjil exceeda 
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Pass is very great, and that it is the highest of the 
whole range of the snowy Punjil of Kashmir, 
and will not be open for a month or six weeks. 
This is strange, because the Bara Licha, between 
16,000 and 17,000 feet in elevation, always opens 
by the middle of June. 

Well, I have made up my mind to go to Kish- 
tawbr, five-and-twenty coss distant from Dodha. 
A man who came from Kishtawir yesterday said, 
that there was so much snow above Singpore,* 
that I could not venture to take my mule or ponies. 
There seems to be a lavish amount of snow in these 
parts. I shall have to cross a JhGla, or Zampa, 
(that terrible bridge of twigs !) on my way to 
Eishtawir, that city being on the other side of 
the Chundra-Bhiga. I shall send my mule the 
straight road to Mogul-Maidin,? along the right 

13,000 feet in elevation, but in talking of the GhGhrcund Pass 
the natives say, " Wuh buhGGt GGncha, sub se 6Gncha hy " 
(i. e. That pass is very high, and higher than all the others). 

Singpore is about twelve coss from Kishtawlr, and ten 
hom GGr, or LohGGr on the other side of the Pass, which 
separates Kishtawlr from Kashmir. Singpore is a small vil- 
lage at the foot of the Pass on this side, and the first hamlet in 
Kishtawh. I halted at Singpore last year. 

t Mogul-Maidln, or Mogulmazi%r, is six coss from Singpore, 
on the Kishtawh road. I passed it last year, and mentioned 
the place in my journal. 



bank of the river, by Nbgnee, and trust to Provi- 
dence for his getting from Mogul-Maidin, (where 
he will await my arrival,) to GGhun,* v i l  Singpore, 
in spite of the snow. 

I have been converted into a learned physician 
since my arrival in these parts, and my servants 
are pleased facetiously to term their Mdlik, the 
' Doctor Sahib." k ' 

The number of sick people, men, women, and 
children, who have been brought to me, surpasses 
belief. They have the most wonderful ideas 
of my skill and resources, and I have found all 
professions of ignorance unavailing. The fame 
of some fortunate cure I was happy enough to 
effect, reached these simple people's e m ,  and 
they follow me with their sick, halt, and blind, as 
if I knew aught of Esculapius' art. I have given 
them as much medicine as I could possibly spare, 
and the best advice in my power. The more 
simple maladies will, I hope, be removed; but I 
saw some ailiqted with deadly complaints. One 
man was evidently dying of consumption, and 
another of atrophy. What could I do to save the 
poor people? I t  only distressed me to see them. 
As I was going through the garden below the 

* G h m  ie almost the last village in the valley of Krmhmir, 
on the road from Islamabad to Kiehtawh. It ia about ten cow 
h m  Islamabad. 
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town, yesterday evening, a man brought me a 
young girl, who was fearfully reduced by illness, 
He carried her on his back, and would not let my 

' 

dhoolie pass till I promised her some medicine. 
I listened patiently to his account of her case, and 
heard that she had been ill for seven months. I 
gave him what medicine I could, and the Kardkr 
wrote down my directions. This morning, before 
I was quite dressed, the man brought his patient 
to me, and begged me to let her see me. From 
his account of her illness, I hope it is only the 
consequence of the want of some remedy to stop it 
a t  the commencement; and if not too late, my 
simple medicines and advice may, under the 
Almighty, yet save the poor girl's life. 

There is much of superstition blended in the 
simple faith they place in the skill of the Frank. 
The poor girl I have alluded to, and her family, 
all gravely and earnestly said, when they begged 
me to let her see me, '' Durson kur-ke aram 
h6ga ! "* Poor people, I dare say such simplicity 
is happiness, after all ! 

The master of one of the shawl manufactories 
brought me a Nuzzur of some "Kombnies," or 
dried h i t ,  such as come from Ladkk, and of 
which I saw immense quantities last year, while 
I mmhed through Thibet. 
* h g h &  : " Having sm you, 8he will be sure to get well." 
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There are two roads from D6dha to Ladlk, one 
of which leads by PBhdur and Juskur. * These 
routes are not open yet, I am told. In 
August and September a good deal of the Ladik 
trade comes through Juskur to D66dha. 

Rice is not so widely cultivated here as in the 
districts I before traversed. Barley and opium 
abound, and I see a few fields of Kunnuk, or 
wheat. The heat is very great during the day ; 
it caqnot be less, even in this Blruh Durrie, than 
84" Fahrenheit. 

I forgot to mention that there is a small mud 
fort commanding the little town of D66dha. It is 
situated almost immediately above the high bank 
of the Chundra-BhPga. 

MAHUL. 

Dhtance ten coss, or Jifteen miles. 

2nd June, 1851. Monday, one 09clock,p.m .- 
Reached MBhul, a Little after sunrise, spending 

* Called in Yoorcroft's Travels, "Zanskur," a name I never 
heard given to the district by any native of the place. J u s h  
is a country adjoining Pihdur, or Pahdul, which lies to the 
west of it. Ladik bounds Juskur to the north and north-east, 
and LahoQ lies to the south and south-east. I saw the white 
peaks of the Juskur Hills when I was travelling through 
Lahod and Ladkk. The whole of Juskur belongs to Goolib 
Singh, and is under the management of the Governor of Lad&. 
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the night en route. The path is, on the whole, a 
very tolerable one, though there are very pre- 
cipitous places. Near Miihul a torrent is spanned 
by a wooden bridge; this stream falls into the 
Chundra-Bhiiga almost immediately after. 

The village of Ghut is passed at a coss and a 
half after leaving DGdha, and Bhob6re is another 
coss and a half further on. Supplies are not pro- 
curable at the next village, beyond sheep and 
milk ; the name of this village is Jondpore, half- 
way from DGGdha (or DGdha) to Mbhul. 

Between Ghut and BhobGre, a very violent, 
torrent intersect8 the path. A single M spar is 
the only bridge thrown across the gulph. The 
Coolies and Sepoys who accompanied me, prayed 
me to leave my dhoolie, as a single false step 
would be destruction. Half from indolence, and 
half because I could not see how my unsteady feet 
could be safer than the dhoolie, I refused to move. 
Ghaussie then came, and begged me to allow a 
PuMrie to carry me across; but I resolved to 
brave the flood where I was, and after some difE- 
culty (and an immense amount of h e s s  on my 
part !) I was taken over the perilous bridge-and 
d e l y  too ! 

At BhobGre I made my mule over to the 
H 3 
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Mokuddum (or head man) of the place, and desired 
him to send the animal safely by the direct route 
to Mogul-Maidbn, which keeps to the right bank of 
the Chundra-Bhbga.* I t  is impossible to convey 
horses or mules over a bridge of twigs. 

The latter part of the march to Mbhul follows 
the course of the Chundra-Bhbga. I observed 
hundreds of logs of wood floating down the rapid 
current. In this independent manner wood travels 
by water fiom the forests of Kishtawk to our districts 
in the plains. A cheap style of carriage. I hear 
that some officer is at present at Kishtawbr, super- 
intending the purchase of immense quantities of 
timber for our Government, all of which will float 
down the rapid current till it reaches the plains. 

The banks of the Chundra-Bhbga are frequently 
very abrupt and precipitous, and the surging 
waters lash with violence against the bold rocks 

* The direct road from D66dha to Mogul-Maidkn, or Mogul- 
mazb, ia :. 

1 st. OGdepore, four coss. 

2nd. Niipee, four cow. 
3rd. Dogudd, three and a-half cow. 
4th. Saun, three and a-half cow. 
5th. ~ o ~ u l - ~ i d b ,  or Mogulmazb, four coss. 

There are no M c u l t  bridges on thie road, so it is practicable 
for horses, though aa yet considerably blocked up by enow 
beyond N@ee. 



which rise directly above. I described the sources 
and subsequent course of this river last year, and 
a recapitulation of the little items of information 
must be unnecessary. 

The hills through which the path winds in the 
march I have just come, are either barely covered 
with grass, or studded with low bushes. The 
opposite heights were occasionally thickly wooded 
with fine trees. I observed very few flowers on 
the grassy slopes; very different from the rainy 
season, when every hill and bank was enamelled 
with wild flowers of every kind and every hue. 
This village is a large one, and all supplies 

easily procurable. The Eardgr gave me some h e  
honey, white and pure, at D a a ,  and another jar 
here. The people of the country vie in their 
overpowering civilities. When I travel at night, 
fifty torches light my dhoolie, my baggage Coolies, 
and my servants. The head-man of every village ' 

and half-a-dozen of his myrmidons attend me to 
the next village, and so on till I reach my en- 
camping ground, when the best house in the place 
is vacated for me ! They appear immensely flat- 
tered if I express anything like satisfaction, and 
hold my displeasure in great awe ! I like travel- 
ling $ the jungles; everything is new and un- 
*eyed,-the country, the people, and the 



products alike. Above all, British Cockneys" 
are unknown ;-the greatest of earthly blessings, 
I opine. 

In  the cool of the evening I shall march towards 
Kishtawbr, but I cannot go across the Zampa by 
night, so I shall be forced to halt half-way. 
Kishtawbr is fourteen coss distant, and the 
Chundra-Bhbga is crossed at seven coss from this. 

KANGNEE. (No VILLAGE HERE) 

Distance seven and a half coss. 

3rd June, 1851. Tuesday, 2 o'clock, p.m.-I 
left Mbhul an hour before sunset, and reached 
Bursbl, a village three coss distant, by a little after 
dark. Road good, with the exception of one or 
two rugged places, and the last half mile. The 
path follows the course of the river, and there are 
some very bad precipices, terminating in the 
foaming river, at a distance of two and three hun- 
dred yards. 

Bursbl is a small village, but it appears to have 
many dependencies, and is widely encompassed by 
rich fields of cultivation. I observe that opium is 
extensively cultivated in this part of the country. 

I halted an hour at Burdil to collect pine- 



torches, and refused to remain the night there, 
though I was given terrible and imposing accounts 
of the badness of the road ahead. However, in 
spite of the dark, moonless night, I was not to be 
daunted, more especially as my bed being still 
behind, I had but little chance of sleep or rest for 
hours. So we started at nine o'clock, p.m., and 
by two o'clock, a.m. (to-day), reached the JhGla, 
or swing-bridge of twigs, four coss fiom Bursbl, 
and half-way fiom Mbhul to Kishtawbr. The 
road was certainly bad, and flanked by fearful 
khuds, at the foot of which roared the wild waters 
of the Chundra-Bhbga. One spot, in particular, 
was rather terrific. The pathway was about five 
or six inches broad, a crumbling bank flanked the 
left hand, and a nearly perpendicular precipice of 
loose soil, terminating in the abyss below, was 
on the right. The narrow path was of the 
same uncertain soil; and I confess I trembled 
when I thought how frail a hold the firmest feet 
have on such ground. The darkness of night, a 
short distance only illumined by the sickly glare 
of torches, made the yawning depths below appear 
trebly appalling. Some time after this, we passed 
through a magrdlcent pine forest, and found 
the underwood in one tremendous blaze, the ad- 
vance Coolies having set fire to it as they descended 



the hill. The sight was a very h e  one, but my 
servants and dhoolie-Coolies did not appear to 
like it: the fire had extended on all sides, the 
whole forest appeared in one wild blaze, and a 
passage was with difficulty effected. 
h soon as we reached the immediate neigh- 

bourhood of the JhGGla, I had my bed placed 
under the spreading shade of a h e  tree; and, 
ordering the people to rouse me at daybreak, that 
we might reach Kishtawbr early, I fell asleep 
without a moment's delay ; and slept the dream- 
less deep of utter exhaustion. When I awoke, I 
saw that all my people and the Coolies were fast 
asleep, though many hours had fleeted by since 
break of day. My watch showed me it was nine 
o'clock. Somehow or other, I am always h t  to 
awake. Having breakfasted I cawe over here, 
half a coss &om the JhGGla, and I am halting 
while my servants have their dinner. 

. Just as I was bravely crossing the J h Z a  (or 
Zampa), I was incontinently seized with a panic, 
and could not proceed. So I was carried across, 
and I thought it lucky the horrid bridge was not 
longer. It was the very one I congratulated my- 
self on not having to cross, when I passed this 
way last year. Suspended at a great height h m  
the river, old and badly made, it appeared to mg 



really dangerous. It was so narrow that a man 
was obliged to widen it, rts a second man carried 
me across; and when he did not stretch it out, 
there waa not room for my porter and his burthen, 
and then we were arrested in our course. The 
footway of this bridge was some six inches wide, 
but the twig-ropes which formed it were placed 
the full length of the bridge, and not sideways, 
as at Kh6ksur Bridge. 

The only recommendation to the Jh66la I 
crossed to-day, is its shortness; it cannot be more 
than thirty yards in length. The river at this 
spot is confined by high rocks, the base of which 
is completely water-worn. The bed of the torrent 
is perfectly white with foam and spray; the cur- 
rent is strong, and the water dashes over huge 
blocks of stone and rock. 

The Mokuddums of two villages awaited me 
with Coolies and supplies, as no hamlet is passed 
near this road, and they have been in attendance 
since the intelligence of my approach first reached 
them. This spot is not a village, but simply a 
halting place. A n  immense projecting rock gives 
ehelter and protection from sun or rain. The 
people have made additional shade by surrounding 
the spot with great branches of trees. A small 
hill-torrent rushes down dose by, fiom the Heights 



above. This place has received the name of 
Kbngnee. There is no village nearer than two or 
three miles. 

The heat is very great all along this road. . I 
rcaw Jungulwbr* nearly opposite Bursbl ; and now 
I am on the road I travelled last year when going 
from Eishtawbr to Bhudurwbr, or Puddiiroob-I 
am now going on to Kishtawk, six and a half 
coss distant. The half coss from the bridge to 
Kbngnee is very rugged indeed. 

fitance six and a half cose. 

4th June, 1 851. Wednesday.-Arrived here at 
night-fall, having been four hours and a half en 
route. 'I'he pathway, which seemed so terrible in 
the rain and pitchy darkness of the night I tra- 
velled along it last year, appeared a very tolerable 
one by daylight, and under a cloudless sky. The 
breadth of the road, certainly, did not exceed a 
foot anywhere; and precipitous banks, whose only 
and abrupt terminu was the deep abyss of the 
mountain torrent, hundreds of feet below, which 

* Jungulwkr is a village between Kiahtawh and Bhudur- 
wb, about half-way on the road. I described it last year, 
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flanked the left hand, might make many heads 
giddy ; -yet, there were comparatively few and 
short ascents and descents, and the path was by 
no means as rugged as I had imagined. We fol- 
lowed the course of the Chundra-Bhbga, keeping 
to the left bank till within two or three miles of 
this town. About a mile before Kishtawiir is 
reached, we passed the village of Shalamir, and 
then a steep ascent led to the town. Shalamiir 
is a small hamlet, very prettily wooded, and 
encircled by fine trees. I remember stopping at 
this place for a light last year, when it became 
necessary to use torches. 

There is but little to say about Eishtawbr; once 
a large and important town,-its better days are 
past. There are not more than a hundred and 
fifty houses, most of them mean-looking, one-storied 
huts.* The fort is barely garrisoned, and two- 
thirds of the population of the district have '' nws- 
ghk ," t  (to use the phraseology of the people of the 
country,) on account of the great oppression which 
prevails. 

Kishtawkr is situated on a plain, about three or 
four miles in length, and perhaps a mile and a 

I think I mentioned last year, that the yearly revenue of 
&htawik only amounts to 3,000 Hurree Singhey rupees. 

t Bun away. Thie is an expression in the Punjibi dialect. 
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quarter in breadth. The town i~ built at the southern 
extremity of this plain, and the rest is partly culti- 
vated, and partly laid out in a soft green sward, 
like a beautiful lawn. The velvety grass felt so 
pleasant to tread upon, and the turf looked so fresh 
and green, I complimented the Kishtawiirees on 
their good taste. 

The mud fort is erected on a sort of eminence, 
and commands the dilapidated town. There are 
some fine trees about KishtawQ, and a good deal 
of cultivation. High hills, some capped with snow, 
rise above the plain on all sides. The people of 
the country dress much the same as the Kashmi- 
h. The men are attired in a sort of woollen 
jacket, with very loose trowsers of the same 
material. A small puttoo skull-cap, and some- 
times a blanket wound round the waist, is the entire 
costume of this race. I speak of the lower orders.* 
The few that there h e  of the better class, wear 
white clothes, and dress altogether very like the 
natives of India. I saw nothing in the shape of 
beauty, either here or at D a a ,  with the exception 

* This is the dress of the class employed as coolies : most 
of the zemindars wear merely the loose woollen night-dress, 
(for I can call it by no better name,) the same as the women, 
and which is the costume of the Kaehmirians, with striped 
cotton cloth, or plain puttoo trowsers. 



of one very pretty little girl at the latter town. 
She was eight or nine years old, and very fair for 
a native. She had very regular features, and a 
bright bloom on her cheeks. But what attracted 
me most, was the arch and mischievous expression 
of her face. 

" What though the sun with ardent frown, 
Had alightly tinged her cheek with brown." 

She was nevertheless a perfect little Venus. We 
became great friends, and I was quite sorry to see 
so much beauty lost in the wilderness. 

The Kardbr of KishtawAr, whom I compli- 
mented so greatly last year, has been removed by 
the Maha-RAjah, and his substitute is said to be 
far superior. My friend, the Thanadbr, was ab- 
sent at Pkhdur, seeing timber cut for our govern- 
ment. 

Thevalley of the Chundra-BhAgafrom the JhZla 
I crossed yesterday, to near ShalamAr (where 
paterday's march quits the banks of the river,) is 
very narrow, and almost entirely devoid of villages 
or cultivation. The high hills rise rather abruptly 
above the river, and are covered either with bmh-  
wood and low jungle, or thickly wooded with h e  
forest trees, and capped with snow. One or two 
solitary huts, and a field of stunted barley, is the 
only sign of life in this " Zjbr.',. I observed two 



or three caves on the road, which afford shelter to 
benighted travellers, much the same as at Kbngnee, 
where I halted during the heat of the day yester- 
day. I shall proceed about sunset, and go as far 
aa I can in the cool night. 

This place is not so hot as the late halting- 
grounds I have been grilled at. I have taken up 
my abode in the Kardbr's house, by far the 
largest and best domicile in the town. There are 
plenty of red cherries here, very good when found 
ripe, but the natives pluck them indiscriminately, 
and eat them as soon sour as not. This fruit is 
called "Gelbss" in these parts. Peaches are ripcn- 
ing, but I suppose I shall be well on my way to 
Thibet, before they are in season. 

I have found out several particulars regarding 
two routes fkom Kishtawbr to Ladbk. One goes 
via Pbhdur and Jukur, and the other via Duchin 
and Miirrooa, or Murwbr. The former road is 
very rugged, and not properly open yet. 

The latter I can reach from Kashmir, and if I 
find it practicable for ponies, I think I shall try it 
in preference to the route I came last year over 
the Draiis Pass. However, I shall first of all 
endeavour to obtain the Royal Purwdnghy to visit 
Gilgit, in spite of the cannibal propensities of the 
Dardoos, or inhabitants of the country. I waa 
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lighted into the town by eighteen torches of my 
favowite wood to my dhoolie, alone. The bright 
illumination resembled some festival night. 

MOGUL-MAIDAN, OR MOGULWAR.* 

Distance six coss, or about nine miles. 

5th June, 1851. Thursday two o'cldck, p.m.- 
I did not arrive here till near ten o'clock this 
forenoon, being afraid to cross the Jh66las at 
the late hour I reached the banks of the river 
last night. There was a tiny moon, but the Light 
reflected was so faint, as to render the darkness 
only the more perceptible, and before I could 
have gone far, the young moon would have gone 
to slecp behind the high hills. SO I had my bed 
placed on a piece of tolerably level ground, and 
dressed as I was, I lay down and fell asleep, with 
no further protection fiom the night-dews than 
the light mosquitoe curtains. I sent [on all my 
people with breakfast, and they did not seem to 
mind the Jh66la at all. Servants, baggage, and 
Coolies, all crossed by torchlight with the greatest 
ease. 

After quitting the plain of Eishtawlr, there 
The meaning of this name is the "Plain or Tomb of the 

Mogul " (Mussulman). Maidh " signifies a plain, and 
" mazk" is a tomb. 
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is a pretty wooded descent of a couple of miles in 
length, rugged and steep towards the end. The 
Chundra-Bhbga flows below, and immediately 
at the foot of the descent is the bridge of twigs, 
about thnty yards long. The river is confined by 
lofty rocks at this spot, and a little higher up the 
banks are precipitous, and several hundred feet 
high. About fifty paces from the bridge, a large 
mountain-torrent falls into the Chundra-Bhbga, 
and the united rivers flow at right angles to the 
former course of the larger body of water.* The 
Chundra-Bhbga takes many very abrupt t k ,  
sometimes quite at right angles, near this spot, 
and a mile or two higher up. 

As we were leaving Eishtawbr, I had many 
glimpses of the white peaks of Kashrnir's snowy 
barrier, and I was surprised to see how much 
more snow is on them now than a couple of 
months later last year I imagined possible. 

The river, which forms a junction with the 
Chundra-Bhbga below BunderkGte (a village 
directly above the bridge), is called " EoSi," as 
I think I mentioned in my former journal. I t  is 
a large and rapid stream, and flows with great 
velocity. I t  is formed of two torrents, one from 
the mountains above Duchin, and the other fkom 

* The river of Wurdwun. 
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the Singpore Punjiil. These Rapids unite below 
Durput, about two miles and a half fiom their 
junction with the Chundra-Bhlga. A bridge of 
h g s  spans the Korbi, a mile above the h t  
bridge. The path is very good, and nearly quite 
level the whole way. 

The small village of ~ u r p u t  is about a couple 
of miles beyond, situated on the left bank of the 
KoSi, just before it unites with the Duchin 
stream, where it is spanned by a sanga or wooden 
bridge. Last year I spent the night at Durput, 
in a Brahmin's hut, when I was benighted, but 
as it is off the direct road, I did not go to it this 
year, and was quite satisfied by looking at it at a 
respectful distance. 

The last two coss to this place consist of a 
steep ascent and descent, a very tolerable path,- 
the only very rugged spot I managed to circumvent, 
remembering how bad it was last year. The 
hill ascended (for the sole purpose apparently of 
being immediately descended), is thickly wooded. 
A oouple of mountain-torrents are crossed by 
ricketty spars at the foot of the hill, and then the 
few huts, constituting " Mogul-Maidiin," are 
reached in a couple of minutes. Coolies and 
supplies appear equally diilicult to obtain here. I 
do not wonder at this, as the villages in the neigh- 



bourhood are few and paltry, and here there are 
only a few huts. 

My mule has just arrived fkom BhobGre, vid the 
Nbgnee road. The people in charge say that the 
snow was very deep, and that they have had great 
m c u l t y  in bringing the animal that route. It 
appears several mountains have to be crossed, and 
the villagers had to cut a road through the snow. 
The Niignee route is not well open for another 
fortnight. 

A loss of silver occurred yesterday, six spoons 
and two forks. I always imagined that the hill- 
people were afraid to steal, if not too honest; and 
I cannot help thinking, that by some mistake the 
missing articles must have been left at Kishtawiir. 
As I brought only a limited supply, when I left 
Verniig (thinking I should only be away three or 
four days at the utmost), I am quite destitute of 
further spoons, and was absolutely reduced to a 
wooden affair, remotely resembling a spoon in 
shape, at this morning's breakfast. pecline in 
style decidedly !] I also brought a limited supply 
of wine, ale, and servants, sending almost all 
my baggage and people to Echebul,* when I 
came this way. I have been detained so long by 
the round I have been forced to make, that for 

* A village near Islamabad. 



several days I have had none of the luxuries 
above-mentioned; and in the jungles they are 
decidedly " luxuries." My tea is nearly expended, 
m d  that would be by far the worst deprivation ; 
so I must hurry "home." I suppose my servants 
think I have gone to Kamschatka at last ! I 
hope they have not left Echebul, on a search. 
Delightful news that would be to greet my 
arrival there two or three days hence. 
- Three he-Philistines just arrived ; mon 

Dieu, je m'en vais. 
Having seen the Singpore ~unjbl,  I shall this 

time go round by ChEEangbon and NobGGg. The 
road to Thibet from Kishtawkr, vid Duchin and 
Miirrooa,* branches off from this road at Bunder- 
kGte, the village above the JhGGla, over the 
Chundra-Bhiiga, before described. The people of 
the country about here seem miserably poor. I 
waa carried over both the bridges I crossed to- 
day (finding this mode of conveyance much 
pleamnter than my trembling feet), and I gave 
my porters a small present. They evidently had 
never seen a rupee before, and were dreadfully 
astonished. 

* Also called Murwhr. 
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Distance six coss, or nine miles. 

6th June, 1851. fiiday, 6 o'cbck, a.m.- 
Arrived here about an hour ago. Though only 
six coss, and a very fair road, the wretched coolies 
were the whole night on the way. I spent a 
very miserable night, as I got fever about eight 
o'clock, p.m. I delayed my departure a couple of 
hours, hoping that the fever would leave me ;, 
but ague was followed by high fever, and I was 
very unwell till three o'clock this morning, when 
the great and burning heat was followed by 
gradual moisture on the skin. I feel rather 
languid in consequence, and not much inclined to 
do anything, but lie down listlessly. I t  is no use 
giving way to these sensations of weariness- 
occupation is the best medicine, if it can possibly 
be applied. 

There was a good deal of ascent on the way, 
and this place is considerably higher than Mogul- 
Maidin. Singpore is two and a half coss from 
this village to the south. I see a great many 
snowy hills close by, and the mountains all round 
are beautifully wooded with my favourite fir-tree. 
I t  is a prettily-situated little village altogether. 



Between this and Nob66g is twelve. coss of 
OojAr, no villages en route; so as I am going half- 
way after breakfast, I shall once more pitch in the 
wilderness my little camp. 

I never feel lonely, though I am quite alone, 
in a wild country, attended only by hirelings. 
The days pass by only too quickly, and I find 
that I have not time enough to do all I wish to 
get through while halting. I have not half 
enough of leisure for reading, and I have often 
wondered to find the day closing long before it 
ought ! Baron Hiigel is ceaselessly expatiating 
(in his work on Kashmir, kc.) on how much 
he felt and suffered f?om the " loneliness" of his 
position. PvThy ! the good man was but little 
"alone," certainly not a couple of months. In  
Kashmir he had more than one European gen- 
tleman to associate with ; and Mr. Vigne (an 
agreeable and intelligent person, fiom all accounts) 
accompanied him when he left Kashmir. SO 
why does he always expatiate on the painful 
and long-continued " loneliness " of his tra- 
vels? However, in spite of this little folk, 
and one or two tiny inaccuracies, his book is a 
very amusing work, pleasantly and cleverly 
written. I have not read it through. I have 
absolutely not had time since I received it fiom 

I 2  
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Calcutta, three or four months ago ; but I have 
been interested by what I have seen of it. Now, 
my dear Baron, do not despise the tribute of 
praise given by so very humble an individual 
as the writer of this journal. I have a right 
to an opinion, and an equally great right to 
express it when and where I please, and how I 
please. h d  when, mein Iiebn @err, 1 point 
out any inaccuracy I see in your really clever 
work, do not get savage, like foolish people do. 
Remember, " to spare the rod, spoils the child ;" 
and this rule applies to everything. You may, 
however, save yourself the trouble of applying 
the critic's "rod" to my unpretending journal 
I will only laugh at it, as I do at everything, and 
it is too late to use any " rod7, to me, for I 
have been an "Eufant GBG" fkom my youth 
upwards. 

The Pass I am to cross to-morrow, and which 
leads from ChEEangbon into Emhmir, is called 
the " Sin-Thun Peer," or Pass ; so, at least, I am 
informed here. 

The dialect spoken in Rishtawbr is much the 
same as in the valley of Eashrnir. I made the 
Mooliuddam give me a number of words in com- 
mon use, a list of which I subjoin.* 

* h egg-" T66lh," or "Th661. 



NEAR SIN-THIM. (OOJAR ENCAMP~NT.) 

Distance four coss, or about siz miles. 

7th June, 1851. Saturday.-We arrived here 
about nine o'clock last night. The distance is not 
moi-e than four coss, but there was so much snow 
an the road, and we could get no fire to light our 
Masbls with, so there was terrible delay after 
dusk. The path from ChEEangiion, is for two corn 
up a steep ascent, thickly wooded, and towards 
the summit rich grass and fine forest trees adorn 
the hills with their luxuriant verdure. I observed 
many wild flowers, much the same as grow on the 
Rotiing Pass, below ten thousand feet of elevation. 
I gathered many pretty Lilies, and several kinds 

A sheep-" H66ndooln (and f e w e  " lowh.") 
b" N*." D66dhey.l' 
Baney-" Mhhee." B~ttar-'~ Thnnhie." 
Rice-" TumbhuL" Raw Sugar-" Anh." 
Father end Mother-" Bihee," and '' Deydee." 
Whea&'' Oho&," a h  " Kunnuk." 
Barley-(' Whkrroo." Goat-" Leouhoul." 
Bed--" h u t . "  SmaU earthen eating veseela are called Lejjie; 
Child-" Poottnr." 
Mountain-" Dhh." Snow, or Ice-" Sheein." 
Bugar -" Nabhut." Walking-dck-" Grie." 
To EatuXhyammoo." Come here-" Y6rioo." 
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of violets. The latter, however, were quite scent- 
less, which I was a good deal surprised at. O n  
these luxuriaht mountains hundreds of kine are 
pastured, and the cowherds (here called '' Gooj- 
jur-log ") have small thatched huts erected all 
over the hills, and they move from station to sta- 
tion higher up the mountains, as the snow melts 
away. Last year, I was regaled with many a 
drink of milk on these elevated spots, but the cow- 
herds have not got high up the Passes yet, on 
account of the deep snow. 

After going about two coss, the road h t  gra- 
dually, and then more abruptly, descended to the 
bed of a broad and deep hill-torrent. The path- 
way was scarcely a foot wide, and the precipices 
hundreds of feet deep, and nearly perpendicular, 
terminated without a break in the impetuous Rapid 
far beneath. There was no underwood, no tree, no 
bush, to make the k h d  less fearful. The slope 
was just sf icient  to make one fancy that a person 
once slipping from the path would roll down to 
the deep abyss, and nothing could possibly arrest 
his headlong progress. It requires a very steady 
head to look down these precipitous places. 

I had, been walking a little way previously, and 
I did not enter my dhoolie till we reached a small 
bed of snow, and T wm averse to getting my feet 



wet. Soon after this it became dark, and we came 
to another and longer bed of snow, which the 
Coolies crossed very slowly. The rest of the way 
was very bad, narrow and dangerous, constantly 
crossing beds of snow and ice, or stumbling over 
the stones and rocks, which the me1tm.g snow had 
left painfully slippery. The track lay along the 
left bank of the river I mentioned above. At 
last, within two hundred paces of this place, we 
crossed the torrent by a vast snow-bridge, and 
proceeded along the right bank by a difficult path, 
till we reached my little camp. The many fires 
which lit up the dense gloom of the forest, were 
welcome to me, for I was quite weary of our slow 
progress over bad and difficult roads. 

Sin-Thun is still a coss further on, and 
there are some vacant cow-herd sheds standing 
there ; but it was impossible to reach it after dark, 
and I was glad to stop here, though there is not 
the vestige of a habitation to "mark the spot." 
It was very cold here last night, and my Sirdar 
erected a sleeping apartment for me, in an inge- 
nious manner, in this wilderness. Half-a-dozen 
blankets were fastened to ropes, and these ropes 
were wound round the trunks of two magnificent 
Pine trees, which stood ten feet apart. A blanket 
roof surrounded my woollen dwelling-place, 
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and my bed, mosquitoe-curtains and all, found 
ample shelter from the cold blast and the heavy 
dews of this jungle encampment. The Coolies 
gathered round large h s  of pine-logs, m d  did 
not appear to mind the cold at tt. Many of the 
servants had only one blanket, and I heard no 
lamentations. Sheltered though I was, two thick 
rezais (quilts) and three Caubul Puttoos scarcely 
gave me warmth. My walk had fatigued me, and 
I fell fast asleep before I had undressed or dined. 

We are now at the foot of the Sin-Thun 
Punjll, and I hope to reach N o b w ,  which is about 
nine coss distant, before evening, as it is not much 
past six a.m. now. The water was bitterly cold this 
morning, and as all the Degchk* had gone on, I 
could get no warm water, and the ice bath nearly 
benumbed me. 

DEOSIR. 
Dktance seven coss. 

8th June, 1861. Sunday.-I was too much 
fatigued to reach Kob66g yesterday, and as fever 
came on in the evening, I was forced to halt here. 
I found this a terrible march, and, to my sorrow, 
had a shocking set of Coolies. They were ten 

* Cooking-pots of tinned copper. 



horn carrying me five coss, though there were 
&teen men to my light dhoolie. They must 
have been uM6Grduhs,"* not men, surely. I 
became so weary of their slow progress, and sa 
faint h m  fasting, that I actually left the dhoolie, 
and walked the last three miles. The great 
fatigue and exposure to cold, altogether made me 
really ill, but I am pretty well again, and I will 
dwribe the march. 

About a mile of the way was a gentle wooded 
aeoent, the ground covered with grass, red and 
white clover, and many wild flowers, such as 
bloom in England. The pretty blue and lilac 
violets were scentless, even at this early hour. 
h y  varieties of forget-me-nots covered the 
hills, and whits and purple anemones were richly 
intermingled. Little imagining that I had such a 
fhhping day before me, I walked this mile, 
g&thering the flowm as I proceeded. My walk 
ww arrested by a vast bed of mow, and I took to 
my dhoolie. The torrent we had crossed the 
night before w8s again to be re-crossed ; but the 
only bridge which spanned it, one of h z e n  mow, 
wrts broken in the centre, and the Rapid was not 
d e  to ford. CJo we were forced to go higher up, 
by a difEcult and precipitous track, scarcely 



marked at all, and after the delay of an hour or 
more, we found a dangerous spot to go across. A 
hug6 log of wood, half submerged, and some large 
slippery stones, formed the uncertain ferry. A 
man carried me over, a second Puhiriya helping 
him to tread stealthily on the slippery flooring 
beneath his feet. I t  is not pleasant to be carried 
by any of this race, on account of the tendency to 
hydrophobia before adverted to ! 

The rest of the way to the crest of the Pass of 
the Sin-Thun Punjkl, was (after the h t  two or 
three hundred yards), across pathless wastes of 
snow and ice. There is far more snow on this 
mountain now, than on the Bara Lachl Pass three 
weeks later, though the elevation of the latter is 
one third greater. The height of the Sin-Than 
Pass cannot exceed eleven thousand five hundred 
feet, judging from the forest-line, which is not 
five hundred feet below the summit of the moun- 
tain. But the snow is deep and unbroken, and 
extends on every side in vast and dreary fields of 
icy whiteness. Fir and birch trees thickly stud 
the snow, and this mixture of verdure in the 
wintry landscape, has a very pretty effect. The 
laat trees are a few straggling, stunted birches, 
the white bark suiting the anowy ground. 

The last quarter of a mile is very steep, and 
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the Coolies were upwards of an hour in getting 
over this portion. My eyes were very sore from 
the reflection of the snow when the sun shone 
brightly on it, and I suffered on the whole con- 
siderably. It was past two o'clock p.m., when 
the dhoolie reached the summit of the pass, and 
beyond a cup of tea before starting, I had not 
broken my fast. Ghaussie brought me a few 
dried Ladiik fruit, which I ate very gladly. It 
was very cold, and as I got out of the dhoolie to 
look on the prospect around me, I threw a red 
Kaf3hmi.r shawl over my shoulders. The siUy 
Coolies prayed me not to do this; why, I could not 
exactly understand, but it had something to do 
with the shawl being red, and some " Purrees,"* 
who sported invisibly on the spot, and were himi- 
oal to the colour. This is a hazy account of the 
superstition, but I am not learned in the heathen 
tongue used in these wild regions. 

From the crest of the pass I saw the white 

* Fairies. Thew ethereal beinge are mpposed by the natives 
to be generally inimical to the human race. There is a house 
at Landour (one of our own hill stations,) which the natives 
declare k full of '' Purrees," and every one who lives there, 
European or native, wmes to an untimely end without fail. 
The actual death of each euccsesive occupant, has strangely 
m&ed the native superstition. 
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peaks of the "Bo~tln* Punjiil," rising in unbroken 
snow to the north of the Sin-Thun pass.  boot^" 
" BGd," or '( Bultistiin, areall namesgiven toThibet, 
so I fancy this is the pass from Kashmir into Thibet. 

I never saw a more dreary and wintry scene 
than was presented to the eye a few feet before7 
reaching the crest of the pass. Snowy mountains, 
range beyond range, icy peaks of great elevation, 
met the eye wherever it roved, and naught of life 
seemed in these vast snowy solitudes. Nature was 
so still, so imposing. How insipflcant are all of 
human kind in scenes such as these ! 

The descent was all snow for a couple of miles, 
and beneath-many feet below our path-was a 
mountain torrent,S which did not escape &om its 
snowy bridge till we had gone a couple of miles, 
when it burst forth, and we were necessitated to 
move to a rugged path along the right bank. The 
mountains are richly wooded all around, the 
higher hills being densely covered with fk and 
birch trees, the light and dark tints of their re- 
spective foliage being prettily mingIed. The 

* I had a fine view of the valley of b h r n i r  from the summit 
of the pam. 

t This is the name I find given to the paas into Thibet, over 
the Pambher ana Miirrooa hills. 

.I In fact, our path was nothing more than a prolonged fleld 
of snow, which completely bridged over the mountain torrent 
fbr a couple of milee. 
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Coolies went so very slowly that I left the dhoolie 
a little after four o'clock, and walked to this vil- 
lage, the k t  after the '' 66j&r," arriving quits 
knocked up about sunset. I found my peopIe 
preparing to start on a search after mo with my 
dinner, thinking some accident must have delayed 
me, breakfastless, so long. 

Sending to-morrow's breakfast on to Nob66g, I 
have halted here. This is a small village at the 
foot of the higher range, and encompassed by 
other hills, so that not a glimpse of the valley 
can be obtained. There is plenty of wood in 
the neighbowhood, and the hills are covered with 
d m  forests. A good deal of cultivation surrounds 
the village, and the country between these hills 
and the next (and lower) ridge, is quite a valley. 

Islamabad is eight coss distant, about twelve 
miles; the path to it winds through the low hills, 
along the narrow valleys, and lies to the left of the 
NobGg road. G6hun is two coss distant to the 
8011th. I hear that GCoolAb Singh has at last reached 
his capital. 

NOBOOGI; OR NABOOG (KASHNJR). 
Diatance three or four miles. 

Same day, two o'cbck, p.m.-Breakfasted here. 
The road from DBosir to NobGGg is through a very 
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pretty valley, green and cultivated, and studded 
with many trees. We passed the large village of 
L h m  to the left, and that is the road to Echebul. 
This village is further on about a mile, and is on 
the road to Wurdwun and EGroo. This is a very 
pretty village, beautifully wooded. The ground 
is carpeted with rich grass and red and white 
clover, and every thing in nature looks fiesh and 
smiling. I observed numberless rose-bushes, 
covered with flowers in full bloom. Some of these 
wild roses were of a rich scarlet hue, white and 
pink beautifully mingling their luxuriant blossoms 
with the deeper shades. I also observed a sort of 
honey-suckle, but though otherwise very similar 
to the cultivated species, it entirely l i ked  its 
fragrance. 

The Wurdwun mountains covered with deep 
snow, are visible fiom this village, and lie to the 
north-north-east. The valley of Kashmir, par 
excellence, is still removed out of sight by a ridge 
of low hills, which uniting a little to the south of 
this village with the higher range of mountains, 
forms a valley of the plain land in the middle. 
Firs are very abundant all throughout these hills, 
and are of ma@oent size. I am now going on 
as h as I can before dark, on my way to 
EchebuL 



Dhtance jve coss, or seven and a hlfrniles. 

Same day, 8 o'clock p.m.-I halted here, (though 
Echebul is only a couple of coss distant,) as soon 
as it became dark, as I wished to see this ex- 
tremity of the valley properly by daylight. I am 
told that this village is not on the direct road to 
Eohebul; but I suppose it is the best, as the 
Coolies brought me here.pf their own accord. 

The road fiom Nob66g winds along the foot of 
low hills for a couple of miles, and the valley is 
studded thickly with willows, most of them pol- 
lards. Rice is widely cultivated along the valley, 
and appears to be the principal grain grown, and 
from its great abundance ought to be very cheap. 

The path, after the first part of the way, leads 
over grassy hills, prettily wooded ; the ascents and 
descents gentle, till the village of Eihrpoor is 
reached, two coss fiom this. I observed that 
all the houses at Eiihrpoor, and also NobGiig, 
were almost entirely constructed of wood, though 
two and three stories high. Clumps of poplar 
trees are found near this village, and pines grow 
in dense forests on the hills skirting the path, or 
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stud the surrounding vales and plains. I passed a 
fine hawthorn tree in full flower :-how ita fondly- 
remembered fragrance brought back sadly the 
thoughta of "days long past and gone," Sad 
memories of ti home, sweet home," crowded on 
my heart, and the happy days of my careless 
childhood rose vividly before me. How utterly 
had the bright hopes of my sanguine girlhood 
been blasted How little seemed the eager anti- 
c ipa t io~~ of that halcyon time to have been real- 1 
ized. How mistaken were my foolish and childish 
ideas of the world;-how blighted my hopes of the 
Life before me then. I thought sadly of the days 
that were past, when everything was c o u h r  ds 
m e  to my young fancy, unacquainted with the 
world of even a school. Brought up at home,- 
spoilt and wayward-alaa! how Little of joy had 
the "world" given me when I did become at+ 
quainted withits hypocritical  ends ships and hollow 
mirth ? In the world I have found goodness a 
name, and happiness a dream ; " and how differ- 
ent were my anticipations of the vast theatre of 
Life, ttnd the players who their part in 
every scene and act. Would that I had never 
survived the happy days of my childhood, I mourn- 
fully murmured, as fond memories of " those h a p  
pier hours too soon passed away, in the cold 
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disappointment of life's stormy day," swept sadly 
m d  chilly over my heart. I recalled the home of 
my childhood and wayward youth, the merry 
faces of the dear home circle, '' who Wed our 
honse with glee " ;-and now, where are they all 
scattered?--far and wide, and some sleep the 
omg sleep of death. Two of my favourite brothers 
no longer live to smile on me ; and how far am I 
fram the beloved ones who still, thank God, are 
spared. And the " world " I was so anxious to 
enter, with all the impetuosity of a spoilt child, a 
few years ago, does it bring sympathy or solace to 
the many sorrows which, young as I am, have fallen 
heavily on me ? How contemptuously I think 
and feel towards that same "world! "- 

I have not loved the world, nor the world me ; 
I have not flattered its rank breath, nor bowed to its idola- 

tries a patient knee, 
Nor coin'd my cheek to smiles,-nor cried aloud 
I n  worehip of an echo ! In the crowd 
They could not deem me one of euch; 
I stood among them, but not of them,-in a shroud 
Of thoughte which were not their thoughts, and still could, 
Had I not fled my mind, &oh thus itaelf subdued." 

It is not the solitude that ever pains me of 
travelling all alone in the wild mountains, but a 
something, however trifiing in itself, that recals 
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sweet "dreams of the past." These mournful 
thoughts fill my heart, and a feeling of desolate 
melancholy cash its dark shadow over the future, 
objectless and hopeless in its dreary loneliness. I 
know it is foolish to give way to m o d  thoughts, 
because a philosophical mind will ever remember 
that-- 

'' Th Paet is nothing,-and at last 
The Future can but be th Pat !" 

Some such thoughts flashed across my mind, 
while immersed in melancholy retrospections yes- 
terday; and I turned proudly &om dark antici- 
pations and sorrowful memories, to the many wild 
excitements in the life of a solitary traveller. 
Besides, -1 am not so silly 

'' as to regard men's f r o m  and smile, 
As loss or guerdon of a glorious lot ; 
I stood and stand alone,-remember'd or forgot." 

Qu' importe, which? and with a delightful 
versatility, I forgot, for the time, all the long 
train of memories called into being at the well- 
remembered fragrance of a favourite English 
flower. When we entered the village of Ebhr- 
poor, I stifled all sadness, and hurried to see a 
batch of ponies which the peasants were willing 
to sell. I selected three of the best, after a long 
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delay in securing them, for they were wild colts 
rushing about the meadows." 

The path from Kbhrpoor to Shwbngas is first an 
asccnt, up which I rode; then follows a long 
wooded, and rather steep descent to the valley of 
Kashmir. Two or three hundred yards further on 
is the village of Shwbngas, surrounded by trees, 
and of considerable size for villages in these parts. 
It is ao late now, I shall dine and sleep here, and 
proceed early in the morning to Echebul. 

ECHEBUL, OR UCHEBUL. 

Dktance two coss, or three miles. 

' 9th June, 1851. Monday.-The path from 
Shwbngas to this village lies through a pretty 
country, well wooded and extensively cultivated. 
The road is a very gentle ascent, or a plain the 
whole way. The valley narrows to scarcely a 
mile in breadth, a little a5ove Shwbngas; and the 
whole way to this village is scarcely five miles 
broad at any part. A tongue of land, consisting 
of a low ridge of hills, cuts this extremity of the 
valley into two sections. This is the north- 
eastern end of the valley of Kashmir. 

8 I paid seventy rupees for the three, and bought them 
principally to carry burthens. 
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Two high Peaks of perpetual snow, to the aorth 
of Shwbnp, were pointed out to me as the 
mountai.ns of Amur-Nbth, where the famous cave 
of Gypsum is. The road is through too much 
mow to be practicable for a month or six weeks 
yet, so I fear I must give up all idea of seeing the 
cavern, as I fully intended to have done. 

This part of the valley is adorned by k e  trees, 
the chenbr, walnut, and willow, principally. 
Bgples and p e m  are still unripe, and we passed 
numbers of trees laden with the fruit. I observed 
many pretty flowers, resembling those that bloom 
in English gardens, and culled a large number 
for my Herbal. 
AE we descended the gentle slope to this 

place, the whole vale lay before us, and there was 
a peaceful beauty in the landscape peculiar to 
Kmhmir. A light veil of mist hung over the 
still valley, and dimly in the distance I could 
trace the snowy outline of Kashmir's lofty 
boundhy to the west and far north. 

I found all my servants here, and though with- 
a t  my restraining presence for a fortnight, nons 
had made their escape to the plains. I was de- 
hghted to get good tea in plenty once more, and 
as much as I wished of wine and ale. 

After all, I am not quite alone I Some of my 



servants were unaffectedly glad to see me; and, 
above all, my pet dog, young "Squire," could 
not suflieiently express his delight, nor would he, 
for a good hour, desist his desperate caresses of 
welcome. 
'' 'Tia sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark, 

Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near home." 

Bnd it is pleasant to find oneself remembered and 
loved by a noble dog. I must mention that my 
pet is no lap-dog codling, but a fine large buWdog, 
who is to replace that little prince of pets, my 
poor tiny Princey. At this moment " Squire" 
unconditionally declines to let me write, so I 
must close my diary for to-day. 

ECHEBUL, OR UCHEBUL. 
10th June, 1851. Tuesday.-It is past nine 

o'clock, a.m., but I am detained here on account 
of the delay in getting coolies for the rear portion 
of my baggage. I bribed the Moonshee* with a 
present, but I only succeeded in getting twenty 
men. This Moonshee is a sad person for bribes, 
and I am told I shall never get off unless I try 
the effect. of a second douceur, which I fancy I 
shall be obliged to do. 

* Sribe. This man was a servant of Geolib Singh's, and 
wse supposed to provide Coolies. 
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There is a BLgh, or garden here, close to 
the house I am occupying ; and though now 
weehrdn,* shows traces of departed beauty; the 
turf is soft and rich, and many fine trees give 
their grateful shade from the noon-day sun. This 
garden stretches along the base of a hill, and at 
one extremity are two '' nLgs," or springs. The 
water bubbles up with considerable vehemence 
from the ground, something like (in appearance) 
to the boiling springs of Munnie Eiirn, in E66loo. 
A stone reservoir has been built round each 
"nbg," and an aqueduct conveys the water all 
through the grounds in a considerable volume, 
subsequently watering the whole adjacent 
country. These springs are close together, and 
never dry up. The remains of a ruined Bkruh 
Durrie, close by, are still visible ; and the garden 
and its buildings are all said to be the work of the 
great Emperor Akbar. 

GoolLb Singh is building a tiny Bkruh Durrie 
in the centre of a small tank, formed by the 
waters of the springs, and constructed of stone. 
Hummiims, or large baths, are built at another 
extremity of the garden, and though now disused 
and fast going to ruin, exhibit the active spirit of 

+ Deserted, or a desert, used to express wildness and 
ruins. " Weehrdn" is a Persian word. 



the great Akbar, in the solidity of the comtruc- 
tion and its great extent. 

The name of this spot, and also the adjoining 
village, is, properly speaking, " Ucchha-Bul," the 
first word signifying good, and the latter water. 
The name has been corrupted into " Echebul," 
and " Uchebul," which are now generally used. 

MUTTHUN, OR MATTAN (KASHhfIR). 

Dhtance, two and a hlf coss, about jive miles. 

Same day, four p.m.-Arrived here to a late 
breakfast. The first two miles of the way lay 
through ceaseless rice fields, and we had to cross 
two considerable streams. A log of wood was 
thrown across each, but my pony could not be 
taken over such frail bridges. I dismounted, 
sending the animal by my syce* lower down, where 
the water was shallow. The wretched man either 
mistook me, or disliked the water, so he brought 
the pony on the log before I could stop him &om 
the opposite bank, and in another minute the poor 
little nag was in the water, and swimming as hard 
as he could. Being unable to get up the bank I 
was standing on, he bravely swam back, and I had 
the felicity of seeing my saddle soaked, and the 

* Groom. 



additional pleasure of waiting an hour in the sun, 
while everything was put to rights. There was 
no use to scold, so I saved myself the trouble, and I 

sat down philosophically under a neighbouring tree. 
There are several villages passed on and near 

the road along this part of the valley, but the 
'' road" is quite a misnomer, there being nothing 
approaching to one fix the h t  two miles, and I 
know it was my deplorable fate to go wid rice-kids 
and deep waters. 

The beginning of the third mile brought us to 
the low ridge of hills, which (as I mentioned 
before) divide the north-eastern extremity of the 
valley into two distinct sections. I had a good 
opportunity of observing the length, breadth, and 
height of this ridge, as the village is situated on 
the other side, from Uchebul. 

I should say that these low hills extend along 
four or five miles, regularly dividing this end of 
Kashmir. !I%e height of the ridge is not 300 feet 
above the plain land around, and the s~~mmit  is 
a fine expanse of nearly table-land, terminating 
in an eminence (one or two hundred feet 
above the rest of the ridge,) which rises rather 
abruptly above the valley below. The length of 
this table-land may be three or four miles, the 
breadth about two. There are no villages near, 
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and very little cultivation. Plenty of rich grass, 
low shrubs, and a few trees. The famous ruins 
of Korau Pandau* stand on this table-land, not far 
from the path I rode along. I was late for break- 
fast, and did not halt to go over them, but they 
had a striking effect in the distance. I mean to 
pay the spot a visit to-morrow or next day. 

I cantered along very fast across the table-land, 
leaving my servants far behind. The descent to 
this village is cut up by ravines. 

Mutthun is situated at the foot of the low hills 
I have described, so I had a good view of h e  
second section of the north-eastern extremity of 
the valley. The rice-fields give a curious effect 
to the landscape. The plain-land resembles a vast 
marsh studded with trees and houses. I do not 
like the rice-k&ts (fields). 

Mutthun, or Mattan, is a large village and a 
place of "Tirth " or pilgrimage for Hindoos. The 
windows of the roomy abode I am located in, look 
out on the Sacred Tanks, one small and one large, 
adjoining each other. The spring which supplies 
the water issues from the ground beneath the 
smaller tank, or from some subterranean issue in 
the rocka and rnomt&s close above. A small 
temple is at the head of the reservoirs of water. 
* Also called Khairwb Pmduw*," and '' QCma Pandoo." 
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Myriads on myriads of fbhes, large and small, and 
of various hues, from pale green to black, sport in 
the water, and are held sacred by the inhabitants. 
Goollb Singh allows one wund (82 lbs.) a day of 
rice for their food; and these sacred fishes are never 
taken out of the water on any pretext. I am not 
sficiently acquainted with Iothyology to say what 
~pecies of fish these may be; I have not, in fact, 
the ghost of an idea. 

Mutthun is called ' L  Bh6wanV* by the Mussul- 
men portion of the inhabitants. The village is in 
the Pergunnah of M-d, and consists of some 
two. hundred houses. The place swarms with 
Brahmins, who levy toll on all Hindoo visitors, 
(and many Christian ones too). They wheedled 
three rupees out of me, I how.  

There are some caves famed of old, close by, 
and I am now going to see them. 

I had some conversation with the Kardk about 
Gilgit. He says the country and its inhabitants 
are very " 6khha."t He declares that it is a very 
unprofitable district, and scarcely yields 10,000 

* I fancy this is the village called " Bhuvan" in Moorcroft's 
work. I do not know what he could mean by saying that it 
is " half a mile from Matb," when it is only another name 
for the latter village. I could hear of no village called 
" Bhuvan," any where near Mattan. 

t Bad. Good for nothing. 



rupeerJ of revenue, while the expense of keeping 
it up exceeds that amount. Between Chulbs and 
Oilgit, a thousand sepoys of the Maha RAjah have 
been murdered by the people, and Chulbs has now 
unconditionally declined paying a sous of revenue. 
So Goolbb Singh is going to send a large force up 
there at once, and in a few days proceeds to 
Sop6re to arrange all about the coming war. 

Chulbs* is a country situated to the south-west 
of Gilgit, and inhabited by a race of people called 
Dards, the same as in Gilgit. The capital of 
Chulbs is on the left bank of the Gilgit river, and 
consists of seven or eight hundred houses. The 
Gilgit river waters the valley of Chulbs, which is 
skirted by low, wooded hills. Wheat is almost 
the only grain grown, and the poorer classes live 
on coarse vegetables and wild fruits. 

The Dards, both of Gilgit and Chulls, are Maho- 
metans; but they are very little attached to their 
religion, and were originally Kafirs or perfect 
S d e l s .  Hasora and Gorezt are the districts 
which separate Chulbs &om Kashmir. 

Gilgit is a wild country situated to the west- 
north-west of Iskbrdo, or S h d G .  The capital is 

* A h  termed Chiliis. 
t Also, Garez. Moorcroft's map calls the capital of that dis- 

trict, " Garets." 
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situated on an extensive plain, bounded by moun- 
tains about the average height of a thousand feet 
above the elevation of the valley. Some river of 
heathen cognomen flows by this town, and at some 
subsequent period joins the Indus. The capital 
consists of four or five hundred houses, and is 
situated on the right bank of the river above 
mentioned. 

Some trade from Ybrkund and Pbmir, pasees 
through Gilgit, but very little grain is grown, and 
the people (Dards, or DardGs) are perfect savages, 
speaking some unknown tongue. Gold-dust is 
found in the river, and is used as currency. There 
is plenty of fruit, both wild and cultivated, in 
Gilgit; grapes are very h e ,  and figs, walnuts, 
melons, and apples, grow in great luxuriance all 
through the country. 

Ladbk lies a long distance to the south-east, 
and Ylrkund is to the far north of Gilgit, the 
Kbra-korum moimtains lying between. Budak- 
shln is to the north-west of Gilgit ; and Eokhbn, a 
remote regionto the north of Budakshbn, many long 
miles. The Kardk seems an intelligent man, and 
I hope the above information is all correct. 

I have said nothing of the State of Iskbrdo or 
its otapital, because I feel certain I am going to 
pay it a speedy visit. Tbis village is on the road 



Co Sesh Nbg, and the famous cave of Gypsum at 
Amur-Niith. I dare say I mentioned this 
before. 

11th June, 1851. Wednesday.-I visited the 
famous Caves of Mutthun yesterday evening, and 
as the evening was cool and pleasant, I proceeded 
to Korau Pandau, a mile fiom this village. The 
caves are three in number; they are found in the 
rocks a Little above the road, about a couple of 
hundred yards fiom the prinoipal portion of this 
town. The third cave, called Rishi* Boomerike, 
regularly built outside and inside into a 
temple, is two hundred yards still further on, 
close to the shores of the Lidur river, a large 
body of water flowing fiom the Sesh NAg, (a lake 
13,000 feet in elevation,) on ther0adtoAmu.r-N%th. 
The two first caves are close to each other. 

One il, very tiny, but the other is worth seeing. 
T a g  a light, and accompanied by Ghaussie, and 
mveral Brahmins, I entered the gloomy mountain 
p~rtaL Heavy drops of water were dripping 
from the stone, and the ground was damp under 
our feet. As we advanced, the soil became half- 

* See Appendix C. 



a-foot deep in mud, and one of the Brahmins 
carried me to where the rock descends so low ae 
to make further progress apparently impossible. 
The Brahmins subsequently endeavoured to make 
me believe there was a road all through the moun- 
tain to Islamabad, and that a person could reach it 
orawling on hands and knees. I certainly saw no 
aperture beyond the part of the cave I attained, 
which was not large enough to admit a well-sbed 
dog, and I do not believe that there is any cave 
further on ; or at least I will not credit the asser- 
tion that any one can penetrate beyond, whether 
there is a subterranean passage or not. 

The length of the cave I saw, is eighty paces. 
I did not count mine, but the men's. The width 
of the cave is very little, just enough for a person 
to pass, and the rock on both sides slants so much, 
that I could not stand upright, though the actual 
height of the interior may be nearly seven feet. 
The further extremity of the cave, about the last 
thirty paces, is far more spacious and lofty. 

Baron Hiigel talks of '' several little chambers, 
of different forms." I did not see a single one. 
The largest cavern is quite straight, and no outlet 
to " chambers" of any sort did I see. From the 
furthest extremity, I could plainly see the 
entrance to the cave. 



Rishi Boomerike is the third and furthest 
cavern. It is situated about sixty feet above the 
road, and a stone door-way has been built at the 
entrance. The cave is a sort of chamber, sixteen 
paces long, and ten broad; about twelve feet 
high. Immediately beyond is a small temple 
in the rock,.and I saw no issue further on. These 
caverns are called Ghofah,* and the Brahmins 
told me that the DBo Cuahup made them, and 
that spirits inhabit them. 

Korau Pandau is also deserving of notice. 
These ruins are of incredible antiquity, as the 
Pandau dynasty flourished more than twice the 
age of our Christian world ago, and continued in 
power for more than a thousand years. The Paa- 
daus, or PandGs, were the princely heroes of 
the epic verse of Hindoos, and every ruin is 
ascribed to that noble race, by the Hindoos all 
over the east, unless some irrehgable evidence 
to the contrary exists in their chronicles, or any 
of their holy b0oks.t 

These ruins are a short mile from this village, 
and are situated near this end of the table-land I 
described yesterday. Hi&, two or three hundred 
feet bq$, rise above the ruins, a little distance 
behind. All in front is plain-land, uncultivated 

* Thb word ought to be pronounced G6pha. 
t See Appendix D. 
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and unpopulated. I remained half-an-hour at 
Korau Pandau, vainly examining the ruined 
buildings for some inscription or curiosity of 
ancient days. The ruins are very striking, and 
there is an air of solitary grandeur in the massive 
stone walls and slender pillars, which forcibly tell 
of princely ma@cence past and gone. The roof 
has entirely fallen in, and the flat slabs of stone 
lying desolately on the ground, show how mas- 
sive the whole structure muit have been. The 
whole of the building has been constructed of 
immense blocks of hewn stone ; and the walls, 
which still partially encircle the ruins, are also of 
solid stone. Inside and outside they are elabo- 
rately sculptured with figures of heathen divini- 
ties, and flowers and wreaths. 

It was sunset when I arrived at Korau Pandau, 
and the fading light imparted a mournful beauty 
and striking magnificence to the noble ruins. 
There is so much of chracter in the spot, that a 
picture could be easily taken of it, and I regretted 
I had not provided myself with materials for 
drawing. Near the ruins live some Brahmin 
Fakirs, and two or three huts and gardens stand 
alone in the solitary spot. I went to see the 
'' Haraut and Maraut Baurie," or Baulie, a sacred 
spot to which a legend is attached. There was 
fo~merly a well here, but it has been built over, 

I, 



and a tomb surmounts the spot. It is walled all 
mund, and many Mohammedan devotees still con- 
sider the tomb and well a place of pilgrimage. 
The Brahmins who escorted me, gave me the 
legend, and this is it :-(' Two Fhhtas (angels), 
called Hazaut and Maraut, were sent by God from 
their heavenly home to teach mankind how to be 
good. But, alas ! for the angelic beings, two beau- 
tiful Eashmirian women captivated them, and they 
forgot the great Allah and the holy mission en- 
trusted to them by him. When they awoke from 
their @ty infatuation, they feared the Almighty 
wrath, and cast themselves, with those who had 
been dearer to them than life, into this well ; 
which, consequently, bears theirnames." "Baiirie," 
or " baiilie," signdies a well here. 

There is a path from Korau Pandau to the 
caverns of Mutthun, direct, going over the hill, 
which rises not far behind the ruin. There is 
also a road direct to Islamabad, along the table- 
land &om Korau Pandau. 

I have sent on my advance camp to GunCsh 
Bul, as I mean to penetrate, if possible, as far 
into these snowy hills as Amur-Nkth, though I 
hear dreadful accounts of the deep snow. I am 
going this evening, or early to-morrow morning, 
to Islamabad, to make final arrangements for 

K 3 
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leaving Kashmir, as I am anxious to proceed now 
on my expedition to Thibet. I hear there is a 
road from Gunhsh Bul to Wurdwun, and I shall 
not return to the valley of Kashmir, if I canreach 
Iskiirdo by that route. 

ISLAMABAD. 

Dzitunce from Mutthun, about four miles. 

12  th June, 1851. Thursday.-The distance 
from Mutthun by the direct route is about four 
miles, along the valley at the base of the low 
ridge of hills defore described. I went round 
by Echebul, as some of my things were lying 
there, and the servants were not likely to procure 
Coolies so quickly as I could. I rode to the foot 
of the spur of low hills (on the Echebul side), and 
then I sat down till my servants and dhoolie came 
up. The day had gone to sleep, and though there 
was a beautiful moon, she shone only on rice-fields 
and a wild waste of waters on the road before me, 
so riding was decidedly unprofitable. Ghctussie 
and Zubber Khkn cantered up on two of my pur- 
chases, rather wild colts, and I laughed when I 
saw them both floundering in the water a few 
yards before me. However, long before my dhoolie 



came up, they were out of sight, lost in the 
watery vista of rice-fields ahead. 

I did not reach Islamabad from Echebul, though 
the distance cannot exceed five miles at the most, 
till two o'clock a.m., this day. The path was 
through rice-fields, in the heart-breaking manner 
usual in the valley at this season of the year. 

The heat is very great here. I am certain, in 
the house I am occupying, the thermometer would 
not stand under 859 at t6e lowest. 

14th June, 1851. Saturday.-I leave Islam- 
abad to-morrow evening, and I shall be very 
glad to get away from this heat. June is a hot 
month all over the valley, aid the house I am 
in, (which is the only vacant dwelling in the 
place), is so built as to ensure the full benefit of 
the sun's powerful rays, from sunrise to sumet. 

I went down this evening to engage a boat, 
and have secured a very good one. 81l I am 
now waiting for, is carriage to the GMt, just 
beyond the bridge, which is two miles distant. 
But neither bribes nor pre-payment of double the 
nirz'kh* hire, liave yet procured the Coolies I stand 

* LL Td." Price current. 



in need of. There is nothing but weeping and 
lam~ntation on every side ; almost every f i g e  
half depopulated, its miserable inhabitants being 
seized as " 6egdries "t for Chulbs and GFilgit. 
The baggage of the large army, and the appliances 
of war, must be canied to those remote regions, 
and thousands of men are called for, to act as 
porters. I never saw a more distressing scene 
than the bazaar presented this day. Women and 
children, and aged men, weeping and wringing 
their hands, at the loss of husbands, brothers, and 
so1M. 

There is one universal cry over the Vale of 
Kashmir, at Goolbb Singh's general oppression. 
I have had several conversations with different 
classes of this miserable people ; and fiom one 
end of Kashmir and its Dependencies to the 
other, the same story of " Zoolm," oppression and 
cruel injustice, is the fi-uitful theme in every 
mouth. The Kashmiriam unanimously declare, 
that their country is in worse than bondage. The 
hand of the oppressor weighs them down, and 
many-many yearly die of absolute starvation. 
They all would fly their native valley, dearly as 
they love it, and seek refuge and protection under 
British rule ; but, alas ! what are they but bond- 

* Persona forced to work, with or without pay. 



slaves? A guard is placed at every possible out- 
let to the plains, and it is totally impossible that 
any family can escape from the land of slavery. 
It is not the complaining of one of Gooliib Singh's 
Ryyut.s,* but all, without exception, that I have 
spoken to, and 1 never lose an opportunity of con- 
versing with the peasantry. They ask earnestly, 
and anxiously, when the '' Company Sirkiir "will 
take the country. Once I said in reply, "Certainly 
not during the present Maha RAjah7s lifetime." 
A chorus of voices replied, "If he lives the 
allotted space of time Allah grants to most Bad- 
shahs,t Kashmir will be an 6ijdr,--the Company 
Sirkir will t h  have no country to take." Several 
people enquired, if Goolkb Singh had bought Kash- 
mir ? When I replied in the affirmative, their 
strong expression was, '' that they must in some 
former ' Junum '$. have sorely offended the great 
Allah, since they had in this ' Birth ,' been sold 
to the ' SMitan ' ! (Devil.)'' Poor people, their 
squalid poverty and evident wretchedness are sad 
and striking coll.firmations that the melancholy 
story of oppression, is an '( ow're true tale." 

* A '' R p t  " is a subject or tenant. 
t Sovereigns. 

$ Birth. Life.--The natives firmly believe in the doctrine 
of transanimation. 
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BIJBIBRB, or VIJIPARA. (on the Jhelum.). 

Distance, two and a half coss by land; j ive co8s 

by water. 

15th June, 1851. Sunday.-Bnived here a 
little a h r  the close of day, and moored the boat 
below the town, to have dinner in comfort. 

I had hardly dined, when a Xktoo~mhee of CboEb 
Singh's came to my boat, and claimed payment 
for jjben maunds* of grain, which he declared had 
been expended during my absence at KkhtawBr, 
in feeding two ponies. As I had lefi grain for 
them, and no two ponies could devour flfken 
maunds a fortnight under any circmtances, I 
declined to obhge him so far as to pay his prepos- 
terous demand. He was very insolent, made a 
great noise, and carried off a pony which, though 
not mine, had been lefi under my charge. I did 
not wish to engage in any dispute, and I let the 
man carry off the pony. This Xktoonshee was the 
very same man I gave so many bribes to, in 
order to obtain Coolies at Echebul. I suppose he 
thought he would secure another handsome gra- 
tuity, by annoying me with hie false claims. 

There is nothing like justice in this country, 
because GoolAb Singh never listens to any com- 
* Between twelve and thirteen hll~ldred lbs. Englieh weight. 



plaint that is not upheld by his favorite myrmidom 
and head-men. These, again, are solely influenced 
by bribes. Justice is sold to the highest bidder I 
However, to-morrow I shall endeavour to have 
the pony restored, by a formal complaint to the 
Maha RAjah. This is a large town, on both sides 
of the river, and a bridge spans the Jhelum here. 
Fine Lime-trees overhang the wooden piers. * 

WANTIPORE (on the JHELUId). 

Distance, seven and a half coss by land, and twelve 
or fourteen by water. 

16 th June, 1851, Monday.-Anived by boat 
at sunrise. This was once a famous spot, and 
here stood the capital city of Kashmir in the 
olden time. Now a few huts constitute the paltry 
and poverty-stricken village, and only two or 
three ruins still remain of the once-powerful capital. 

The small village and melancholy ruins have a 
pretty effect from the approach on the Islamabad 

* These Lime-treea appear to grow out of the river, and the 
wooden pier in the centre of the broad stream is completely 
overshaciowed by the spreading branches of ita own especial 
tree. I imagine that these Limes must have taken root in the 
lower sections of the piere, where earth is placed between the 
raftere, by way of keeping them together. 
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side. Hills, 400 or 500 feet above the plain-land, 
rise immediately above the village. These hills are 
not wooded, but merely covered with grass. 

I visited the ruins, which stand apart from the 
hamlet. They are in the same style as those of 
KorauPandau, but much smaller, and consequently 
less imposing. The architecture is in the same 
ponderous style, large slabs of stone sculptured all 
over. There are evidently subterranean chambers, 
because, on my throwing a stone of considerable 
size on the grassy floor, the sound was strikingly 
hollow. Some enterprising person has evidently 
had the ground in front of one of t h e e  excavated, 
and about eight or ten feet below the level of 
the surrounding ground, two arched stone portals 
are exposed to view, and these manifestly lead to 
subterranean chambers. My cicerone declared 
that valuable stones had been found inside those 
mysterious halls of darkness. 

I went up to the top of the hill, which rises 
immediately above the village. The elevated spot 
commanded a fine view of the valley. I was 
much struck by the numbers of low hills which 
are interspersed in the plain-lands of Kashmir. 
About a mile from Wantipore, a low ridge of hills, 
three or four miles in length, the summit of which 
is table-land, intersects this portion of the valley. 



The cultivation seems almost entirely to consist 
of rice and barley, the former preponderating. 
The bright green of the young rice contrasts 
prettily with the yellow fields of barley nearly 
ready for the sickle. This village is in the Per- 
gunnah of Wuler, and is one of about sixteen. 
Kashmir is ten or eleven coss distant, and the peo- 
ple say that Pamper is half way. I was told last 
year that Pamper was much nearer Kashmir city 
than five coss. 

WANTIPORE. 

17th June, 1851, Tuesday.-I was delighted to 
receive a letter from Kurtbrpore yesterday after- 
noon. It was brought by a Chuprassie who had 
formerly been in my service. I sent him back 
thia morning, with letters and two books of my 
manuscript journal, and I hope all will reach safely 
before the first proximo. Luchmun Singh, the 
Chupraasie, told me that Goolbb Singh had endea- 
voured to entice him into his service ; which I do 
not think was at all correct, when he knew that 
the man was a gentleman's servant. 

I was much grieved to hear from the servants 
who brought my baggage from Kaahmir city, and 
who have just arrived, that aKEashie* calledDhunny 

+ Tent-pitcher. 
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Singh, sent by my Sirdur Bearer to look for some 
of my baggage lost between Baramoolla and OGrie, 
had been murdered by the people. I before re- 
marked that the men of that country were turbu- 
lent and disorderly. My servants say that they 
reported the matter to the Maha a j a h ,  but that 
no means have been taken to have the affair 
investigated. 

No reward is tempting enough to induce a 
single servant ta go now and inquire either for 
the body of poor Dhunny Singh, or the immense 
quantities of valuable baggage which has been lost 
or stolen between PGnch and Baramoolla. I can 
hear nothing of this baggage, and I have 
sdered severe loss, without any prospect of resti- 
tution. I have mentioned the fact to Goolkb 
Singh, by letters sent repeatedly through his 
Dewbn, within the last three weeks, but without 
any chance of having the property inquired about. 
I begin to think his Majesty must profit by the 
theft. No one will travel in Kaddr ,  if high-way 
robbery becomes the fashion. 

Poor Dhunny Singh ! alas, how utterly " Insd f "* 
is unknown in this Maha Bjah7s territories ! 

* i. 8. Judicial inquiry. 



WANTIPORE. 

18th June, 1851. Wednesday.-I took a long 
ride to the village of Whal,  or Trill, in the per- 
gunnah of the same name, three coss from Wanti- 
pore. The path, for one mile or more, leads along 
the base of the hills I ascended two days ago. 
Turning round a corner, the path soon came to 
the ascent, which was very gradual, and not three 
hundred yards in length. At the summit I came 
on table-land, about two miles broad, and 
three or four long. At one extremity, the Punjbl 
reared its snow-capped head far above, but at no 
peat distance from the plain below. This plain 
was flanked by hilis 400 or 500 feet highimmediately 
above. Trbl is situated nearly at the extremity 
of this plain, and is surrounded by fine trees. The 
Puttoo Chudders* are manufactured here, the same 
as at Islamabad; I saw a great bundle of them 
taken away to be sold in the city of Kashmir. 

I observed several villages and a good deal of 
rice cultivation on the plain-land surrounding Trbl, 
but these hamlets were all small, and there was 
an air of poverty among the peasantry, quite 
strilung to any person who would take the trouble 
to notice anything of the sort. 

* f ihal ly ,  Sheeta. These Chuddwa are a sort of Shawl- 
blanket. 



I had a long discussion an the subject of the 
taxes imposed on the once happy valley of Kash- 
mir. Several villagers of the Wuler Pergunnah 
followed my pony, and voluntarily gave me many 
details. A farmer whose fields yield a hundred 
khurwdrs * of barley, rice, wheat, or other grain, 
clears s k  khurwdrs out of the hundred ! never 
more, sometimes less. The Sirkkr (that is, the 
Maha Riijah) " loots "7 (to use their own expres- 
sion) seventy-five khurwdrs, or three-quarters of 
the harvest at one sweeping blow. All but five 
or six khurwdrs are swallowed up by the KardGrs, 
Thanadilrs, and Pundits of the Maha Rkjah, the 
expense of the grain at first, and the tilling and 
sowing of the ground, &c. They showed me the 
sheep of the whole Pergunnah, amounting to two 
or three thousand, which were collected for the 
purpose of being taken to graze on the mountains, 
Each sheep is assessed at four annas (6d.) each year, 
on the plea that the "mcm-Znn (ground) is the sove- 
reign's, and the people have no right to the gnw 
on the mountains. Ponies and cows are taxed 
double and treble for pasturage, and the unfortu- 

+ A Khurwk k a weight of sixteen t h k s ,  and each 
aruk weighs six seem. 

t " hotna " means to plunder. 



nate villagers are coerced to send a certain pro- 
portion of foals to Gooliib Singh each year. 

Every man who marries pays three rupees to 
his sovereign (for his presumption, perchance ! ) 
and the birth of each child is also expensive to 
the subject, and a profitable thing for the rich 
Md Zik. 

Every trade is heavily taxed. For instance, 
at Islamabad, every tailor's shop pays a daily fee 
of eight annas, whether he earns it, or not; that 
is quite immaterial to the gentle heart of the 
Maha B j a h  of Kashmir ! I bought several things 
at Islamabad in the way of carpets and rugs 
(called there, Ga6bas), and I had warm woollen 
PUih of clothes made up for my people; so I saw 
a good deal of the tailors of Islamabad, and the 
various artisans of the place. 

One man who accompanied me on purpose to 
Bijbilra, when I left Islamabad, gave me a long 
account of Runjeet Singh's time. He says that 
the people were much more '' khosh "* then, 
and that the taxes were one-eighth and one-twelfth 
hghter. For instance, each sheep was taxed 
hZf an anna, instead of four annas, and there 
was no tax at all on tailors. And yet I haveread 
in many works that Runjeet Singh's reign was 

Happy, content. 
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oppressive. Those who complained then, did not 
h o w  the tender-hearted Goolbb Singh ! Thus 
have they found to their cost that they have ex- 
changed King Log for King Stork. 

The people all pray that their country may soon 
be taken from its present possessor, and that 
" IDzooddh," * would bless them by placing them 
under the protection of British rule, before the pre- 
sent system of " Ziiiilum " makes an " Oiijdr " of , 
their beautiful land. I use their own expressions. 

!Lbo Kashmirians came to me to-day, and with 
folded hands, supplicated me to let them enter my 
service so far as to accompany two of my servants 
who are going to the plains, vici Chumba and 
Noorpore, with some baggage which I find diflicult 
to carry. I gave a laughing assent, and promised 
them all the assistance they wanted. They told 
me that they had merely come on a visit ("sdhil 
ka wdste,") and that they were caught '' like a 
mouse in a trap! " I was much entertained at 
the simile. There are guards at every outlet, and 
escape is impossible, without a Purwbnnah,t 
signed by Goolbb Singh himself. 

Some men have just arrived from Chulbs. They 
say two hundred and fifty of the Begdries (Coolies), 
pressed a month and six weeks ago, died on the 

* God. t Pass-port. 



way to Chulbs, some from oold, and some from 
absolute starvation. There is a general lamenta- 
tion here, at the probable fate of those now going. 
Between two and three hundred have been taken 
from this Pergunnah alone. 

The Mokuddam, or head-man of the village, 
brought me a pony for sale. It was rather a good 
one, prettier than most of the ~khmi r i an  nags, 
young, and very fresh. Goolbb, one of my 
bhkhties,* mounted the animal bare-backed, with 
only a rope by way of a bridle, and he fairly ran 
away with him for a quarter of a mile! The 
owner wanted forty Company's rupees for him, 
and as I did not think it worth while to give 
so much for an animal I intended merely to 
use for carrying baggage, I sent him away. I 
have heard nothing of the pony seized so coolly 
and unjustly the other day. I leave Wantipore 
this evening by boat, but have not yet deqided 
where to go. I asked the people here if the 
ruins of Wantipore had any particular name. 
They could give me no information, beyond 
asserting that these ruined buildings are the 
remains of the palaces of the Pandaus. In  fact, 
as I before remarked, every ruin is ascribed to 

* A Bhishtie is a water-carrier. I had two; one for the 
advance-camp, and one for the re=-camp. 



that princely race of days long gone by. The people 
declare, that for miles the ground is hollow, and ' 

that Wantipore was once a city three times as 
large as the present capital of Kashmir, Siri- 
nut3gur. 

MARHBMB (on the JHELUM). 

Distance, six coss by land, and ten or twelve coss by 
water. 

19th June, 1851. , Thursday.-Arrived here a 
little after sunrise. I t  is very tedious work, 
toiling up the stream. I was ill all night, and 
never closed my eyes. I got up at last, weary of 
tossing about, and sat down on the deck, by 

. the edge of the boat. The bright moonlight 
played on the placid bosom of the river, and lit 
up the dark shades of the many-wooded islets, 
How calm, how peaceful was the soenery : 

I t  wae the night, and in the glassy stream 
The  star^ are studding, each with imag'd beam ; 
Reflecting far and fairy-like from high, 
The immortal lights that live along the sky : 
The banks are f h g ' d  with many a goodly tree, 
And flowers, the fairest that may feast the bee. 
All is so still, so soft in earth and air, 
You scarce would start to see a spirit there ; 
Secure that nought of wiZ oould delight 
To gaze on such a scene, on such a night." 



Animate and inanimate nature slept alike. How 
uncertain is everything in life ! Before an hour had 
passed away, the bright moonbeams no longer cast 
their chill radiance on the deep waters, the cloud- 
less sky was rapidly obscured, and each luminous 
star mas covered with the impenetrable gloom of 
lowering clouds. The thunder rattled in the dis- 
tance, and the lightning flashed incessantly. 
Gusts of wind ruf3ed the calm river, and where all 
was so di~inely still a few short minutes previous, 
soon arose a scene of hurry and confusion. I 
returned to bed, chilled and worse than before, 
while every boat was moored to the shore until 
the storm passed away. The wind is still rather 
high, and the hurrying clouds threaten another 
tempest at this moment. 

Marhima* is a tolerably sized village, and the 
people are very civil. I have experienced neither 
difficulty nor delay in obtaining twenty Coolies 
here, and I send this portion of my camp on now 
to Pahalgbm (beyond Gunhsh Bul), while I ex- 
plore the branch of the Jhelum, callcd by the 
villagers a (' Nullah," which is close by here.? 

* Called erroneously, in Arrowsmith's map, Markama 
t Thia Xullah is navigable six or seven miles, ria far a8 

%sir. I did not go to that village, but went in the n d y  
opposite direction, up a different Xulli*h. 
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At the same time, I mean to make arrangements 
for the few things which are to start for the 
plains to-morrow. B i j b h ,  where I halted be- 
fore, is a coss and a-half further up the Jhelum. 

fitance porn Islamabad, by water, four coss. 

20th June, 1851. Friday.-The water route to 
this village from IKarhkma is a very tedious busi- 
ness, all the way against the current. 

Though every t ime I have been to Islamabad, I 
have been told that boats never passed the bridge, 
which is a couple of miles from the city, my route 
lay that way, and the boat did not once go 
aground. This bridge is oalled Konibal Ghkt. 
Wunpore is situated on the banks of a Nullah, 
which flows into the Jhelum, and which is not 
navigable any higher than this village, (Wunpore). 
This Nullah is full of aquatic plants, and the 

banhs are prettily wooded. The breadth nowhere 
exoeeds twenty feet, and the waterman could not 
manage to turn my barge round. 

I think I never met with such an extraordmary 
set y these Kashmirian Hknjees. The l k d t  
if Islamabad told me to give three rupees to my 



boatman, for a week's hire of his oonveyance, 
exclusive of extra rowers, should I choose to have 
more. Well, I gave the man half at k t ,  and 
it was agreed he was to have the rest when I dis- 
charged him. All my luggage was in a second 
boat, for which I gave my Sirdiir six rupees. 
One would have imagined that the HBnjee of my 
boat had nothing to do with my giving another 
man double hire if I chose. But, from the mo- 
ment he saw me give it yesterday, he set up a 
series of awful noises, terrible to hear. I only 
laughed at him at the time. I n  the middle of last 
n@ht, he and his whole family, two women and 
five children, awoke me at Konibal, and asked me 
to give them as much as I had given the other 
ferryman. I told my servahts to silence him, and 
not allow me to be disturbed in the middle of the 
night in this eccentric manner. Mon Dieu ! 
though I had particularly desired that not a blow 
was to be given, and my orders were attended to 
for once, though they were merely desired to be 
quiet, the whole family set up a chorus of '' Eh ! 
KhoodAh, oh ! Khoodlh,"* clapping their sixteen 
hands simultaneously, and altogether making the 
most fiendish din I ever heard. At first, I 
m y  feared they had become demented, but I 

* IOwodBh " m e w  the Deity. 
L 2 
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ended by laughing at them till they ceased their 
Tartarean music. This mad family have frequently 
recommenced this peculiar mode of exacting 
'( bwkshhh," at intervals since yesterday, and I 
really half doubt their sanity. My things were 
on another boat at fist, but the maniac, who is 
now my Hknjee, absolutely forced himself and his 
barge on me, and by prayers and entreaties in- 
duced me to hire him. But how was I to know 
that lunatics were allowed to roam at large on the 
Jhelum ? He told me a few minutes ago, that if 
I gave him less than to the master-of the luggage- 
boat, he would go on to Sirinuggur, screaming as 
he had lately done, and declare at ShEr-Gurry* 
that I had " looted him ! " I told him contemp- 
tuously that I would take his receipt, and then he 
might make any complaint he liked ; upon which 
he incontinently reoommenced his appalling chorus, 
which certainly mas not the "music of the spheres.'' 
I can declare that the gentlest tap was not adminis- 
tered to him, though he exhausted the patience 
of all, and we were sorely tied. I heard 
Ghaussie muttering, that by " bud nus&%, j- we 
had fallen among " Smitcina" ; but far from 

+ Goolkb Singh's palace. 
t "Bud," bad ; " Nusllb," fate. The Mahomedana am 

all fstaliets. I' Shditdn " means Devil. 
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flagellating any of the alleged demons, he tried 
to coax them into quietness, with unusual gentle- 
ness. I had heard so many complaints of the 
violence of my people, that I ordered all corporal 
punishments to be stopped, though I did not be- 
lieve the hundredth part of the wild tales I had 
been told of their ideas of law, which, according 
to popular report, resembled the rugged " Lynch 
law " of Yankee-land, or the summary proceedings 
of " Drum-head Courts Martial ! " 

There are several Nullahs which flow into the 
Jhelum, and which are navigable fiom two to six 
or seven miles, and lead to different villages, to 
the right and left hand of the main River. This 
village is in the Pergunnahs* of Salamabad. 

We have had frequent thunder-storms, and 
almost incessant rain, the last few days. The 
periodical rains have certainly come on, and if so, 
they commence much earlier than I was given to 
understand by Colonel Steinbach, when I was here 
last year. 

IN A BOAT, ON THE JHELUM. 
One coss above MarEma. 

21st June, 1851. Saturday.-Thank heaven I 
t In India, the land ia all portioned out into " Pergunnahs," 

or wtions, subject to different magiatrates and collectors of 
revenue. 
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leave this evil boat in an hour! It is raining 
heavily, but I mean to proceed at once to Guntsh 
Bul, on my pony "Rajoulie," (so christened by my 
servants) and brave the pelting showers, though 
I had fever only last night. 

Zubber Khfin* ran away yesterday, with a heap 
of spoons and forks of silver, and a pair of m u 5 -  
eers, so I am rather in reduced circumstances. 

I have told Ghaussie to settle with the maniac 
boat-people, and to give them any gratuity 
requisite to stop their peculiar " chorus ;" and, 
above all, to take a receipt. These Kashmirians 
are a horrible people, truly. Such story-tellers I 
never before met. Absolutely they beat the 
KGGloo-ites in this shocking propensity. 

There is nothing but loud wailing heard in 
every village now. Daily, hundreds are seized by 
Goolfib Singh, to act as " begbries"t to Oilgit. 
I believe the total number of villagers seized for 
this purpose, already amounts to fifteen thousand 
men. I always thought that " khfina" $ was at least 
given to them daily, but now I am told that not a 
seer is allowed by the tyrant, and they may be 

+ My butler. 
t Begh, or b+a; pemona forced to work with or with- 

out pay. 
f: Food. 
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absent four or five months fiom their homes, and 
not receive a sous by way of remuneration for 
their services. How very few have a chance of 
seeing their homes again, if this be the case. 

GFUNESH BUL. 

&tunce from Marhima, about twelve coss, or @hteen 
miles. 

22nd June, 1851. Sunday.-What a miserable 
ride I had yesterday! Rain, nothing but rain, 
the whole march. For the first nine or ten miles 
the path lay principally at the foot of a low ridge 
of hills, passing several villages and a good deal 
of cultivation on the way. I observed numerous 
fields of Indian corh, the plant,s still in their in- 
fancy. Very fine Chenbr, Walriut., and Willow 
trees, along this portion of the valley. The Walnut 
trees were heavily laden with thousands of green 
nuts. I not,iced many fruit trees, all the fruit 
unripe, except " fi6t9' lC and cherries. A Brahmin 
brought me a basket of the latter. Though bright 
red in colour, I found them rather sour, and the 
flavour by no means equal to, the English cherry. 

The Liddur waters this part of the valley, and 
+ " T66t" is a species of mulberry. The fh i t  is dark red 

or purple in colour, and insipidly sweet. 
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its rocky bed is deep here. I was much struck 
with the difference in the size of this river here and 
towards the beginning of the march. Most rivers 
increase as they progress, but this torrent has a 
way of its own. I n  the vicinity of Mutthun, and 
for some miles above, the bed is very shallow ; 
but near this place, and two or three miles below, 
the river is nearly as broad and deep as the 
Jhelum between OGrie and Baramoolla, and huge 
rocks block up its bed. 

The road follows the right bank of this river 
the whole of yesterday's march, about three coss 
after leaving the neighbourhood of Marhkma. 
There is a path Ecom Bijbikra to Gun$sh Bul 
direct, distance eleven coss. There is also a road 
from Mutthun (or Mattan) to Gun6sh Bul, along 
the left bank of the Liddur, distance ten coss. 

We ascended a hill about four or five coss Ecom 
this, and then we had a couple of miles of level 
ground. The rest of the way lay through the 
hills, but no very bad or st,eep places. We passed 
several villages. Valloran, Sooler, Kooler, and 
Loorie, are the names of some of the larger ones. 
I noticed three tents pitched at Valloran, but did 
not take the trouble to inquire what gentlemen 
were ruralising there. There is a great deal of 
sport to be found in these hills ; deer (the BBruh 



Singhey),* wolves, bears, leopards, &c., roam in 
numbers in this neighbourhood. A man ran out 
of a village, and said he would he show me some 
'' shikdr !"t I told him that the rain had wet 
my powder ! 

Near the village of Loorie, we entirely lost 
sight of the valley of Kashmir, and entered the 
wooded hills which intervene between the vale and 
the snowy Punjal, which constitutes its formidable 
barrier. We entered once more the region of 
Firs, and were in the immediate vicinity of snow- 
capped mountains. 

Several times in this march we had quite a 
panoramio view of the valley, which narrows 
very rapidly at this extremity. Several de- 
tached hills and ridges of hills, intersect the 
valley in every direction, rendering it diilicult to 
give a definite idea of the length, breadth, or 
shape of the actual valley. 

The village of h 6 s h  Bul consists of half a 
dozen houses, built of wood, and situated so com- 
pletely on the edge of the Liddur's shores, as to 
overhang the rapid waters which foam along only 
a few feet below. Wooded mountains and snowy 
heights surround on every side. 

Or Deer of l1 twelve antlem," to tmmlate ita name. 

t S ~ r t -  
L 3 



G)nnCah Bul is a place of Hindoo pilgrimage, 
and takes its name from a rudely-sculptured rock 
which resembles the Hindoo god, Gun&sh.* This 
rock is red in colour, and the river dashes ovep 
the holy Gunbsh's monstrous nose, covering hk 
sacred head with the feathery foam. The Brah- 
mins assured me that the image had been sculp- 
tured by no mortal chisel, and that from the 
beginning of Time the idol now before me had ever 
sanctified the spot. I gave them a rupee to sacri- 
fice to the hideous god, and I am certain that they 
consider me a devout believer in their superstition. 

The road to the gypsum cave of Amur-Nhth is 
eo blocked up by deep snow as to be quite imprac- 
ticable; and much against my will am I forced to re- 
linquish my attempt to visit that celebrated cavern. 

Pahalgbm is a large village about a couple of 
coss from this, and Amur-Niith is twenty coss 
beyond. SEsh-Niigt is on the mad, about half way. 
There are so villages to encamp at, as the tract 
traversed between Pahalglm and Amur-NBth is 
quite uninhabited. 

From Pahalgiim there is a rugged road to 
Wurdwun, but the snow is very deep, and I am 
advised to go round by Makiim and NobZg, 
which is double the distance of the direct route. 

t See Appendix C. 
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There is a third road to Wurdwun, which turns off 
from Butkote, a large village on the left bank of the 
Liddur, two coss below this on the road to Mutthw. 
As yet, at least, that route b also quite impracti- 
cable forponies of any sort. This is all in the district 
of Duchinpara. The Bdhmins call the Liddnr the 
'' Lumb66drie;" why, or wherefore, I cannot say. 

GoolAb S i h  visited GunCsh Bul two years ago, 
and had a vision in his sleep, (so say the holy men 
here), enjoining him to build a temple on this spot, 
which would contain an image of the god, and be 
dedicated to him. In consequence of this heavenly 
token, the pious tyrant commanded that a 
"MundurJ'* should forthwith be erected, and I can 
cerbfy that " Gun6shn sits within, as hideous as 
ever. It is very cold here, and the heavy rain 
which continues to pour with provokmg assiduity, 
makes the air still more chilly. The deafening 
sound of the mountain-torrent which flows so 
wildly by, is quite painful in its unvarying mono- 
tony, and extremely inconvenient in its thunder- 
ing noise. I t  is impossible to hear a person speak 
at the distance of a couple of yards. 

I have sent a portion of my baggage the direct 
mute to Wurdwun, three days' journey. Each 
Coolie has received in advance half a rupee, as I 
am going another route. 

* Hindoo Temple. 
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MA. 
Distance jive coss, or @hi miles. 

June 23rd 1851, Monday.-The skies are still 
weeping. I have found out why-because I am 
leaving Kashmir. At the same time such grief is 
very inconvenient to the departing traveller. I 
have had several ague-fits, and all the servants 
are disgusted: Marching in the rain is not plea- 
&ut, and decidedly temper-trying. On the whole 
I have not, however, allowed myself to be put out, 
and except in a thunder-storm, have paid little 
heed to the pelting showers. 
This is a large village on the road to Mutthun, 

or Mattun. We passed Butkote at two coss. It 
was raining heavily, and the Burkdruh,* from 
Gtunksh Bul (who had been sent with me by the 
Brahmins), begged me to halt at Butkote, as the 
day was closing, and the weather was so incle- 
ment. But I was not to be so persuaded, and on 
we went. Before I had gone far, a violent storm 
came on, and the vivid lightning soon made me 
regret having passed Butkote. I hurried on, 
trotting my pony after the unf'orhinate HurkAruh, 
who evidently thought me very inconsistent, for 

t uHu.rYuh" meam a running footman, also a messenger. 



he did not take the bijlee * into consideration. 
In consequence of my terror, I reached this place 
last evening before it was quite dark, and a couple 
of hours before my servants and baggage. 

This march consists of a very tolerable path, 
prettily wooded and generally level. The heavy 
rain had made the road muddy and slippery, but 
I never had cause to dismount. Little " Rajoulie" 
,carried me gallantly. 

I heard nothing but bitter weeping this morn- 
ing, and on inquiry, found that two hundred 
villagers were then being taken away to Gilgit. 
It is really distressing to hear nothing but 
mourning and lamentation in every village one 
enters. 

Goolib Singh is absolutely execrated through- 
out Kashmir. I asked why they did not make 
their miseries known to Sir Henry Lawrence last 
year. They all say that they were prevented by 
the myrmidons of the Maha Riijith, from having any 
conversation with Sir Henry, an& that when his 
visit was fist  talked of, it was proclaimed all 
throughout the country that whoever complained 
would be punished by the codscation of hie whole 
property, and, on a repetition of the offence, with 
death ! ' L  Besides,'' added one or two, L' the 

+ Lightning. 
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Maha mjah is so overpoweringly civil (' buh56t 
h&6t  K7uittPie kurta ') to Lawrence Sahib,' 
that it is not likely he would listen to any com- 
plaints from ' us-log, hng?dl.'* The Maha 
Ujah says to the Burra Sahib, Sub M66lk up ka, 
sub dowlut ap ka,'? but he extorts the last far- 
thing from his ryyuts (or peasantry), and is making 
Rhhmir a desert (' 66jcirJ7 " They declare that 
no one dares to have cooking-pots of brass or 
copper ; earthen vessels are all they may keep in 
their houses, to avoid being robbed by their 
sovereign still finther. This is the tale told by 
all the peasantry, without exception, and must be 
true. I have no doubt many of their vices arise 
from long oppression. Their grasping avarice, 
their cunning, their deceitful disposition, their 
utter disregard of truth, all may arise from the 
oppressive and tyrannical rule they groan under. 

While they were speaking to me outside, two 
8epoys (of Goolab Singh's) came up. I did not 
see them, anbwent on speaking on the same 

* crus" is the Punjiibi for we, and us, and the extraordi- 

nary resemblance to the English pronow, would be worth 
while tracing out. (" Ussi " is used as well as "us"). " lXg " 
means people, and " kunghkl " signifies poor or sendless. 

t AnglicC : "The whole kingdom is your Honor's, the 
whole wealth ia your Honor's ! " 
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theme. The men hurriedly changed their tone, 
and said that I was mistaken ! I turned round, 
and was at once struck by the scowling faces of 
the Sepoys, who had just joined the party. 

DEOTH. 

fitance, Jive or six coss. 

June 24th, 1851. Tuesday.-As the day had 
closed and there was no moon, I was forced to 
halt here, though I had foolishly imagined we 
should have managed to reach NobGg, about 
as far again. 
This village is in the Pergunnah of Martund, 

and borders on Kothk. We had to cross a low 
range of wooded hills, at the foot of which De6th 
is situated. The h t  part of the march consisted 
of level ground, a pathway through well cultivated 
land, and several villages to the right and left. 
From the hill we subsequently ascended, I saw 
the villages of Shwbngas, Echebul, and Nogbm. 
Near the foot of the descent an immense flock of 
~heep  were penned for the night. The shepherds 
told me that there were two bears in a grove 
close by, within a hundred yards of the road, and 
begged me to destroy them. My servants cried 



out that my gun had gone on, otherwise it would 
have given me great pleasure to oblige them ! 

DeiTth is a small village at the extremity of. 
that portion of the valley in which Shwlngas and 
Echebul are situated. The plain land is very 
narrow here, and the Punjll is quite close. 
Mutthun is a long way to the right, and its h e  
trees were conspicuously visible as we rode along 
the march. I mounted two of my servants, not 
liking to ride quite alone. Ghaussie manages 
a camel better than a pony, and he is made a Jield- 
marshal nearly every day, to the extreme amuse- 
ment of the other equestrians. 

My arm continues to give me great pain, and 
is still useless as a bridle-hand. What a pity 
that a good rider should thus be l&t to the 
world. 

Dktance, two or three miles. 

Same day, one o'clock, p.m.-Kashmir may be a 
paradise, but its noonday sun savours--not of 
heaven! The glare and heat drove me into a 
miserable domicile here, in a village of duty 
Fakirs and indigent priests, where supplies or 



Coolies cannot be bought. Having everything I 
require, I am independent, but I hear the servants 
grumbling below. 

Our way lay through the valley, till we arrived 
here. This village is situated at the base of the 
low hills I described between Nob66g and ShwBn- 
gas, some days ago. The " Ghbt " * we shall 
cross this evening is to the north of the one which 
leads to Shwbngas. 

A Brahmin brought me some cultivated cher- 
ries to-day. They are larger and sweeter than 
the wild species, but the colour is several shades 
paler. Chenbrs, willows, apple, pear, peach, and 
apricot trees grow in wild profusion in this neigh- 
bourhood. The grass is very rich, and is 
enamelled with pink and white clover, and a few 
wild-flowers. 

I proceed now to Gaiiren, a small village 
three or four coss beyond NobGg, in the hills. 
There has been no rain to-day. The sky is cloud- 
less, and I hope by way of a pleasing change to 
have a dry march once more. 

* "Ghlt " ie a word of many significations. Above, it 
must be translated by a rocky mountain or hill. It also 
means a ferry, and the part of a river which is fordable, or 
c~ossed by a bridge. 
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Distance j?om NobZig fin the road to WurdwunJ 
about four miles. 

2 5 th ' June, 1851. Wednesday .-Arrived here 
at sunrise, after a series of miseries, fasting and 
wearied. 

We left Omb'i at four o'clock, p.m., and I re- 
mained with my servants and two loads. My bed, 
dinner, everything, had been sent on previously, 
and I have not had the felicity of seeing them 
since. The " two loads " above-mentioned, were 
the plague of my life. Oh ! how slowly the half- 
starved Coolies went, though the combined weight 
was not twenty seers. The hill we crossed was 
beautifully kooded, the luxuriant underwood glit- 
tering with many pretty flowers. The shade of the 
forest was so dense, as to preclude each ray of sun- 
light, and though the pathwas at first a steep ascent, 
then a similar descent, I was not at all wearied. 
But a mile before we reached NobGg, the sky 
became suddenly overcast, and the clouds burst 
in thunder, lightning, and rain, over our devoted 
heads. M d  to take shelter under a tree, I 
hurried on, and was wet to the skin long before 



'NobG6g was attained. Finding that my camp had 
gone I did not halt, and though the '' shades of eve- 
ning" were rapidly stealing on us, Iwenton and on, 
till brought up at a small hamlet, name unknown, 
unable to see a yard in the thick darkness. In  
this miserable place, the night passed away, with- 
out food, or rest, or comfort. My two servants, 
the only two left behind, wasted the whole night 
t rpg  to get Coolies and torches. I got fever and 
ague, as a matter of course, and was finally brought 
here on an immense charpoy, full of animalcula 
of sorts. Though only a coss from the scene of 
last night's purgatory, I was forced to halt, 
feeling so very ill this morning. 

The snowy Punjil is before me, and my dhoolie 
is a long way in advance. I cannot take this 
ponderous, monstrous bed, and "will I, nil1 I," 
must ride or walk up this hoary mountain before 
me. 

There is a magnificent forest of fm on a fine hill 
opposite, and the situation of this long-named 
village is exceedingly pretty. NobG6g is two-and- 
a-half coss from Ombi, an ascent and a descent 
the entire way. From NobGGg to this place, the 
road is a very gentle ascent, and the valley of 
Kashmir is hidden. I suppose I have seen it for 
the last time ! A mountain torrent pours down 



the narrow valley, along which the path lies from 
Nob66g to this place, and I can distinctly hear it 
rushing on, even now. We passed several s m d  
hamlets, chiefly tenanted by cowherds. 

The villages here are constructed principally of 
wood, with wood and mud-cement as the frail 
foundation. The peasantry are miserably indigent, 
and, except fowls, no supplies are procurable. 

fitance, ten coss, or jfteen miles. 1 
I 

26th June, 1851. Thursday.-This is a very 
weary, fatiguing march ; as all my tents had gone 
on, and there was not even a hut on the way, 
we passed a sad night of it in the jungle. There 1 
is no village on the road except Gaiiren, a mile £rom 1 
Herh-Matteh66n.h) and even that paltry h d e t  
is out of the direct route. I did not go out of my 1 
way to see it, as a hill-stream lay between Gaiiren 
and the straight path to Wurdwun, but I observed 
a few mud huts on the opposite banks. 

The road almost immediately after this ascended, 
and in parts was very steep. The hills were 
thickly wooded, and one mountain to the right 
was covered with most magnificent Pines. I never 



saw a more extensive forest, nor finer trees. The 
wood became gradually less dense, and the vege- 
tation more stunted towards the last three miles 
of the ascent, the latter portion being as bare 
and rugged as the Bara LBcha Pass. There was 
not much snow on the ascent side of the mountain, 
at least not any near the path. The surrounding 
peaks were white with perpetual snow, not a speck 
of mud, not a single stone or rock, breaking its 
icy purity. 

The forest-line is five or six hundred feet 
below the summit of the Pass. The elevation of 
this Pass is given by Arrowsmith at twelve thou- 
sand feet.* I do not think it is so much. In my 
opinion the Sin Thun Punjll is quite as high. 

I rode to within three quarters of a mile 
of the summit, and found the path easy enough 
so far. The top of the Pass was a mile in 
breadth, nearly level, and covered with deep 
snow. A tank, half embedded at present in snow, 
is passed to the right, at the commencement of 
the descending portion of the Pass. The snow 
mntinued deep for three or four miles. We sunk 
knee-deep into it, when it had become soft, but 
till the descent began in earnest I did not dis- 

* I believe this ti the elevation by Thermometer measure- 
ment, 80~0- to Vigne. 
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mount. A Rapid is forded at the fourth mile of 
this descent, and the path turns off to the left, 
going over a bare hill, covered with short grass, 
sometimes ascending, sometimes descending. The 
narrow footpath was very stony and rugged, and 
as it became quite dark long before we reached the 
vicinity of trees, I was utterly worn out with 
fatigue, and lame from walking. My feet were 
wet, and I felt chilled and wearied, so I hailed the 
first trees with unfeigned delight, and ordered a 
halt on the bare hill.* Luckily I had the means 
to produce a light, and a few branches of birch- 
trees formed a blazing fie. All  my baggage was 
in advance, and two loads, three Coolies, and 
two servants alone accompanied me. There was 
so much snow at the foot of the birch-trees which 
grew on the level spot I had chosen, that I had 
not even the meagre shelter ofthe stunted branches. 
I passed a miserable night in the open rnazii5.h t 
trying to gain a little warmth by repeated cups of 
milkless tea, the only thing I had with me of the 
sort. 

* After passing the snowy part of the descent, I observed 
that some of the rocks were of gypsum formation, and many 
blocks, beautifully white, lay scattered about. I also observed 
some flint stones. In the went,  the rocks were principally 
of limestone formatios, 

t Plain. 



The morning at last broke, and the bright sun 
shone on deep snow around us, and Lit up the 
snowy Heights, which rose in cold majesty on all 
sides. The air was piercing, and I shivered, in 
spite of three blankets and oceans of tea. We 
then continued our journey. Another half-mile, 
and the snow disappeared. The neighbouring hills 
were wooded principally with Firs. Our way 
lay along a bare grassy hill, and in places was 
very rugged. At no part of the descent did the 
pathway exceed a foot or two in breadth. At the 
bottom of the narrow valley roared a mountain 
Rapid, which emptied itself into the river that sub- 
sequently flows by Wurdwun. The people here 
call this river the "Wurdwun Duriyl,"* and I 
have not yet learnt whether it bears another name 
or not. It is crossed by a wooden bridge at the 
foot of the descent, and this village is situated on 
the opposite hill, two or three hundred feet above. 
I arrived here this morning about nine o'clock, 
and instead of finding this place a large town, as 
I expected, I see it is a paltry village. The 
Mokuddam declares that no supplies are procurable 
here for any amount of money, and that every 
traveller brings from Kashmir all that is required 
for his camp ! My servants and baggage are half 

* c c  D ~ ~ S L , ~  river. 
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of &em 'still three coss distant, and the other 
hdfhave not yet anived h m  PbdgArn. I hear 
+here is no possibility of going the 866roo route, so 
I skiall send for my camp, and try the Murwk 
road, - f 

28th June,. 185 1.  Saturday.-Halted here yes- 
tcrdny, to collect my scattered camp. This is n 
very OGjir! Ny unfortunate people are abso- 
lutely starving,-not a seer of ottnh or rice to  bc 
purchased, though I have ordered double the usual 
price to be given. One-half of my camp a~-rh-ed 
yesterday afternoon, but I can hear I ogs of 
the rear portion. Wurdwun appea ~c the 
narce given to a dozen villages of slzes, one of 
which boasts of a ruined fort, garrisoned bj 
Sepoy !* This village is five coss distant, ( 

road to S66roo. 

* I subsequently saw this wreck of hu All his 
toes had been so bitten by frost, that they haa aeparted this 
life ! R e  told me that the winter was veq nd that 
the snow filled the fort completely. He is I native 
of the place, and cannot speak the language, uu ut. vallllot pos- 
sibly'have any companions. His pay is absolutely only trn 

annas a month, or seven rupees eight annaa a year. KO per- 
quisites, r m s d  (rations), clothes, or anything extra. How 
does he exist, le malheurm ? 

T severe, n 

lot even R 
-- 1 - - - - -  







The particular village I am in, is situated in a 
narrow valley, fianked by high mountains, capped 
with deep snow. These heights are not more than two 
thousand five hundred feet, or at the utmost, three 
thousand, above the level of this village; and the ele- 
vation of Wurdwun cannot be less thaneight ornine 
thousandfeet above thelevel of the sea. I seebut two 
or three fields in the neighbourhood, and the culti- 
vation is so' very scanty, that the population of 
this district live almost entirely on a kind of wild 
greens, very come and uninviting in appearance. 
The river which waters this valley is called here 
by no other name than the Wurdwun river. Tbe 
people declare it flows near Rihhrsi ; but the fact 
is, this is the river whioh flows by Duchin, and 
subsequently j o b  the Chundra-BhAga, (after 
uniting with another hill-torrent at Durput,) a 
ehort distance fkom Kisbtaw$r, near the village of 
BunderkGte. This is the river I mentioned before, 
when I was travelling from Ghtawiir to Mogul- 
Maidiin, some three weeks ago. It rises in the 
snows, about fifteen cosg to the north of Wurd- 
wun. The Chundra-Bhiiga flows by Rihhi,  
but many long miles after its junction with this 
torrent. 

The servqts who came the direct road from 
Pa&al&rn to this place, give a terrible account of 
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ita ruggedness, and of the five days of deep snbw 
they had to labour through. I cannot see what 
advantage there was in their mming so difEcult a 
road, if it took them j v e  days. 

I heard vexatious accounts of the people in 
my camp looting or at least taking " russud " * to 
an unjustifiable extent, not only when with me, 
but when I left them at any village alone, or sent 
them in advance anywhere. The complaint is so 
universally brought against them, that I was 
forced to homilize them severely, and to tell them 
that they shall be made to pay all bills brought 
against them. 

3 o'clock, p.m.-Ghaussie has just come to tell me 
that, in consequence of my homily on "looting," 
or in consequence of a lack of " klruinu-pi%na," 
or fear of the reported snow a-head, amen servafits 
arenow non inventi! I n  fact, they have takenFrench 
leave. I wish they had done this some days ago, 
before I gave them clothes for the approaching 
snowy mad. In  common honesty, they might have 
left the said clothes behind, I opine. But this is 
the worst of native servants. How very few are 
40 be h t e t d .  How very few can be attached by 
kindness. 

* Rations supplied to a camp ;-in Goolib Singh's territories 
generally without payment. 



The loss of my servants will by no meana deter 
me fiom going to S66ro0, if I find the road at all 
practicable. One servant I can trust, and as long 
as he is in my service, I have no reason to despair 
of getting on. I am only disgusted that they did 
not run away before. I object decidedly to being 
made a fool of. 

The delays that have occurred, and the impos- 
uibility of getting Coolies quickly, owing to the 
immense numbers taken away by Goolbb Singh 
for his campaign into Qilgit, mill I fear prevent 
my going to Iskkrdo. I am much disappointed at 
the idea, but do not see how I can help it. 

I offered th.uty-five Company's rupees to have 
my luggage sent to S66ro0, three or four marches, 
but the head-man of the village refused the liberal 
offer. . I shall be obliged, perhaps, to give double, 
but any thing is better than being tied to this 
place. And yet the wretched people declare they 
require a week to make arrangements, even if I 
give sixty Company's rupees for the trip. I am 
thinking of removing to the ruined fort and its 
village, to-morrow morning. 

The only grain which appears to be at all culti- 
vated in Wurdwun, is the troomba. Ghaussie 
showed me some cakes made of it. The color 
was yellow, and it tasted sour. A few sheep and 

M 2 



cows graze on the slopes in the neighbourhood, 
and I observed a few poor-looking ponies feeding 
by the bed of the river. The grass appears good, 
and is plentifully mixed with white clover, so I 
do not understand why the cultivation is so very 
scanty. Fowls are reared in this village, the 
population being principally -Mussulman.* The 
houses are built of wood, with wood pent-roofs, 
and the floors are of mud; there are two or more 
stories to each house. The entire number of 
dwellings in this village does not exceed twenty 
altogether. The road to Duchin is due south, 
leading through M m k  and Pamber. The name 
of this valley is Unshun. 

MOONGHIL, ( W m w m  DIEETRICT). 
Distance, two miles. 

June 29th, 1851. Sunday.-I did not leave 
Unshun till so very late in the morning that I 
could not get beyond this village, the sun at ten 
or eleven o'clock being distressingly powerful, even 
at this elevation, and in the immediate vicinity of 
perpetual snow. 

* The Hindoos regard fowls as utterly unclean, and they 
would never touch them on any pretext; EO, of c o w ,  poultry 
is only procurable in Muesulman villages, or from the lowest 
caste of Ilindoos, called Mehtem or Parih. 
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T h e  path lies along both banks of the river, 
and although the left shore is the best, the Coolies 
took me along the right bank, which, though nearly 
level, was swampy and bad for riding, and I blessed 
the miserable guides the whole way. 

There are twelve villages in this district of 
Wurdwun, all of which appear famous for sordid 
poverty. The only grains cultivated are tromba 
and grim, and in a few portions of the narrow 
v d e y ,  jow, or barley. Troomba is a coarse 
grain, and my servants complain bitterly of its 
disagreeable taste ; though half-starving, they 
will hardly touch the cakes made of the 
ottah. The grain is nearly brown in colour, and 
triangular in shape. Grim is a small grain, 
more palatable than troamba, and is very like 
barley in appearance, though not in flavour. All 
the cultivation is exceedingly scanty, and only 
one harvest is produced in the twelve months. 
8n0w falls so heavily throughout W u r d m ,  that 
for five months of the year the inhabitants are 
absolute prisoners to their houses. They collect 
wood and provisions previously, and then shut 
themselves up in their respective huts. The 
winter is seven months in duration, and the snow 
lies ten and fifteen feet deep, blocking up the 
lower stories of the habitations entirely, and often 
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drifting heavily in at the verandahs of the upper 
stories, if the wood partitions which form the only 
doors and windows, are not kept carefully closed. 
Firs and birches wood the hills which flank the 
valley, and the summits are bleak and white with 
eternal snow, five or six hundred feet above all 
vegetation. 

To prove the poverty of the district, I need 
only say, that the whole of Wurdwun and Murwbr 
produces but four hundred Hurree Singhey rupees 
of revenue ; and the rapacious monarch of the 
country cannot, by any means, extort another 
sous from the united districts, so poor and sterile 
is the land.* I observed a species of Hyoscyamus 
growing in luxuriance among the short grass; 
light and dark-blue Forget-me-nots, and a few other 
wild flowers, mingle in the sweetly-scented clover. 

The dress of the peasantry is the same as in 
Kashmir-the loose woollen gom, reaching to 
the ankles, which I have often described before. 
The head-dress of the men is a skull-cap, of 

I do not, of course, include in the above estimate, the 
revenue derived from the customs levied on the commerce 
which passes through Wurdwun. This district being the high 
road from Jummoo, a d h a ,  Kiahtawlr, t c .  to Thibet, a good 
deal of trade passes through. There is a jaghlt-khlna, or 
custom-house, in the last village of Wurdwun, on the road to 
S6roo. 



woollen cloth, and generally white ; or rather, 
I ought to say, not coloured; for "white" is a 
misnomer when applied to the filthy caps of these 
people. The women's attire in no way d3em 
from the other sex, except in the head-dress, 
which is larger, and generally made of red puttoo.* 
Neither sex wear many ornaments, and the few 
they display are generally of little value, such as 
necklaces of beads, ear-rings of brass, plain or 
tinned, and worthless stones. The men shave 
their heads, but wear beards, whiskers, and mus- 
tachios. The women wear long hair, plaited with 
wool, so as to make one long tail, which hangs 
down the back to the knees, and often to the 
feet. I f  such a thing be possible, I think these 
people are dirtier even than the Kashmirians. 
There is nothing like beauty to be seen in either 
sex, young or old, the latter being almost demo- 
niacal in their ugliness. 

The dialect is a variety of Kashmirian. Water 
k " ab ;"t evening, " diggur veyla ;" afternoon, 
L L  loorie veyla ;)' fire, " ch66nghul ;)I go, " puk ;" 
and "guss," and so on. I will take down the 
commonest words, as soon as I can meet an intel- 
ligent native. Wurdwun belongs to the Jummoo 
I l lkka  

* Puttoo is a generic name for all woollen cloth. 
t (( Ab" is also the Persian for " water." 



BUSSMUN FORT. ( W m m . )  

Distance, about four or five miles. 

30th June, 1851. Mday.-The road to this 
village is along the Wurdwun valley ; the ascent 
is so very gradual and slight as to be scarcely per- 
ceptible. A village callled Apputtie is passed a 
little to the right, at a mile from MEngh.1, and 
here the Wurdwun river is crossed by a sanga or 
wooden bridge of the ordinary &-less kind. The 
river is deep and rapid, but not more than forty or 
fifty feet broad. I observed many Willows grow- 
ing on and near its banks, very few of which were 
pollards. I also noticed two or three Poplars, but 
they were mis-shapen, in comparison to the tall 
stately species which beautlfy Eashmir. 

Bussmm is a small village of some fifteen 
houses,* built entirely of wood, with wooden pent- 
roofs, two or three stories high. A small mud 
fort commands the little hamlet, and is situated on 
the slope of a hill which towers far above, the 
summit of which is covered with snow. The 

* Many of these homes are double, and there is a rude 
Muyeid or Mosque besides. The dwellings may, altogether, 
amount to twenty. ' 
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elevation of the fort above the village is not a 
hundred feet, but as I approached the place the 
six bastions had a very pretty effect, and in the dis- 
tance the dilapidated state of the fortifications is 
not observed. There was something very pecu- 
liar and exceedingly picturesque in the little jungle 
Fort. Situated in a wilderness, closely surrounded 
by mountains whose icy summits spoke of snowy 
deserts not far distant, how misplaced appeared 
anything like fortifications in so wild a spot. I 
laughed at the idiosyncrasy which could have 
induced any one to imagine such a frail structure 
could be of any avail, more especially as it is 
commanded by many of the surrounding Heights. 
But, perchance, the founder was a lover of the 
picturesque, so we must not criticise the wisdom 
of the work. 

Wurdwun district is a narrow valley, nowhere 
exceeding half a mile in width. The average 
breadth is scarcely a quarter of a geographical 
mile. The length, as the crow flies, may be ten 
miles from end to end. Each extremity appear3 
bounded by high mountains of eternal snow. 
The valley lies nearly north and south, with a 
little westing to this extremity. 866roo lies to the 
north-east, and the road to Murwbr is in the op- 
posite direction for the first few miles. Almost 

Y 3  
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directly south of M u r d r  is Kishtawlr, about 
seven or eight marches distant. The road is re- 
ported a bad one, impassable for horses. At 
Kishtawbr there are four routes, exclusive of the 
Murwbr road. One to the east leads to Lahoiil and 
Juskur ; a second, to the west, conducts to Kash- 
mir by two routes, which have been described 
elsewhere ; a third, to the south-west, divides * 
into two distinct paths, making thereby the four 
roads I allude to. The most westerly of these 
two last leads to Jummoo, z d  DGdha, and the 
other to Chumba and Bissowlie, vici Bud~awlr. 

The Mokuddam of this village tells me that the 
name of the river which waters this valley, and 
which I have hitherto distinguished by calling it 
the Wurdwun river, is properly the "Siund.* 
A tributary fronl the west, rising in the snowy 
Punjll of Kashmir, joins the River Siund below 
this village, nearly at right angles to the main 
body of water which pours d o n  h m  high moun- 
tains to the north. 

2nd July, 1851. Wednesday.-I took a solitary 
valk this morning up a hill, and as I did not see 
a pat,h to follow, I went straight up the grassy 
face of the mountain, though I expected at every 

' . * At seven coss from Kishtawh, 
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step to roll down to the foot, so slippery was the 
wet grass. Little "Squire" accompanied me, and 
did not advance my walk, for he amused himself 
by biting my feet when I did not slip, and when 
I lost my footing and came down by the run, 
he evidently imagined I was doing it for his own 
especial amusement, and jumped on my shoulders, 
endangering the little equilibrium left. In  faat 
I had a perilous pleasure trip. However, the hw 
view I soon commanded of the valley and sur- 
rounding Heights, fully repaid me for the toilsome 
ascent. I did not attempt to go as far as the 
snowy crest, but cuntented myself with the lower 
hill, which was wooded with Firs at the top. 

I noticed a solitary columbine, which grew on 
the ascent, in the shade of some bushes. I was 
at  once transported in thought to Lahod, where, 
in the neighbourhood of Kiirdung, that flower 
grows in such luxuriance. I also observed on 
this hill a flower which grows in Ladiik (in the 
lower portions of that elevated country) in wild 
abundance. It is a yellow flower, with a prickly 
leaf of long shape. I preserved several specimens 
in my herbal last year, and this morning added 
one of the Wurdwun-born. A third flower, also an 
old friend, I gathered eagerly on the hill-side. me 

name I do not know, for I am no botanist, apd I 
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cannot remember where T saw it last year, though 
I greeted it at once as an old friend. I cannot 
refer to last year's herbal, as I left that valuable 
concern at Julundhur. This flower 2I of a deli- 
cate lilac hue, and several grow on one stalk, but 
not in a bunch. 

&se-bushes, covered with beautiful pink and 
red roses, abound on the hills and in the valley 
below. In trying to save myself, as I fell each 
time my foot slipped this morning, I seized the 
branches of the rose-bushes, and soon found that 
the prettiest roses h u e  thorns. 

This village is situated nearly at the extremity 
of the valley of Wurdwun, which (as far as I can 
judge from here) 2I three or four miles further on, 
bounded by high snowy mountains, which rear 
their lofty crests far above the heights which flank 
the valley. 

The principal timber throughout Wurdwun con- 
sists of willows in the valley, and birches and firs 
on the hills. The flora of the slopes, which rise 
above the valley, and of the heights above, resem- 
.ble those of the lower parts of Ladlik, and the 
valley of LahoiiL 

There is snow close to this fort, and I even 
noticed some lying near the path, when I rode 
from Umhun to  MGnghil. The cold is very 
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great at night and in the early part of the day. 
We have had a good deal of rain and two or three 
thunder-storms, but I do not think that this 
sheltered valley is entirely subject to the heavy 
periodical rains which inundate Kashmir and the 
lower hills. This is the second of July, and the 
periodical rains must have set in wherever they do 
prevail, in the plains and hills alike. Here, the 
showers have been fitful, and the bright sunlight 
always illumines this Vale in the wilderness after 
a couple of hours' storm. For instance, after a 
rainy afternoon yesterday, we are blessed with a 
clear and cloudless sky all this day. 

I have seen a man, a barber, who has just 
arrived from NurwAr. He tells me that he met 
the recusant servants, and that all their worldly 
goods, clothes and cooking utensils, which were 
carried by a Coolie, had been lost. I laughed at 
the misfortune, and the tidings put me in better 
spirits, than if I had received a Nuzrdna, or grft, 
of a thousand and ten rupees. What poetical 
justice! losing in the fist  march every thing I 
had given them, blankets, warm clothes, all! 
Well has their numuk-hurdme* been chastised by 

* Disloyalty-ingatitude. Literally, " wicked or false to 
your salt;" the natives of India, like the Arabs, think the 
eating your I c  salt'' (or food) a sacred tie. 



'' NU SEE^.'^* I heard all my servants making the 
same remark, saying that " Allah" had justly 
rewarded their ungrateful and dishonest flight. I 
do not remember any t r i fhg event ever pleasing 
me more. I t  seems that there is a Rapid between 
Wurdwun and Murwk, and the fastenings attach- 
ing the bundle to  the Coolie, gave way in crossing 
the stream, and the load fell into the wild waters, 
and was swept away with the rapidity of light+ 
ning. 

My rear camp has come up, all but five loads 
left in the Kothkr Pergunnah, for which no 
Coolies could be procured at any rate of hire. AB 
my bed, and the poles of both my tents are left 
behind, I am as much as ever a prisoner. What 
is the use of lamenting over these c e d e e e  
troubles, annoyances, and delays ? 

BU88MUN FORT. (WURDWUN.) 

4th JuS, 1851. fiday.-Still here! I wonder ' 
if I am fated to spend the rest of my days in this 
wild vale. I have had several pleasant walks, 
and the environs of Bussmun are familiar to me 
now. Bs these hill-ponies do not understand the 

* Pate ; destiny. The natives of India are mostly bigoted 
fatalists. 
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blessed art of galloping, and as the roads, more- 
over, are not the best adapted to that glorious 
exercise, I prefer my.feet (for the &st time in my 
life I believe,) to my steed. 

Yesterday I went up the path which leads to 
Pahalgbm, and which follows the course of the 
tributary to the Siund river, before described. I 
had not gone a quarter of a mile, before I came to 
a snow-bridge, which s p a ~ e d  the Rapid, and 
extended fifty yards in breadth. There was a 
great deal of snow on the road at this point, and 
it was frozen hard. The bridge was broken in 
the middle, the river rushing violently beneath 
the dismembered blocks of snow. As I was quite 
alone, I did not venture to cross the bridge, but 
turned my steps up a wooded hill. The ascent 
was nearly perpendicular, and the only possible 
means of getting up, was to catch hold of the 
branches of the birch trees, and drag myself up 
by that means. 

!he jungle was very dense, and when I was in 
the thick of it, apanic seized me. I remembered 
with affright the Bears, for which the lone junglm 
of Wurdwun have long been famed. Even little 
L'Squire's" footsteps terrified me, and I turned back 
every instant, thinking I heard the wild beasts' 
tread ! I looked at my pistol to see if it was all 



right, and determined to use it, if requisite. I 
wonder if my aim would have been true, had I 
found it necessary to discharge the deadly weapon. 
I fear not, so I am glad I was not put to the 
test. 

I observed the identical pinks which grow on 
the Rotiing Pass, near Murree (at this season of 
the year), flourishing everywhere near the snow 
I passed on the Pahalgiim road yesterday. I also 
noticed a solitary white onion in full flower, 
which I gathered for my herbal. 

The pasture grounds here are covered with 
dandelion and bugloss,* as well as clover, and 
ought to afford rich pasturage in the luxuriant 
grass (so like meadow lands in England) for 
the cattle of the country. And yet the neat 
cattle are not very h e ,  by any means, and the 
sheep have a peculiarly ragged appearance ; also 
the ponies. I see plenty of fowls in the village, 
which argues the population to be Mussulman. 

There is the greatest difficulty in procuring 
supplies for the servants here, even at an 
exorbitant rate. Troomba,t or grim-ottcth,$ they 
totally decline eating, and barley is very scarce ; 

* Of the genus Anohwa. 
t '' Troomba" is buck-wheat. 
$ "Grim" is a coarse-tasted grain, an inferior species of 

barley. 
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wheat entirely unknown. I expect a mutiny in 
camp directly, for I know they have literally had 
nothing for two days. I told the Mokuddam to 
send t o  Xashmir for flour, taking any sum he 
liked beforehand. I offered this the day after I 
d v e d  at Unshm, so I oannot blame myself for 
the famine at present desolating my camp. With 
the usual apathy of natives, these foolish people 
made no  arrangements as long as they could get 
a seer of food, though I offered to pay for them 
every expense of carriage. Fortunately I brought 
all my own supplies, though I was led to believe 
that Wurdwun" p a r  excellence) was a large 
city, and knew no more than the man of the 
moon, that its inhabitants lived on sour bread 
and nauseous wild-greens. 

By moonlight yesterday evening I sketched the 
little fort of Bussmun, from the opposite bank 
across the Pahalgbm-pass-river, and though it is 
a rude attempt, it will serve to recall my captivity 
at Wurdwun, when all these little troubles are 
past, and my travelling days, perchance, are at an 
end. I made a second hurried sketch this morn- 
ing from a different point, but two 'L items'' 
stood in the way of my doing justice to the 
picture. Imprimis, the sun was very hot, and 
secundem, one " C. Ci." an officer and a gentle- 



man, stole all my drawing pencils, not a hundred 
years ago, and left me but one hard, unmanageable 
stump ; " dog in the manger" that he was l 
What could he require such things for, in the 
dusty and hideous plains of Julundhur? Pimporte, 
I have a beautiful excuse for the meagreness of 
any attempts I may make henceforth. The " five 
loads" are still behind. I begin to feel uncertain 
about ever seeing them again. There seems a 
propensity in the local authorities of Kashmir to 
appropriate all property left unavoidably behind 
from want of porterage. Perchance this very 
circumstance explains the 'L want" in question. 
We have had no rain for three days; a clear, 
cloudless sky, and bright sun. This gives strength 
to my supposition, that the valley of Wurdwun 
is but very partially subject to the influence of 
the periodical rains. 

The currency of this district is the same as in 
the Kashmir Illbka. Pice &om seventy-six to 
eighty for the Company's rupee being the copper 
currency here as there. The Hurree Singhey 
rupee and the Nbnuksha'i being the silver coin 
of the country, while the Company's rupee is at 
all times unhesitatingly taken at par. 

7th July, 1851. Monday.-I am becoming 
very weary of my captivity in this wilderness, 
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and have a hopeless feeling regarding the " five 
loads " still on the other side of the Punjbl. They 
are all necessaries, or I would leave them to their 
fate, though I have already lost so much valuable 
baggage. As it is, I will wait as long as I have 
a hope of the articles I am so much in need of, 
coming up. 

We have had a week of clear, sunshiny wea- 
ther ; not a single drop of rain. I do not think 
that there can be any doubt of the correctness of 
my assertion, that Wurdwun is not by any means 
entirely under the lachrymose influence of the 
periodical rains. 

I try to amuse myself by wandering up hill 
and down dale in the mornings and evenings, 
gathering flowers or exploring the country ; and 
during the day I pass the long hours in reading 
some of my favourite authors, or returning to 
childhood in playing with little ' L  Squire." I have 
not attempted to while my time away, by writing in 
this my Diary, because in the every-day incidents 
of life spent in one spot, there can be naught of 
entertaining or instructive. 

I have several times tried the SGroo road in 
my morning walks, and have actually progressed 
nearly two miles on it, more than once. The first 
thing to try one's nerves are four bridges, which 
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follow in rapid succession, before the village of 
Bussmun is out of sight. The first is over a little 
stream which, branching off &om the " Tributary" 
of the Siund which flows below the Fort, has to 
be crossed near. the village. In the morning this 
stream is inconsiderable, but by even-tide it 
increases so sensibly that a person cannot go over 
by the sanga which spans it, without getting 
thoroughly wet, because the said bridge is o d y  
long enough when the water is low 1 To give an 
idea of the frailty of these sangm, I need only 
mention an accident which occurred to myself. In 
crossing, one of the transverse planks upset and I 
fell into the stream. I t  was not more than two 
feet deep, and the current was not strong, so I 
received no more injury than a good wetting, and 
a bruise on my knee. 

The second bridge is a ricketty sanga, about 
twenty feet long, over the '' Tributary" before- 
mentioned. The stream is rapid, and apparently 
deep in the centre. But I am quite accustomed 
to "sangas)' of all sorts, and can fearlessly run 
over this one, though the plaxiks tremble under 
foot in a very suspicious style. 

The third stream crossed is not formidable in 
the morning, though, when the waters swell, the 
frail bridge which spans it, consisting of three logs 
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of wood, is scarcely safe, and deoidedly unpleasant. 
But the fourth bridge is the one which always 

increased the pulsations of my heart ! Three slight 
logs of wood are stretched across a Rapid ten feet 
in breadth, which rushes down with consider- 
able velocity and distracting noise. To fall in 
here would, probably, be certain death, and yet 
how really dangerous is the only bridge which 
spans it. I put one foot on one log, and the 
other on the second spar, and thus cautiously 
crossed the torrent. I felt the logs move under my 
feet, and the foam of the breakers covered me with 
water. AJ these streams and Rapids are branches 
of the " Tributary" and all flow into the Siund 
shortly after. 

About a mile from Bussmun is a small village 
on the opposite bank of the Siund. The cultiva- 
tion appertaining thereto is very scanty ; about 
three hundred yards in breadth, and not exceeding 
a quarter of a mile in length. Troomba and Grim, 
still in their infancy, seemed the only grains grow- 
ing in this small patch of cultivation. 

This morning I inquired the cause of the war 
in Gilgit, and my informant, an ex-Kardkr of the 
district, gave me a rewon so characteristic of 
Gooliib Singh's rapacious character, that I have no 
doubt it is true. It seems that the Chulls and 
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Gilgit people were ordered to pay revenue for 
years on years previous to Goolkb Singh's conquest 
of those countries. They very naturally declined 
to obey so arbitrary and unjust an order, offering 
at the same time to give all that the Maha Mjah 
could lawfully claim since he had conquered the 
districts in question. This, however, does not 
satisfy the rapacity of Goolkb Singh, and he pro- 
poses now to extort by force of arms, entire com- 
pliance with his demands. 

Iron cannon-balls are not used by Goolkb 
Singh, at least not in mountain-warfhre. His im- 
plements of destruction in that line consist solely 
of balls made of--stone ! I saw the manufactory 
myself of these extraordinary cannon- balls, but 
forgot to notice it at the time. Any one can see 
it who Likes. I t  is in a small village, on the road 
from Marhkma to Gunhsh Bul, not far from the 
village of Kooler. 

This morning, I went to the river-side, and 
walked near the shore for upwards of a mile. The 
underwood was thick, and wet with the dews of 
night, and the willow-trees were so erowded on 
the banks that I had great difficulty in getting 
along in some places. I was much struck by the 
extreme irregularity of the breadth of the channel 
of the river. In some parts it could not be less 
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than fifty or sixty yards, and, not a quarter of a 
mile lower down, contracting to a third of that 
breadth. Though flowing at no great inclination, 
the current was very rapid, and the bed was white 
with countless breakers. Several wooded islets 
block up the channel of this river, especially near 
Bussmun ; that is to say, a couple of miles above 
and below. The left bank of the river is princi- 
pally the foot of the hills which rise immediately 
above the stream, and the right is &om three to 
six or eight feet high ; beyond is the narrow val- 
ley (which is scarcely level, narrow though it is,) 
flanked by high snow-capped Peaks. 

I observed a great many h e  Hawthorn-trees, 
but incipient berries had taken the place of the 
fragrant flowers I love so well. 

I noticed the same sort of fruit on the willow- 
trees, as covers those in Ladiik, especially at 
Ghcca. I plucked a small branch as a specimen. A 
few of these trees had a sort offlower on them, and I 
selected a specimen of this also. The lilac-pea, a 
creeping plant, which grows near Eiirdung in La- 
hoiil, abounds near the shores of the river of 
Wurdwun. I gathered a few plants of it, and found 
them exact counterparts of the Lahoiil species. 
hother  plant grows here, which is a perfect pea 
in the flower, but it is not a parasitical plant, 
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like the other. The colour of the flower is &om pale 
yellow to the deepest orange, and these various 
shades are frequently found blended on the  same 
stalk, for from two to five flowers grow on 
one stem. The leaf remotely resembles clover, 
and the piat never appears to exceed eight inches 
in height. I also gathered a new flower here, of 
a very pretty delicate pink hue. I do not remem- 
ber ever meeting it before. 

Another plant I fell in with this morning, ar- 
rested my attention, $om its striking resemblance 
to the " Prangos," described by Moorcroft. Whe- 
ther it is that shrub, bond Jide, or whether it bears 
a different cognomen, I have not been able to 
discover. Thc leaves are "feathery," like the 
Prangos ; the flowers are yellow, and in a bunch, 
and have a faint sweet smell, while the leaves ex- 
hale a strong and disagreeable odour. Everything 
accords with Moorcroft's description of that valu- , 
able plant for fodder, namely the Prangos. The 
bushes I saw to-day grew in one isolated patch, 
not far from the village. 

Columbines, geraniums, and ourrant-bushes 
grow luxuriantly on the wooded hill above the 
Snow-bridge, on the Pahalgkm road. 

This has been a fatal place for my servants, or 
rather for me. Three more walked off last night, 
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and I do not even know what route they have 
taken. I have not t i ed  to find out, because if 
a servant wishes to be off, there is Little advantage 
in detaining him vi et arm&. I do not know if 
the snowy road to S66ro0, or my homily on 
" Looting7"* has fi-ightened away the recusants 
in such numbers. I do not much care, that is one 
comfort. I shall go to S66ro0,-I will go to 866ro0, 
and  nothing (human) can prevent me ! 

B U S S m  FORT (WURDWUN). 

9th July, 1851. Wednesday.-The time is fleet- 
ing by, and I am still in Wurdwun. I begin to 
think some evil genii have destined this for my 
last home-my final resting place. I have been 
very unwell, and the strange languor which even 
to-day prostrates every energy of body and mind, 
seems to shadow forth some coming illness. The 
pain in my chest, and acceleration of the action of 
the heart, are painful symptoms of an old disease. 
I have had such low spirits lately,-a complaint 
very unusual indeed with me,-that I long to be 
away, and in the wild excitement of treading 
snowy deserts, regain my health, or-lose my 
life. 

* Anglo-Indian-meaning " plundering." 

VOL. IT. N 
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I do not think that Wurdwun can be a healthy 
place. Not only have I been ill, and still feel 
languid and depressed, but my servants all com- 
plain of indisposition, and of many of the very 
symptoms which seem daily to sap my health. 
Since the bright, sunshiny weather we have had, 
the cold has not been great ; and it cannot be from 
excess of temperature in any way that this valley 
is inimical to health. 

Though I can hear nothing definite of the " five 
loads" I have been waiting for, I have resolved 
to move to-morrow morning towards 866ro0, and 
in earnest of this resolution, I have sent off the 
greater portion of my wofully reduced baggage to 
the last village in Wurdwun. I expect to start 
fairly for 866roo on the morning of the 12th. 
Four or five days of Oijdr, always requires more 
or less of preparation. 

I t  is very trying work getting anything done 
in this benighted district, for the head-men of the 
villages do not understand Oordoo .or Persian, 
and I am no proficient in their barbarous tongue. 
After haranguing for an hour, and vainly ima- 
gining I have succeeded in fully expressing my 
wishes, the only answer I get from these 
enlightened '' lords of the creation," is a satis- 
factory " Na BGzen," (' do not understand !' in 
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Queen's English). In fact, I do not know how 
matters would progress but for the fortunate pre- 
sence in the village of an ex-official, a quondam 
Kardk of the district. When he happens to be 
absent, nothing is procured, nothing arranged. 
His name is RazBk," and I recommend him to 
the notice of all miserable visitors to this ill-con- 
ditioned district. As for the rest, Shakespeare 
must have had them in prophetic contemplation, 
when he said- 

- " Some of Nature's journeymen made them, and not 

made them well; they imitate humanity so abominably !" 

I have managed to despatch a packet of letters 
to my kith and kin, by a man who lately arrived 
fiom LEh, and is en route to Jummoo. He 
appeared a respectable person, and faithfully pro- 
mised (for "a consideration !") to deliver my 
packet safely at the nearest station in the plains, 
either Wuzeerabad or SeBlk6te. I wonder when 
I shall write again, or if my last letters are now 
gone. My mood is deep indigo to-day. I am 
not entertaining to myself or any one else, but I 
shall write pour me distraire; no one is obliged to 
read such stupid pages ! 

I crawled yesterday evening to the only still 
stream in Wurdwun, my unwilling limbs having 

N 2 
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scarcely power or strength to carry my sick h e .  
I 

I sat by the water's edge, listlessly speculating on 
the many sorrows " flesh is heir to." The moon 
was shining brightly, and the stars studded the 
canopy of heaven, ~ 

( 6  - that clear obscure, 

So softly dark, and darkly pure, 
Which follows the decline of day, 
ds twilight melts beneath the moon away." 

It was a lovely night, everythmg sad and still. 
I gazed on the placid stream, 'which flowed so 
silently and yet so unceasingly on and on, and 
thought how emblematical it was of the life of 

-%- 
" So calm, the waters scarcely seem to stray, 

And yet tJuy g&, liks hqp in888 ,  may." 

3mmer rinnet biebc iOueIIe," and its course and ter- 
mination are alike typical of life and its uncer- 
tain joys. 

My melancholy musings received a temporary 
check last night, by observing myself the object 1 
of the m t i c  coquetry of two very young girls, who 
in their simplicity mi~took my sex, being attired 

I 
en Amazrme, or I am sure they would never have 
wasted so many arts and graces to attraot my 
attention ! Sad and ill as I felt, I could not help 
laughing at the manifest error they made ; and I 
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soon frightened them away by setting the valiant 
Little " Squire " at them. I have no doubt they 
marvelled at my uncourtly and ungallant conduct, 
and perchance thought me deaf and dumb at 
least. 

Every hour of the day, a peculiar rumbling 
noise is plainly heard in the snowy hills which 
tower above the valley. Tyros might mistake it 
for distant thunder, and make a note of the same 
in their pocket-books as being a wonderful cir- 
cumstance, when the skies were clear and cloud- 
less! But I will tell you, my dear Cockney 
travellers, what this odd noise is. It is the dis- 
membered snow falling in mighty masses from the 
Heights above, like young avalanches. The heat 
of the sun melts the snow, and blocks are thus 
dismembered, which in falling from a great height, 
make the imposing noise, which your limited and 
untravelled understandings might mistake for 
thunder ! We have had a storm this afternoon, 
and though it has proved but transitory, the low- 
ering clouds threaten more rain. Alas ! for my 
projected start for 866roo. 

The people of Wurdwun all wear the same 
'LpZlas," or grass-shoes, as in KGGloo and La- 
hoiil, except that most of those manufactured here 
are merely grass soles, with grass ribbons fasten- 
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ing them to the feet, and not the regular grass 
shoes of other countries. Thetle "pGlas" are 
admirably adapted for snow and ice travelling, for 
they are not slippery as leather soles invariably 
prove. I mean to have some pairs made for my- 
self, as I expect to have to walk the greater part 
of this road. 

I lost the key of the only watch I brought with 
me, and my ingenuity was sorely tried to manu- 
facture another. I succeeded in fashioning a very 
respectable key, after immense toil, but I found 
that it would not turn the watch at all ! After 
cutting and burning my fmgers, it was very dis- 
agreeable to find my mechanical attempt a failure. 
I wound the watch for two or three days by means 
of a pair of scissors, but now the whole affair 
totally and unconditionally declines to go. So 
here am I, minus a thermometer, minus a watch, 
and not quite certain of the day of the month ! I 
am rapidly descending in the scale of civilization ; 
Mlas, Mh. 

The sun is shining once more, so I will pay 
my farewell visit to my usual haunts here, and 
delighted shall I be to feel myself no longer a 
prisoner. In losing so much baggage, two-thirds 
of my supplies are gone, and I have not enough 
left to reach LGh, in the way of luxuries ; but I 



must learn to do without, I suppose, or I shall be 
a very clltch* philosopher. Good bye, Bussmun 
Fort. God grant there may be no-" Au revoir " 
for thee and me ! 

SOGNUZ, OR SOGNI. (WURDWUN.) 

Distance, about four coss, or six miles. 

12th JuEy, 1851. Saturday.-I did not leave 
Bussmun Fort so soon as I had hoped, being de- 
tained till yesterday morning by illness. The 
distance is called four coss, and I have given my 
idea, in saying it is about six miles. The L'road" 
is a mere footpath, sometimes level, and sometimes 
ascending or descending, but the detemzination of 
the route pursued to-day, is an ascent. The river 
of Wurdwun flows at a considerable inclination, 
and the valley becomes so narrow as to be confined 
almost the whole march (after the h t  mile, 
or in the subsequent vicinity of villages) to 
the chamel of the river, &om twenty to forty 
yards broad. The mountains, rising above the 
banks, are occasionally scarped, and the summits 

* Another word of many meanings. When applied to &h, 
it means " unburnt " ; when applied to a " philosopher," txans- 

late pseudo ! 



barren of all vegetation, a good deal of wow lying 
on them. These scarped Heights are varied by a 
few less perpendicular mountains, which are 
wooded nearly to the tops. The snow has melted 
very rapidly away, even during my residence in 
Wurdwun. The scarped and snowy peaks which 
seemed (when viewed from Bussmun) to bound 
the valley at this extremity, have not nearly as 
much snow upon them as they appeared to have in 
the distance. I have observed this frequently 
before. The snow which seemed so deep and ex- 
tensive when viewed from afar, loses half its un- 
brokenness the nearer it is approached 

About a mile-and-a-half, or two miles horn 
Bussmun, we had to cross the rapid rivcr, by a 
very bad Sanga, and for three miles, our route lay 
along the leftbank. We then re-crossed to the right 
bank, on which this village is situated. We had 
two or three more bridges of sorts and sizes to go 
over, which were thrown across several torrents, 
all flowing from snows above, into the Siund. One 
of these was twelve or fifteen feet broad, a violent 
cataract near the bridge. The spray of the foam 
was thrown to the height of ten or twelve feet 
above the Sanga, even in the early morning,* andthe 
*In the "early morning," the torrentr, and rivers of the 

snowy mountains are much smaller in volume, and consequently 



wooden planks were wet, slippery, and half-rotten, 
from the ceaseless exposure to the spray and 
breakers. 

We passed three villages between this and 
Bussmun,-the first at one coss, called Mirug ; 
the  second, at a half-coss further, GGmbro ; and 
the third, Rikinwbs, close to the former, or about 
half-way from Bussmun to SGgnuz. These villages 
are small, containing from six to twelve houses 
each. There are one or two other little hamlets 
off the road. 

The colour of the river is exactly like that of 
the Chundra, in Lahoiil, showing that it is but 
lately escaped £rom the regions of snow. The 
higher I proceed up the Wurdwun valley, the 
more I perceive this muddy, dead colour in the 
hue of the waters. 

This village consists of some fourteen houses, 
and a Mwjid or Temple. The construction is the 
same as throughout Wurdwun, all of wood, and 
these dwellings arc in fact nothing more than log- 
less violent. The cause of this is very easily explained;- 
during the night, the snow on the mountains freezes very 
harrl, and many of the tributary streams are arrested in their 
course by being turned into ice. When the sun shines brightly, 
the anow and ice gradually melt, andvery frequently a river or 
stream, fordable in the early morning, is completely impassable 
by the afternoon. I daresay I have explained this elsewhere, 
likewise. 
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hub. Most Hthy are they too. My tenb are rise- 

less, the poles being still behind, and a carpenter ap- 
parently unattainable in this miserable district, so I 
cannot replace the want I suffer fiom. I am lo- 
cated in the best house of the village, in fact, the 
only habitable one, and oh ! bad is the best. The 
odours which offend my olfactory nerves are by 
no means redolent of " h b y  the blest." I have 
already seen several suspicious and horrible insects, 
which wofully threaten a miserable night for me, 
as no degree of travelling has made my skin proof 
to the attacks of these vile animalcula. 

I took a walk this evening, and on a hill, I saw 
at some distance, overhanging the wild mountain 
river, several plants of the "Flower of Bethlehem" 
in full bloom. In  no part of the Himalayas have 
I met with this flower, except between G66ndla 
and Kkdung, in the valley of Lahoiil. Last year, 
about a fortnight earlier in the season, I noticed 
them, and mentioned the same in my journal. I 
gathered (besides three plants of the Flower of 
Bethlehem, at the imminent risk of my neck) 
several specirnem of wall-flower, of a deep orange 
colour. 

I very nearly suffered the fate of the unfortu- 
nate gentleman at Mussoorie, who was thrown 
down a precipice, and instantly killed, by his 



favourite dog jumping, in playfiil but fatal dec-  
tion, upon him. Little L L  Squire," in the same way, 
very nearly terminated my joys and sorrows yes- 
terday evening, by jumping on me as I was 
cautiously threading my way by the brink of a 
perpendicular precipice, where the path was 
scarcely six inches wide. I very nearly lost my 
equilibrium, and my escape was providential. 
The fabled nine feline lives are nothing to mine, 
which appear to be legion, judging by my many 
wondrous escapes, by L L  flood and field," (and 
mount !) 

ThiFl hamlet is entirely surrounded by moun- 
tains, some bare and snowy, others wooded with 
Fir and Birch. Reddish-coloured Bears are found 
in numbers in the jungles around. Some gentle- 
men killed two-and-twenty in less than a week, 
if the word of the villagers may be taken as 
authority. 

The shrub I noticed at Bussmun, and which I 
said resembled the description of the " prangos," 
as given by Moorcroft, is also found near the vil- 
lages here. It is called by the natives, Ghndoozkh, 
and they say that though it is not the prangos, 
it is, in point of fad, the "brah" (or brother) of 
that shrub, fiom its close resemblance in every 
particular. 
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Here, too, wheat is unknown; barley almost 
ditto. Grim* and troombat are cultivated, but 
the crops appear scanty, and are very backward. 
There is the same, and even greater acuity in 
procuring even othh for my now s d  camp. 
Dkl,: spices, or sugar, are absolutely unknown in 
this district, and it requires a good and faithful 
servant to put up with the meagre regimen which 
is the only fare even bribes can procure here, at 
double the Kashmir rates. I most earnestly wish 
I were far from this wretched valley. And yet I 
cannot get a single arrangement made, nor do I 
see a person who has any authority in the village, 
or who even understands a word of Hindoostanie, 
except the " Jaghfit-wallah " (or Custom-House 
officer), who has no power except in his own de- 
partment. Moreover, the village really appears 
depopulated. I can discover only old women and 
grey-bearded men, about half-a-dozen of each, 
and several squalid children. I see scarcely even 
one young woman,--age seems to have seized the 
village for its own ! The people arc filthy in the 
extreme. All ugly, and most of them badly 
marked with the small-pox. The population is 
Mussulman, and the numerous fowls attest this. 

* A species of grain resembling barley. 
t Buckwheat. 
$ A variety of Pulse. 



In fact these are the only supplies in plenty here, 
and even these the wretched inhabitants are most 
unwilling to sell. 

There is a Jaghbt-khha at this village, and here 
the customs are levied on all trade from Thibet. 
The only man in charge receives but two rupees a 
munth for his appointment ! The river is very 
rapid and violent a Little above this village. 
Close by, the valley turns sharply, almost at right 
angles to its former direction, and lies, as far as I 
can trace it, to the direct north-east. There are 
some abrupt and snowy Peaks which appear to 
terminate the valley a few miles beyond this. 

SOGNUZ, OR SOGNI. ( W m m . )  
13th July, 1851. Sunday.-I was forced to 

move into the Musjid, being devoured by the ani- 
malcula (as I had foreseen too well) in the duty 
house I was in. In fact, had I remained much 
longer, I could not have survived the treatment 
1 underwent. In a few hours, I should positively 
have disappeared bodily. 

I did not remove into the Mosque without 
great opposition from the villagers, and its especial 
priest in particular. They even prayed me not 
not to go in, on my own account, saying that most 
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assuredly some fatal accident would happen to me 
on my journey to S66roo. I laughed at their 
fears on my account, and as for their own pre ju -  
dices against the supposed desecration, necessity 
was imperative. SO I removed into this Mosque, 
v i  et armk. It is heaven compared to my late 
abode, for it is comparatively clean, and as y e t  I 

, have seen only a few mosquitoes. It consisb of 
one room and an open verandah on two sides. 

I. have heard nothing of my missing baggage, 
and I cannot get m y  arrangements completed, 
though I am so anxious to proceed. My friend 
Raziik has not arrived, though he faithfully 
promised to come, and my sole dependence is on 
him. I begin to feel very hopeless about reaching 
our own districts in S'piti. 

I have just returned fiom an evening stroll, and 
am rejoiced to find Raziik here. He has brought 
a few Coolies, and promises to complete my arrange- 
menb for S66roo7s dreaded journey, in a day or 
two at farthest. " Dreaded" by all but me. 

If my " five loads" do not come up, I shall 
leave them to their fate. I cannot breathe freely 
till I am far fiom this " maudit pays." Ghaus- 
sie, who was riding behind me the day I left 
Bussmun Fort, said to me, as we rode along the 
march, "I feel as Z a load were taken off my 



head, now that we have turned our backs on 
Wurdwun Fort ! " This simple speech was expres- 
sive indeed, and I could sympathise fully with 
the sentiment of oppression it conveyed, only that 
the " weight" will not be perfectly removed from 
my head till I turn my back on the district 
altogether. 

I walked with pain and m c u l t y  this evening. 
The alarming sensation of restriction at the heart . 
becomes daily more distressing, and lately a pecu- 
liar pain in my right side, is added to my former 
sufFerings. I am not much of an Esculapius, 
but I must endeavour to get rid of these un- 
pleasant symptoms. I hope I shall not make myself 
wowe. 

I have not yet come to terms with Raziik as to 
the hire fiom this place to S66roo. The distance 
is twenty coss, and the proper hire would be nine 
annas each man. But I know I shall be obliged 
to give one Company's rupee per Coolie, at least, 
though they mk double that sum. Whatever is 
agreed upon, I am to give one-half in advance, 
and I hope I shall not be ('left lamenting" in 
the midst of the Oijjdr, after the pre-payment. 

No European-man, woman, or child-has gone 
thk route (from Wurdwun to S66roo) before, so 
I am going through an d o w n  and untravelled 
line of country ; L'unknown" at least to Europeans. 



I rather felicitate myself on my perseverance, in 
going by so wild, and (according to the report of 
the natives) so dangerous a route.* 

Not half-a-mile from this village, in the direc- 
tion of 86600, a bridge is thrown over the vio- 
lent river of Wurdwun, t,o enable the villagers to 
go to the other bank, where a few fields of tr66mbac 
and grim have been cultivated. The river is 
twenty-five yards broad at the bridge, which is 
formed in a very insecure manner. A large rock 
rises out of the torrent about fifteen yards from this 
bank, and the f ist  half of the sanga rests upon 
this rock. The second portion of this rude bridge 
consists merely of two spars of wood, one end of 
each resting on the rock, and the other being 
placed on the left bank. The river foams and 
tears along in a wild and turbulent flood, the 
breakers dashing with Eghtful vehemence on the 
rock which supports the sanga in the middle of 
the torrent. The noise of the dashing waters, 
thus impeded in their course, resembled the roar 
of artillery; and the violent motion conveyed to 
the frail bridge seemed to threaten itfir momentary 
dissolution. Two-thirds of the sanga was covered 

* I have every reason to believe that obstacles were pur- 
posely thrown in my way to prevent my going by this un- 
known route to Thibet, and it was my determined perseverance 
alone that prevailed. 
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with the wild waves, and the spray of the foam 
was cast to a great height and distance. 

I was quite alone, and will not pretend t,o have 
been brave enough to go across; but after pro- 
ceeding six or seven yards, I sat down on the 
bridge to gaze on the wild scene. The breakers, 
which dashed on the rock, shook the bridge with 
a convulsive motion; and two or three times I 
said to myself, " Suppose it should give way !" 
No one would probably have more than guessed 
my fate, because it is most improbable that any 
person falling into such a vortex, would ever be 
seen again. The desperate waters would soon 
engulph even the hapless corpse, and no "remains" 
would tell the tale of destruction. 

A woman in an adjacent field beckoned me to 
come away,-why, I cannot say, as I did not 
move for half-an-hour ; and when I did leave my 
noisy seat, I walked in a different direction, and 
did not speak to my warning Eend. That portion 
of the bridge which consisted merely of two spars, 
had evidently once been more elaborate, because 
I saw the de'brh of a sanga scattered on the oppo- 
site shore. Probably the violent current, or the 
constant action of the waves on the wood, had 
destroyed the frail construction. 

Had any one seen the break-neck places I 



went through-the rugged paths along precipitons 
rocks, terminating in the fatal vortex of the river 
but a few feet below, any dispassionate obeerver 
would have thought me mad, or weary of life. 
But I was neither. Impelled by the excitement 
of the danger, and by the desire to possess some 
flowers I saw growing beyond, I risked my life 
perhaps. But I went cautiously and carefully, 
and returned in safety. I fell in with another 
Lahoiil flower yesterday, which grew in one 
spot, near the river side. It has a very strong 
smell, medicinal and disagreeable beyond mwure. 
Captain H- will remember it, for he preserved 
several specimens last year in Lahoiil. The flower 
is of a straight, cup-like shape, lilac in colour. 
The inside, or heart of the flower, is of bright and 
variegated hues ; and in preserving it in a Herbal, 
it is requisite to cut the '' CUP" in two, to expose 
the bright tints which lie concealed within. 

I have got a carpenter at last, and my tent- 
poles are commenced upon. This man is the sole 
craftsman in the whole of Wurdwun, and he is 
not a bright genius by any means. I have been 
obliged to send one of my own servants to Unshun, 
to aid Raziik's emissaries in collecting Coolies. 
I t  is absolutely necessary to put in practice, in 
this ungodly district, Lord Chesterfield's favourite 



maxim-" Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re." It 
is impossible to get on with either the former or 
latter alone. 

The river Siund is fifty or sixty yards wide, a 
little distance above the bridge I described to- 
day. It soon narrows to one-half and one-third 
of that width, not a quarter of a mile higher up. 
The banks are well wooded there, and dense 
forests of Firs and Birches cover the hills above. 
In these gloomy shades, bears and wolves abound. 

SOGNUZ, OR SOGINI. 

15th JuS, 1851. Twsday.-I have made every 
preparation for this troublesome journey, and start 
in a few minutes. The sun is already high, but 
I shall be happy to get away, under any circum- 
stances, fiom this miserable district. Each Coolie 
has received a rupee here, and the Thanadlr of 
SGroo is to decide if they are to receive as much 
more as they demand. I have been obliged to 
give heavy bribes too, before 1 could induce the 
only men in authority to find Coolies, even at this 
exorbitant rate of hire. 

My advance camp started yesterday. I was 
fortunate in finding a man, who was en route to 



Noorpore ; he arrived from L6h yesterday. I 
gave him a packet of letters for the Plains, as it 
may be six weeks ere I have so good an oppor- 
tunity again. I am told I shall lose all my 
horses on this bad road, the very h t  march, if I 
persist in risking their necks by taking them this 
break-neck way. Ahus wrm. 

Eight o'clock, p.m.-Eow vain were all my 
hopes ! Here am I still. When everything was 
ready, and the loads all arranged outside, I found 
I had three Coolies short of the number I required. 
Though I had vacated the Musjid, I was obliged 
to have a great part of the baggage unpacked, 
and disconsolately returned to my quarters in the 
little temple. There seems a fatality attached to 
my leaving this ill-omened Wurdwun. My only 
consolation is, in seeing a three-dozen chest of ale 
arrive-one of the missing boxes. I wonder if I 
shall ever hear of the ponies so coolly stolen, or 
the baggage I was forced to leave behind, more 
than two months ago. A drizzling rain has been 
falling all the afternoon, and the skies threaten a 
deluge. This is too provoking, just as I hoped to 
leave Wurdwun, as it has been sunny and cloud- 
less for so many, many days, when rain would not 
have troubled any one. 



CHOOMURPUL. 

CHOOMXR,PUL. (OOJAR ENCAMFING GROUND.) 
DISTRICT OF WURDWUN. 

DGtance, two coss. 

16th July, 1851. Wednesday.--The natives 
call the distance of this march two coss. It is 
difficult to say whether it is three or four miles. 
The pathway is narrow, and in many parts preci- 
pitous and dangerous. Four or five mountain- 
torrents are crossed ; one is a very violent Rapid, 
and I marvelled to see the horses go across in 
safety. One of the Coolies carried me over all 
the desperate places, and yet I was wet to the 
skin by the spray alone. 

This short march is wild and wooded, and 
,principally ascending. The grass is very luxuri- 
ant on all the hills, and Birches begin to be the 
prevalent trees, evincing thereby the greater ele- 
vation attained. I observed myriads of flowers, 
the verdant banks were covered with the h e  
Flowers of Bethlehem in the full prime of their 
beauty, interspersed with wall-flowers, geraniums, 
&c. One spot in particular was very bad for the 
ponies. About fifty yards lay along the precipi- 
tous, pathless face of a crumbling bare hill, which 
terminated abruptly in the fatal waters of the 
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wild Siund. The next thirty or forty yards were 
pathless indeed, and the cattle were all taken 
through the river, while we crossed by hi1 spars 
which were stretched from one available rock to 
another. The little nags swam bravely along 
the watery road, and even "Devilskin," a large 
and rather vicious pony (of the Punjiibi breed,) 
was safely brought to camp. 

The pathway lies along the right bank of the 
Siund the whole distance, and my camp is pitched 
in a level and grassy spot, within a few yards of 
the turbulent flood. 

We passed several beds of snow, and the banks 
of the river frequently are formed of huge blocks 
of snow and ice. The valley of Wurdwun narrows 
rapidly, and the river is not more than fifteen yards 
broad here. 

I was obliged to make this short march, as I 
did not get away from S6gn.i till near sunset ; the 
requisite complement of Cooliesnot being in attend- 
ance. I am delighted indeed to get away at last, 
and I have shaken all the Wurdwun dust from off 
my feet. For though this is still " Wurdwun," 
who would not feel free in the wilderness? Raza 
escorted me here, and he is not to go away till he 
sees me over the worst parts of to-morrow's rugged 
march. The road to bur -NBth  turns off a little 
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beyond this to the left hand, while we are to go 
to the right. 

- -- - 

DOOMHOHEE, (OOJAR,) WURDWTJN. 

Distance, three coss. 

17 th JuZy, 1851, Thursday.-I am halting here 
' for breakfast.   he greater portion of my camp 

has gone on to the usual encamping ground, a 
couple of coss further on. The heat is very great, 
and I long for a cloudy sky again, with the wonted 
perversity of mortal clay. The scant bushes or 
stunted Birch-trees form .but poor shelter fiom 
this burning tropical sun. 

The road has been very bad indeed, and I con- 
sider myself peculiarly fortunate not to have lost 
one of my five ponies. Rugged, precipitous, and 
snowy,--such has been to-day's march, while the 
rapid Siund foamed along but a few yards below. 
About half-way, we crossed the river by a Snow- 
bridge, and kept after that to the left bank. A 
Rapid, pouring down fiom the west, unites its tri- 
bute waters to the Siund, near the direction of the 
A.mur-N%th road. Several smaller Tributaries rush 
with impetuosity from the towering snowy Heights 
which overhang the river. 

Thie spot is considerably higher than the en- 
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camping ground of last night, and we have come 
over a great deal of snow. The bed of the river 
becomes more and more confined by abrupt or 
perpendicular rocks; the current is more violent, 
and the colour of the water more thzuh.a* every mile. 

About a mile from Choomurpul, we came to a 
shocking piece of road. I took the saddle off 
" Rajowlie," scarcely expecting to see the animal 
again, and wishing to save the saddle at least. I 
was carried over the dangerous road, and there sat 
down to see the poor ponies' fate. The only two that 
appeared to run any risk after all-I mean the only 
two that hesitated and were nearly lost-were 
' LDevilskin" and a young colt I bought in h h r n i r .  
However, everything and every creature arrived 
in safety, and so far, I have come on prosperously. 
I should call the height of this encamping 'ground 
about ten thousand feet above the level of the sea. 

PAJOOHOHEE. 

(OOJAR,) Wrra~wUN. 

Dtktance, two coss. 
Same day.-The path fiom DGmhGhee to this 

encamping ground is very tolerable, though the 
' ascent to the summit of the hill called Hoom- 

* This is always the colour of mountain-torrents which lush 
down from snowy mountaim. 
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pCyuth is steep. However, I rode the whole 
way. 

This summit, which bears the wild name of 
HoompCyuth, appears a sacred spot. A pile of 
bricks stand at one end, and the Coolies 
clamoured for " buckshish," (a present,) money, or 
a couple of goats, to sacrifice to the local divinity. 
I could not make out the particular sdperstition 
they talked about, for Raz&k was gone, and the 
Mokuddam left as escort, spoke but inmerent 
Oordoo. 

When we reached the top of this grassy hill, 
the scenery presented to the eye strongly recalled 
the deserts of Lahoiil and Ladiik to my memory. 
Not a hundred feet below lay a small plain, 
watered by the Siund, while pyramidal barren 
p&s,'capped with snow, rose sternly above, many 
hundred feet in elevation. This encamping 
ground is situated near the extremity of the 
plain. The Siund is tranquil here, and the bed 
not less than a hundred yards broad. It is deep 
near the shores, but shallow (in parts, quite dry) 
and stony in the middle. 

On the hill near HoompCyuth, and all along 
this plain, grow the wild onion, two or three ' 

kin& of saxifrage, and other Ladkk flowers. I 
observed five kinds of onion, in which not only 
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the colonr of the flower differed, but the ehspe 
altogether, and even the leaf. All however were 
redolent of the nnsavoury dour  pecnlisr to this 
plant, in its onltinted and undtimted date 
alike. The colours were yellow, whits, blue, 
purple, and a sort of &ah. Eaoh flower differed 
completely in shape and general appearance. 

There is a great deal of snow olow to my little 
camp, and though the enn was so fearfully hot 
during the .day, the temperature nose (at 7 p.m.) 
cannot be above 20° Fahrenheit. 

I took a stroll this evening, and eaw several 
small caves close to camp, in the hill above. I 
gathered many pretty flowers for my Herbal, and 
one or two new speciea. On a rock I saw eome 
very fine Rhnbarb, and I gathered some for 
dinner, but I am so very sleepy now, I do not think 
I can sit up to dine at all ! Besides, it is so very 
cold,-too oold to eat. Bmoir, bemuse it is 
also too oold to write; my faculties and my fingem 
are equally benumbed. 

EOHINAG), (OOJAR),-WUB;D~. 

fitunce, two em. 

18th July, 1861. My.-This is the clime of 
extremes I When I wrote last in this journal, I 



was frozen; and now, attwoo'clock, p.m., I am expi- 
ring fiom the extremeheat. I haJ,ted here for break- 
fsst, and the powerful BW is detaining me an un- 
willing prisoner in the small tent I was forced to 
pitch, as there is no -no shelter anywhere 
near. In fact, we are now &we the region of 
frees. 

Every step we now go, reminds me of last year's 
expedition in Thibet. mere is still too much 
grass on the hills for the more barren tracts of 
Thibet ; but the general appearance of the country 
is rapidly assimilating now. The path has been 
nearly quite level to day, lying along the left bank 
of the river, which flows through a nearly level 
. d e y  for these four miles. Though the incli- 
nation of its bed is so slight, the Siund makes a 
good deaJ of bruit, and the current seems nearly 
aa violent as in its later course. I fancy this is 
w e d  by the rooky nature of the ground. There 
.was a road to SG6ro~) formerly, which went over the 
high rocks before us, crossing the river below 
this encamping ground ; but at present it would 
be impossible to ford so deep and rapid a body of 
water, and all the snow-bridges in the neighbour- 
hood are broken. 

When we started tbis morning, our path lay 
along the baaks of tbe river for a couple of hun- 
dred yards in a straight direction, then the Siund 
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taking a turn in an obtuse angle, our path did the 
same. We were never more than ten yards above 
or beyond the shore. The path was very good, 
except one or two rather precipitous spots, which 
were dangerous for a person on horseback. The 
bed of the river generally occupied the entire 
valley, and in some parts was not less than a quarter 
of a mile in width. The average breadth was h m  
one hundred yards to a hundred and twenty. The 
water flowed in several channels, some shallow, 
some deep, while the intervening spaces were 
Guite dry and stony. Huge blocks of snow lay on 
the banks, and the Hills, which rose abruptly 
above the right bank, were either covered with 
deep snow, or harsh and barren. The mountaim 
are beooming conical or pyramidal, and the out- 
lines are all sharp and rugged. Some are of gra- 
nite formation, and others exhibit clay strata. 

A few stunted birches are the only trees to be 
seen, except here and there an abortive pencil- 
cedar. The grass is abundant on the small plains 
and the slopes of the less rugged Heights. A 
fern bushes of tamarisk grow on the banks of the 
river, and the wild flowers are very luxuriant. 
The heat is very great, and the burning sun has 
given me a bad head-ache. I must now proceed 
to my camp, some three coss beyond. 



Ditance, three coss. 

Same day.-I have given the distance according 
to the native report, but in my opinion it is not 
more than three miles, and not "coss." The 
path ascends, after leaving Etihinilg, for some 
three hundred yards, up a grassy slope. Then a 
very abrupt and almost perpendicular descent to 
the bed of a Rapid, which was crossed by a Snow- 
bridge.. I had the greatest difliculty in managing 
this descent, though I was aided by a couple' of 
Puhkriyas (hill-men). The ponies got over the 
precipitous and pathless descent far better than I 
did, though I did not expect to see them accom- 
plish it at all. After this, our road scarcely ever 
quitted the left bank of the Siund, to which we 
almost immediately returned. We had to go 
over countless beds of snow, and ford numerous 
torrents. 

The Siund winds in a nearly level valley, the 
broad bed divided into many channels. The 
mountains are all angles now, and the majority 
are entirely gudtless of all vegetation. The lower 
dopes are still covered with grass, where the snow 
has disappeared, and a great many bushes stud 



the ground. I still see a solitary birch-tree here 
and there, but very m t e d  indeed. 

We saw several Snow-bridges over the Siund, 
some broken, others in perfect preservation, while 
the river flowed below with greater qelocity after 
each obstraeBion. Huge blocks of snow and ice 
stand in the bed of the stream, quite isolated. 
Some were not lese than h l y  feet high, and 
forty or fifty long. 

I observed a flower to-day which I never met 
before in all my travels, and the name is unknown 
to me. It is of a dark rich purple hue, some- 
thing Eke the columbine in shape, but the leaf 
is totally different, and the herb grows to no more 
than eight or ten inches in height. The heart of 
the flower is nearly black with a little yellowin the 
very centre. There are rrix petals in a single row. 

We passed some h e  rhubarb by the rkd-side, 
and myriads of onions of all colours. I also 
noticed some plants of garlic. Hearing that all 
the onions in the cooking department were ex- 
pended, I told my servants to try the wild speoies. 
I t  has turned out very well, and gives a tolerable 
flavour to curry and stews. The rhubarb me 
particularly good, and it would be worth while to 
cultivate the species which e w s  so very 
l u x ~ t l y  about thew hills. None of the 



mountaim here present horizontal strata. All 
the strata are oblique or quite crooked, and some 
appear turned in fXty directions at once. I saw 
a crumbling limestone Hill, close to the road, but 
many of the neighbouring momhim were formed 
of granite or alate. 

I took s walk this evening to examine the posi- 
tion of the encamping ground. About three hun- 
dred yards further on, the Siund is oompletely 
blocked up by a stupendous Glacier, which extends 
between the narrowing mountains flanking this 
valley. The breadth may be a hundred and fifty 
yards; the length cannot be compassed by the 
eye from this neighbourhood. I went close to 
the Glacier, and stood gazing on the wondrous 
spectacle in silent awe. The river gushed out in 
eeveral places with a thundering roar, scattering 
spray h d  foam for many yards. In one spot it 
m m e d  to boil and foam out of the Glacier, as if 
ten thousand engines were propelling it. The 
turbid flood which escaped dashed madly on, the 
water almost red in tint. 

Though this extremity of this mighty Glacier is 
nearly black, it is quite possible to trace the snow 
and ice, where it haa been riven asunder by the 
violence of the flood in its bosom. Stones, earth, 
mud, rocks, snow, and ice, are commingled, q d  



this wondrous mass forms the Glacier. About 
fifty feet from the bottom, it is riven in 
various places, and here the wild waters fran- 
tically escape from their snowy prison. The 
height of the Glacier from the bed of the river 
may be from two to three hundred feet. Close by, 
towers in stern grandeur a solitary pyramidal 
Peak, barren and rugged, and almost devoi'd of 
snow. In  its immediate proximity, a conical 
mountain rears its icy head, a striking contrast in 
its unbroken snowy whiteness-without a speck to 
mar its dazzling purity-to the dark and rugged 
pyramid which is seen by its side. I would 
almost have thought that these were the famous 
peaks called 'L MEr" and " SEr," mentioned by 
Hiigel, one black and the other white ; but I am 
assured by the Coolies that I shall not see those 
Heights till I reach S66roo.* 

Long after the sun had disappeared from every 
other hill, I saw a few rays resting on the white 
cone and dark pyramid, and shedding a soft halo 
over each. There is a second small glacier on a 
height close.by, but near its stupendous neighbour 

* After a careful examination of my little sketch-map, I 
found that my original idea was correct, and that them were 
the MBr and SBr peaks, properly called " N h a - K h , "  n e w  
bef~re visited by any European. 
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it appears quite insignificant. There is an 
immense quantity of snow on all the hills in this 
vicinity, deep and unbroken. 

As I was sauntering along, I observed a small 
animal rush into a hole. A few moments aubse- 
quently, within twenty yards, I saw a little 
creature sitting on its hind-legs, and I at 
once recognised the sentinel-marmot. I t  allowed 
me to approach to within six or seven yards, 
before it darted into its den. I described this 
little animal last year when I was travelling be- 
tween Draiis and Metchahcy. Those I saw to-day 
were very similar, a little darker in colour. I h d  
that the ground for a couple of miles is burrowed 
in every direction, and countless holes show how 
numerous the marmots are here. These "holes" 
are burrowed in an oblique manner, and I am told 
are very long, that is, extending a long way into 
the earth. The mouths of the holes are very low 
and narrow. 

PELINGKHOR, (OOJAR,) THIBET. 
OVER BRARMOORJ PUNJAL, OB PASS. 

Dastance, six coss. 

19th July, 1851. Sahrday.-We did not arrive 
here till near sunset. This proved a most fatiguing 
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mardh, the more so aa we had inclement westher. 
I say "we," in allusian to myself, my servants 
and Coolies, and not beostsse I wm fortunate (or 
pachtbq unfortunate I) enough, to be esuorted 
or acoompded by any lhropm, man, woman, 
or child. Many we&s have flown by since -1 
spoke my native tongue, or even cast eyes on an 
English face. Nor do I f d  in the dightest degree 
anxious to t e b t e  my eolitnde ! 

Revatma d nos mowhs, or my march to this 
place. I am now in Thibet, and the pase I went 
over to&y separates Wurdwun &om this oonntqf. 
I think the distance is about nine miles, snow from 
b e g i d q  to end. The height of the pm,  I 
should say, could not be u& between &teen and 
sixteen thousand feet above the level of the sw.* 
I judge from the elevation of the crest of the 
pass above all vegetatio~, the depth of the snow, 
and the numerous Glaciers; I had a very &tress 
ing head-ache, which became worse and w m e  ; 
but no nausea as I invariably experienced on all 
the Ladhk pawes. 

*I  subsequently crossed the Hannoo Pnes, which is said to 
be Wken thousand feet in altitude. If it be so, I opine that 
this pass is seventeen thousand feet, as undoubtedly a 9ffer- 
ence of two thousand feet exists between these two passes. I 
have given my reawns in a subsequent page. 



The road, after leaving yesterday's enamping 
ground, led to $he foot of the Glacier I described, 
and we ascended by the left bank, along the only 
doping part of the stupendous mass. All was snow, 
deep snow and ioe, and in parts, stones, earth, and 
rocks were w, thickly lying on the d a c e  as to 
mnoeal all appearance of the icy foundation. I 
rode about three miles ; the ascent wse very gra- 
dual u p  the Glacier the whole way, and the scenery 
was such as to beggar description. There was 
something awful in the mighty wastes of snow 
and ice, and the stern and pointed Peaks, bare 
and arid, or covered with snow, which rose coldly 
above the glacier-road, We heard, every now and 
then, the fall of avalanches, like thunder in the 
distance, and we knew that hundreds of feet below 
.our path, flowed the roaring and violent Siund. 
We were cautious in crossing any fresh snow, for 
fear it tzeacherously covered some desperate abyss. 
About the commencement of the fourth mile we 
.came to frightful ravines, which intersected the 
snow and ioe, and extended the whole breadth of 
the Glacier. The width of these ravines varied 
from two to five feet,-the depth from one hundred, 
to nearly the very bottom of the monstrous mass, 
perhaps fro9 one to two thousand feet. It made 
me quits faint to look down these chasms, as 1 
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tremblingly leapt across. The sheep, twenty-six 
in number, and the sixty goats, were as agle as 
wild deer, and all the ponies (except one) showed 
their skill in jumping. This one exception was 
something like his mistress, for he would look 
down the abyss, and then his heart failed him ! 
More than once the terrsed animal was nearly 
lost. These horrid rapines continued for nearly a 
couple of miles, rendering riding out of the question. 

The Glacier lies nearly east and west, and for 
four or five miles we proceeded nearly due east. 
Then the path left the Glacier and turned (accord- 
ing to my compass) abruptly to the north, when 
another half-mile of very steep ascent brought .us 
to the crest of the pass. 

As there is no trace of the Siund, so entirely is 
it buried beneath the mighty Glacier, it is impos- 
sible to say where it takes its rise. I should 
however opine that its source is on this pass, and 
that its course takes as abrupt a turning as the 
road. The Glacier we left to the east ; and as its 
dreary wastes of snow were enveloped in mid, 
I could not even guess how many miles further it 
extended. I could see dimly through the feathery 
mists, high snowy mountains far beyond, but the 
Coolies assured me that there was no road in that 
direction. 



As we turned to the north, to attain the crest 
of the pass, a drizzling sleet came on. The cold 
was intense, and as my feet were wet through, I 
began to feel all the horrors of being frost-bitten, 
and arriving minus a digit or two in camp. I had 
on a pair of silk stockings, one ditto of thick 
woollen, a pair of thick boots, and over all a pair 
of " pGGlas " or grass-shoes. These are capital 
thmgs for snow-walking, as they are not so slip- 
pery as leather soles. The snow was white and 
very extensive, and nothing else met the eye on 
every side, except some of the bare rocks, which 
indeed were mantled in thick fogs. 

The black pyramidal Peak which struck my eye 
the other evening, rises about five hundred feet 
above the pass, close by the summit. When I say 
that this pass is between fifteen and sixteen thou- 
sand feet of elevation, I may be stating an under- 
estimate. Very probably it may be above six- 
teen thousand feet, and certainly it cannot be a 
couple of hundred feet under. The Glacier along 
which our mad lay varied in breadth, from one to 
three hundred yards. 

Oh ! what an icy wind was blowing when we 
arrived at the top of the pass, and the sleet turned 
into thin rain as we progressed in the descent.' 
And a miserable descent it proved. The snow 



waa cut in ravines, and thw ravines were fall of 
water flowing rather rapidly downwards. In the 
intervening B P & c ~ ~ ~  alippery aheets of ice and tracta 
of melted mow, three or four feet in depth, formed 
the pleasing varietis of our way. I was too muoh 
knocked up by my benumbed feet to get oiT, and 
jumping my horse over these ravine8 was a dan- 
gerous exercise of equestrian skill. The rain and 
sleet added to our miseries ; and after every horri- 
ble leap, my poor pony plunged up to the withera 
in the melted B ~ W  on the other side of the deep 
ravines. 

At h t  the dement was steep. High, h n ,  
sandstone momtabs flanked the snowy path, and 
several nascent rivem roared beneath our feet, far, 
far below ; a h ,  to the right hand, I observed two 
Glaciers formed of snow and ice alone ; they had 
in their imperceptible but unceasing course, slid 
.half-way down a mighty mountain. The heighta 
surrounding the descent of the pws, were serg 
perpendicular and sharp. In some phaes the 
snow lay deep and unbroken, while the sharper 
points were perfectly bare. 

I observed two or three small lakes as I rode 
down. The colour of the water was clear light- 
green, or rich pellucid blue. 'All but one were 
twethirds embedded in snow. A large river 



-lises on this side of the paes, but fkom the deep 
snow and ice, it remains almost unseen (though 
not unheard), to within a mile of this encamping 
ground. This river appears nameless ; as yet no 
one oan enlighten me as to the cognomen it may 
bear. It flows by SGGroo, I am told, and s u b  
quently (joining other rivers) runs below IsMrdo 
and Attok. If this be correct, it is, I suppose, a 
tributary of the Indus. 

The latter part of the descent, if not the whole, 
is of glacier formation, and when we got rid of 
the wide field of snow, and apparently walked and 
rode on stones and earth, we were in reality merely 
treading on superficial ground ; for not six inches 
below the surface, was notlung but snow and 
ice. after this, we came again to snow, and the 
descent was steep and slippery. The last half- 
mile was varied by patohes of grass and many 
wild-flowers, and as I stopped to cull some new 
specimem, I heard the peculiar cry of the senti- 
nel-marmots, notifying our approach to their fra- 
ternities. I saw several squatting in their usual 
eccentric style on their hind legs, their fore-paws 
in a "begging" position, like my poor little 
Princey when he was obedient. 

The " nameless " river flows in a swollen flood 
with great velocity, not twenty yards from my tent. 
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;It is joked by a second and smaller river, at an 
acute. angle, a little way below, and where the 
junction take8 place, the breadth of the bed is 
nearly a qnarter of a mile. I t  is not very deep 
here, and can be forded in one spot. The 
.''second" river flows d o h  from the snowy 
mountains to the east, and its bed is blocked up 
every hundred yards with masses of snow and 
mow-bridges, about half-a-mile from thia. 
, All the mountains are bare and arid, most of 

'them of sandstone formation. There is a great 
deal of snow on every side, and not a tree to be 
seen. Where we are encamped the first bushes 
appear, and here and there, on the slopes 
of the hills, patches of grass refresh the wearied 
eye. Aa for the yellow onion, I am very heartily 
sick of it, for it grows everywhere I go now. I 
should say that the elevation of this spot above the 
level of the sea, cannot be under twelve or thirteen 
thousand feet. It is piercingly cold at night. 

TISSEROO (Sooaoo DIBTRICT), THIBET. 

Distance, about six  miles. 

, 20th July, 1851. Sunday.-Arrived here by 
nine o'clock, a.m., and, even at thk reasonable 
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hour, I was nearly anddated by the pitiless sun, 
and the terrible refraction of the soil. These 
miseries remind me of the desert mountains of 
Idilk I am so glad to get rid of these Kash- 
mirian Coolies (for the Wurdwunees are de facto 
the same people, and Wurdwun, not twenty years 
ago, belonged to Kashrnir), as I dislike the 
character of the entire race, and wish to meet more 
simple and interesting people. The Kashmirians 
have all the vices, and none af the virtues, of 
civilized raoes. 

after leaving yesterday's 66j Ar encampment, we 
descended to a level with the bed of the riv2re sans 
num. Some of the Coolies went by the ford. The 
water came up to their waists, and though the valley 
was almost level, the current appeared strong and 
swift. All the ponies and servants went with 
me over a snow-bridge a quarter of a mile out of 
the way, which spanned the stream that united 
its waters with the larger river, as I mentioned 
yesterday. 

I found that the KotwAl of S66roo had " maden 
the road for me, and I am glad he did, as the 
desperate sun would have killed me outright, had 
I been forced to walk. The hills are bare and 
perpendicular, all points and angles, and princi- 
pally of limestone and sandstone fomtion. The 



muneleas river flow8 between the high morn- 
in a c o h e d  o h e l ,  with great violence and 
veloaity. Not a +le tree is passed on the road, 
and but little grrras and few flowers. I observed 
some very fhe rhubarb, and was suprised to wa 
the Coolies eating it with great avidity quite raw. 
It grows in abundance all along the road. 

I saw a geat many marmota. They have colo- 
nies all over the lower parts of the barren hills. 
n e a e  little animals, lively though they are, lie 
torpid in their subterranean habitations during 
all the winter months, the mouths of their holes 
being totally blocked up with snow. 

We have descended a good deal in to-day's 
march, perhaps a thousand feet ; but without even 
a thermometer, it is impossible to give more 
than an approximate elevation of hill or dale. I 
oeaselessly regret my poor thermometer, and my 
ill-luck in not succeeding in getting a barometer 
before starting on my travels, as I tried to do. 

SZroo is a district in the country of Thibet, 
and contains twelve villages and a fort. The 
river (which is equally nameless " here), watem 
the illika,* and numerous other streams flow into 
it, increasing its size at every mile. The fort and 
three or four villages are situated on the right 

* Dietrict. 



bank, while this village and many lower down, 
stand on the left ahore. A sanga spans the river; 
a little above the fort, and still bigher up, an 
extemive wow-bridge. 

The EGfmbl and Eiirdar of SiGroo came to meet 
me, a couple of miles on the road. They are all 
civility and attention. They were, of come, 
sccompanied by the usual mob of attendant 
Sepoys and Co., and numbers of Thibetans fol- 
lowed to gdze on the h t  European visitor of 
SGroo. They seemed never weary of satisfsing 
their curious eyes, and whenever I chanced to 
look at any of them, they salaiirned aocording to 
their fashion, with both hands to their foreheads, 
the palms outside. 

The houses are all built of unhewn stones and 
mud, with flat mud roofs ; no wood anywhere 
seen. Timber is scarce indeed, for except one 
planted willow, there is scarcely a tree in sight. 
None on the mountains anywhere in the vicinity 
af SGroo. These are all barren and arid as the 
deaertsl of Tsrtarg, except a little grass on the 
dopes and a few bushea. 

The bed of the river is very wide below the 
fort, and divided by stony and gras8y islets into 
numerous channels. It was very cold at sumet, 
but I went out, and from this bank took a hurried 
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aketch of the fort. There is a great deal of snow 
on some of the mountains close to the fort, and 
large blocks of snow and ice float down the river 
in an independent manner. 

Tr66mba is but little grown here; I saw only 
two small fields of that grain. " Grim " and peas 
are the principal cultivation, and wheat a little 
lower down the valley. The only " dbl "* eaten 
here is that of peas, which grow plentifully, and 
thrive better than any other grain, in this arid 
land. I see a good deal growing wild, but the 
species is different-in leaf particularly. No fowls 
in the whole of S66roo. I see some cows and 
sheep grazing, very poor in appearance, but not 
a single pony. The people of the country are 

Bh6tes," and their language is Thibetan. Their 
faces are not of the genuine Tartar cast, but they 
are all ugly ; and old and young, men and women, 
appear wrinkled beyond measure. 

There is a road to Juskur from this, and thence 
to Lahoiil, or Kishtawbr. The natives here re- 
present it as very " Gkhha,"? and utterly impos- 
sible for a horse, as it is dangerous for even a foot 
passenger, so rugged and precipitous are the mom- 
tains along which the rude path lies. Rungdoom 

* Varieties of pulse. 
t Bad, ditlicult. 



is a couple of marches from the head of the S Z L  
roo distriot, and Juskur is three or four marchee 
further. The Kotwbl told me to-day that the 
road I have come is impassable in another fort- 
night, on account of the ravines in the snow. A 
path over the mountains is then taken by traders, 
but it is said to be very rugged. 

The dress of the people of SGGroo is a sort of 
woollen coat reaching to the feet, with rather 
tight sleeves ; a pair of tight woollen trowsera, 
and a puttoo as a waistband, completes the cos- 
tume of most. Puttoo skull-caps, and roughly- 
tanned sheepskin tippets are also worn by the 
peasantry. Woollen boots with leather soles 
and sides, are the only chussure known here. I 
do not even see a single '' pGla " in this district. 
The men generally shave their heads, and the 
women wear their hair in several long plaits, made 
still longer by worsted entwined with the hair. 
Each plait is finished off by taesels of worsted. 

Distance, twelve miles. 

21stJuly, 1851. Monday.-I breakfastedat a 
village called Gthellendie, in the distri~t of S G j r o ~ ,  
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and halting there during the heat of the day, I 
did not arrive here till the cool of the afternoon. 
I found it no fable that the road had been "plade" 
by the Kotwll of S G m  for me. It had been 
made, and with considerable trouble too, nor was 
there any mistaking the reoenoy of the work 

About a mile from Tiseeroo, we came to the 
0hoo-Shoo river, which rushee with impetuosity, 
from snowy mountains to the wed of S G m ,  
and hIls into the nameless river, not a couple of 
hundred yards below the spot where we crossed. 
This " nameless " is, I am here told, indifferently 
d e d  the Klrtae, and the river of SiXroo. I see 
that Moorcroft passed this way, and mentions it. 
Howeyer, he says that it rises in the mom of 
Juskur, which is an error; in my opinion its source 
is on the BrarmE5-j Pass, or at leaat one b d  
rises there. Another flows h m  snowy mom- 
tains to the east of the above pass, but seemed to 
me a smaller branch. Close by this village, a 
third stream falls into the S G m  river, but this 
is evidently a mere tributary. It flows from the 
direct east, probably rising in some mountain close 
by, judging Born the size of the stream. 
Moorcroft also says that Slnkho's "lands and 
villages" are situated on the left bank of the 
Nbgpo-choo. Slnkho or EXnkhoo is a name 



vaguely given to a mall district, but scarcely 
correctly so ; and at all events, these " lands and 
villages " by no means lie on& on the left bank. of 
the Nbgpo-choo. This is the principal village, 
and its name is Sbkho, or S6nkho0, and it is 
situated on the m'ght bank, and some &&an08 
from the Nbgpo-choq which river we are to moss 
in to-morrow's march. 

But to return to the Shoo-shoo, which I 
deserted in the a d  of crossing. It is spanned by 
a bridge of twigs, between thmty and forty yards 
long. The body of water is deep and flows with 
great velocity, carrying down large blocks of ice 
from the snowy heights of its birth. Each sheep 
is carried over the Zampa by a man, and my large 
flock of sheep and goats delayed me an hour; aa 
the Kardiir and KGtwQ1 who accompanied me thus 
far, insisted on my seeing all the live-stuck safely 
to the other shore. I bravely walked across, 
though I confess my feet and limbs trembled so 
that I could scarcely place them on the frail foob 
way. I have so often described this evil bridge 
before, that I will not do so now. Seeing the 
horses across occupied a full hour. !lkey ware 
obhged to brave the torrent, and swam m s s  a 
place where the rivar was divided by a narrow 
strip of land into two channels, which was the 
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only possible place. A rope was tied round the 
neck, and was held by men on the islet, and by 
half a dozen others on the bank where they were 
ultimately to land. 
As I was watching the process, the K G M  

gave me the pleaaing intelligence that many 
horses were lost here, and none escaped a watery 
grave but the ponies of the country ; very difler- 
ent animals fiom those I was trusting to the 
mercy of the breakers. The pony was impelled 
by a thick stick into the water, and after being 
turned upside down over and over again, by the 
violent waves, was dragged on the islet some 
sixty yards below the place where he was fbd 
pushed into the water. This was the process ; and 
one after the other, even "Devilskin" and the 
"Bucchha" arrived safely. The KGtwll declared 
that it was solely my ikbcil.* 

The path was very tolerable as far as Ghellendie. 
Thence to this village, our way lay along such 
difficult and rugged mountaim, that my wonder 
was how any road had been made. One waa a 
crumbling limestone hill ; the path was entirely 
artificial and really dangerous, as the river Khtse 
flowed at the base of the perpendicular hill, and 
the soil was treacherous beyond measure. Twioe 

Good-fortune, predestined before the creation. 



we had to ascend high hills, to oircumvent impae- 
sable places ; and _ then descend again, adding 
weary miles to our journey. At the top of the 
second of these useless hills, I saw the remains of 
an extensive fort and fortifications, of the ancient 
BhGt dynasty. Perched on the summit of a desert 
mountain, surrounded by arid and melancholy 
heights, the ruins presented a wild and desolate 
aspeot. At the foot of the hill, on this side, I 
saw a few Fakirs' huts, and the sacred tomb 
of the BhGtea prince killed in the war which 
levelled the fort. A few willows grew near the 
tomb. 

TWO or three miles of rather level, but stony 
ground, brought us to Shnkho. The mountaim 
which flank the valley of the Khrtse throughout 
to-day's march, are as barren as those of the 
Ladhk GGjitr, and appear principally of limestone 
and sandstone. On some of the slopes, and in 
the valleys, a Little grass and a few trees are 
found. The latter have all been planted, and 
consist entirely of willows, most o_f which are 
pollards. A very few fhit-trees grow in the 
more sheltered parts of the district. The mild 
flowers are the same as in some parts of Ladbk. 
Hyoscyamus grows in great abundance, wherever 
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any vegetation is found, and r o w  and lucerne 
abound. 

The river of SGGroo is very irregular in its 
breadth, varying h m  twenty to a hundred yards. 
A r S q a  spans it not far fiom this village, and 
there are a few hamlets surrounded by cultivation 
on the opposite bank. There is a mad to Draii~ 
from this village, but it is reported to be danger- 
ous, on aocount of two deep rivers, which, being 
bridgeless, must be forded. Draiis is two marcha 
distant by this route, and. the high Pass of the 
Omba has to be surmounted on the way. 

The cultivation of SGnkoo consists of wheat, 
grim, masGGr (a pulse), peas, and a few fields of 
trGGmba, here called " gubbaroo." There is but 
one hasvest in the year, and the grain will be ripe 
for the sickle in about a couple of months. The 
p e m t r y  are all BhGts (or BhGteaa), and the 
dress and features are the same as in S66m. The 
language is Thibetan, but the people are very 
different in appearance fiom the genuine Tartam 
SGnkoo is situated in an amphitheatre of hills. 
There is not much more mow on most of the 
enciroling Heights, but the summits are all sharp 
and pointed. 



KIRGHIL. 

Dktance, tuelve coss, or a6out eighteen miles. 

22nd July, 1851. %sday.-This is a long 
march and ought to be divided into two. I break- 
fagted at SelGskot, which is a village half way. 
The road is very good, and the descents and 
asoents so slight on the whole as to entitle to-day's 
march to be considered a level path. The way 
lies along the left bank of the KMse or river of 
SGiiroo, winding near the foot of the arid and pre- 
cipitous mountains the entire distance. There 
are numerous hamlets on both banks, the inter- 
vening spaces being arid and stony, and even 
where quite level, remaining uncultivated on ac- 
oount of the total want of any water but that of 
the river, which flows too far below to be of any 
uae in irrigating these barren tracts. 

The only trees are near the villages. These 
consist solely of willows and poplara, the latter 
few and scant in appearance. The majority of the 
former are pollards. The hills continue ss arid 
and abrupt as ever. Very little snow, except oa 
one mountain, where it appeared deep and un- 
broken. The flora continue much the same aa 

P 2 
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in the former two marches, but wild currant and 
gooseberry bushes are seen near the villages now ; 
the h i t  is small and unripe. Lucerne is very 
luxuriant, principally the yellow-flowered species. 

The river flows in a black and turbid flood, and 
ought to be christened the Nbgpo-choo, or black 
water, as is the smaller river .we crossed about 
three quarters of a mile after leaving SGnkoo. 
This b o d  ji%e Nbgpo-choo is about fifteen yards 
wide, and s'panned by a frail bridge. The h o r n  
were obliged to swim across, the bridge being too 
shght to bear their weight. This stream is very 
rapid, and the colour of the water quite black, 
whence it derives its name ; " Nbgpo," meaning 
black in Thibetan, and " Choo," or Tchoo, water, 
(as I dare say I have elsewhere remarked). This 
dark hue probably arises from the river was- 
down black soil from the mountains in its course. 

My L L  Ikbbl" stood my friend to-day a h .  My 
baggage and servants had crossed the Nbgpo- 
choo, and I followed. I was still standing on the 
bank, not five minutes after I had left the bridge, 
when that slender construction fell into the river, 
overwhelmed by a breaker of extra magnitade. 
Had this occurred when I was on the bridge I 
should have been killed in all human probability ; 
or had it happened before I commenced the passage 



I should have been delayed all day at least, till 
another bridge was made. About a couple of 
coss fiom this village a very suspicious looking 
sanga spans the Kikbrtsk, and that is now the road 
to Ladkk vid Pushkoom. One of the bridges 
below thia village is broken, so the route I came . 
last year from Pmhkoom to Eirghil, is impassable 
now. 

I have made up my mind to go to Iskikbrdo after 
all, and purpose following a road said to be impas- 
sable for horses, but which is the shortest route 
hence to Iskkrdo. I shall subsequently decide 
what is to be done with my steeds. 

Yesterday I rode Devilskin for the first time 
since I fractured my shoulder last March. I had 
a superstitious feeling against the animal, and to- 
day I rode him merely because the Bh6t Coolies 
let him loose in leading him, and h i .  Syce decampcd 
some time ago. I had not gone three miles, be- 
fore he suddenly lay down in the midst of a 
stream, giving me an uncalled-for bath. He mas 
evidently taken suddenly ill, and in half-an-hour 
he was all right again. But I felt he was to me 
unlucky, and I changed steeds with a Sepoy, who 
accompanied me, and I do not think I will again 
tempt fate by mounting the unlucky brute. Several 
equestrians accompanied me to-day, Ghaussie , 
a Be poy, and four village-officials. 



There is a fort here, and a large village. A good 
deal of cultivation surromde the neighbourhood, 
and a great many willows and poplars flourish. 
The Ekrtse, or river of Si%roo, flows below the 
fort, in a rapid and noisy stream. It is joined 

. by the Pmbkmm river, and they both flow by 
I s k ~ o .  

Nearly a twelvemonth has elapsed since I was 
h t  here. The rteason is much more bat-d ; 
the fruits ars quite unripe, and the grain is a 
month labr this year; though only three days 
later in the month, I reached this place in the past 
year. It was here that I ate so many ripe apricots,* 
and now there is not one fit to eat. The 866roo 
river is scarcely known by the name of the 
"K&rtseV here. In fact it is rarely styled any- 
thing but the "S66roo-ka-Duriy%."t 

Rice, ottah, and a coarse pulse, or Ddl, are the 
principal supplies procurable here. A few fowls 
can be obtained, but they are not abundant.. The 
last two marches, we passed such pretty little 
goats that I was almost tempted to risk the pur- 
chase of a s m d  flock. But I was assured that 
they would not survive rigorous marcbe, nor 
would they live at even moderate elevations. 

+And exceeded in milk. Vide first volume. 
t The River of B66roo. 



I have not seen the Ybk yet, but the hybrid 
between the Ybk and the cow, abounds in SZiroo, 
B6nko0, and KirghiI. I t  is called the Zho; and 
the female the Zho-mo. The latter ia not pro- 
perly a Mule, because she has progeny, but they 
greatly and markedly degenerate. The milk of 
this animal is very yellow in colour, rich and 
plentiful, and is more prized than the milk of the 
mmmon cow. 

Sheep are milked here, as throughout Wurdwun, 
and butter, or ghee, is churned fiom it. A preju- 
dice stood in the way of my trying the flavour of 
this odd milk. 

We have had no rain for four days, but ocoa- 
sional clouds obscure the heavens. The sun is 
distressingly powerful, and even at night I have 
felt the heat great, and one-third of the rezbis and 
blankets I required in Wurdwun, are sufficient now. 

The women in this district and also in SGnkoo, 
wear a great many ornaments in their hair, much 
the same as the Lahoiilies and Ladbkhies. Long 
,bands covered with turquoises and amber depend 
from the forehead and head backwards, reaching 
to the wSLiElt. The hair is worn in long plaits, and 
turquoises fasten the worsted tassels at the ex- 
tremities. These turquoises are large, but generally 
full of flaws, and greenish in hue. 
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KIRGITCH-CHOO (ILLBILB OF KARTAKHCH~), 

&take, about five miles. 

2 3rd July, 1851. Wednesday.-I reached this 
village by dusk, having been detained the greater 
part of the day, waiting for Coolies at Kirghil 
(or Kirgil). 

The road to within a quarter of a mile of 
Kirgitch-choo, followed the one to Eashmir from 
Leh, which I went last year. With the exception 
of two very bad places, it wm tolerably level and 
very good. Passed the small villages of Choo- 
Scumbo (also called Chiroo-Scurnbo), on the 
way. About a mile from Kirghil, we lefi the 
course of the SGGroo river, and turned to the 
north-west, following the right bank of the Dmiis, 
which falls into the former at this spot. The road 
to Iskiirdo is along the left bank of the river of 
SGGroo, and if there was any means of getting 
across the Draiis near the junction, eight or ten 
miles would be saved. But a little distance be- 
low this hamlet is the only bridge in the vicinity. 
A steep descent from the Kashmir path, leads to 
this rickety Sanga, which is fast going to destrucl 



tion. I t  was a work of danger crossing the horses 
over such a concern, but the whole set arrived 
safely. A steep ascent, followed by the crossing 
of a violent Rapid, conducts to this paltry village. 
AB it was dark, I came on here, though the 
direct route to Iskbrdo, branches off fiom the sanga 
above described. The torrent close by was 
 panned by a couple of spars, and it was impos- 
sible to bring the horses to the village. I left 
them in a field of lucerne, a hundred yards above 
the bridge. 

I hear that some gentlemen went this way not 
quite a week ago, but were ~ g h t e n e d  by the 
villagers into leaving their horses and mules on 
the right bank of the Draiis, and ultimately 
.sending them by some other road. These people 
( I  allude to the villagers and company), tried the 
same thing with me, but signally failed in their 
attempts to iiighten me ! I dare say I shall suc- 
ceed in taking all my " stud" with me this route 
to Bblti. 

I mentioned last year, that the Draiis river rose 
on the Draiis Pass some marches hence on the 
Kashmir road. I t  has a course of about one 
hundred miles, before its codnence with the 
river of SZroo. The breadth of the Draiis averages 
some forty yards, and the colour is less dark than 
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that of the Eirtse, or BGroo river. This village 
swarms with vermin, if I am to judge from the 
reet1.s dinner 1 had, being bitten to death under 
the table, and above it, too ! 

&tarnee, about six miles. 

24th Jub. 1851. Thursday.-I hoped to have 
reached OGlding-thung this evening, but various 
delays m m e d ;  apd the day olosed before I 
could complete my arrangements, though I man- 
aged to send off the greater part of my baggage. 

I rode here, but hearing such shocking accounts 
of the road, I have sent on my horses by a path 
through the interior of the hills, which leads by a 
mountainous route to Kartbkhchun fort.* I found 
the sun most sickeningly hot this afternoon, 
and feel quite knocked up from its effects. The 
path follows the downward course of the Draiis, 
along the left bank, to its coduence with the 
river of SGZiroo, keeping yesterday's march in 

* I had good cause, in the end, to regret having thus trusted 
my property to the care and honesty of the Coolies of Little 
Thibet. I did so entirely against my own better judgment, 
overpowered by arguments and representations. 



sight the whole time. We passed the village of 
H d ,  the h t  third of the ma.rch, while the 
rest of the way is along stony and barren hills, 
not much ament or dement. The last two miles 
follow the course of the KArtse, along the left 
bank, after the ~raiis '  has united with it its 
greener and gentler waters. 

I observed two large, or at lwt comparatively 
large villagss on the opp&te bank, before Oun- 
gmi was attained ; but there is nothing in the 
ahape of a bridge to cross the flood between. 
This is a small village ; but a larger one, where 
the Mokuddam lives, is said to be a couple of 
miles higher up the barren mountain. It is not 
visible from this, but the Nokuddam is in attend- 
ance. 

Distance, a6out eight miles. 

25th July, 1851. fiiday.-This is a very 
fatiguing march, the road steep and rugged; 
sometimes near the bank of the river, sometimes 
ascending two-thirds of the high perpendicular 
mountains which flank the EWse, merely to 
circumvent some impassable part of the road. 
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But bad as this march has been, I regret that I 
did not bring my horses, for in many parts I 
could have ridden, and I am certain all would 
have passed the worst places in safety, if I am to 
judge by the roads they have gone before this, 
without coming to harm. 

The bed of the river is conhed by nearly per- 
pendicular Heights, to within an average of forty- 
five or f3ly yards. There is not a shrub, not a 
blade of grass to be seen on these barren Hi& of 
limestone and sandstone; and the villages, few 
and far between, with the green fields and ver- 
dant trees, me oases in the desert. 

I noticed the unmistakeable water-formation of 
miles of hills; and hundreds on hundreds of 
yards presented the appearance of rocks strilungly 
water-worn. The banks, of sand and smooth 
boulders, were often as plainly marked a quarter 
of a mile distant from the river's bed, as if but 
yesterday the waters had receded and sunk. 
Whole rocks were completely hollowed and 
smooth, as if the continual and Biolent action of 
water had swept over them. I did not halt to 
look if there were any fossilized shells to be 
found, as was the case near the L6ng-Illbchee 
Pass, in Ladbk, because a drkzhg  rain waa 
falling, and I had a very bad cough ; but I have 



no doubt that these hills, as well as those, were 
once submerged by the waters of the 'Lgreat 
deep." The trap rock met with frequently on 
the way, also tells of violent volcanic action, and 
these mountains were most probably upheaved by 
some powerful volcano. 

OGlding-thung is a tolerably large village ; the 
houses are built almost without wood, of stones 
and mud, with h t  roofs. Willows and a few 
straggling poplars, me the only timber in the 
district ; and these are only to be seen near vil- 
lages. Apricots, plums, and mulberries, grow in 
considerable numbers in this place, but the two 
former are still unripe. The grains grown are 
much the same as in the higher parts of Ear- 
tiikchun. 

We passed the village of M6wGshthung about 
a mile before we reached O61din.g-thung, and it 
wasr absolutely deserted. The advent of a Emo- 
ropean appears to te* these wild men of the 
jungle hills, and they leave their houses and 
fields, and crawl like monkeys up the perpen- 
dicular Heights, where no civilized beings have a 
chance. 

Last night the KGtidbr * of Kirgil (who accom- 

* Literally, the master of a house; it generally means a 
oommander of some fortified place. 



panied me as interpreter) ordered the Nokuddam* 
and Coolies of Gungunni to be tied up during 
night, for fear of their escaping. SO they were 
bound with ykk hair-ropes, and given in charge of 
fwo servants. I was lying on a dhoolie which 
(necessity is verily the '' mother of invention ! j7) 

I had made out of the door of a Gungunni 
hut, my own dhoolies having all been left at 
Gunkah BuL My tents were both gone, and 
the village dwelling-places so filthy, that I 
preferred the open air. Fatigue soon sent me 
to deep, and when I awoke about midnight, 
Mokuddam and Coolies were flown, the hair- 
ropes lying on the ground, and the Eotidh 
and servants fast asleep. I called to the former 
and sent him to search for the recusants. In the 
marning a Eardkr of Hur&s begged me to ao- 
company him to the village above, as my presence 
might secure the Coolies we recognised. After a 
heart-breaking ascent of nearly two miles, we 
m e  to the Mokuddam's village, but though it 
was a large place, every home was empty, and 
after a long search two women only were found. 
One of my attendants quaintly remarked, that 

+ Elsewhere explained. A village &cia1 of inferior 
degree. 



this was the lhrtWlohun ' '~~h-ke-shikih" 
(bear-hunting ). 

Mter a couple of hours' delay at the night's 
meamping ground, When men arrived (where 
&om, I have no idea), and we started. I walked 
a good deal, and my rude door-dhoolie, formed of 
a d m  and two tent-poles, =wed as a re8ource 
when I was overpowered by fatigue. 
Lad night, being driven &tic by ten thou- 

sand animalcula in the hut my bed was placed in, 
I ordered a tent to be pitched. While my ser- 
vants were doing this, some villagers stole two 
valuable gold chains, a puree of silver, and a 
oomm which I had put all together on a bundle 
by the tent-door. I have not seen one of these 
articles since, and I do no$ suppose any redress 
will be obtained, or compensation for the theft. 

I go on now to the next march, but I fear we 
shall be benighted, as it isnear sunset. 

Distance, about nke miles. 

26th July, 1851. Saturday.-We were be- 
nighted, as I foresaw, and spent the night on a 
small piece of sandy level on the banks of the 
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Kibbe, half way. The cloudless canopy of head 
ven was my only shelter, almost all my baggage 
being far in advance. 

The village of Moor&l was nearly opposite, on 
the right bank of the river, but no bridge spanned 
the flood, though it flowed nearly as peacefully as 
the Jhelum in the quiet Vale of Kaahmir. We 
procured firewood by b h g  the logs with which 
a bad piece of road close by was constructed, and 
we also made use of an odoriferous shrub, which 
was the only vegetation near. This shrub burns 
with a sudden and very bright flame. The leaves 
are small and silver-grey, and the roots are e q d y  
dry and combustible. The former exude a strong 
aroma, painfully dmgreeable to me. 
This march is tolembly good in some places, 

very bad in others ; but I continue to regret the 
folly of attending to native advice, and sending 
the horses a different route. In this new style of 
dhoolie, I am in momentary fear of a somerset, as 
the porters are " rEGch-log,"* and a door is not 
an advantageous style of carriage over rugged 
mount ain-roads. 
The hills continue of the same abrupt and 

barren character, and the villages are in the same 
style throughout. The Khalkch, or Khblse River, 

+ Beam. 







I flows into the Kkrtse a little above the village of 
Moorh.1, or. nearly half-way between OGlding- 
thung ' and .Tbr-kuttie. We are following a 
northerly direction. 
Thk is a tolerably sized village, but I see no 

' men, and only a few women. These latter wear a 
great many ornaments, chains of &S (shells), 
necklaces of amber, crystal, turquoise, &c., of very 
inferior quality. They wear very high conical 
caps. Some of the women are good-looking. 

t 

1 KARwH. ( K i n ~ a m c m . )  
Dbtance, abut nine miles. 

Zy, 1851. Sunday.-This has proved the 
worsG lnarch of the whole, and as I was obliged 

I 
to walk more than two-thirds of the way over 
roclrs and stones, I am so lame to-day that I cannot 
walk at all now. Very bad road, and in places very 
dangerous for horses. The left bank of the river 

, is follo~vecl, and the mountains are, if possible,more 
ruaecd and abrupt than ever. Passed four or five 
villages, GGncl, Doh, and others. Apricots, pltlms, 
and mulberries are ripe, and we all had a feast on 
them, going minus ciinner. 

The sun was so frightfully hot, and the roho- 
tion of the soil so great, that I waa completely ex- 
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hansted We were benighted within two miles of 
my camp, but I persevered till pain and fatigue 
m e m e  me, and then I spent a third night 
in the junglles, in the open air. I was com- 
pletely prostrated with exhaustion, and my aching 
limbs throbbed with pain. My feet are blistered 
in every direction, and I cannot move a yard 
without torhe.  The Wuzeer of KartAkhchun 
came to our bivouacking ground by the stony 
bed of the river last night, as soon as he heard of . 

my arrival. He brought me a dklly of raisins and 
dried currants, and a nuzzur. I was too worn 
out to speak, and could not be civil. 

The Wuzeer and all the better classes in 
KartAkhchun, dress like the Lahoiil Wkoors, and 
I was struck by the strong resemblance in feature 
which the Wuzeer bore to Tkra Chund, the 
Lahod Thbkoor who acted as interpreter last 
year to our camp, as far as LGh. This country 
is all included in Bultistkn, or Little Thibet, the 
same as Iskbrdo. The inhabitan& are Dar- 
doos or Dards, and their features, language, and 
general appearance are very different from the 
Thibetans. They are more like the people of 
Chulks and Gilgit, who the natives say are 
'' ussul"* Dbruds, (or Dardoos.) The men leave 

* Genuine. 



long lpcke of hair on both sides of the head, 
either plaited or in Ioose cur&. There is little to 
distingaish the Sepoys by, except huge woollen 
turbans, and occasionally only, a sword or helmet 
This country is held in fief by RAjah AUi Sher 
Khan, whose Wuzeer lives here, while he resides 
in I&brdo.* 

The river is very tranquil here, and in some 
parts very broad. The flank.hg mountains are 
the same as before, and the general appearance of 
the country very rugged. !l!his village ia a 
straggling one of some forty houses, scattered 
over half-a-mileof ground on the right bank of 
the river, commanded by a very curious-looking 
Fort. I never saw one built on the same model. 
I took a sketch of it this morning 6.om the left 
bank, before coming across, but when the sun 
appeared above the mountain behind, I was driven 
away by the intense glare, and did not finish the 
village below. 

I found the tents so hot, that I came over to 
this bank, though a formidable Zampa intervened. 
This hazardous bridge of twigs was a very bad 
me, eighty yarb  long, and built in even a 
more than ordmary h p l e  manner. My Bhishtie 
unconditionally declined to go across, he waa so 

* At present, he haa been sent to the m y  in ChulL. 
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alarmed; so I gave a man two rupees to carry him. 
I was also carried, and bound by a long blanket to 
my porter. My crippled and blistered feet ren- 
dmed walking impossible, even could I have sum- 
maned the requisite courage. But the bridge was 
a very appalling affair ; the footway scarcely five 
inches broad, and the side ropes of twigs, some & 
feet apart ! 

There is a mad along the left bank, as well as 
this one on the right; but it is very hilly and stony 
as far as T6lti Fort, the next march. There I 
shall have to cross a second Zampa, and follow the 
left bank again. The natives here call the 
866r00 or Kbrtse River, either the " Kartbkh- 
chun," or the " Attok," and appear to h o w  no 
other name for it. The sun of Bullistiin is worse 
than that of Ladbk, and the ground travelled over 
is equally trying to the eyes (and complexion !) 
from its refracting power. 

TOLTI. 

fitance, about nine miles. 

28th July, 1851. Monday.-The heat is quite 
overpowering ; even the nights are warm. It is 
impossible to journey in the sun, and consequently 



a march is with difficulty accomplished, these not 
being roads calculated for night travelling, and 
moreover, pine-torches are unknown. We were 
as usual, benighted, and did not arrive here till this 
morning, spending the night at Phi, a village 
about a couple of miles from t h  place. 

My horses not having arrived, the Wuzeer gave 
me his, and a capital little ghG6nt it proved. He 
also sent for a mare from the pasture grounds for 
Ghaussie. The road was by no means good, 
and near Pkri, very rugged, passing through the 
river, or jumping from rock to rock. Fortunately, 
owing to the Wuzeer's precautions, several torches 
met us before the road became very dangerous at 
night, and we all reached Pkri in safety, about 
eight o'clock, p.m. 

We passed the village of GundZs, or RundGs, 
at a mile, and I noticed two or three villages on 
the left bank. The hills continue the same, bare 
and barren, and the path stony. Not a wild- 
flower blooms on these mountain deserts. We 
must be very low now, for we have for five or six 
marches followed the descending course of t h  
branch of the Indus, and the wind was quite warm 
this evening, breathing of tepid latitudes. The 
fruit which clustered on the apple, apricot, and 
plum trees, in countless myriads, was quite ripe. 



Thousands of the two latterfruit had beengathered, 
and lay drying in the sun on the burning rocks. 
This is the only preparation, beyond takin.g the 
stones out, which the " Komihies " undergo. 

This morning, though only two miles, I could 
not manage more than the diehoe from Ph4 to 
TGlti. The delay in cnwsing the Zampa below 
this viUage was greater than usuaL The man 
who volunteered to carry me across went about a 
third of the way, then, getting frightened, stood 
un the trembling bridge screeching in his heathen 
tongue, Heaven only knows what. Severalmencame 
to his aid, and as his feet were violently &&en 
by fear, I expected every moment that we shoulQ 
both go through the sides, which were gapingly 
upen. I confess I was alarmed, but who would 
not have been ? At last, after five or six minutes' 

. delay, the man turned round, and fairly went 
back ! having t e d e d  me and endangered my 
life, for absolutely nothmg. The length waa 
mrcely more than half of the suspension bridge 
at Karmbnh, but it waa badly made and par- 
ticularly fragile. Every one seemed &aid to 
take me across, and it was folly endeavouring to 
ooerce to such a task. Finally, a stalwart 
Thibetan came forward, and I gave him a coupk 
of rupees to testify the sincerity of my delight at 
being safely conveyed to the left bank. 



TGlti is a village governed by a petty Rajah ; 
very petty indeed, because the man sat outsids 
my tent waiting my h Z 6 h  (or orders), and foh 
lowed my horse out of the precincts of his dom~;nS, 
not leaving till I permitted him to take his " rook& 
sut ' *  This "Mjah7' is a Dbrdoo, rather fair 
and not ill-looking. He is quits a young man, 
and wears his hair in long curled locks on both 
sides, according to the effeminate custom of the 
country. The only difference between him and 
his people consisted in the texture and cleanlinm 
d his dress, which was of spotless long-cloth and 
cambric. I believe a few other villages are in- 
cluded in the Illbka of TGlti. I suppose this 
Bjah is a mere vassal of Gool%b Singh. Them 
is a single bastion perched on a hill, which exten- 
sive fortifkation is entitled a " Ehih " (fort). 

The Attock or Indus (as the river of E r o o  may 
now be styled) becomes rapid and violent soon 
after leaving the neighbourhood of Karmknh, but 
its channel is as irregular in breadth as the current 
is in force and velocity. A few walnut tree4 
heavily laden with green nuts, are mingled with 
the f i t  and other trees I before noticed as grow- 
Ing in Bblti, or Bultistbn, or Little Thibet. 

The people of the country appear to be all 
* Wve to depart. 
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Nohammedans, of the Shiah* persuasion. They 
keep the fast of Ramazbn very faithfully, if I am b 
judge from the very Coolies, who, though sinking 
from heat and thirst, will not touch a hop  of 
water ! Three days, I believe, still remain of 
h t i n g  and mortiiications, before the new moon 
ushers in the feast of Ede. There are plenty of 
cows, zhGs, sheep, goats, and fowls in the district. 
The sheep are small, and the goats resemble those 
of Chumba. They have short legs, and small 
heads, and give but little milk. 

Four of my horses arrived here this forenoon, 
by the mountain route from Gungunni. 
(Devilskin) has not only not arrived, but I cannot I hear any tidings of him. I suppose he hw 
been stolen. The people of Bilti are terrible 
thieves. Important and unimportant thefts have 
been of daily occurrence since I entered this coun- 
try of Little Thibet. 

PERKOOTA. (COUNTY OF BULTISTU-.) 
Di.~tance, about eight miles. 

Xume day, nine o'clock, p.m.-Benighted as 
usual, but some torches were sent by the Mokud- 

* The different religious sects among the Mohammedans are 
.most intolerant and virulent among themselves. 
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dam of this village to meet me, as soon as it 
became dark, and I went into the dhoolje at the 
same time, uncomfortable though the antediluvian 
conveyance is. I was so fatigued by the heat of the 
day, and so overpoweringly sleepy, that every 
instant I relapsed into slumber, at the imminent 
risk of my neck, and once I actually did fall out, 
-luckily not on the side of the precipice. 

I was told that at TGlti, we should come to an 
excellent path, "puddur" (plain) the rest of the 
way to Iskirdo. Whereas, we have had some very 
bad pieces of road,-rugged, steep, and stony,- 
and very little " puddur" as yet. We crossed the 
MAntoka River, which flows into the Indus, about 
half-way. T h  river is of a pellucid blue, about 
three and a half feet deep, and the current is so 
powerful, that in the evening, fording is difficult. 

We passed the villages of Kumingo and Mbn- 
toka. The latter was scattered over an extent of 
ground a mile in length, and a quarter in breadth. 
The cultivation was principally of wheat and 
barley, and looked very promising. The fruit- 
trees were numerous, and covered with fruit, 
some ripe, some quite green. Walnut trees and 
the Chenk of Kashmir, were added to the 
Willows and Poplars of the higher parts of the 
oomtry. 

VOL. II. Q 



The hills continue as barren as before, and the 
width of the valley is almost exclusively con- 
fined to the breadth of the channel of the Indus, 
except in the vicinity of villages. The river 
flows in tho same irregular manner,-sometimes 
with great velocity, sometimes in a broad and placid 
stream, the breadth of the bed varying from forty 
to nearly a hundred yards. 
This village is large and straggling ; trees very 

numerous. There is a fort above the village, but 
it presents no peculiar features, and is in no may 
striking. The animals, biped and quadruped, 
continue the same in appearance and character 
as in the higher parts of Bblti, and I need not 
recapitulate. Every one is very zealous in their 
efforts to give satisfaction. All throughout Bul- 
tistbn the villages seem to be densely populated, 
a contrast to other parts of the dominions of Gool&b 
'Singh. 

fitance, about sic miles. 

29th July, 1851. Tuesday.-Oh ! what a 
!( Puddur !" The road in parts of this march 
has been as bad as in some of the very rugged 



places between Kirgitch-choo and Kartakhchun, 
where the people declared no horses could go; 
Mine got over the march with facility, -but the 
burning sun made the bad road most trying to 
mo. 

Passed the village of Sermih about half way. 
After this, the road becomes execrable. A steep 
and difficult limestone hill is ascended and de- 
scended by a slippery and precipitous path, merely 
to avoid a rock which stan* in the road, perpen- 
dicular and impracticable. About a couple of 
miles from this place, the northern branch of the 
Singhey-Choo, or Indus, joins tho western branch, 
along which I havo been journeying. Close to 
the confluence of these mighty branches, I saw 
the village of KheEris, or KhErus. The road to 
LEh wici Kh6ppaloo lies that way. The Indus is 
between one and two hundred yards broad in 
parts of this march, while in other places it is 
scarcely forty. For about a mile, between Sermih 
and G6hl, the bosom of the great river was as 
placid as a slumbering child :--not a wave milled 
the still and glittering waters. The sun is quite 
overpowering in BBlti, and I feel utterly exhausted 
by the heat, and unable to writo as fully as I other& 
wise might The hills are principally of limestone, 
bare and arid as their predecessors. i 

e 2 
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I hope to reach Iskhrdo this evening, but I do 
not know how to construe the " cosses" of the 
country. The term seems indefinite, vague and 
meaningless, varying widely from half-a-mile to 
quadruple that distance. 

THHORGOO, OR TORGOO. 
(COUNTRY OF BULTIBTBN.) 
fitance, about jive miles. 

Sam day, seven o'clock, p.m.-With the exception 
of the last part, this march is very easy and quite 
level the whole way. .The last mile but one is over a 
very rugged hill, the ascent and descent steep 
and difficult. There are no villages between 
G6hl and TGrgoo, and not a tree or shrub ; the 
way lies along the love1 bank of the Indus, neaz 
the foot of rather high and barren mountains. 
There are several villages along the right bank, 
and I mas told that the rude and narrow path I 
saw was the route from Iskbrdo to L E ~ .  Just as 
we reached the bad part of the road, the darkness 
of a moonless night came on, and I was Hty 
times nearly going over a precipice, findug it dif- 
ficult to distinguish between the path and the 
khud. Once in particular I had a narrow escape. 
Ghaussie (who was riding behind me) dismounted 



to ~e t t l e  the reins of his bridle; I was s t a n d  
on the brink of the precipice, and suddenly his 
hone galloped past me, loose, almost sending me 
into the dark abyss which frowned below. My 
presence of mind did not forsake me, and while 
the pony brushed past, I took care not to lose my 
e~uilibrium, though I had not time to move out 
of the way. 

The heat is progressing in intensity. This 
evening, even after sunset, the wind was quite 
hot, and I was painfully reminded of the plains. 

ISKARDO. (CAPITAL OF BULTIST~W, OR BALTI.) 

Distance, about Jive miles. 

30th July, 1851. Wednesday.-I arrived here 
by eight o'clock, a.m. ; and early as it still was, I 
was almost annihilated by the burning sun. 

Tho natives call the distance from G6hl to 
Iskiirdo only three or four coss, whereas it cannot 
possibly be less than ten miles. 

The road is very good on the whole. The regular 
line of barren mountains, flanking the narrow 
valley in which the Indus flows, breaks near G6h.l. 
The valley becomes wider, and the " line " is no 
longer so regular. When Iskbdo is reached, 



the hills form a sort of amphitheatre, and the 
roads. to Gilgit, Kashmir, and Ladiik, follow dif- 
ferent valleys, all branching off in the vicinity of 
Iskbrdo. The route to Gilgit turns to the west- 
north-west, and is said to be very rugged. The 
people here declare that Gilgit is situated on the 
In&, and is ten or twelve days' journey distant 
from Iskbrdo. The road goes by Roundoo,* and 
Haram6sh.t At Mattun I was told that Gilgit 
was situated on the Gilgit River, which flowed 
from the north-west, passing below the town of 
Gilgit, and not entering the Indus till fifteen or 
twenty miles south-west of Gilgit. This account 
is probably correct. 

Iskbrdo, also called " SkBrdoo " and "Kbrdoh," 
is the capital of Little Thibet or Bilti. I t  is much 
reduced in the number of houses and inhabitants 
There are not more than fifty of the former, and 

* A small State, with a Fort in a commanding position. 
Some years ago i t  was independent, but was taken by Goolib 
Bingh's conquering army, under the command of the great 
Qeneral of his forces, Zorkwar Singh, who was killed subse- 
quently, when invading the Chinese territories on the part 
of his master, and his whole army cut to pieces at the same 
time, with the exception of 200 men who escaped. 

t A large valley lying at right angles with the Indus, and 
winding round the eastern side of a mountain called Haramtiah, 
?0,000 feet in altitude, covered with snow. 



these are stretched over a large extent of ground ; 
fields of cultivation, with fruit and walnut trees, 
also poplars, chenbrs, and willows, filling up the 
intervening space. The valley in the widest part 
of the vicinity of Iskbrdo, may be about six miles 
in breadth. The extreme length may be about 
eighteen or nineteen miles. The river Indus 
flows below the Fort, and in some parts is nearly 
two hundred and fifty yards broad, and said to be 
very deep. The current, though swift, is very still. 
There is a great deal of sand on the oppositebank, 
and the water-mark is ateen feet higher than ila 
present bed. The channel, too, is scarcely filled 
now, and the boggy sand shows that the river's 
bed is often sty yards broader. There is a good 
deal of snow on some of the mountains surround- 
ing Iskkdo, but they are bare and arid as through- 
out the whole of Bultistbn. These heights are , 

all angles,-pyramidal, conical, or pointed,-and 
very abrupt and precipitous. Limestone seems 
the principal formation. 

The grains cultivated are numerous,-wheat, 
barley, grim, trijijmba, (or buck-wheat,) peas, 
boggulla," and mas66r.t These form the first 
harvest, and all are ripe and cut down before this. 

* A kind of bean. 
t A pulse. 
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The second harvest consists of various vegetables, 
auch as cucumbers, kuddoo,* melons, chEEna,t 
kungunnie,$ and rice, which all ripen about the 
middle of September. Not much snow falls here; 
not more than a foot and a half ordinarily. Most 
of the roads are open all the twelve months, lead- 
ing to Kartbkhchun, Ladik and Gilgit, but the 
one to Kashmir by ' ~ ra i i s  is rarely open aRer 
the sdmmer months, and the route vici GorEz to 
Kashmir is only practicable from the end of June 
to the commencement of October. 

 here is a large Fort here. I t  is built on a 
rock separate from, but almost on a level with, the 
ground on which the capital stands. A second 
range of buildings, resembling a Fort likewise, 
have been erected near the Khila, but on a sepa- 
rate ground ; a ditch or dry nullah dividing the 
fortifications. This is the " Chbonie," or Canton- 
ment. These buildings were erected by the great 
Sikh hero, called Wuzeer Zorhwar Singh,lJ when 
he conquered Iskkdo, ten or eleven years ago, 
for Goolib Singh. The old Fort, mentioned by 
Moorcroft, as standing on a high rock, was levelled 

* A pumpkin. 
t A native vegetable not grown in Europe. 
$ A species of millet; the Holcue Sorghum of Linnseus. 
1 This name being translated, means " The Lion of.strength." 



by the conqueror, and the remains are mere ruins, 
though still visible. The situation of this ancient 
Fort is very. much stronger than the modern one. 
The L'Rock of Iskbrdo," on which the former 
stronghold was erected, is very abrupt and almost 
inaccessible. The Indus, when the bed is full, 
washes the rugged base. 

I have had some conversation with a Jemadh 
who returned from Gilgit a twelve-month ago. 
His information regarding that country I will 
give in a few words. 

According to his account, Gilgit is situated 
close to the confluence of the Nbghyr, (or Nuggur) 
river, and the Gilgit river, which flow into 
the Indus thus united, twenty miles below 
Gilgit. The Nbghyr river comes from the north- 
east of Gilgit, rising in the snows beyond the 
valley of Nbghyr.* The inhabitants of Gilgit and 
Chulbs are called BrGpehs" and not Dardoos, in 
their own land. They are very inimical to Goolbb 

. Singh's rule, and will on no account give a seer of 
food to his Sepoys, even though starving, beyond 
the agreed revenue of 15,000 Kharwbrs t of grain. 

* This river used to be celebrated for gold-washing, and 
the women of the county are famous for their surpassing and 
delicate beauty. 

t An am-load, (of ninety seers;) before explained more fully. 
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All the grain grown in Bultistkn, and plenty of 
fruit trees, flourish throughout the c o m e  of 
Qilgit. The Capital is situated on Ii level piece 
of ground, or rather a valley, of some extent, and 
low hills surround it. No snow falls in GWt 
during any part of the yeax, but water freezes had 
in the winter. The country costs Goolbb Singh 
more than it is worth, and when I asked why 
he kept his Sepoys in so unprofitable a place, 
the Jemadbr replied '' Sireef Ndm ke waste," 
(Honour and glory-free translation.) Gilgit is in- 
tensely hot during six months of the year. The 
people speak a different language from the natives 
of Bultistbn, and are a distinct race altogether. 
I observe in Moorcroft's work, that he says 
Iskkdo is situated near the foot of the E k -  
Konun mountains, but this is a mistake. The K h -  
Korum mountains are hundreds of miles distant, 
in an easterly direction. 

Iskirdo or Skkrdoo is the name given to the 
district as well as the capital. Bultistbn is not 
under the influence of the periodical rains. We 
have not had a drop of rain during the journey 
through the country, but I believe a fern showers 
do occasionally fall. Two-thirds of the people of 
IskArdo, the Rbjah included, have gone to Chulk, 
where the war is to be, which has even in pros- 



pect depopulated Kashmir, and caused lamenta- 
tions and mourning all over the valley, as I 
mentioned h a previous part of this journal. 

There are some gentlemen here, en route to G h ,  
I believe, I do not know and do not care who, so 
I have not taken the trouble of inquiring their 
names. As I do not wish to halt here, I think 
them a great bore, for they too are going on, and 
there will be great annoyance about the Coolies re- 
quisite for so manypeople. I know that Iwish them 
in the Klra-Eorum mountains rather than here ! 

The Riijah of Khijppaloo, (a neighbouring state 
held in fief under Gooliib Singh,) paid me a visit 
to-day, accompanied by his interpreter. We had 
rather an animated conversation. He was sur- 
prised at my refusing a bag of silver he proffered. 
His astonishment was also great at the idea of a 
woman ruling a kingdom, and being the sovereign 
and " McilikU* of the great '' Company Sirkk."t 

The manufactures of Isklrdo consist principally 
of Pashmina, or Shawl-wool "Chudders," (plain 
Scarfs, four and five yards long, and about one 
and a half yard broad.) Also a sort of stone 
saucer, apparently of green agate. The scarf's 
cost £?om fourteen to twenty rupees a pair, and 

* Lord, or master. 
t SWMr is a term of respect. 



are white or drab. The saucers are from one 
to three rupees each, according to size. 

The elevation of the valley of the h d u s  at 
Iskiirdo is, by measurement of the thermometer, 
about six thousand three hundred feet above the 
level of the sea. The valley of GorEz is nearly 
a thousand feet higher. I have alluded to the 
latter in a previous page;-it lies on the road 
to Bultistkn or Gilgit from Kashmir, vt.2 the 
O6ler Lake and Bundipore, a route I have else- 
where adverted to. The entrance to the valley 
of GorCz is singularly picturesque ; the Kishen- 
gunga dashes along through rich meadow-lands 
covered with trees-walnut, linden, and willow ; 
whilst the surrounding mountains present a sin- 
gular sur.cession of abrupt precipices and Heights 
covere2 with the beautiful mountain pine and 
birch. GorCz is nowhere more than a mile in 
width, and by survey has been estimated at five 
miles in length. It is situated immediately on 
the outskirts of Eashmir's snowy boundary to the 
north-north-east, and is environed by lofty peaks 
principally of limestone formation, rising far above 
the forest-line, and presenting a striking contrast 
in their arid and rugged barrenness, to the wooded 
slopes beneath. The grains cultivated in the 
valley of GorEz are barley, mullet, cock's-comb, 



(called here '' ganhk,") and buckwheat, from ali 
of which bread is made. The climate is inimical 
to the produce of wheat, rice, or Indian corn. 

Though Isklrdo is higher than the valley of 
Kashmir, the heat here is much greater. I attri- 
bute this to the sand and bare rocks, which muat 
indubitably radiate caloric in a most painful and 
oppressive manner, as I always found it to be the 
case in the arid deserts of R66psho0, and the rest of 
Tartary. Besides this, the character of the valley 
of the Indus is so conbed that it generates heat 
to a most powerful degree, and the thermometer 
in this part of Bultistln exhibits a temperature 
ten degrees higher than in Kashmir. The prox- 
imity of elevated regions and of eternal snow, on 
the other hand, make the mountain-tops and all 
the very elevated table-land bitterly cold. For 
instance, the plains of DCotsuh are said to be 
too piercingly cold in winter for the preservation 
of animal life. I will here say a few words 
regarding DCotsuh, having touched on most of the 
neighbouring districts in my cursory sketch of 
BUltisGn. 

DBotsuh is an elevated table-land, between 
Kaahmir and Iskirdo, consequently extending 
to the north of the former. The shape is 
irregular, but its greatest length may be ati- 



mated at thirty miles, and the extreme average 
breadth at half that extent. The elevation of this 
table-land may be between twelve and thirteen 
thousand feet above the level of the sea. Most 
dreary and desolate is this solitary tract of granite 
and gneiss formation ; lofty eminences and angular 
peaks of the same formation rise from different 
parts of the extensive plain, while the horizon is 
bounded by lofty mountain-crests, bare and barren, 
or hoary with perpetual snow. Bears and mar- 
mots abound on this arid table-land, and the eagle 
may be seen soaring in the immediate vicinity, 
so~etimes carrying off in its relentless talons one 
of the little subterranean dwellers of the desert. 
I mentioned in a previous page that numerous 
roads branched off from Isklrdo ; the long sloping 
defiles which mark these routes ascend gradually 
to the lofty ridge of mountains, which tower far 
above even the stupendous heights (averaging h m  
five to nine thousand feet above the level of the 
valley) which immediately encircle Iskirdo. The 
L'routes" above-mentioned cannot be tracedfiom the 
Capital, as they wind thr016gh the mountains (instead 
of ascending them) wherever it is possible to cir- 
cumvent such ascents. All these mountains are bare 
and arid, and apparently inaccessible, so abrupt 
and precipitous is their outline. The Indus 



washes the east and north sides of the Rock of 
IskArdo, and its character of tranquillity is the 
more remarkable here, as it soon after bursts into 
a furious Rapid, when it again approaches the 
gorge by which it escapes. The predominant 
formation of the mountains about Iskbrdo is 
gneiss; and it is apparent from the remains of 
alluvial deposit, especially at the southern side of 
the rock, and different sections of the valley, that 
the river has worn its way through the solid 
shingle with which it,s bed must once have been 
nearly filled. The chaotic masses of gneiss at 
the western extremity of the valley appear to 
have rested there, and by their solid character 
and great weight to have successfully resisted the 
influence of the stream, which, in the lapse of time, 
has gradually carried away all the lighter allu- 
vium with it. 

The melons of Isklrdo are very abundant, and 
of a delicious flavour, though of somewhat dimi- 
nutive size. The apples are good likewise, and 
the grapes very tolerable. Peaches and apricots 
are plentiful, and excellent in flavour, small and 
luscious ; they are equally pleasant to the taste 
when dried and pressed as in other parts of 
Thibet, Ybrkhund and Kabool. The valley also 
boasts of good raisins, and a small grape is pro- 



duced at Basha, (at the western end of the dis- 
trict,) which, when properly preserved, resembles 
the famous L' Zante raisin " of Ionian celebrity. 

The winter in IsErdo is said to be as much 
colder in proportion to a Eashmir winter, as its 
summer is hotter,-which carries out the theory 
before admced, of the radiated heat produced 
and generated by the arid mountaim ; as of course 
in winter when the sun's rays are so much less 
powerful, the radiation from the glaring soil is in 
consequence diminished in the same proportion. 
I have visited the valley of the Indus in the 
hottest period of the year, which is reckoned from 
the 1st of July to the beginning of September. 
The winters in BultisGn are said to be occasion- 
ally very severe, but ordinarily the snow does not 
lie in the valley, much below the Rock of Iskhdo. 
The water of the Indus is cold evenon the hottest 
day, and where the junction of rivers occurs near 
EEeris, the water is considered excellent for 
drinking. Cultivation is carried on thoughout 
Bultistkn, as in other parts of Thibet, entirely by 
irrigation, showers being rare visitants, and not 
to be depended upon. 

I must not leave Iskirdo without describing 
the valley of Shighur, in its immediate vicinity, 
where game is said to be plentiful. This valley 



lies nearly at right angles to that of Iskkdo; its 
length has been estimated at twenty-four miles, 
and its extreme breadth at about four. The 
ancient Fort is built on a steep and precipitous 
Rock, about two hundred and eighty feet in alti- 
tude, and would be inaccessible but for a succession 
of steps cut out of the surface.of the' rock. To the 
north, this precipitous and fortified Rock is  con- 
nected by a low ridge of mountains, with the higher 
range beyond. A stream of some magnitude 
washes it on one side, and having irrigated 
the gardens and fields in the vicinity, joins the 
main stream of the valley, after traversing a deso- 
late jungle, (of the Tartar furze so often described 
in the course of my Thibetan wanderings,) which 
lies between the main stream and the fields of 
cultivation above-mentioned. 

The Ibex and Mk-khiir (a species of gigantic 
goat) are very common in Bultistbn ; the goat- 
deer, called the Shb, the musk-deer, the hare and 
the marmot, are likewise found. Bears, wolves, 
foxes, and a few leopards have also been shot in 
these parts. A few birds are occasionally seen;- 
the partridge of the same genus as the Himalayan 
" ChikGr," so common in the Simla and Mus- 
soorie ranges ; the eagle and a species of oriole of 
jet black and bright yellow plumage. The fish, 



caught in the Indus is almost exclusively the 
Himalayan trout. I believe gold is occasionally 
found in this river, during its course through 
BultistAn, but in such small quantities that the 
gold-washers scarcely find themselves repaid for 
their trouble, and now seldom search for the pre- I 
cious metal. On the banks of the stream which 
flows by Basha, at the end of the valley of Shi- 
ghur, the most gold is found, and formerly, (when 
BultistAn was a free and independent principality,) 
the sovereign of the district appropriated the 
" washings " there. 

There is a way from Perkii6ta to Dkotsuh, as 
well as the route leading direct from Eashmir to 
that extensive table-land. Perkoota has been 
described in a former page, between E d k h c h u n  
and Iskirdo. 

Regarding the province of Ykkhund, lying 
directly north of BultistAn, little can be ascer- 
tained with any accuracy, as the Chinese, to whom 
it now pertains, jealously guard their frontier h m  
the approach of all Europeans. The road thence 
from Iskbrdo is across the Kka-Eorum moun- 
tains, the path rugged and difficult. The town 
of Ybrkhund is said by the natives of Tartary, and 
the traders who have visited that Chinese pro- . vince, to be situated on a river, and being indu- 



bitably the great emporium of the trade carried 
on between China, Thibet and Turkistin,~it is a 
town of considerable importance. I t  is the seat 
likewise of extensive commerce with Russia. The 
population is estimated at fifty thousand, and is 
almost exclusively composed of Mohammedans, 
Uzbeks, Turks and Tijiks. Though enclosed by 
a wall, and defended by a citadel, the town pos- 
sesses no strength to resist a siege. 

KEERIS. ( C o r n y  OF BULTISTAN.) 

Distance, a6out eighteen miles. 

1st August, 1851. 2Jriday.-We left Iskbrdo 
yesterday evening, crossing the Indus at dusk. 
This is considered a double march, the interme- 
diate one being NAr, a village about ten miles 
fromIskbrdo. I didnot arrive there till thismorning, 
having been obliged to halt in the open air about 
midnight. Not only was the night moonless, 
but the heavens were completely obscured by 
clouds, and the first rain that I have seen in Bblti, 
took the opportunity of falling just after we left 
1skQd0,-a fiattering but inconvenient mode of 
testlfylng sorrow for my departure &om the capital 
of BUti ! I was not at all wet, as I covered my- 
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self up with rezb'is and blankets in the dhoolie, 1 
calmly a resigning myself to being smothered. 
The E j a h  of I(h6ppaloo accompanied me on 
horseback to the river, and departed with many 
valedictory compliments, leaving his Barber as 
my escort and guide, professing his deep regret, 
that being tied to Iskkdo by hie feudal lord's 
behest, he could not personally do the honours 
of his capital.* 

The Indus is crossed at a mile from IskBrdo, 
in a square flat-bottomed concern, which a stretch 
of imagination might convert into a boat. The 
river is nearly a quarter of a mile broad at this 
point, and though making but little noise, flows 
with considerable velocity. The path follows the 
right bank of the stream, and in the dark appeared 
very indifferent, as far as NBr. From .the latter 
village I rode the whole way to KEGris, the road 
in some places very bad, the crumbling limestone 
hills terminating precipitately in the river. The 
ascents and descents are very trifling from IskBrdo 
to KEEris. This village is a large one, situated 
at the confluence of the northern and western 
branches of the Singhey-Choo, called also the Attok, 
or Indus. There is plenty of cultivation along the 
level grounds at the foot of the hills. The grains 

* Of course I beliuved all this ! 
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grown are the same as before noticed, also the 
f i t s .  As for apricots, I am weary of t h  sight 
and taste of them. 

The road now turns to the east, leaving the 
route I went before, far to the south-west. 

KHOPPALOO. (COUNTRY OF Bum, OB BUL- 
nmm. LEET B- OF INDUB.) 

Dhtance, sixteen or eighteen miles. 

3rd August, 1851. Sunday.-I only arrived 
here this morning, having halted at Sogur, a vil- 
lage on the opposite bank of the Indus, as I found 
nothing had gone across when I arrived about 
dark. The natives call this march " eight eoss." 
It cannot possibly be less than sixteen miles, for 
it took me the whole day even to reach %gur, at 
a walk, not even halting to breakfast. 

The villages of Kooroo, KoonCs, Blagbrh, (or 
Bragirh,) Diiwanee, Kercho, and Laglrh, the 
last four immediately adjoining each other, and 
stretching over three or four miles of ground 
along the right bank of the Indus, are all large 
places, well cultivated and populous. The path 
is very indifferent, sometimes steep and rngged, 
but I rode the entire distance. Between Koorroo 
and Koon2s, it leaves the river-side, tdmg a 
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direct route through the hills, while the Indus 
winds povokingly. From Blagikh to KhGppaloo, 
the river is very broad, and the waters still and 
silent. They flow in several channels, and the 
sand is extensive along the shores, intersecting 
the bed in every direction. As I rode past Kercho, 
a Kabool servant of Major Fisher's came up, and 
made his sal&&m. He gave me a terrible account 
of the road I am to go. That very road every- 
body in Bhlti declared I should find a "puddur!"* 
The man asked anxiously where his master was, 
and when he was to see him. I told him that I 
did not know any more than the man of the moon, 
so could not relieve his anxiety. I t  seems that 
he had been sent this road on account of its being 
such a capital one for horses. He lost three, he 
told me, by way of illustration of the goodness 
of the route ! I shall soon be competent to judge 
for myself. 

The Indus is crossed immediately below Kh6p- 
paloo. The ferry is a peculiar one. About 
twenty mussucks of goats' skins are fastened toge? 
ther. On the top of these, some ateen narrow 
planks are tied, and this antediluvian raft is 
launched into the rapid river, half a dozen men 
guiding it with poles, which act as oars likewise, 

* A Plain ; a level. 
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All the baggage, and also the goats and sheep were 
taken on these rafts of d a t e d  skins, but the.horses 
were swam across. The breadth of the river is be- 
tween two and three hundred yards, but the distance 
iEl broken by an island of sand, and both the swim- 
mers and the mussucks went vz2 the sand-islet. 
Each horse was accompanied by a man, and each 
man had a small mussuck fastened to his person. 
On my arrival here, I was met by the Wuzeer, 
and not less than two hundred persons of different 
sorts. After a long delay, I have succeeded in 
sending everything off, en route to ChGrbut, and 
purpose starting at once myself. 

I(h6ppaloo is the capital of the RAj (kingdom) 
of the same name. There is a Fort on a high rock 
commanding the vicinity, but it is not kept up, 
nor even inhabited now. The fields of cultivation 
were much the same as at Iskkrdo, though this 
town must be nearly a thousand feet higher. The 
houses and fields are scattered over a large extent 
of ground along the bank of the Indus; and a 
quarter of a mile distant,* high above the river, 
extend fine fields of wheat, barley, peas, &c.; in- 
terspersed with patches and borders of lucerne. 
I observed a good many plants of wild onion, the 

* Belonging to the uSirkir,'' that is, the Gjah of KhGp 
paloo. , 



flowerof a purple hue, wherever therewas any vege- 
tation; but on the whole, except in the neighbour- 
hood of villages, the hills are bare and arid, as all 
the untilled country of Little Thibet is throughout 
found to be. Khiippaloo signdies in Thibetan the 
" Place of the Rock." The small State so called 
is a sloping tnwt of land on the left bank of the 
Indus. The town and adjacent fields pertaining 
thereto, extend over two or three miles, exhibiting 
a pretty though confused mklange of stone houses, 
verdant fields and fruit trees, with mountaim 
rising abo~e all. The ancient castle I have 
alluded to, is built on a nearly isolated rook 
standing more than a thousand feet above the bed 
of the Indus. The scenery of the "Alpine 
Indus," both near Khiippaloo and Kkrmanh Fort, 
is very wild and striking. Villages are, at almost 
all points of view, conspicuously prominent ; the 
more striking, as the houses and fields of cultiva- 
tion are almost invariably scattered over plateaux 
rising like terraces, one above another, over the 
delta of land at the confluence of one of the 
myriad streams that add their minute tribute of 
waters to the mighty Indus. Sometimes the path 
pursues the level of the river, following its stony 
and tortuous course, and again it rises hundreds 
of feet above-the giddy height making a weak 
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head to swim with vertigo. This elevated path 
is frequently carried across the scarped sides of 
perpendicular precipices, by means of spars rudely 
split, and supported solely by wedges of wood 
driven into the solid rock, the extremities of the 
spars resting on projecting pieces of rock. This 
h d  and artificial path stretches occasionally 
across a yawning abyss, perhaps some hundreds 
of feet in depth. I t  oRen continues for miles at 
th commanding elevation, enchanting the eyes 
of the enterprising traveller with extensive views 
of numerous peaks covered with everlasting snow, 
and mighty Glaciers not very distant ; while far 
below, the Indus flows along, sometimes in a calm, 
broad stream, but much more frequently a wild 
and foaming torrent, the echoes of ils roaring 
flood resounding far and near, as the waves lash 
the impeding rocks which block up the channel, 
and with mad impatience dash past all obstacles, 
scattering the feathery foam in every direction. 

I was much struck by the evident fact that the 
river has deepened and widened its original chan- 
nel through the parted rocks, and that its bed was 
once blocked up with shingle-beaches. I have 
particularly noticed ledges of shingle at an alti- 
tude of two or three hundred feet, or more, above 
the present bed of the stream, fastened firmly to 
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the mountain-side. There is found frequently a 
margin of sand, which in the come of two or 
three days' marches often widens gradually into a 
broad, sandy plain. The stupendous mountains, 
bare and arid, partly of gneiss formation, barred 
with granite, sometimes protrude even into the 
channel of the river, and sometimes recede fiom 
the roaring torrent, leaving the margin of sand to 
which I have alluded. 

The usual march is from KhEEms to BragAr or 
Bla&. A Rapid, spanned by a wooden bridge, 
separates the villages of Bra@ and D6mee .  

Three more of my ponies are missing, and 
twenty sheep. This Bultistiin seems peopled with 
thieves. 

Distance, a6out fourteen miles. 

4th August, 185 1. Monday.-I did not arrive here 
till the middle of the night, or towards morning, 
for I heard the cock crow as my dhoolie was put 
down in the verandah of the Musjid. I then fell 
asleep, so I do not know if the bird in question 
was a deceiver or not. I did not leave Khoppaloo 
till late'yesterday, and I stopped at Loonka, a 



village half-way, to breakfmt, though it turned out 
to be dinner too ! It was sunset when I reached 
the village of Dow, a couple of miles further on, 
and pitch dark when the dhoolie (into which I 
packed myself aa soon as it became dusk) axrived 
at  Khobs. This last-mentioned village is not more 
than two or three miles &om this, but the dhoolie 
went at a snail's-pace over the bad road, though 
I had secured a great many men and a number of 
torches at Khobs. The village of Koosting is be- 
tween Dow and Khobs, and the road is very bad 
near the first-mentioned hamlet. A violent Rapid 
is crosskd by a sanga close to it. Loonka is a 
small village fifty yards off the road, and is situ- 
ated near the shore of the river. It is about half- 
way from KhGppaloo and PGeyun. The inter- 
preter, who accompanied me, told me that he had 
been two months with M i .  Vigne, during that 
gentleman's visit to this country, about sixteen 
years ago. In those days the village of Loonka 
was much larger. In the year 1835, the northern 
branch of the Indus, which flows by this place, 
inundated a great part of the village, coming down 
in a sudden and violent flux one day upon the de- 
voted spot. This branch of the hdus  rises beyond 
Ykkhund, and iEc said to flow through that country 
and Nobra os its way to Little Thibet. Loonka 
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is a very small village now ; a stone embankment 
fifty feet high secures it from the fear of a second 
inundation. 

The direct road from KhGppaloo to ChGrbut is 
the way I came, by the " Sirkbr's" fields, (men- 
tioned in yesterday's diary,) but for G e e  miles 
this path leaves the " made " route, which goes 
by the village of Soormee, and as far as Loonka, 
is really a h e  road. The whole of this route 
through the KhGppaloo district, was only last year 
made fit for riding, the interpreter informed me. 
Some parts between Loonka and this place, are 
along fightful precipices. 

Poyun or PGeyun is the capital of the 
district of ChGrbut, which is an appendage of 
the Illhka of Eartkkhchun, and belongs to the 
Rhjah Sher Mi Khbn, as well as the latter dis- 
trict. He is a nobody, of course, a mere vassal or 
tenant of the rapacious Maha-Wjah of Kashmir. 
There is a Fort here, situated on a high rock com- 
manding the entrance of the Defile and Pass of 
Hbnnoo, as well as the village immediately below 
the fortress. This KhiZa is a miniature imitation 
of the Fort of Earmbnh. A mountain torrent 
flows by the base, and a little further on falls into 
the Indus. The Lad& road now leaves the course 
of that river, and turns direct south, whereas the 



northern branch of the Indus takes an easterly 
direction. Since leaving KhGppaloo, we have been 
coming steadily south. The HLnnoo Pass sepa- 
rates this country from the ~ a d k k  Illlka. On my 
way here, from Kh6ppaloo to Loonka, I saw a 
river which flows &om the west into the Indus, 
on the right bank. There is a large village near 
the junction. Though this river is of considerable , 
size, no one appeared to know its name. It seemed 
to be bounded by a range of high snowy peaks, 
distant, as the crow flies, about ten miles. The 
junction of this river with the Indus takes place 
about three miles above Khtippaloo. 

The language and general appearance of the 
people of KhGppaloo and Chtirbut is essentially 
the same as in KartLkhchun and Isklrdo. The 
men all wear the long side-curls I noticed before. 
Though the language so nearly resembles Thibetan 
Proper, the people of Little Thibet have in no 
degree the Tartar cast of features. They are not 
at all a bad-looking race, and some'of the young 
women have very pleasing faces. The mountains 
continue marked by the general characteristics of 
those I formerly described. 

Some European gentleman was here when I 
arrived, I was told. It is near sunset now. He is 
gone, whoever he was-I did not take the trouble 



to inquire. My advance camp is gone, and I am 
only waiting till he iEc out of the way before I start. 

I have heard nothing of my missing ponies and 
Bheep. Four of th; former have become nm invmti 
in Bultistiin, in the short space of ten days, and 
twenty of the latter. 
All the population continues Mussulman, of the 

Shiah persuasion.* I have been writing in a 
Musjid, and a sinner at his prayers has con- 
siderably diverted my attention from the task 
before me. He made so much noise that even 
"Squire" was.roused from a deep slumber, and 
furiously barked at the clamoroua penitent. Pro- 
bably his violent devotion w~ meant for my ed.ifi- 
cation. I could not keep my gravity, at the 
contortions, howls, and convulsive motions of the 
devotee ; on which he shortly retired, doubtless 
disgusted at my inappreciation of his turbulent 
and desperate penitential wokship. 

* The adherepts to the sect of AK, are the bigoted oppo- 
nents of the other sect of the Mohammedans, called the 
uSoonies," who revere the four successors of Yohammed 
equally. 



Distance, about eighteen miles. 

6 th August, 1851. Wednesday .-I have vaguely 
given the distance as eighteen miles ; the natives 
consider it twelve coss, and it is usually divided 
into two or even more marches. I started yester- 
day about four o'clock, a.m., in my dhoolie, and did 
not arrive here till this morning at six o'clock, 
halting at Dorb, (an OGj br encamping ground,) dur- 
ing the four hottest hours of the day. But then I 
went atTa funereal pace in my dhoolie, and the im- 
mense time I was en chemin is no criterion of 
the distance. Had I been able to ride, I am sure 
I could easily have managed the long march be- 
fore dark yesterday. Unfortunately I was ill 
when I started, and though I did ride the three 
last miles to Dorb, I suffered most terribly. I 
have been over many Passes, but pever before 
while actually on one have I experienced the 
fearful sensations which distracted me yesterday 
long before I was half-way up, and long after I 
had descended the greater elevations. My suf- 
ferings might have been aggravated by previous 
indisposition, but whatever the cause may have 



been, the effects were most prostrating. I lay 
on the ground at Dorb, more dead than alive. My 
servants erected a tent of blankets over me, my 
Shouldbries not being at hand. I t  was a very great 
exertion of resolution'to force myself to rise at 
all, even to be carried in the dhoolie. Fortunately 
I had brought it, for I was far past riding, much 
less walking. A violent headache, insupportable 
sickness, and hurried action of the heart, accom- 
panied by the impossibility of drawing a full 
breath, were symptoms of the well-remembered 
" Bootie " malady, and this time fell on me in 
all their worst malignancy before I had half as- 
cended the Pass. I feel certain that were I to 
take a quarter of an hour's exercise during the 
reign of these horrible sensations, I should burst a 
blood-vessel, or expire suddenly. Even speaking 
was a painful exertion yesterday, and brought on 
copious haemoptysis, hurrying the pulsations of my 
heart to many degrees above five score in a minute. 
Then the tepible nausea, like to nothing else in 
its overpowering nature but sea-sickness. Alto- 
gether I was very miserable yesterday, and 
suffered most intensely. Even to-day I cannot 
breathe without pain, and my heart beats hurriedly 
and irregularly. I t  has not yet forgotten the 
rarified atmosphere of HBnnoo Pass. . 



As I was being carried up in the afternoon 
about half a mile &om the summit, Ghaussie 
drew my attention to one of my servants lying 
senseless in appearance, near. the snow. He was 
easily roused, but he refused to move, saying that 
his head was " breaking in two." After a slight 
struggle between humanity and deeply-rooted 
prejudices, (for the " BGGtien-struck invalid was 
the Sweeper,*) I sent my own saddle-pony to bring 
him on. Had he been left there he would have 
perished during the night, and no other convey- 
ance was nigh. Though I talk of this Pass-sick- 
ness as the " BGGtie-malady," I must mention 
that I did not observe a single plant of the pecu- 
liar species of moss, which on the Ladbk and 
Lahod Passes, are said to poison the wind and 
create the overpowering illness I described. A 
Kashmirian servant of mine was the only other 
person in my camp at all affected, so it does not 
seem to be a sine qud nm, that all must sufter 

* The Sweeper, or Hehtw, is the lowest class of servant ; and 
in the Bengal Presidency, especially in the Punjkb and north- 
west provinces, he is considered so unclean, that he is not 
allowed to enter a room, except to sweep it, and his very 
touch is regarded as pollution itself. Europeans very soon 
become imbued with this prejudice, and I know some who 
will not even permit these P d &  to sweep the rooms, or 
cross the threehold of the how.  
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from great altitudes. The gentleman who just 
preceded me walked the entire distance, I am 
told. I wish I were strong enough for such a 
feat. 

I must say a few words about the road, 
et cetera. That Kabool servant who accosted me 
at  Kercho, must either be a terrible " Cockney 
traveller," or he must have learnt the easy art of 
romancing. Far from being the bad road he repre- 
sented it to be, this Pass, as far as the path goes, 
.is one of the easiest I have ever crossed. It is 
absolute child's play to the Brlrm66rj Punjbl, 
between Wurdwun and 86600, and must be fully 
2,000 feet lower. This Hlnnoo Pass is said to 
be 15,000 feet in elevation above the level of the 
sea.* If this be true,' then the Brbm66rj Pun- 
jll is 11,000 feet in altitude. I represented it as 
much less, fearful of being accused of exaggera- 
tion. But not only is the Hlnnoo Pass of less 
elevation, but the ascent and descent are fin- w i e r  
and in no %ay dangerous. There is not much 
snow on the path except the last mile of the ascent, 
and no mighty Gh ie r  forms the road as in the 

* Since the above waa written, I have been informed that 
the above estimate is too low; the altitude of the H h o o  
Pass is variously given from 16,500 to 16,000 feet above the 
level of the sea. 



BrArm66 j Punjll. The way yesterday lay along 
the right bank of the river which flows into the 
Indus, below P6eyu.n Fort. This river is for 
three or four miles a torrent, rapid and foaming ; 
it then becomes still and shallow, the bed stony. 
The aseent is rarely steep till the O6jar encamping 
ground of Dorl is fairly passed. The last mile is 
snowy, the latter portion through snow of deep 
and unbroken purity. There is very little snow 
near the path on the descent, and except the first 
quarter of a mile it is nowhere steep. A river 
rises on this face of the Pass, and is forded more 
than once. Below this village it is a rapid and . 

unfordable torrent, and is spanned by a sanga. I 
have not crossed, as the road to Leh lies along the 
right bank, which we have followed for the last 
four miles. When I reached the crest of the 
Pass yesterday, I roused myself to see if the view 
was worth anything: It was then past sunset 
and the dreary and confused mountains of snow 
looked cold and stern on all sides, and beyond 
this sea of dark and snow-capped heights, no 
"view" was to be obtained. Shortly afterwards 
it became quite dark, and the gathering clouds 
burst in heavy rain. But I persisted in going on, 
as I felt how necessary it was to reach ground of 
lees elevation. 



Dorb is the pasture-land during the summer 
months for the flocks of the Ch6rbut villagers. 
The mountains surrounding Hbnnoo Pass are bar- 
ren as ever, and there is a good deal of snow on 
the summits of all. I saw a good many wild- 
flowers, as we ascended the mountain. Hyoscy- 
amus, pinks, saxihge, and anemones, were the 
principal plants in flower, besides a herb I have 
nowhere seen but in Thibet, with a pink flower of 
the shape of a dagger's hilt, and strongly aromatic. 
I observe that the few flowers met with in Little 
Thibet, or Bultistbn, are nearly all possessed of a 
very powerful aroma, generally of an oppressive 
kind. Near the shores of the tributary of the 
Indus which rises on the other side of this Pass, 
I noticed quantities of tamarisk and a few wild- 
rose bushes, both in full flower. 

During the descent I saw but little ; it was 
dark, and moreover I was very ill. I could see 
that the way, though stony, was neither steep 
nor rugged, and quite fit for riding. The dhoolie 
went so slowly, that the day was just breaking 
as we reached my tents at Goma-Hbnnoo, the h t  
village in Ladbk. Ill though I was, I came 
on here, about a couple of miles further, to Hkn- 
noo Proper, as my servants said no supplies were 
procurable at Cloma-Hbnnoo. 



There is a Fort here, half in ruins, on the left 
bank of the river, which rises on this side of the 
Pass, and the *age extends along both banks. 
The fields of cultivation adjoin those of Goma- 
Hhnnoo, and seem fit for the sickle. Wheat, 
barley, buck-wheat, peas, &c., all thrive. The 
houses are built of unhewn stone and mud, and 
are poor in appearance. 

I am now in Thibet. The dress, religion, 
and general appearance of the people here, widely 
differ from those in Bultistiin. Instead of the 
small cap of the people of Biilti, the Thibetans 
wear a high cap which falls down on one side. 
The religion is .Lliimaism, and the features ap- 
proximate to the Tartar cast. The women wear 
their hair in innumerable plaits, and are a much 
uglier race. Both sexes wear a great many orna- 
ments. In Biilti, women Coolies are unknown, 
while here they are as common as men-porters. 

The sky is clouded still, and a little rain is fall- 
ing. This part of Ladiik must be partially sub- 
jed to the periodical rains. I noticed the same 
last year, almost immediately after leaving Neem- 
moo, the first march on the road from LEh to 
Kashmir. Clematis grows in profusion near this 
village, but it has gone to seed. The "dagger- 
hilt" flower blooms in luxuriance, and variou 
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other species which I noticed last year in 
Ladbk 

Dhtance, about twelve miles. I 
I 

7th Augzlst, 1851. Thursday.-I did not leave , 
HBnnoo till sunset, and came this march in the ' 

dhoolie by moonlight and two-thirds of the way 
by torchlight. I halted to dine about midnight, 
but coming to no village, we Lit a fire in the middle 1 

of the path, and bivouacked philosophically. It 
was a mere farce my dining at that unearthly 
hour, because I was far too ill and wearied to eat. 
The path is in places narrow and bad, and flanked 
by most alarming precipices, which abruptly ter- 
minate in the watery vortex, from £ifteen to a 
hundred feet below. I 

With my neck in momentary jeopardy, it was ' 
impossible to sleep while being carried along this 
road, though I had added sides to my door-dhoolie, 
at Iskbrdo. For six or seven miles, beyond ene 
very pretty hamlet, there are no villages on this , 
bank, and the barren mountains looked dark and 
glo~my by the obscured hght of the moon. Rain 
fell every now and then, and nearly extbpbhed 
our torches. The way lies along the right bank 



of the small river which rises on the southern face 
of the Pass of HAnnoo, for the first two miles. 
Then turning almost at right angles follows the 
right bank of the Singhey-Choo, or western 
branch of the Indus. The map compiled by "John 
Walker," for the East India Company, represenh 
HBnnoo Fort and village as being situated on the 
bank of. the Indus. This is an error; the hdus  
is some two miles distant, and the tributary I have 
alluded to washes the lower lands of the village 
of HBnnoo. The colour of the water of this 
mountrtin-torrent is clear blue, where it is not 
white with feathery foam. Several sangacl span 
it before it falls into the Indus, as it is not ford- 
able for the last four miles of its course, at this 
season of the year. 

This heathen-named village is very pictu- 
resquely built on different rocks, and a few houses 
with the fields of cultivation for the most pz& yellow 
and ripe, stretch along the narrow valley below. 
The Indm flows close by, but some distance beneath 
the level of the valley. The appearance of thiti~ 
hamlet is very singular, and reminds one of chil- 
dren's toy villages made of wde. Instead of the 
plain mud and stone huts common in Little Thibet, 
SkEErebookhchtin boasts of small square buildings, 
white and neatly finished, wit5 projecting w o o h  
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eaves. The framework of the doors and windows 
is generally painted red. The G)66mpa, or 
Buddhist Temple, perched on the top of the rock 
is large, and Llbmas are seen prowling in every 
direction. Fruit-trees are scattered among the 
houses of the village. 

The last two miles of this march is a very good 
made road, considering the dficult nature of the 
limestone hills through which it is principally cut. 
We passed the well-remembered Mdnie, or sculp- 
tured religious pile of stones which I described last 
year; also several high white tombs, sacred to the 
remains of some pious Llbmas (or Lbmbas). The 
Coolies al l  endeavour to  pa^ these MBnies and 
tombs on their right hand, even if a dktour over 
a bad road be requisite to effect this.* 

There are a great many Llbmas or priests here. 
They wear the loose flowing purple robes of their 
.order, and it seems a sine puri non with the race to 
leave their long black hair matted and disgusting. 
The whole of the population of the country are 
curiously and revoltingly filthy in appearance ; 
their faces are absolutely begrimed with dirt. The . 
men wear long queues like the Chinese, and 
the usual head-dress is the bag-like cap, which 

* To pass by the rigbt-hand side is a mark of respect and 
devotion. 



hangs down on one side, so shining with grease 
and dirt, that I am at a loss to say whether the 
material it is made of be oil-skin or puttoo. The 
women wear the skin or fur lappets of LEh, and 
plait their abundant locks into innumerable tresses. 
Old and young are all hideously ugly. Woollen 
boots with leather soles are used by both sexes, 
and the dress is nearly similar likewise ;--a close 
fitting sort of woollen jacket, with a gathered 
skirt attached, reaching to the knees : sometimes 
trowsers to match, sometimes broad woollen bands 
bound round the legs, (between the knee and 
ankle,) with hair-ropes, are superadded, by way 
of a finish to the costume. Most of the women 
wear the band of turquoises, &c., which depend 
from the forehead backwards nearly to the waist, 
the same as the women of LGh. Both sexes con- 
tinually wear sheep or goat skins whole, which 
hang down the back, being fastened by a collar 
of hair-rope round the neck. All the ropes are 
made of the hair of the ylk or zho. Ponies 
seem almost unknown. I only see a few small 
donkeys near the village. I tried both at Hlnnoo 
and here to procure a couple of ponies for the 
march, to relieve my wearied steeds, but menaces 
and bribes proved alike unavailing. 

I must again travel by moonlight, for I have 



been feeling so ill all day, that I have been utterly 
indisposed to move. Were I to give way to the 
sensation of illness which has distressed me, I 
should not start now. But this would be impolitic 
in the end. In  my opinion, nothing like exertion 
for conquering most of the minor " ills that flesh 
is heir to," be they mental or bodily ! I shall 
practise as I preach, and ride this evening, send- 
ing my dhoolie on a short march. 

&tunce, twelve or fourteen miles. 

8th August, 1851. %y. (Noon.)-The heat 
is oppressive, even within mud walls, and 
unbearable in a tent. The sky is clear and cloud- 
less, and the sun shines with all his Thibetan 
power. The air is clear and cool, nevertheless. 
We left SkeErebookhchiin at sunset, and I rode to 
Eulitsey, (also called Kh&lsB or Khtdach, ) a village 
of some size, about two-thirds of the entire distance. 
I was then so ill and exhausted, that (not finding 
my dhoolie there) I lay down on my ahawl, on the 
hard ground, for several hours. At last, near 
daybreak, another door-dhoolie was ready, and I 



was carried here, arriving an hour after sunrise. 
I have never recovered the effects of the rarity of 
the air on Hbnnoo Pass. My heart beats with a 
hurried and irregular pulsation, and I have great 
pain in my chest when I breathe. The disincli- 
nation to eat is so great, that I scarcely can pre- 
vail. on myself to touch a morsel of food during 
the twenty-four hours. Altogether, I wish that 
blessed Hbnnoo Pass had been on the road to Ybrk- 
hund, or some place where I was absolutely unable 
to  go ! The road from SkEErebookhchiin to this 
village is quite a " tunda-surmck,') (or Mall,) com- 
pared to the break-neck places I have lately been 
doomed to travel along. 

We followed the right bank of the Indus the 
whole way, and some of the precipices flanking the 
road were very frightful. 

The average breadth of the Indus is not more 
than five-and-th~.rty yards along the late marches. 
The current is rapid and troubled, the colour of the 
water muddy and thick. The moon was shining 
brightly on our road, nearly as light as day. 
Donkur, or D66mkhur more properly, is half-way 
between BkEErebookhchiin andKulbtsey (or Khiilse 
or Khblach, for this latter village is indifferently 
pronounced in these various ways). There is no 
other village on the right bank till Kulbtsey is 
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attained. I saw the valley along which the road 
to Kashmir forsakes the left bank of the Indus, a 
couple of miles from Kulltsey. As our way lay 
along this bank of the river, of course we did not 
cross on the portalled bridge which spans the 
Indus near the latter village. There is a Fort at  
Kulltsey, and the lands in cultivation surrounding 
that village are of some extent. Apricot trees 
diversified by fine Walnut trees appear the pre- 
vailing fruit. I found the apricots very sour. 
On our march, we passed several Mlnies of the 
usual description, and some of the Llbma Sarco- 
phagi. 

b 
As I was riding to SkEErebookhchiin the last 

mile yesterday morning, I observed a soLitary 
Rock, rising a hundred feet above the river. It 
was completely water-worn, as if for ages it had 
been subjected to the influence of mighty billows. 
Either the river has sunk incredibly, or the theory 
that these mountains have been upheaved from the 
bosom of the "Great Deep" by some powerful 
volcanic convulsion, must be true. I noticed 
many codbmatory proofs, in the appearance and 
formation of the mountains of Thibet. I also 
passed a great deal of Trap Rock, which lay scat- 
tered about, blackened, as if scorched by fire. 

Noorlah, or Neulah, (also commonly called - 



" Sneurlah" by the Thibetans,) is a large village 
on the right bank of the Indus. There are plenty 
of Apple and Apricot trees, none iipe this year, 
and of timber, Willows and Poplars. This place 
is considerably lower than LEh, and very hot 
during the day. 

SUSPOOLA, OR SUSPOORLA. 
(DISTRICT OR ILLAKA OF LADAK.) 

Distance, ezght miles. 

9th August, 1851. Saturday.-Arrived here at 
ten o'clock last night, leaving Noorlah an hour 
before sunset. Some parts of this march are very 
bad, the narrow path running along those fatal 
and precipitous limestone hills, which are gradu- 
ally crumbling and slipping into the abyss below. 
The moon was shining as bright as day, and not 
a cloud obscured the clear blue of heaven. I did 
not see a single village near the road, till we 
arrived here. There is a sort of Pass, called 
merely "La,"* between Noorlah and SuspGGla. 
The ascent is steep and bad, but there is no snow. 
The path I took followed the course of the Indus, 
sometimes running along near the bank, some- 
times rising hundreds on hundreds of feet above. 

L L  La1' is aimply the Thibetan for a Paee. 



There is a seoond road from Noorlah to this place, 
by which some of my people went. They repre- 
sent it as by far the best, though in one or two 
places there is a good deal of water in the way. 

Aftm leaving Noorlah, where the road to Him- 
mee, (or Himmis, more properly,) turns £rom the 
banks of the Indus, the Susp66la route branches 
off, following the course of the river. I went the 
road by Himmis last year, and though i t  is more 
circuitous, it is by many degrees the best. How- 
ever, onaof my servants rode the lower route (by 
which I did not come) all the way from Noorlah 
to Susp66la. Not succeeding in getting a pony 
at Noorlah, ad remembering that the ' L  merciful 
man is merciful to his beast," I rode a donkq as 
long as the daylight lasted, in preference to 
my wearied horses. Ghaussie and my DhGbie 
were likewise similarly mounted, and the pro- 
cession altogether had a very droll aspect ! My 
saddle nearly buried the little "Biirnbo," (8s 

donkeys are here called, ) and yet he trotted along 
as if unconscious of the disproportionate weight. 
Susp66la seems a large village, and the cultivation 
is extensive for these arid mountains. It is 
situated on the right bank of the Indus. 

I waa arranging my bridle on the little 
B6mbo yesterday, just as we were leaving 



Noorlah, a gentleman came up and kindly offered 
hk sseistance. I do not know what his name may 
be. He had only just reached Noorlah, and is 
halting there now. The few words I spoke then, 
is the h t  English which has passed my lips for 
three month ! I hope I did not speak it with a 
broken, or perchance a Thibetan accent I 

NEIGUMO, OR SNIMO. (DIEITRICT OF LADAK.) 

Xame day.-Though scarcely ei$t o'clock, A.M., 
when I arrived here, the heat of the sun was 
quite overpowering, and the reflection from the 
glowing soil so very great, that my face was burnt 
painfully, even the eyelids were so distressingly 
scorched ss to render the raising them torture. 
But I must write a few lines, and not be lazy. 
The road from Susp661a to Neemmo, (called by the 
Thibetms " Snimo,") is excellent. It leaves the 
Indus, and ascends a narrow sort of gorge, called 
the "Susp66la%ng," and the hills which ihnk the 
ghbt are about three hundred feet above the 
road, and perfectly barren. This gorge extended 
for nearly a couple of miles, and then opened out. 
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into a plain, averaging three hundred yards in 
breadth, and a couple of hundred paces in length. 
The way then lay along the descent of a gentle 
slope, till the village of Snimo (or Neemmo) with 
its rich fields of cultivation burst on my delighted 
view. I t  seemed deceptively close, for I did not 
in fact reach it for an hour afterwards. A rather 
steep but short descent brought us to the village 
of Bbzgo, which, being situated in the angle 
of the mountains, was not so soon visible as its 
more distant neighbour. 

Bbgo is very picturesquely built on several 
sharp-pointed rocks, the fields of wheat, barley, 
&c., extending along a small piece of level below. 

We passedseveral Mbnies and Sarcophagi, sacred 
to the Llbmas defunct. A barren plain nearly a 
mile in length, and some three hundred yards in 
breadth, separates the lands of Snimo and BBzgo. 
Long lines of the sculptured religious piles of 
stones, or Manies, intersect this burning plain. 
Several of the neighbouring mounta,ins are thinly 
capped with snow. NEEmmo is a tolerably sized 
village, and the crops appear very fine. The 
Indus and the River of Juskur, (occasionally also 
called Zuskiir,) unite close to this village. 

Just as I was leaving SuspGGla this morning, 
rather disgusted at being obliged to remount my 
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"Biimbo," three laden ponies opportunely arrived 
They appeared to have dropped from the clouds 
for my especial benefit, and I availed myself of them 
for myself and my attendants. Thus was I fortu- 
nately enabled to ride hither three times as quickly. 

LEE. (CAPITAL OF LADAE.) COUNTRY OF THIBET, 
&SO CBLLED BOOTAN OB BOD. 

Distance, $&en miles. 

10th August, 1851. 8unday.-Reached this 
Capital before daybreak, travelling by night. The 
moon shone with peerless brilliancy, and gave an 
unwonted softness to the harsh and desert 
mountains, ~ u o h  as they never possess in the 
garish light of a Thibetan sun. Having probably 
described this road last year, I need only say that 
it ww as level and excellent as ever, after the 
first short ascent immediately after leaving Snimo. 

The Jemadiix Nizbmoodeen said that he had 
lately accbmpanied a 'gentleman to Kurboo, who 
had asked about my last year's journey, and men- 
tioned that he knew me formerly. He said he 
was a " Lord-SQhib." I could not imagine who 
the gentleman could be, till the JemadLr showed 
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me the "Ezinbma "* he had signed. I then 
saw that it was my quondam friend Lord Fergus 
Kennedy. I should like to have met him again. 
There have been a great many gentlemen here, I am 
told, but I am only too happy to fhd that they are 
all gone, as I am much more at liberty to go about. 

The Jemadbr Nizbmoodeen accompanied us last 
year fiom LEh to Draiis. He is by far the most 
useful functionary in the place. The Thanad*, 
(or Governor) of Ladiik, Busty Rim, is at present 
here. His adopted son brought me a recherchd 
bre&aat this morning,-so " recherchb" indeed, 
that I hurriedly handed it over to Ghaussie, my 
Sirdar-bearer, for his especial benefit, fee- 
nervous of the effects of' even looking at the 
dainty feast ! However, every one is very civil, 
and Busty Rim tries to persuade me to rest a week 
here. Not that I mean to be so persuaded, for I 
have seen all that is to be seen in LEh, and cannot 
afford to lose so much time. Two of my servants 
are very ill, and I am the only "HakimV t 

+ A Rdaindma is a certificate of good conduc$ (from rhi, 
satisfied,) rigidly exacted by the native authorities from all 
their subordinates sent on escort-duty with European gentle- 
men or ladies. The want of this certificate entails heavy 
punishment on the culprit, without hope of mercy. 

t " Hak~m " is Doctor or Physician, and Hdkim is Master, 
Lord. The accent on the letter a," or the letter " i," makes 
the difference. 
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that they have to attend them ! I am half afraid 
of thia responsibility falling on me, and yet I must 
make an effort to cure them, serious though their. 
complaints unfortunately are. 
11 th August, 1851. Monday.-Though I gave 

a short account of LGh last year, I must not now 
p a s  over the capital of Ladbk in entire silence, and 
even at the risk of being repetitive, I will say a 
few words before I give it my farewell benediction. 

There are not above three hundred houses in 
LEh. The most striking object in the city is the 
Palace of the Ex-mjah of Ladbk. Though he still 
beam the high- sounding title of Sovereign, there 
remains not even the shadow of power, nor the 
veriest mockery of state. I described him last 
yea+ He is a mere boy, shy and awkward ; his 
feahes  cast in the Chinese mould. His mother, 
the Wnee, h a superior person for a wild moun- 
taineer's widow, and her manners are gentle and 
pleasing. They are very poor ; a trifling Jagheer 
being all their income. '' Fallen, fallen, fallen, 
from their high estate !" 

LEh is a sort of centre of commerce. Merchants 
from Ybrkhund, Kokhbn, . Indjbn, Budakshbn, 
Bokhb ,  Bblti, Kashmir, and even the Punjbb, 
congregate here, and barter or sell goods. The 
natural products of the country of Ladbk are of 
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some value ; borax and sulphur, shawl-wool, salt, 
and gold. The only manufactures appear to be, a 
Puttoo, or woollen cloth, very narrow, and abut 
the average length of nine yards, value from l x o  to 
four rupees ; and the cEknaak, or steel, far striking 
a light. The price of the latter variee from eight 
a~acl to two rupees. I paid three Company's 
rupees for a ch&kmak and a k u l d & n ,  or pen- 
holder. This article is of Chinese xtumdhcture, 
and made of ornamented steel. Silks, satins, bro- 
cades, and tea, are the principalimports fram China; 
Ybrkhund supplies boots, Russia leather, velvets 
and Russian broadcloth, Yambo * silver, ex& 
lent tea, and a cloth made from camels' hair : h m  
BBlti, the shawl-wool or p h i n a  chudders, whits 
and brown, are largely imported. Syllung," a 
sort of very h e  Kaahmirette, brought h m  beyond 
Eokhbn, is also sold here. Every article is dearer 
this year than last ; probably from the influx of 
" Cockneys." 

I vainly endeavoured to procure some of those 
funny Lahbssa caps which I bought last year, but 
not one is to be found this season, in the whole of 
h .  China cups also come fiom Ykkhund, and 

* The " Yambos" are boat-ahaped lumps of silver, b p e d  
with Chinese characters, eaoh lump properly weighing about 
one hundred and sixty rupees, and sold in the market for one 
hundred and eighty. 



, are sold here for about one0Bhiit rupee. This coin 
is of the value of twelve amm, eight +,* of Com- 
pany's coin. But I have never seen a Bh6t rupee. 
It seems entirely supposititious, and four powlies 
(or jows) represent the rupee of the country. 
There is no copper currency whatever. The powlie, 
-a crude, thin, silver coin, value three annas, four 
pie, of Company's money,-is the usual currency 
here. For large transactions, the Yambo, and the 
gold coin, called "Tillah," value about six Can- 
p y ' s  rupea, are also used. The Company's and 
the Nbnukshb'i rupee are likewise fieely received. 

One of the principal imports from Ybrkhund I 
have forgotten to mention. This is the Numdah, 
a felt blanket. The price is fiom one to five 
Company's rupees, according to the kind. Some 
are plain, some figured, others white, or coloured. 
Carpets also come fiom YArkhund. They are dear, 
and though thick and soft, the oolours are verjr dull. 

G h  is situated in a valley of no great breadth, 
formed by the course of the Singhey-Choo, or 
Indus. A barren plain, nearly a couple of miles 
in extent, lies between the city and the river. 
Mountains, about the average height of two thousand 
feet above the valley, bound it on the north and 
south. The city is constructed on the slope and at 

* A Pie ie the twelfth part of an anna, which coin is equal 
to three half-penoe, English money. 



the foot of low hills. Tlle new Fort, which is nearly , 
a mile from the Palace, is large, but very weak. 
Garrisoned by only three hundred Sepoys, it is 
perfectly assailable by the smallest force. A little 
above the Palace are seen the ruins of the old 
I(hila, and on the highest and further summit of 
the same hill stands a Qzmpa, or temple. Most 
of the houses in LEh are flat-roofed and polystoried. 
They are generally built of large cu tch  bricks. 
Hags stream in the air from the top of the Palace, 
and from the roofs of many of the principal houses 
of the city. Horns are frequently added, by way 
of additional ornament. 

The hills surrounding LEh are barren and arid, 
and some are capped with snow. There are very few 
trees planted, in comparison to the extent of culti- 
vated ground. Willow is the principal timber; 
apricots are very plentiful, and immense quanti- 
ties are made into komhnies. 

The people of Ladak are a better race than 
those of Biilti : more simple and honest, and very 
good-humoured; both sexes are very ugly, and 
filthy in appearance. A great many Kashmiriam 
have settled here, and have intermarried with the 
Ladiikies ; but this hybrid race are as plain as the 
rest. The women wear the tight jacket, and full 
skirt attached, which I before described. The 
latter is often a garment of "many colours,"-red, 



blue, and yellow stripes being added to the 
ordinary black. The head-dress is merely the 
lappet of seal-skin, which covers the ear and 
part of the cheek. Every Ladbkie wears a great 
many ornaments, and the invariable band depending 
from the forehead backwards, covered with large, 
but deeply-flawed turquoises, and a few other 
stones of various sorts. The men wear a sort of 
woollen chga,  as the ordinary dress of the poorer 
classes. Coral is worn in necklaces by both sexes. 

I have just bought a pair of Ladkk loots; they 
are very unshapely in appearance. The shoe por- 
tion is of thick leather, and the upper part of 
green and red woollen cloth. 

The elevation of LEh above the level of the sea 
is given at upwards of eleven thousand feet.* It 
is entirely removed from any subjection to the 
lachrymose influence of the periodical rains. The 
province of Nobra, (averaging an elevation of thir- 
teen thousand feet above the level of the sea,) 
lies to the north of Ladbk; Juskur, or Zuskk, to 
the south ; and Piti, or S'piti, to the south-east. 
Kashmir lies south-west of Ladilk ; while the 
Kh-Korum mountains are immediately to the 
north. Rod6kh and Chiln-Thbn, both. depen- 

* By Moorcrofi. Vigne estimates it at ten thousand feet 
only-very erroneously in my humble opinion. 
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dencies of Iarhlssa, lie in a direction east and 
south-west of this country of Lad&. 

The only part of the Thibetan worship I know, 
is the favourits and ceaselessly repeated sentence 
of; " Om mani padme Horn."* This ia sculptured 
on every rehgious pile. A double row of lofty 
Mihies usher the traveller from R56pshoo into 
h .  They abound all over the city and its vici- 
nities. I described the dress of the priesthood 
before, and last year gave an account of the 
Oijiirnpm I visited, and the monstrous image in 
one of these Temples below the Palace here. I 
have not paid a second visit to either Palace or 
Gl66mpa this year. I do not like threading alone 
crowded native streeta. This morning, I went 
out a little distance from my camp, to sketch the 
Palace and city below. I was in two minutes 
surrounded by an immense mob, who even crowded 
to within a yard of my seat of shawls spread on 
the ground. The exertions of half a dozen Sepoys 
were insufficient in warding off the " Great Un- 
washed " multitude. The sun soon became so hot, 
I waa obliged to leave my sketch incomplete 

I have proved myself a capital Esculapius I I 
am delighted to h d  both my servants convalescent 
to-day. I leave this evening, on my way to GECah 

* Fully explained in Vol. I. T i  wpm. 



or Ghia, m route to S'piti. My "~ick" must be 
ctarried. Some gentleman has just arrived ; I sup 
pose it is the same traveller I saw at Noorlah.* 

G r n .  (LADAK.) 

Distance, about thirty-seven miles. 

13th August, 1851. Wedwday.-I arrived 
here at sunrise, having left U h  at eleven o'clock, 
p.m., on the 11th (Monday,) and halted during 
the heat of yesterday at Oopshee, a village thir- 
teen or fourteen miles from this, and twenty-four 
from LEh. I need not be prolix on these marches, 
as in last year's Journal I must have said all that 
was requisite. The road is excellent from Mur- 
d u n g  to Oopshee ; the rest of the way, (both b t  
and last portions,) very indifferent. The f is t  village 
on the left bank, which would make a proper day's 
work as the first march from LEh, is Mursilung. 
Last year, we crossed over to the right bank, 

* I wss told by a respectable Indjh merchsnt, at LBh, that 
he had men Moorcroft and his party at Bokhha. He declared 
it to be a well-known fact, that they were all murdered. 
Eta gave me many particulars, and altogether a very different 
account of the death of that enterprising traveller and his com- 
panions, than the one found in the introduction to Moormft'e 
Work, written by the editor of hie Journal. 
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from our encamping ground at Hula-Buk Bhgh, 
(about a mile on the G h  side of Mursilung,) and 
marched only as far as TE~ksah or ThEEksa, about 
half-way from Mursilung to G h .  There is a path 
along both banks of the Indus, from G h  to 
Oopshee ; I think the left bank is the best, for 
though the road is for the b t  few miles inter- 
sected by water-courses, the rest of the way is 
nearly quite level. At Oopshee, the Indus (called 
in these parts the Singhey-Choo,) is no longer 
followed in its course. We left it to the east, and 
pursuing a more southerly direction, along the 
edge of a shallow stream, went up a narrow valley; 
the road bad, nearly the whole way to this village, 
Glhia or GhEEa, the last at this extremity of Ladbk. 
In  Walker's map, I see a further village of 
" Runchu" marked, and on reference to Moorcroft, 
I. see it is also mentioned by him. No such village 
exists now, nor can I learn how, where, or when 
it departed this life. 

The Indus has been traced to its source, I 
believe, by Mr. Moorcroft, and the distant Lake 
of Mansariwur, called by the natives "Mbun- 
~aibo," is the birth-place of this mighty river. 

I stopped yesterday morning at Mursilung to 
have a cup of tea. This village is a large one, the 
iields of cultivation being rich and extensive for 



these barren hills. Mursilung is situated at the 
extremity, or near the extremity of an undulating 
valley of irregular breadth, (varying from three 
hundred yards to half a mile,) and some four 
miles in length. Low hills,-some barren, others 
capped with snow,--of the average height of three 
or four hundred feet above the valley, run along on 
both sides, the Indw watering the desert land. 
Hula-Buk consists of a small village, and a large 
Bbgh, about a mile lower down the valley than 
Mursilung. A substantial sanga spans the rapid 
river below Hula-Buk Bbgh. b e e  is a small 
priestly village situated in a nook at the foot of 
the mountains, in a sequestered and elevated 
angle, nearly equi-distant from Mursilung and 
Hula-Buk. Himmee belongs to the Llbmas or 
Lbmbas, the priests of the district ; and I could see 
the Mbnies and the white Sarcophagi glittering 
in the sun. Oopshee is a very small village on 
the left bank of the Singhey-Choo, situated in the 
angle where the river forsakes the road to RGp- 
shoo. 

I received a severe kick from one of my horses 
while giving him some barley yesterday at Oop- 
shee. He struck my right side, the ungratefuI 
wretch ! and the extreme pain on pressure, together 
with the inability to lie on the injured side, makes 
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me half fear a fracture of one of the riba. I am 
very unlucky in always meeting with some acci- 
dent-(or very careless, perchance). 

The solitary tenor of my journey has been 
agreeably interrupted to-day, by a visit fiom a 
traveller who is era route to LZh and Eashmir, 
--Captain Campbell. It is as well that my long 
solitude among sable baboons of the human spe- 
cies has not rendered me entirely oblivious of 
my mother-tongue. At all events I ought to 
have felt very shy! (but I did not pow hut 
celu.) 

Ghia cannot be less than thirteen thousand feet 
in elevation above the level of the sea. I found 
it very cold, the air keen and piercing, at day- 
break this morning. I recognized the village by 
the GiKirnpa and Th&oor-Dwara, perched on high 
rocks far above on the opposite bank of the 
stream which flows below m a ,  watering the 
valley. I visited and described those buildings 
last year. None of the native servants who ac- 
companied me on my former visit, recognized 
Ghia, or appeared to remember any part of this 
road ; much less could they recall a single name. 
How very stupid all natives are in thk way. 
Their brains must be partially ossified, I opine, 
or constructed of qu& or granite. 



LURSA. OOJAR ENCAMPING) GROUND. 
(COUN!CRY O F  b A K . )  

Distance, four or Jive miles. 

14th August, 1851. Thursday.-There is a low 
shed made of stones and wood standing here, in 
which I am halting for breakfast, taking advantage 
of the rude shelter, - for, though previously 
tenanted by goats and sheep, it is better now that it 
is L C  swept and garnished)" than the burning sun 
without. This place is a little way up the Tung- 
lung or Tungling Pass. The path fiom Ghia as 

as thie is a very gradual ascent, considering 
that it is a LCPam," and the path is very good. 
We breakfasted in this neighbourhood last year 
also. Every step of my present route is familiar 
to me :-I recognize each rock of peculiar shape. 
The Tartar Furze is now the principal vegeta- 
tion, and the only fire-wood procurable. The yel- 
low flowers have all withered away. 
1 am suffering from a very distressing headache, 

but no sickness has yet come on, though I have 
recognized my old enemy, the BG6thJ that fatal 
moss of the Ladkk O6jk. In  walking m y  yarde 
for a flower a little while ago, the pulsations of 
my heart increased-wildly, and even repeated 



doses of " Digitalis" have failed to still the acce- 
lerated and loud beating. I do not know any 
more painful or alarming sensation, than this 
forced action of the heart. None of my semants 
have suffered yet. 

Distance, eleven miles. 

Xame day.-Arrived here at sunset. I am 
almost distracted by the stuplfying pain in my 
head, though I have escaped all nausea, which is 
the sole comfort I have under my present suffer- 
ings. This O6jBr encamping ground is on the 
road to Lahoiil. The stupid messenger I sent 
beforehand did not say I was going to S'piti. 
The Ladbk Coolies are here relieved by the 
R66pshoo people. There was a terrible h y  this 
evening, which, at one time, threatened serious 
consequences. The Gopa (or Head-man) of the 
R66pshoo people at f is t  declined,--or at least 
declared his inability,-to relieve the Ladbk men. 
The LEh Sepoy who accompanied me complained 
bitterly, and begged me to threaten more active 



measures. I did so, and desired my servants to 
keep the man in charge. He had not been beaten, 
or ill-treated in any way, but the R66pshoo 
people seeing him in " durance vile" rushed to 
his rescue, and fell on my servants. Of course, 
numbers soon prevailed, and I ordered the latter 
t o  give way at once. The savages dragged 
my tent down in their violence, and threw 
earth and stones both at me and my servants. 

I forbade retaliation of any sort, and as soon 
as there was quiet, desired the Sepoy- in charge of 
my camp, to go to U h  at once, and report the busi- 
ness to Busty Riim. The R66pshooites soon 
became alarmed, and sent several people to inter- 
cede for them, offering me all sorts of bribes, if I 
would not refer the matter to Leh, as they say 
that Busty RAm will ruin them and their whole 
families. I have not yet in any way yielded to 
their supplications, but I mean to do so in the 
morning, as it will entail both delay and trouble, 
if I complain formally. The people are an igno- 
rant, savage set, so it is folly to cherish wrath. 

The ascent from Lursa to the summit of the 
Tungling Pass, is very steep,-the road a water- 
course, shallow and stony. Thehills which flank 
the path are nearly free from snow, and are quite 
different from the sharp angular Heights of 



Bultistiln, and prrtn of Lad&. These are more 
sloping and undulating, but not less barren. The 
stream which rises on the Tungling Pam, has ita 
wurce in two or three be& of snow. Near the 
orest of the Pass, the stream is a very inconsiderable 
rill ; and, s d  though it is, I could not help 
wondering that even so tiny a streamlet could be 
ceaselessly supplied from so small a bed of snow, 
not half a foot thick. Several of the hills we 
passed consisted of blue slate, others of limestone. 
At the commencement of the descent, I observed 
several isolated gypsum rocks. 

Shortly before leaving my cattle-shed shelter, 
the clouds gathered heavily, and discharged them- 
selves h t  in large hail-stones, then on the summit 
of the Pass in a regular snow-storxi, which, as 
we neared the foot of the descent, gradually 
became sleet, then light rain. At the crestof the 

' Pass, I was dissppointed in getting no view. The 
heavy snow-clouds, and light feathery mists, 
enveloped the dim sea of mountains to the north ; 
but towards the south, I had a clear view of the 
Tch6&Soowiirrh, or Salt Water Lake, on the road to 
the Ch66rnoSGree Lake,-both of which are old 
acquaintances of mine. Just as we neared the 
O6jk encamping ground of Deverung, a beautiful 
rainbow shed ib halo of glory on the desert scene, 



I mistook a h g e  w'hite stone, glittering in the 
distance, for my little tent, and I was3 much 
disappointed in hc2lag my former encamping 
ground at Deverung, untenanted and desolate. 
Though my head was aching to distraction, I soon 
resolved to leave the dhoolie and ita funereal 
pace, and I galloped here, rapidly distancing all 
my attendants, 

There are two roads to Lahoiil; this is one, and 
the other is vz2 RGkchin, the way we came last 
year. The Qopa says that this route is by far the 
best, and that Lahoiil is eight marches distant. 
Juskur or Z w k k  is six days' journey fiom this 
spot. 

I am told that the road to S'piti is very bad; but 
if the people say this in the vain hope of per- 
suading me to give up the trip, they are foolishly 
deluded. If their representatiom of difficulties 
would have any effect, it would only be to 
determine me - to go ! c'est tout. 

I t  is bitterly, piercingly cold here ; a high wind 
blowing, which comes in icy chillness from the 
snowy mountains which environ the desert spot. 
I do not remember ever seeing an estimate of the 
altitude of the Pass I have just crossed. In my 
opinion it must be between sixteen and seventeen 
thousand feet in elevation above the level of the 



sea. None of the Heights in its neighbmhood 
appear more than six or seven hundred feet higher 
than the summit of the Pass, though a good deal 
of deep unbroken snow lies on the tops of some 
of the mountains quite near. A small stream flows 
on this side of the Pass, and supplies water a t  
Deverung. I do not know what becomes of it, 
for below Devenmg, the valley is destitute of 
water, though the bed of the water-course is 
broadly marked. I think it very possible that 
the whole of the valley, in which the above 
encamping ground is situated, was once a lake. 
The stony bed of the water-course, though dry 
now, is plainly marked, and for the last mile is 
very broad, almost the whole breadth of the valley; 
-it opens into a wide and extensive sandy plain. 
The road to S'piti follows the left hand; that of 
Lahoiil takes the opposite direction. 

This is one of the encamping grounds of the 
Nomadic Tribes, but it is not one-tenth as large 
as KGrzuk, near the ChGGmorGEree Lake. The 
moon is shining on many black tents, and count- 
less herds of sheep, goats and y$ks. A hundred 
fires, lit by the Tartar furze, are blazing over half 
a mile of ground, and the whole scene is picturesque 
and singular, and (what I like,) very wild. 

In spite of the alarming affray this evening, I 



feel no terror in my solitude. The desert moun- 
taips are quite familiar to me, and though a 
defenceless woman, I can awe and command even 
these wild children of the wilderness,-probably, 
by my very fearlessness ! 

Dktance, a6out Jifteen m&8. 

15th August, 1851. fiiday.-This is near the 
spot where we had a, meeting with the Chinese 
last year. The PEmakingjing Lake, or Tch66- 
Soowiirrh, is close by,-its white shores glit- 
tering as white as ever. I described it last year, 
so I will say nothing more now, than that the 
numerous flocks of handsome geese have entirely 
disappeared. Whether they have been frightened 
away by the numerous European sportsmen, or 
whether they are merely gone "pleasuring," 
deponent sayeth not. 

after leaving my camp this morning, I soon 
galloped into the S'piti road, along the sandy plain 
before adverted to. About half-way, by a small 
tank of water, I drank some tea, and then cantered 
here, remembering the way distinctly, and dis- 
tancing guide and attendants alike. The road iE1 



excellent, along successive plains. I passed several 
bf the Mhnies. The  hill^ which flank the plsins 
are bare as ever, but low and undulating. The 
Tartar fuRe aa prevalent as d. 

I am surprised to see how cloudy it now is, in 
these burning deserts. In July last year, not a 
single cloud obscured the killing glare of the 
Thibetan sun. This afternoon, hail fell, but in no 
great quantity. 

There is another Camp here ;--two gentlemen 
trying to shoot the peculiar species of wild sheep, 
which abound on the neighburing mountains. 
Bawa are also found all about this line of the 
country. They are of two kinds ; one white, the 
other blue and fawn-coloured. The KiAng, or 
wild-horse, also hquenta these deaert mountains, 
and large herds of these have been seen in this 
immediate neighburhood. I described them last 
year, and need not repeat the account now. 

The mountains which ancirole the lake some 
little distance fkom its white shores, are undulat- 
ing, and rise from about five hundred to nearly a 
thousand feet above the plain. This lake evidently 
was far more considerable once, and probably 
filled the entire amphitheatre, formed by the 
surrounding Heights. The white deposit extends 
far beyond the present body of water, and the 



ground to the foot of the encompassing mountains 
is either marshy or m d y  ; nor can there be any 
doubt that it  was formerly covered by the waters 
of the Salt Lake. There is a little snow on the 
hills, but some are quite bare. 

END OF VOL. If. 





APPENDIX TO VOL. 11. 

(-4.) 
8. The PahalgCtm Pans, between Cfundih Bul and the valley 

of Wurdwun. 
This is a very &illcult pans, and is only adapted to foot- 

passengers. I t  is rarely practicable before the middle of June, 
and closes in November. The anow lies very deep on this 
route, and there are four or five days of Ogclr, before Wurd- 
won is reached. Kaahmir is entered (in coming fiom the 
Wurdwun valley over thb pans) at the north-north-east. This 
pass leads to Thibet and I(ishtaw&r :--alee to the celebrated 
caves of Amur NBth. 

9. The Wurdwun Punjiil. 
This pans is to the east of the Pahalgh Pass, and lies a 

little to the southward of it. Horses can be taken. I t  opens 
in June, and closes early in December. 

This pass also lesds to Thibet and Kishtawk. The latter 
route passes Pamber and Duchin before reaching Kishtawiir. 

(B.1 
Shilhabad, means the abode of the Shah, or King. This was 

once the largest plsce in the southern extremity of the valley, 
but its glory has departed. The town is a melancholy ruin, 
and the environs are overgrown with nettles and noxious 
weeds. The highest peak of the Range, under the W o w  of 
which it lies, is 1,300 feet above the ruined town. The rocks in 
the vicinity are composed of a kind of limestone, and the strata 
thereof are singuhly contorted, an I have frequently observed 
in the Thibetsn Heights, the manifest consequence of the 
volcanic power which upheaved these vast mountaim 

Shihabad is famed for the best apples in Kaahmir, and the 
wheat and rice-fields are still abundantly luxuriant all round 
the environa of t h i e  once f lourhhg town. 
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*&sh, or Cfunbsha, ie the Qod of Wiedom and Policy. He 
is painted as a short fat man, red-coloured, with a large pro- 
boacia in front, and the trunk of an elaphant. He has four 
hands, all fully employed;-in one he holds the ankh, or iron 
instrument for guiding and coercing an elephant ; in the second 
he extends a "chunk " or shell ; in the third a conical ball, 
and in the fourth, a veaael containing small cakes, with which 
he is anpposed to r e h s h  himself. He is generally described 
as having a rat near him, ofbn bestriding it. The Hindoos 
regard the rat as the p b o l  of Prudence and Fore-thought. 
Qunbsh is invoked on all important matters, being regarded 
as wise beyond his divine compeers, and his image is frequently 
placed over the doors of houses and shops to ellsure success to 
the business of the merchants and owners. 

Gunesh came into the world in a most irregular manner, for 
he was not indebted to man or woman for his vitality. Hie 
mother was, however, the fair Pilrbuttie, in the divine gene- 
alogies, and her mode of producing this eccentric member of 
her offspring waa decidedly original. While she was bathing, 
she collected all the impurities on the surface of the water, 
and laboriously kneaded them into shape, giving life to the 
form by pouring the sacred water of Gunga, or Ganges over it. 
Pkrbuttie is represented as a loving mother to her irregular 
scion. The elephant's trunk was added subsequently, and in 
this wise :-Plrbuttie having vivified the scum of the bath as 
above detailed, placed her son as sentinel outside the bath, 
while she continued her ablutions. Siva or Maha Dh (her 
divine lord and master) coming to the portal, was rudely 
repulsed by the filial sentinel, for which act of daring, Siva cut 
off his head without delay. The lamentations of Pkrbuttie 
at last induced him to take the first head he could h d ,  (which 
was that of an elephant,) and make it adhere to the shoulders ' 
of Gunbsh, by way of replacing his serious loss. 
" Shah Jehan " was the son of Jehanghir, and the father 

of AurungzZb. He occupied the mighty throne of Delhi from 
A.B. 1628 to 1658. 

The " Rishis " were the children of the Menus, the offspring 
of the Brahmadim, who were the sons of Brahma. Astrono- 
mically they are the spouses of the six Pleides, though as they 
are seven in number, " six l J  and " seven " scarcely accord ! 
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Nythologically they are seven ages, who obtained beatitude 
by their virtue and piety. 

(Dm) 1 

Them Pandoos wen five heroes or demi-gods, the sons of 
Pandoo and Koonti. Their mother was a sister of the Prince 
of Mathoora, the distinguished father of the Indian Hercules, 
Baldiva. The names of the five Pandoos were, Yoodishtra, 
Bheema, Arjun, Nycoola, and Sydeeva. These heroes are 
constantly mentioned in the Hindoo history, as well as in the 
mythology, though one writer (Moore) tries to show that they 
had no historical existence, and were to be regarded simply 
in an allegorical light, to typify-1. Modesty and tenderness ; 
2. Strength; 3. Bravery and talent; 4. Harmonious and per- 
fect beauty ; 5. Wisdom. If the author who advances this 
theory had taken the trouble to dip further into ancient 
historical records, he would have found ample evidence of the 
tangible and actual mortal existence of the beloved quintet,- 
exalted for their extraordinary feats of prowess into demi- 
gods. Of c o r n  fable mingles with all the historical accounts 
of these heroes, but it is folly to deny their identity altogether. 
They were the descendants of the ancient sovereigns who 
occupied the countries bordering upon the Jumna, c d e d  the 
Pandooan %j, or kingdom of the Pandoos. On the death of 
their father, the empire was seized by a nephew who assumed 
the sovereignty, on the plea, that the five brothers were illegiti- 
mate, and through his machinations caused them to be 
proscribed for about helve years. They wandered over 
every part of India, accompanied by their cousins Baldiva (the 
Hindoo Hercules) and his brother Heri. I t  is in these 
wanderings that they have left behind them the monuments of 
glorious magnificence that the Hindoos to this day still 
ascribe to them. Arjun was the most renowned of the 
fraternal quintet, and his prowess won him the hand of a 
celebrated beauty yclept Droopdavi, the daughter of the Prince 
of Panchalica; when, according to the Hinfioo customs still 
prevalent in some parts of the East, the lady became the wife 
of the five brothers at once. Their marriage was followed by 
an attempt to return to their native land and there to settle 
in peace, but their unnatural relation again expelled the 
heroes. They then retired to the d e w  forests of the south, 
and wonderful tales are related of dangers surmounted, and 
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successful encountem with the wild denizsns of the deep 
woods, both man and bemt equally savage. Their noble and 
valorous deeds are recited by the Bindow with passionate 
enthusiasm. The brother of Baldiva at length fell a victim 
to the continued attacks of the foresters. 

Their prescribed term of exile being atan e d ,  they returned 
to the land of their father; and being still contemptuously 
treated by the sovemign, they reeolved to coaquer their birth- 
right by force of arms. Accordingly, a sa@ary battle took 
place between the rival clam; but though the brothers were a t  
first succeseful, they were finally constrained to quit their native 
land, and, according to some awxunts, they are represented 
as having ultimately in disgust abandoned India altogether. 
The aon of Arjun was subsequently elehtttd to the throne of 
" Indrapreatha" (the ancient or mythological name of Delhi). 

The brothers a h  appear in the &dm mythology, and 
Arjun, the most renowned of the fraternity, is represented m 
being the favoured of P&-Iswb (or Siva), who, in token of 
his appreciation of his austere holiness as well as his carnal 
valour, presented him with the upausoopmtt" arrow, the 
virtues of which are inoalculable, and eo di-y mysterious 
that Indra* and Yamat are not even acquainted with its 
wonderful poyers. This celestial weapon enables the fortu- 
nate possessor to vanquish all with whom he strives, even to 
the kbjugation of the universe. In  consequence, -we find 
Arjun sculptured with the deitiee in the Hindoo temples. 

* Indra is the Lord of the Firmament and the God of Storms, 
LC., t c .  

t The regent of the infernal regions. 






